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Abstract
Joseph de Maistre is usually portrayed as Edmund Burke’s French counterpart,
as they both wrote important treatises against the French Revolution. Although
Maistre did share many of Burke’s conservative political views, he was much
more than a political thinker. He was above all a religious thinker who interpreted
political events through the prism of a particular retributionist theology.
According to this theology, God punishes evil deeds, not only in the afterlife, but
also in this terrestrial life; and sometimes, he may even use human tyrants as
instruments of his wrath. This interpretation especially evident in Maistre’s
Considerations sur la France, an early work in his philosophical career. In that
book, Maistre interprets the French Revolution as divine punishment, and in that
regard, his views bear some similarities to the Deuteronomist historian in the
Hebrew Bible, who interpreted the destruction of Jerusalem and the Babylonian
Exile, as divine punishment in retribution of Israel’s sins.
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Introduction: was Joseph de Maistre only a political philosopher?
In a controversy over the origins of language with Condorcet, Joseph de
Maistre claimed that language is identical to thought, and therefore, could not
have been invented by men, but rather, granted by divine grace. According to
Maistre, inasmuch as language is the registry of the oldest memories of a cultural
group, it is better not to alter ancient languages, for in that way, we will be closer
to the divine grace that war originally given to humans. In such a manner, even if
he wrote his works in a modern version of the French language, Maistre was an
enthusiast of Latin, because this was the language that was used for the glory of
Empire and Church in previous epochs, and to which Maistre hoped the world
would return (Berlin, 2013).
It is very revealing that a thinker such as Maistre is nostalgic about the use
of Latin, as this adequately represents his attitude towards modern times.
Whereas, roughly 150 years before Maistre, another Frenchman, Descartes,
became the first modern philosopher and chose to write in French, Maistre did the
reverse: he preferred the use of Latin, as an emblem of the reaction against
modernity, and as a symbol of the return to the glory of the pre-revolutionary days.
In this regard, Maistre’s influence is almost null today. The last nail in his
coffin was Vatican Council II’s decision to prefer vernaculars over Latin in
Catholic liturgy. We could think that, for practical purposes, Latin is a dead
language; likewise, the ideas of Maistre are also dead. Hardly anybody talks about
Maistre in a course on Philosophy, and his works are not frequently reedited. The
reason for this is relatively simple: nobody dares deny the great impact the French
Revolution has had on the modern world.
During the first decades of the 19th Century, reactionaries were expecting a
restoration of the Ancien regime, and with the fall of Napoleon, this indeed
happened, but it did not last for long. After the big revolutions of the 19th Century,
interest in Maistre and other exponents of reactionary counter-Enlightenment
ideology waned. Today’s Western world is largely the descendant of the
Enlightenment and the French Revolution, and Maistre’s counter-Enlightenment
ideas have little force in our society.
Yet, Maistre’s ideas are not completely dead, in the same sense that Latin is
not really a dead language. The Catholic Church still has some use for Latin, and
romance languages (very much alive today) are derivatives of Latin and rely on it
for grammar and etymology. Something similar could be said of Maistre.
Although his ideas are not explicitly discussed in most universities, his way of
thinking is still widespread in the religious ideas of popular Christianity.
Maistre was above all a political philosopher. He had a very clear objective:
to attack the French Revolution and to defend the virtues of monarchies. Maistre
upheld the doctrine of divine right, advocated for a theocracy, repudiated
constitutions, recommended kings to submit to the Pope, and justified the
Inquisition. None of these ideas are alive today, although historians render
attention to Maistre’s political philosophy because of the impact they had in the
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early 20th Century, when liberalism was still not in full force (Armenteros, 2011).
In fact, he is widely recognized as perhaps one of France’s most influential
philosophers, in the period immediately following the fall of Napoleon (Reardon,
1975).
But on a deeper level, Maistre was a religious thinker, and albeit not often
recognized as such, his ideas remain popular. Maistre was a typical exponent of
the retributionist theology that remains common in the religious beliefs of many
people. Indeed, many historians recognize Maistre as much a theologian as a
philosopher (Strensky, 2003). I shall come back to retributionist theology later on,
but for now, it suffices to say that this theology is a way of thinking about God in
terms of retribution: God punishes evildoers, and his violence is thus justified.
Of course, retributionist theology did not begin with Maistre. A relatively
obscure man from Savoy could not have had so much influence over Western
civilization in such a short period of time. Maistre only added on to a much more
important religious canon that affirms retributionist theology. That canon is the
Hebrew Bible. But, the Hebrew Bible principles that Maistre upheld, are precisely
the ones that Christianity worked hard to overcome. Maistre was a firm defender
of the retributionist theology in which God commands the violence against the
world, and therefore, it is futile to oppose it. For that reason, throughout his
lifetime, Maistre was an enthusiast of militarism. As Isaiah Berlin has well
pointed out, we should see Maistre as a precursor of fascism. Jean Yves Pranchere
(Pranchere, 2001) even thinks we should see Maistre as one of Carl Schmidt’s
antecessors in the philosophy of fascism.
Maistre always thought of himself as a Christian, and many ways, of course
he is. But, the nucleus of his thinking resembles much more the Hebrew Bible
theology that Christianity to a large extent attempted to reform. Christianity has
never aspired to a total rupture with its Jewish roots, and most of the Christian
message already is foretold in the Hebrew Bible. But, the Hebrew Bible principles
that Maistre upheld, are precisely the ones that Christianity worked hard to
overcome. Maistre was a firm defender of the retributionist theology in which God
commands the violence against the world, and therefore, it is futile to oppose it.
For that reason, throughout his lifetime, Maistre was an enthusiast of militarism.
As Isaiah Berlin has well pointed out, we should see Maistre as a precursor of
fascism.
Maistre’s religious views resemble those of Ancient Judaism during the
times of the Babylonian Exile. In his philosophy, the prevailing image is that of a
just and retributionist God who rewards good and punishes evil. During the
Babylonian Exile (6th Century B.C.E), an author we do not entirely know, wrote
an important section of the Hebrew Bible. According to the documentary
hypothesis, this author is called the Deuteronomist (Friedman, 1997). This author
formalized the image of a just God that rewards or punishes deeds. The so-called
Deuteronomist theology has left a major imprint on Jewish and Christian religious
thought, and it is very notorious in Maistre’s thought. In what follows, I will
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analyze how, even from the moment Maistre wrote an early work, the
Considerations sur la France, originally published in 1821, the influence of
Deuteronomist theology is already present.
The Considerations sur la France
At first, the French Revolution met with great enthusiasm throughout
Europe. But, once the details of revolutionary violence came to be known, many
critics soon appeared. Terrified by the horrors of the Revolution, these critics
energetically wrote treatises and pamphlets to condemn the Revolution. In the
process, they set up the bases of the counterrevolutionary movement that persisted
in Europe throughout the first half of the 19th Century. Only one year after the
start of the Revolution, Edmund Burke published Reflections on the Revolution in
France, a seminal work in political conservatism.
Six years after Burke’s book, Maistre published Considerations on France,
an energetic indictment of the Revolution. Ever since, Maistre has been
considered an emulator of Burke in France, as they have both been seen as
champions of counterrevolution in France. Certainly, Maistre had read Burke’s
work, and it is clear that he was influenced by it. But, the comparison with Burke
is not entirely accurate, as Maistre became a sui generis philosopher.
Burke wrote in a very sober style. His intention was precisely to warn against
revolutionary passion. Maistre, by contrast, wrote in a much more energetic and
passionate style: his hatred for the Revolution was on the same level as the hatred
the revolutionaries felt for the Ancien regime. Burke was concerned with order,
peace and stability, and although he never ceased being a religious man, his ideas
were strictly political. Maistre, by contrast, was much more concerned with
violence and sacrifice, and as mentioned above, his philosophy is more religious
than political.
Yet, very much as Burke, Maistre was a man overwhelmed by the events of
his time, and he always interpreted them in religious terms. The Revolution deeply
affected his personal life. His family’s origins were in Savoy, and they always had
connections with aristocrats. As a result, once the Revolution began, his family
had to abandon Savoy in 1792. Ever since, Maistre traveled around Europe
preaching hatred against revolutionary movements, and recommending his
European hosts not to follow the path of his fellow countrymen.
Considerations sur la France is Maistre’s first formal piece of work. It is a
short book, written in the style of a pamphlet. The argument is straight forward:
the French Revolution has been a catastrophe, not only for the French people, but
for all of humanity. The internal contradictions of the Revolution will lead to its
own ruin, and the Monarchy will be inevitably restored. Maistre proclaims this
restoration with great enthusiasm.
Maistre was noteworthy for his argumentative skills, but ultimately used
them to reach outrageous conclusions. Maistre had originally intended to use as a
title of his book, Considerations religieuses sur la France. But, Maistre preferred
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to keep the current title, probably as an attempt to disguise his religious views,
and make them more mainstream in the political discussion of his day.
He thought of Considerations sur la France as a book about a great tragedy.
This tragedy would not only be national; it would be a religious tragedy as well.
His arguments against a revolutionary government was not strictly political. In the
early pages of the book, he appears to be a secular author (very much as Burke
and most of the other critics of the Revolution), but then, he abandons his secular
outlook and makes a theological argument against the Revolution. In his view, the
French Revolution was not just a political or historical tragedy or mistake; it was
actually a manifestation of pure evil.
The Enlightenment thinkers talked a great deal about progress, and provided
an optimistic outlook. Maistre, on the contrary, presents a terrifying image of the
Revolution. Consider, for example, this description: “What distinguishes the
French Revolution, and what makes it a unique event in History, is that it is
radically evil, no element of good alleviated the gaze of the observer; it is the
highest degree of corruption, it is absolute impurity… In what page of History can
we find such a huge quantity of vices operating at the same time? What an
accumulation of cruelty and degradation!”(Maistre, 2016: 46).
He goes on with drastic descriptions: “[The Revolution] was an inexplicable
delirium, a scandalous rejection of everything that is respectable amongst human
beings, an atrocity of a new kind, which fools around with its crimes, and over all,
an impious prostitution of reasoning and of all the terms built to express ideas of
justice and virtue”(Ibid, 47-48).
Maistre blames this evil, not only on the revolutionaries, but also on the
philosophers who provided the ideas for it: “Philosophy, having eroded the
cement that united human beings, it no longer provides moral contributions. Civil
authority, favoring with all its forms the toppling of the old regime, gives the
enemies of Christianity all the support… Altars are taken down, immune animals
dressed as priests have been parading the streets, sacred cups have been used for
abominable orgies, and prostitutes now lay over the altars formerly decorated with
cherubs” (Ibid, 58-59).
Maistre therefore concludes that the Revolution’s origins are not exclusively
human. For Maistre, the Revolution is an entity by itself, independent of the
revolutionaries: “Men do not drive the Revolution; the Revolution drives men”
(Ibid, 8). Revolutionaries re servants to the Revolution, and the Revolution is
devilish in itself: “In the French Revolution there is a satanic character that
distinguishes it from everything that has ever been seen and perhaps will ever be
seen” (Ibid, 51). In Maistre’s view, revolutionaries are clearly in league with the
Devil.
These allusions to Satan do not seem to be mere metaphors. Maistre truly
believed that there were dark supernatural forces at play, and that these forces
overtook the heart and minds of revolutionaries. But, in this, there is a
contradiction that Maistre never seemed to be aware of. On the one hand, he
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considers the Revolution to be in league with Satan. But, on the other hand, he
also considers that the Revolution has been carried out by God. It is as if both God
and Satan teamed up to hurt humanity. Consider, for example, this passage:
“Providence wanted that the first strike be hit by Septembrists, in order for
injustice to be impious” (Ibid, 6), “there were nations condemned to death as
guilty individuals, and we know why. If it was part of God’s purpose to let us
know his plans regarding the French Revolution, we would understand it as the
punishment of the French people as the sentence of a Parliament” (Ibid, 15).
In other words, God conducted the French Revolution as punishment for all
the depravity of the French people. These vices were not those of the Ancien
regime, but actually, of the revolutionaries themselves. Because of the
Revolution’s blasphemies, God punished the French people with all the terror that
became common during Robespierre’s days. If France suffers the horrors of the
Revolution, it is because the country deserves it. God punishes France, but this
will cleanse the country of all its impiety: “Every life, every wealth, every power,
were in the hands of the Revolutionary power, and this monster drunk with power,
dunk with blood and success… was at the same time a horrendous punishment for
the French people, and the only means capable of saving France” (Ibid, 17),“the
horrible shedding of human blood, caused by this great commotion, was a terrible
means; however, it is as much a means as a punishment, and this can give rise to
interesting reflections” (Ibid, 25).
Maistre laments the revolutionary catastrophe. He suffers seeing his beloved
country in ruins, yet finds joy in thinking that God has punished his country, for
this is the only way it can be regenerated. Maistre had not really been born in
France; he did not even have the opportunity to live in France for a long period of
time. Some generations before his birth, his family had migrated to Savoy, and he
always held a strong attachment to the French culture of his ancestors. In his mind,
France is the country selected by God; it is the nation that Providence has chosen.
The retributionist theology of the Hebrew Bible
Many cultures have developed the idea that they are the chosen people by
God. Many Empires have had this notion, in support of their self-proclaimed
civilizing mission. But, in Maistre’s philosophy, it is different. France has been
given a glorious role to play, but at the same time, it has been chosen by God to
be punished, because it failed to meet God’s designs previously.
Cultures that believe themselves to be chosen by the gods do not usually
believe that they have also been chosen for punishment. Maistre’s view is
different, but he was not truly an innovator in this regard. The way he interprets
the French Revolution as God’s punishment of his own chosen people, is
reminiscent of Ancient Israel. The idea that God chooses a people and favors
them, but severely punishes them at the same time (even more so than any other
nation), was the basis of the Hebrew concept of berith (the Covenant).
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The Hebrew notion of Covenant became especially important during the
process when the sources of the Torah were collected in the 6th Century BCE. One
of the authors of those sources, commonly called the Deuteronomist by scholars,
made the Covenant one of his most important themes. The most prominent
doctrine in the book of Deuteronomy is the so-called “election theology”.
According to this doctrine, God has established a Covenant with Israel, and the
terms of this alliance are simple. God will favor Israel, as long as Israel complies
with the Law that God gave to Moses. If Israel honors this Covenant, it will be
blessed. However, if Israel disobeys, God will send horrendous punishments
(Deuteronomy 28:1-28).
The God of the Deuteronomist can be extremely violent. Some critics even
claim that violence is the central theme of the Hebrew Bible. For example,
theologian Raymund Schwagger estimates that there are around three thousand
Hebrew Bible passages in which God kills people (Schwagger, 1997). A portion
of those passages represents God killing people for no rational motive whatsoever,
such as the striking of Uzziah for his mistakes handling the Ark (II Samuel 6:67), or the attempt to kill Moses without any explanation (Exodus 4:24).
But, the theology of the Deueteronomist is different: God kills, but not
capriciously. God makes people suffer, but only as punishment due to the
impieties of Israel. God himself can execute the violence, or in some cases, he can
use human beings as instruments of divine punishment. Furthermore, after the
time of the Deuteronomist, this retributionist theology had a considerable
influence over a new religious conception, according to which, suffering was no
longer a punishment by God, but rather, it was the evildoer himself who brought
upon his own tragedy; in other words, evil only goes back to the evildoer.
Most scholars agree that the Deuteronomist not only wrote the book of
Deuteronomy; he also likely wrote the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel and
Kings. For convenience, scholars call the corpus of these books the
“Deuteronomist history”. Scholars hold this view for many technical reasons, but
perhaps the most important, is the fact that in those books, the same retirbutionist
themes of Deuteronomy are also present.
The author of the Deueteronomist history tells the story of Israel, from the
time of settling in Canaan, the epoch of the Judges, the Monarchies, and, finally,
the Babylonian Exile. Most scholars believe the Deuteronomist was part of the
exiled community, Friedman even suggests that he may have been Jeremiah
(Friedman, 1997).
The Babylonian Exile has a deep impact on Biblical literature, and was a
major influence on the shaping of Israel’s religious ideas. In the face of such a
catastrophe, Biblical authors tried to make some sense out of it. They had trouble
understanding how God’s people could be so easily humiliated by its enemies.
Yet, they found an answer that squared well with the prevailing retributionist
theology: the Hebrew were being exiled, because they had disobeyed God, and
had broken the terms of the Covenant. This is the interpretative framework that is
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used by the author throughout the whole of the Deueteronomist history. The
tragedies of Israel throughout this long period are due to God’s punishments. This
series of punishments reaches a climax with an event that surpasses the previous
ones: the exile. The Deueteronomist interpreted it as a just and necessary divine
retribution for the sins of the people.
Maistre and retributionist theology
We can begin to see that Maistre’s interpretation of the French Revolution is
deeply embedded in Hebrew Bible theology. In the same manner that Maistre
believed the French Revolution was part of a divine plan to punish France, the
Deuteronomist believed that the destruction of Jerusalem and the Babylonian exile
were also part of a divine plan to punish Israel.
As mentioned above, there seems to be a contradiction in Maistre’s thought:
on the one hand, he believed the French Revolution to be the work of the Devil,
but at the same time, he believed it was directed by God. There is no such
contradiction in the Deutereonomist history, for the Devil makes no appearance.
Satan is a religious concept of Persian origin, and it was introduced in Biblical
literature after the times of the exile; it is therefore posterior to the time of the
Deuteronomist. In the theology of the Deuteronomist, God appears in a dual
image: he can be loving yet vengeful; it will all depends on how he retributes
human beings.
In many Hebrew Bible passages, God punishes by himself. But, in the
Deuteronomist theology, God uses some human beings as means of his
retribution. In such a manner, for example, God punishes Israel, but uses the
Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar as instrument of his wrath. As presented in the
Deuteronomist history, this is an icious king and does horrible things to the
Hebrews, but somehow he has the approval of God.
The prophet Jeremiah further developed this theology. In fact, the book of
Jeremiah has many parallels to the book of Deuteronomy, and many scholars
believe they could have been written by the same author. In the face of
Nebuchadnezzar’s imminent siege of Jerusalem, Jeremiah warns that God has
favored the Babylonian king, because he will be the means of divine wrath.
Trough Jeremiah, God announces: “Now I will give all your countries into the
hands of my servant Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon; I will make even the wild
animals subject to him. All nations will serve him and his son and his grandson
until the time for his land comes; then many nations and great kings will
subjugate him. If, however, any nation or kingdom will not serve Nebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon or bow its neck under his yoke, I will punish that nation with the
sword, famine and plague, declares the Lord, until I destroy it by his hand”
(Jeremiah 27: 6-8).
Maistre uses the same Deuteronomist theology to interpret the French
Revolution. In his account, Robespierre plays the role of Nebuchadnezzar. While
the Deuteronomist presents Nebuchadnezzar as an instrument of God’s will, the
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Babylonian king is nevertheless represented as a cruel tyrant. Maistre does the
same with Robespierre. He never doubts the viciousness of Robespierre’s tyranny:
“Robespierre, Collot or Barere never thought about establishing the revolutionary
government and the reign of terror; they were insensitively driven by the
circumstances, and we will never see something similar again. These excessively
mediocre men, exercised over a guilty nation the most horrid despotism that has
ever been mentioned in history, and were probably the men in the kingdom most
surprised by their own power” ( Maistre, 2016:6).
If Robespierre was extremely mediocre, how then could he have achieved so
much power? Maistre explicitly claims that God gave the tyrant that power: “The
crimes of the tyrants in France were becoming instruments of the Providence”
(Maistre, 2016: 21). Maistre even incurs in a contradiction. He first describes
Robespierre as mediocre, but then, claims he is a genius: “The King has never had
an ally, and it is sufficiently evident… that the coalition hoped for the
disintegration of France. Now, how to resist the coalition? With what supernatural
means could the effort of Europe be resisted? The infernal genius of Robespierre
was only capable of performing this prodigy” (Maistre, 2016:17).
In Maistre’s thinking, a human coalition cannot defeat a tyrant that has been
appointed by God. Through Robespierre, God himself becomes a tyrant in France,
and annihilates all human efforts to attempt to restore happiness.
The Deuteronomist interpreted the catastrophe of the Babylonian exile in
terms of the past deeds of Israel. Given the importance of the Covenant in the
approach of the Deuteronommist, he seemed to believe that, inasmuch as God was
just, all these catastrophes came as a result of Israel’s sins.
The greatest sin of Israel was, of course, apostasy. This is the greatest concern
for the Deuteronomist and most authors of the Hebrew Bible. The chronological
order of the Decalogue reflects this very well. “You shall have no other gods
before me” is the first Commandment (Exodus 20:3; Deuteronomy 5:7). Most of
the history narrated by the Deueteronomist is about Israel’s struggle to comply
with this command. But, it is not Israel’s only sin. Asides from apostasy, both the
Deutereonomist and the Prophets denounced social injustice, and ritual vanity.
Whenever a catastrophe is interpreted as divine punishment, then the sins of
the people must be emphasized. And this is what Maistre precisely does
throughout much of Considerations sur la France. If the Revolution is divine
punishment, then there must have been countless sins prior to it. Although Maistre
hoped for a return to the Ancien regime, he was still critical of it. In his view, the
Ancien regime was guilty of some sins that justified the Revolution as divine
punishment. Very much as the Biblical Prophets criticized the excessive concern
with rituals, Maistre also criticized the Catholic clergy: “It cannot be denied that
the priesthood, in France, needed reforms, and although I am far from adopting
the vulgar declamations about the clergy, it is no less undisputed that the opulence,
the luxury, and the general inclinations of the spirits towards laxity had set the
clergy on decline… during the times that immediately preceded the Revolution,
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the clergy had descended, more or less as the Army, from the position that it
previously had in public opinion”(Ibid, 20).
But, much more than discuss the sins of the Ancien regime, Maistre prefers
to emphasize the sins of the revolutionary movement itself. Under Maistre’s
interpretation, the Revolution’s terror is not properly divine punishment for the
sins of the Ancien regim, but rather, for the corruption of the men that inspired the
Revolution. Revolutionary philosophical ideas were the sins, and the Reign of
Terror was the punishment for having listened to the likes of Voltaire, Rousseau
and Montesquieu. Robespierre is the divine response to the impieties of the
philosophes and all the blasphemies that were done in their names.
Very much as in the Deuteronomist history, in Maistre’s account, the greatest
of all sins was apostasy. In France, this apostasy was not so much the cult and
worship of other gods, but rather, something much more troubling to Maistre:
enlightened atheism. Maistre believes atheism is absurd and dangerous: “every
imaginable institution stands on a religious idea, otherwise they would just be
temporary. They are strong and long-lasting inasmuch as they are divinized…
Philosophy is, to the contrary, an essentially disorganizing power” (Ibid, 24).
But, very much as the Biblical Prophets, Maistre also denounced the moral
impieties of France: “[Civil] marriage is nothing but legal prostitution; there is no
paternal authority, there is no limit on crime” (Ibid, 47). Maistre continues in his
portrayal of French depravity: “If we take a look at the acts of the National
Convention, it is difficult to express what one experiences. When I go with my
mind to the time of its sessions, I feel like the sublime bard of England [Milton],
to an imaginary world; I see the enemy of the human genre seated in a circle and
invoking all the malign spirits in this new Pandemonium” (Ibid, 48).
In the Deuteronomist history, the catastrophe of the Babylonian exile is
evoked with various emblematic images, not least of which is the destruction of
the Temple in Jerusalem, as well as the profanation of the sacred objects that were
inside. It is not unlikely that Masiter thought of the assault on the Bastille in
Biblical terms. In the Deutereonomist history, the humiliation of Zedekiah
(Judah’s last king) was a powerful image to portray the intensity of the punishment
God was issuing against Israel: “and he was captured. He was taken to the king of
Babylon at Riblah, where sentence was pronounced on him. They killed the sons
of Zedekiah before his eyes. Then they put out his eyes, bound him with bronze
shackles and took him to Babylon” (II Kings 25:6-7). It is very probable that this
image caused a lasting impression on the mind of many Hebrews in the
generations to follow.
For Maistre, the image of the humiliated king is also very prominent. His
indignation is very vivid: “every drop of Louis XVI’s blood will cost torrents for
France; four million Frenchmen, perhaps, will pay with their heads this great
national crime of an antireligious and antisocial insurrection, crowned by a
regicide” (Ibid, 113). Very much as the Deuteronomist, Maistre believed the
humiliation of the king is the climatic point of the catastrophe.
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The Deuteronomist had no doubts about Zedekiah’s corruption: “[Zedekiah]
did evil in the eyes of the Lord, just as Jehoiakim had done. It was because of the
Lord’s anger that all this happened to Jerusalem and Judah, and in the end he
thrust them from his presence” (II Kings 24:19-20). In other words, Zedekiah
deserved his punishment. The author of the Deuteronomist history insists on
retributionist theology; in his view, God punishes accordingly.
In this aspect, Maistre does not closely follow the retributionist theology
typical of the Deuteronomist history. In reference to Louis XVI’s execution, he
mentions that the Revolution has been carries out “over the ruins of the throne and
altars, spilled by the blood of the best of kings, and by an innumerable multitude
of other victims” (Ibid, 109). Very seldom does Maistre distance himself from
retributionist theology, but this is an exception. Even if Louis XVI was executed
as part of God’s plan, he was still an innocent victim.
Perhaps this exception to Maistre’s retributionist theology can be explained
by the way his ideas related to monarchy as an institution. The Deueteronomist
theology was closely aligned with the Prophetic movement, and the Prophets
continuously criticized kings. In a general sense, Prophets defended the monarchy
as an institution, and their Messianic images were very kingly, indeed. But, this
did not mean a full support of the particular kings the Prophets interacted with.
The kings of Judah liked to be surrounded by visionaries that gave them good
presages. Prophet literature in the Hebrew Bible usually labels these visionaries
as “false prophets”, as opposed to the real Prophets who announced bitter events
to come.
Maistre, by contrast, was an enthusiast of monarchs and upheld the doctrine
of divine right. He did not seem to believe that kings can be corrupt, or at least,
he kings’ corruption is very mild compared to the corruption in a Republic.
Hebrew Prophets such as Hosea and Amos staunchly defended social justice, and
although some Prophets were associated to aristocracies (such as Isaiah), they
never stopped expressing their concern for the lower classes. Although Maistre
shared with the Biblical Prophets their retributionist theology, unlike them, he was
not much concerned with the plight of common folk. He was decidedly on the side
of the rich and privileged, and for that reason, he defended the purity and
innocence of kings at all times.
In his opposition to the corrupt monarchy of Judah, Jeremiah preached
defeatism in the face of the Babylonian threat, and this earned him many enemies.
His message was quite straightforward: “Bow your neck under the yoke of the
king of Babylon; serve him and his people, and you will live” (Jeremiah 27: 12).
In his view, it is futile to resist the divine plan. Jeremiah’s message is consistent
with his retributionist theology: inasmuch as the people has sinned, punishment
must be accepted.
In this aspect, Maistre also departs from conventional retributionist theology.
Although he admits that the Revolution is part of God’s punishment, he still
exhorts his countrymen to begin a counterrevolution that resists revolutionary
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tyranny. Masitre was not willing to uphold Jeremiah’s defeatism. Jeremiah was
accused of treason by his own people. Even though Maistre’s approach resembles
Jeremiah’s in seeing Robespierre as an instrument of God’s punishment, Maistre
never advocated for surrender and servitude to the tyrant. In fact, much of his
philosophy is a call to arms.
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Abstract
Over the centuries, beginning with the classic Greeks through the trends of
the mid-20th century, philosophical enterprise has been intricately and
seemingly irretrievably rooted in the theory of the given—an edification of
philosophy as that giant mirror and standard for measuring what counts as
knowledge; but is it thus synonymous with or reducible to epistemology? How
or why? There are two answers to both of these questions. The attempt in this
work is to delineate those separate concerns, their areas of convergence and
disparity, but also indicated the genesis of edifying philosophy rooted in
epistemology but which has been discredited in the works of some postmodernist reformers—Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Dewey, Quine, and Rorty.
Against theirs, this piece shows that historically, philosophizing has had a
methodology and some perceptual axioms; that it is not easy to abdicate it
from this mode, no matter the will and zeal—for success is not a matter of will
alone; that the post-modernists revolution is nothing new with its swollen
nerves and arteries (as others before it, it soon wanes). It concludes that the
urge for philosophic understanding shows no sign of abating and so the
philosophical journey will probably go on and on, each stage building on and
rewriting its past and ruminating specific but perennial problematic; that
while some of the issues seemingly do appear resolved, others may have
endured and eloped any final solution; and finally that the philosophical
method and basic assumptions have seriously remained firmly even beyond
post-modernist restructurers.
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I. Introduction: Philosophy and epistemology—A Synopsis
Is our lofty philosophical enterprise synonymous with or reducible to
epistemology? How or why? The concern ignites the need to examine the idea
that philosophy has been an epistemologically based discourse (and which has
given it a kind of purpose); yet the province of epistemology constitute a small
portion of that of philosophy. The attempt here is not only to adumbrate or
delineate those separate concerns, their areas of convergence and disparity,
but also to indicate the genesis of edifying philosophy rooted in epistemology
but which has been discredited some post-modernist reformers. In other
words, our concern is to ex-ray the bases or the instances, in a historical
trajectory, where philosophy can be inextricably linked with epistemology or
epistemological problems, which have given a kind of purported fertileground for this attempt at what John Dewey calls “reconstructions of
philosophy”, and which had been championed by especially Ludwig
Wittgenstein, Martin Heidegger, John Dewey, Quine, and recently more
practically articulated by Richard Rorty (1979). Nevertheless, would these
challenges mean the death of traditional philosophy or epistemology as
(Papineau, 1981/82) asks in his seminar article “Is epistemology dead?”)? A
proper analysis of the intricate issues could be instructive.
For a comprehensive presentation and analyses of the materials, we shall
proceed with a synoptically delineation of the meanings of philosophy (its
nature, origin, branches, et cetera.) on the one hand, and epistemology (its
nature and problems) on the other. Subsequently, there will be an attempt to
situate or tersely historicize the epochal or perennial problematic of
philosophy. The object of this is to enable a sifting of the possible linkage of
philosophy with epistemology. Accordingly, there will be need and
presentation/review of the arguments of some philosophers who reason that
the only ‘sumum bonum’ of modern practice of philosophy as that in need of
what “deconstruction” and “reconstruction”.
The quest for deconstruction and reconstruction finds vivid support in the
works of not only post-modernists, post-structuralism, but also in the
Hermeneutics; accordingly, there emerges a need to review the basic tenets,
content and mission of both strands, study a select bibliography (relevant) and
thereafter synthesis them in order to highlight their implication for future
philosophical exercise.
Simply put, philosophy is a word derived from Greek words (Philos =
love, and Sophia = wisdom) and which is a disciple that is in search of wisdom
in all of reality—social, economic scientific, religious, political etc.; its major
branches include metaphysics, aesthetics, logic, and epistemology (Stumpf,
1975: 11). Epistemology, itself refers to a branch of philosophy which inquires
into the nature and content of knowledge. In this wise, we can extrapolate that
philosophy and epistemology are inextricably linked but which Rorty and
others however attempt to abdicate ab initio. Not surprising though,
philosophy is not only an inquiry and a method, it is not dogmatic but critical,
prescriptive and, therefore, normative. In this way, it helps to build critical
minds, point the way to order, thereby propelling development and progress.
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And this pattern is historical. It has been held that the main problem of
philosophy is to discuss and historicize perennial problematic. In other words,
philosophy at various epochs of history has concerned itself with discussions
of problems ranging from ‘being’ to ‘essence’ or ‘knowledge’ or
‘justification’, ‘justice’, ‘God’, ‘matter’, etc. and that this mode or tradition
has recycled itself through the ages, with little variance, using the ‘languagegame’. According to Popkin (1999: 56) “the history of philosophy is always
being rewritten in terms of newer developments”, seeking knowledge and
wisdom. Its successes and ever widening complexity raise the question as to
what knowledge can ever be achieved through it. It seems, therefore, that
determining the province of epistemology is a sine qua non for the progress of
philosophical enterprise. This link could be indicated in a historical matrix,
since “the task of epistemology is to explain how it is possible to have
knowledge in each of the various areas of knowledge” (Pollock, 1974: 21).
Epistemological bases of philosophical discourse: A Terse Historical
approach
The pre-Socratic philosophers concerned themselves mainly whit
attempt to place all things under one concept. At this first stage, people were
confused and though all was an imprecise unity. What made-up the “stuff” of
things? Thus, Zeno developed the dialectics and Thales natural philosophy
(Popkin: 760). Whether the basic stuff is fire or water or otherwise, the preSocratic philosophers and even the Aristotelean successors concerned
themselves with the task of conjecturing nature and existence, with reasonable
appeals to reasons, cosmology, universals, etc.
From the time of St. Augustine, attention had shifted from the Platonic
forms and knowledge to the questions of God and his manifest stations. The
defense of the existence and all-knowing nature of a benevolent God
dominated the next three-quarter of a millennium. Whether was know or
knowable was linked with God; we could discover ourselves and the world by
leaning on God. This period of philosophy is termed scholasticism. But of
what source can we apprehend God? This question did not surface until the
Cartesian time. However, the medieval and modern times were separated by
the age of renaissance the dark ages, where there was an attempt to return to
the Platonic era, but suppressed by the church. Consequently, Greek
mythology and traditional Christianity extoled the relevance and frequent
instances of intervention of the gods or of God in human affairs, and they
heightened the quest for knowledge. At other level, they thought of a
necessary being as the basic explanation for the existence of finite things.
Vivid skepticism and the question of scope of human knowledge reared
its head in the late-modern time, especially beginning with the philosophical
works and methods of Rene Descartes (1596-1650). His “cogito” had
engendered spontaneous and critical thought about the process of knowledge,
consciousness, objects of knowledge, certainty, truth, etc. and thereby
originated a heated debate between rationalism and empiricism.
It brought or resurrected the problem about truth and justification. In his
‘cogito’, Descartes lunched the modern period with:
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Architectonic imagery by affirming the need for a deconstruction of
epistemic superstructure until one gets to a solid base upon which he can
erect other forms of epistemic beliefs? (Owolabi, 2000: 64).
His method of discovering truth Descartes calls “methodic doubt” and its
first discovery is the “1” which is a basic belief, and all others (body, matter
and God) non-basic. This method and findings is to Descartes, infallible and
do not need further justification for its formed on reason and intuition
(methodic doubt). It must be stated however that the cartelism categorization
altered the Pyrrhonian skeptical tradition and prompted the absolute skeptic
mind. So the mind-body epistemology emerged, first, in the attempt to answer
to the skeptics; and second, in the attempt to try to define the mind—whether
it is mirror in the ancient sense, or in a hylomorphic sense. According to
Popkin,
The movement of the ‘free-spirit of enquiry’ into ‘principle’
happened only when an interest in abstract reasoning’s was developed
by Descartes (Popkin, 765).
Appropriately, the theory of knowledge as it is known today is a postCartesian phenomenon; it also marks the origin of the mind- body as a
problem of consciousness. It marks a difference between the ancient
contemplation of knowledge as physical apprehension and the Cartesian
rationalism. This tradition endured through the centuries with threats by
analytic philosophy in the last century. Thus, most of the particular criticisms
of modern theorists were hammered by empiricists, on the one hand, and
analyticists on the other. But “this emphasis on language … does not
essentially change the Cartesian-Kantian problematic… for analytic
philosophy is still committed to the construction of a permanent, neutral
framework for enquiring, and thus, for all of culture” (Rorty, 1979: 8).
Importantly, we must recall that the objective of this section was / is
historicize philosophic discourse and we have found out that through the preSocratic, the Socratic, the medieval, modern times, philosophy ruminated
between recurring problems: of being- justice, knowledge, justification,
reason, matter, mind and consciousness, using the language–game. Notably,
these concepts are/is epistemological and as well as metaphysical, therefore,
philosophical. So, it is true that philosophy has for more than two thousand
years been epistemology based.
Today, many philosophical practitioners decry the teaching of a litany of
dead or false themes. Instead, they ‘want’ a deal only with what they consider
‘true’ philosophies. For many, the history of philosophy is seen as ‘a brief
introduction to the history of human stupidity”, which lasted until
Wittgenstein, Quine, Dewey and Heidegger, came along. But what did these
men say that warrants the “deconstruction” of philosophic tradition of two
millennia?

The deconstruction of philosophy as rooted in epistemology
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It might seem that the whole business of ‘accounting for’ knowledge, of
showing our beliefs about the external world can be justified, must presuppose
that there are certain ‘privileged representations’—certain beliefs not
themselves in need of justification, ‘the given’ in other words. If our aim is
the philosophical validation of doubtful beliefs, then surely, we need some
indubitable beliefs to serve as premises in the validations, to provide a
foundation for the superstructure of those beliefs. For the post-modernist, such
is what is inferable from the ancient and the Cartesian traditions of
foundationalism (Papineau: 1981:83).
Truly, traditional philosophers, ever since Plato, tried to discover or
establish the ultimate foundations of knowledge, to provide grounding for
absolutely certain truth. Most classical responses were experience-base, and
the medieval thinkers mystified and rooted it on God. Centuries later, analytic
philosophers, by contrast, scaled down the enterprise of philosophy to the
more modest objective of discovering the foundations of meaningful
language, instituting objectivity and verifiability of claims as the yardstick;
thus several traditional issues were simply eliminated from the agenda and
province of philosophy. Although this was as revolutionary as was Socratic
adulation of knowledge and moral justice, as was medieval presuppositions
about God, as was the Cartesian requirement of the thinking being, “the I”,
and as was Kant’s distinction of analytic/apriori truths, analytic philosophy
(as was other strands before it) does not represent a departure from the
traditional concerns of philosophy (provide a foundation for knowledge).
However, it had seemed to a number of modern philosophers—Dewey,
Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Rorty and Quine, amongst others—that once the
idea of ‘the given’ is indicated, discredited and rejected, then the search for
ultimate philosophical justification of knowledge8 should abandoned
altogether.
On his part, V.W.O. Quine (1953) had argued that many of the functions
of traditional epistemology can still be served if we ‘naturalize’ the enterprise
and conduct it from within accepted scientific theory, rather than as a
propaedeutic to science. The aim then is not to stand outside science and show
how we can manage, in our interaction with the world, to acquire reasonable
beliefs. In this consideration, there is no room for unnatural philosophy—to
try an epistemological foundation for non-philosophical knowledge (Popkin,
648-650). Yet, before Quine, Dewey, Wittgenstein, and Heidegger had argued
even more devastatingly.
John Dewey (1929), following his pragmatism, schism and a niche for
philosophical praxis, had criticized the historical philosophical traditions as
promoting or perpetrating deplorable misuse of intelligence. Dewey
emphasized that there exist some biological and psychological aspects
involved in thinking; as well, he also recognized the socio context in which
intellectual problems arise and are resolved; unfortunately, for Dewey, over
the centuries, philosophers have not been diligent or considerate enough to
recognize these facts. Instead, philosophers since the medieval time have tried
to produce rigid and abstruse theories which they have tried to impose on
intellectual activity—without any reference to whether or not they apply. This
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scheme and attitude has resulted in philosophy becoming almost entirely
useless in terms of actual human needs; thus philosophers, especially since
Descartes have often been carried away with the search for complete
assurance not relevant to human situations. Consequently, for Dewey,
however, what is presently needed is a “reconstruction of philosophy”, lending
back to the role it had in the Greek times, directed towards solving human
problems. Dewey believes with Marx that “the aim of philosophy should be
not simply to understand the world but to change it” (Bunnin and Yu,
2004:179).
The II Wittgenstein (1958), and using an analogy of St. Augustine’s
notion of time, noted that traditional philosophy is a conceptual activity that
attempts in non-scientific, non-factual, or non empirical ways to understand
the nature of the world, including its human inhabitants which “essence is
hidden from us”. For him, philosophy is not a fact finding discipline but its
function is to change one’s orientation to and understanding of reality, by
calling one’s attention to facts one has known but seen as unimportant.
Wittgenstein therefore, sees an alternative to “a picture held us captive. And
we could not get outside of it, for it by our language, and language seemed to
repeat it to us inexorably.” Further, Wittgenstein declares:
Philosophy simple puts everything before us, and neither explains
nor deduces anything…. One might give the name ‘philosophy’ to what
is possible before all new discoveries and inventions. The work of the
philosopher consists in assembling reminders for a particular purpose….
We must do away with all explanations, and description alone must take
its place (Popkin, 633).
Like Quine and Dewey, Wittgenstein believes the problem of search for
explanation resulted from platonic ‘Forms’ and Cartesian ‘mind’, ‘I’ or
‘Cogito’, thereby instituting a bases for search for some foundation of
knowledge, for certainty; the task now is then how to emerge from these egocentric predicaments.
Heidegger, in Being and Time (1962), argues that self-awareness is not a
reflective self-representation of mental life at a moment along Cartesian lines
but rather the temporary extended practical end emotional awareness of
oneself in terms of one’s own possibilities, options, etc. Hence, to Heidegger,
the concrete analysis of phenomena involves a “destruction” or
“deconstruction” of the tradition that provides the background for the place
where we find ourselves today. He argues that it is being, and therefore history
context which shape one’s conception. Accordingly, technology, for example,
is not a set of human practices or even a basic worldview; it is a form of being
itself. Invariably, Heidegger had influenced a shift of philosophical emphasis,
away from Cartesian subjectivity to some more dynamic models of human
life; away
from theoretical cognition of reality in favour of practical
understanding of possibilities (from knowledge- that to knowing- how –
to), from scientific knowledge to everyday familiarity… from truth as
correspondence to truth as an event of things becoming manifest, and
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from an emphasis upon unchanging universal structures to historical and
contextual situatedness (Popkin, 645).
In America and elsewhere, Heidegger’s attempt to overcome the
traditional methods and concepts of philosophy has inspired philosophers to
seek of new (alternative) ways to philosophize. Of immense importance is the
prolifically vehement Richard Rorty.
In his seminar work, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (1979), Rorty
try to show the non-systematization of traditional philosophy, and the
irrelevance of epistemology and metaphysics. Rorty traced the origins of
modern usages of the terms (epistemology and metaphysics) to the Cartesian
quest to answer the skeptics and thereby, the invention of the mind—for
which, though, he criticizes as setting out on a mission or enquiry after setting
out the/its goals (Popkin, 10-45). Rorty also traced how Cartesianism has
resulted to destructive skepticism and philosophy as epistemologically based
discourse just as medieval times was scholastically. He argued and indicated
that the metaphysical “problem of consciousness” is no more and no less than
the epistemological problem of “privilege access”. Rorty (Popkin, 10) does
not only view knowledge as a social phenomenon, contextually justifiable, he
meaningfully used the analytic tools of Ryle (and other analytic tools) to try
to reconstruct philosophy by recourse to the past and castigating their “appeals
to linguistic habits”. This could also be the reason in what many critics think
is an attack on analytic philosophy, when Rorty (1982: 217) averred that “. . .
analytic philosophy has become, whether it likes it or not, the same sort of
discipline as we find in the other “humanities” departments—departments
where pretensions to “rigor” and to “scientific” status are less evident”.
Consequently, Rorty holds, all the philosophical aversions, debates, and
disputations over the years, however, are not only irrelevant but also
unnecessary. He posits that Wittgenstein’s “theory of new representation”,
Heidegger’s “new set of philosophical categories”, and Dewey’s vision of
“naturalized history” respectively tried to reject the 17th century notions of
knowledge and mind. To be clear, he says about those men:
For all three, the notions of “foundations of knowledge “and of
philosophy as revolving around the Cartesian attempt to answer the
epistemological skeptic are set aside… this is not to say they have
alternative “theories of knowledge” or “philosophies of mind”. They set
aside epistemology and metaphysics as possible disciplines… their
attitude towards the traditional problematic is like the attitude of
seventeenth century philosophers toward the scholastic problematic
(God) (Popkin, 10).
Theirs, Rorty argues, is not skepticism, but is a “reconstruction” of
philosophy to suit relevant issues in the world’s social, economic, political,
science- technological spheres. It is a kind of pragmatic view, away from
pseudo-problems and dissipation of intellectual energies on them to
confronting palpable social problems; that philosophy as a praxis be a secondorder discipline (i.e. at the service of other areas of knowledge and human
needs). While projecting such a philosophy, Rorty holds that its
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epistemological strand whatsoever be discarded. Fortunately for Rorty and the
philosophical post-modernist/deconstructionists, and towards the close of the
20th century, their ideas became congenial to the neo-Marxians and the ideals
of hermeneutics.
Evaluating post-Modernist/Hermeneutic challenge to modern
philosophy
The critique of modernity has been the chief commitment of critical
theory, postmodernism, post-structuralism, and communitarianism. Each
criticism is from a separate standpoint and from a different understanding of
modernity since the whole project of modernity formulated in the 18th century
by the philosophers of the Enlightenment consisted in their efforts to develop
a philosophy fashioned after objective science, universal morality and law,
and autonomous art according to their own logic.
On its surface value, the doctrines of hermeneutics—a preferred method
of interpretation first of texts, and secondly of the whole social, historical, and
psychological world—may seem congenial to the thoughts of Dewey and his
co-critics. Moreover, as anticipated by Vico, early hermeneutical theory
criticized Cartesianism of his time for refusing or ignoring to recognize that
mathematics and physical science (which role Descartes over emphasized)
and its certainty are human construction, that it neglected the possibility of
social and historical knowledge. Rather, Vico claims that understanding any
past mode of thought must take as its data and into account all the languages,
myths, and traditions that are handed down, interpreted not in terms of a fixed
idea of a universal human nature, including an imaginative capacity for reentering the modes of consciousness that they represent. For Vico, human
history is coherent and patterned through connected stages of growth and
decay (Blackburn, 1996: 393). Knowing this is the foundation for knowledge,
a foundation that Dewey and others obsess. Yet, studying these requires some
coherent methodology and some assumptions. There lies the Achilles hill for
the reformers. As stressed by Gadamer, true knowledge emerges where there
is a shared meaning/understanding between a historically situated author and
equally historically situated reader, giving room for constant re-interpretation
and reevaluation, thereby instituting a projection of different meanings upon
the same piece concerned (Gadamer, 1975; 1976). To sum up: what Gadamer
has called ‘tradition’ is nothing other than the way in which our own horizons
are constantly shifting through ‘fusion’ with other horizons. ‘In a tradition,’
he says, ‘this process of fusion is continually going on, for there old and new
continually grow together to make something of living value, without either
being explicitly distinguished from the other’ ([9.7], 273). The all-inclusive
name for the phenomenon in question is the ‘understanding’. To highlight in
this way the ‘horizontal’ nature of understanding is, once again, to underscore
the essential finitude of all understanding. ‘Philosophical thinking’, Gadamer
insists, ‘is not science at all…. There is no claim of definitive knowledge, with
the exception of one: the acknowledgement of the finitude of human being in
itself’ (33). The important thing to note in this regard, however, is that while
an emphasis on finitude rules out the possibility of our ever attaining to
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‘definitive knowledge’, it does not exclude the possibility of truth. It does not,
that is, if and when truth is no longer conceived of in a metaphysical fashion,
as a state of rest in which one has achieved a final coincidence with the object
in question (e.g., the meaning of a text), but is reconceptualized to mean a
mode of existence in which we keep ourselves open to new experiences, to
further expansions in our horizons. Truth, for Gadamer, is not a static but a
dynamic concept. It is not an epistemological but an existential concept,
designating a possible mode of being-in-the-world. When, in the very last line
of Truth and Method, Gadamer speaks of ‘a discipline of questioning and
research, a discipline that guarantees truth’, what he means by ‘truth’ tends to
coincide with the notion of openness. This is why he writes: ‘The truth of
experience always contains an orientation towards new experience…. The
dialectic of experience has its own fulfillment not in definitive knowledge, but
in that openness to experience that is encouraged by experience itself’ ([9.7],
319).34 Much of the ideals of hermeneutics are also stressed by Henri Ricoeur.
Hermeneutics and the philosophy of deconstruction converge at some
point of post-modernism—reconstruction, with strong emphasis on
relativism; but while the latter rejects, the former prefers a great consideration
for foundations in form of historical ideals and methods. Possible
deconstruction of historical philosophy, therefore, has first to contend with the
hermeneutic principles.
Post-structuralism rejects a static notion of meaning and is hostile to any
system or attempt at system construction. While structuralism sees truth as
being ‘behind’ or ‘within’ a text, post-structuralism stresses the interaction of
the reader and his text as productivity. Postmodernist criticism of modernist
concerns with meaning, truth, objectivity, rationality, and universality has not
led a constructive alternative, but not having a constructive alternative is
perhaps part of the point of postmodernism.
Conclusion
Obviously, postmodernism is of great interest to a wide range of people
because it directs our attention to changes, the major transformations, taking
place in contemporary society and culture. Hence Dewey and other critics of
foundationalism may well be thought of as caught in the hermeneutic circle;
this results, perhaps, from their rejection, ab initio, that historically,
philosophy as an activity has a method and has some perceptual beliefs.
However, it is not easy to abdicate it from this mode; the will and zeal may be
clear; but the success of an attempt is not solely a matter of the will. Even
examining the success of the philosophical method and its assumptions might
have to trend the path being re-examined—thereby furthering the method—in
the discussion of another emergent squabbles in the history and discourse of
philosophy. This status might raise doubt about the final success of postmodern reformers; it however, does not diminish the impact of their resolve
on contemporary society and philosophic activity. Hence David Papineau
asks:
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Why should we not use existing perceptual beliefs to adjudicate
scientific theory… and in turn to check the reasonableness of those
perceptive beliefs (Papineau, 130).
In the malleability and constraints in rejecting observation, Papineau
defused the immediate arguments for “killing” of epistemology; that
naturalized epistemology is both coherent and practical reasoning. While the
anti-realist refuses to recognize a reality beyond all theoretical projections,
one must still recognize a ‘reality’ i.e. the world as we find it. After all, Ron
Amundson (1983) has averred that “recent history of science has shown that
substantive scientific theories are typically associated with specific
methodological, metaphysical, and epistemological views, and that when the
theory changes, the epistemology shares its fate.” However, Amundson gives
away that epistemology has been gradually adjusted as the empirical result
demand, yet he admits of epistemological permanence.
By and large, traditional philosophy, rooted in normative critical
evaluation of all ideas, does not exhaust its scope; as long as there is need for
justification (off course which Rorty does for contextualism/relativism), there
must be need for critical scrutiny of societal and developments in the sciences,
politics, and culture; the wisdom established in these spheres represent what
we know about them—and this at once represents philosophy in search for
epistemological theory. Hence, just as was post-Aristotelianism, medieval
thought, and modernism, the post-modernists revolution is nothing new with
its swollen nerves and arteries; and as Wittgenstein asserted that light dawns
gradually over the whole, it soon wanes. And “the urge for philosophic
understanding shows no sign of abating and so the philosophical journey will
probably go on and on, each stage building on and rewriting its past” (Popkin,
756). Apparently, philosophical activity ever has ruminated specific but
perennial problematic, with some intermittent emergent issues along the way.
While some of the issues seemingly did appear resolved, others may have
endured and eloped any final solution; but the philosophical method and basic
assumptions have seriously remained firmly even beyond post-modernist
restructurers.
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Abstract
One important question that the emergence of philosophical or rational
Kalam has raised is what rationalism in the so-called Kalami (theological)
schools actually means. This paper investigates the answers to the
aforementioned question in Shi’a Kalam. Also, we have a comparative look
at the philosophical Kalam and the rational one, concluding the identity of
Shi’a Kalam with Shi’a philosophy. In this work, we have referred to three
types of rationalism: personal, Vahmi (imaginal), and Hikmi (philosophical)
rationalism. In short, our answer to the above question would be that, Shi’a
Kalam – specially in Khaje Nasir’s works – is based on Hikmah
(philosophy), and so, rationalism in this school does not refer but to this
approach. This type of rationalism is in contrast to the personal or Vahmi
rationalism. As a matter of fact, Those Mutakalims (theologians), who use
Hikmi rationalism, don’t try to criticize philosophy or elicit from it; they just
try to employ the principles, foundations, and results of Hikmah to explain,
justify, and defend their religious beliefs.
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Introduction
In philosophical literature, the terms ‘philosophical’ and ‘rational’ were
often used interchangeably, and is so often the case at the time being.
However, it is a philosophical problem itself, whether these two terms
convey the same meaning or not, specially, when they are used to describe
two different terms, namely theology and Kalam. This puts their identity,
more than before, under question mark.
There are actually a lot of questions about the relation of Kalam with
philosophy, and also the relation of Kalam with reason. Some of these
questions are as follow:
1. What is the rational Kalam and how does it differ from philosophical
Kalam?
2. When and by whom did Islamic Kalam obtain a philosophical structure
and a rational basis?
3. Whether Kalam and philosophy are compatible?
Does Islam in presenting and defending its teachings accept the rational
or philosophical approaches?
In this paper, we will focus on the structure of Shi’a Kalam, and we
investigate see to what extent this Kalami (theological) school has the
philosophical and rational characteristics. We try to show, in this respect,
how it differs from or resembles other Kalami schools, namely Mu’tazila
and Asha’ira, and also to see when and by whom this rationalizing of Kalam
began and ended.
To answer the aforementioned questions, the meanings of the terms
Reason and Philosophical Schools should be clarified. In addition, the
historical aspects of Kalami schools, great Mutakalims (theologians) and
their outstanding role in creation or developing of these schools are to be
considered as pre-requisites of our discussion.
Rational Approaches in the Beginning of Kalam
Kalam, as narrated by Al-Shahrastani, was mostly formed by the
Mu’tazila, who were contemporaneous to Abbasid. This happened especially
in the time of Ma’moun, in the form of combining philosophers’ approaches
with discussions concerning beliefs. It was mainly because of the challenges
they confronted through Logic introduced by philosophers (Al-Shahrastani,
1468). In contrast, Ibn Khaldun believes that, there were Asha’ira who
formed the Kalam. He states: Ashairi Kalam has two approaches, one
applied by the predecessor scientists and one that is exercised by those who
came after. In the second approach, lots of discussions are elicited from
philosophers’ physics, divinity, and Logic (Ibn Khaldun, 1982).
It is important to find out the philosophical approach of the precedent
Mu’tazila and the later Asha’ira, in addition to what they learned from the
philosophers and applied to their work. To some extent, the answer could be
found in the analysis presented by Wolfson. He believes that the Mu’tazili
Kalam has had two periods, non-philosophical period, which was from the
80 AH till the beginning of the translation movement (second century), and
the philosophical period, which lasted from the second half of the second
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century to the end of their intellectual life (Wolfson, 1368 AH(solar)). The
philosophical Mu’tazila, as Wolfson narrates, would use deduction and
analogical reasoning while the non-philosophical ones were just familiar
with the old way of analogy, i.e. the method used in the doctrinal discussions
in the early times of Islam.
The remaining part of the answer may be found, by looking back to the
history of Ashari Kalam. This means centuries after Mu’tazila i.e. beginning
of the fourth century (300AH), namely the time Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari
(260-334AH) separated from Mu’tazila and declared his new doctrines –
which had bases on the Hadithi and jurisprudential Sonnah. These doctrines,
through which he founded the Ashari School, were naturally in contrast to
those of Mu’tazila.
One of his important doctrines was opposition with the so-called
Mu’tazeli rationalism and philosophical reasoning. Clearly, he was against
deductive and analogical reasoning. After Abolhasan Alashari, we should
name Abu Bakr al-Bbaqellani (430AH), Abu Hamed al-Ghazali(505AH) and
Fakhr Razi (606AH) as the greatest Ashari thinkers whose contributions had
lasting and strong effects on the evolution, development, and integrity of the
Ashari school.
As mentioned before, Mu’tazila used rationalism and philosophical
approaches to explain their beliefs. Asha’ira, in their turn, did not basically
recognize these methods. This opposition to Mu’tazili scientists and
naturally to philosophers would cost Asha’ira a lot, i.e. they were accused of
opposing the reason. The approaches used by Mu’tazila and philosophers
were clearly conformed to reasoning, but the question is, Whether Asha’ira
were able to ignore reason completely in their opposition to Mu’tazila and
philosophers? The answer to this question could be found through
investigating the viewpoint of Asha’ira toward reason and comparing it with
that of Mu’tazila and philosophers.
Individual Rationalism
Mu’tazila, in their second period of existence, turned to translated
philosophical books. Of course this did not mean that they accepted all the
materials in those books. In fact, they even did not have a unique method of
using these texts. About the new analogical methods, developed by
Mu’tazila, Wolfson believes, technically, it was similar to the old analogical
method but would differ from it in two aspects: firstly, in using philosophical
data instead of data from religious texts, and secondly in its extended and
varied usages (Wolfson, 1368 AH (solar)). In other words, the old form of
analogy would use religious data in the form of similarity, but the new
analogy to a great extent would use the philosophical findings. In addition to
similarity, it would employ the equality analogy, in which the equality of
both sides of the analogy is implied; and also similarity analogy in which the
similarity of both sides of the analogy is implied. They used lots of
philosophical ideas in their analogies and metaphors and put forth
discussions about the creation of the world and the human position in it, free
will, God and his attributes , religion and its realm, resurrection and the
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world after death and so on. These can be seen as bases for further
theological discussions among Mu’tazila of next generations, other Kalami
schools like Asha’ria and even philosophers through introducing new
philosophical issues.
Bu Emran says: The great Mu’tazila thinkers contemporary to Abbasid,
specially Abu al-Huzail, Nazzam, and Jahiz, know Greek philosophers and if
necessary would use their teachings in their arguments. But clearly, they
would just pay attention to ideas that were compatible and consistent with
Quranic teachings (Bu Emran, 1382 Ah (solar)). The point here is that, the
consistency with Quran, is an undoubtable principle which later on Asha’ira
also respected to, so what would be the difference between Mu’tazila and
Ashaira in adhering to this rule? Somewhere else in his book, Le Problem de
la Liberte Humaine dans Pensee Musulmane: Solution Mutazilite, he refers
to a point that may be seen as an answer to the aforementioned question.
Looking at the relation of reason and religion from Mu’tazila perspective, he
introduces three methodological stages regarding this issue and states: In the
first stage, they base religion upon reason in order to understand it well. In
the second stage however, they recognize complete consistency between the
religion and reason. Thirdly – should be a contradiction between religion and
reason – reason is prioritised over religion (ibid). All these three components
in Mu’tazili thought would reveal to us what consistency of rational or
philosophical views with Qura’nic teachings by them means. Thus,
Mu’tazila – though in different levels – would believe that, the reason is the
only means of solving the religious problems and so, explanation and
interpretation of the religion seem to be inevitable.
Iqbal Lahuri, though he had anti-Mutazili thoughts, describes Mu’tazili
rationalism as: Mu’tazila would regard religion as a set of Beliefs and would
consider it to be a system of logical images so they failed to understand the
impossibility of the complete independence of the reason from objective
experience – both in scientific or religious knowledge (Iqbal, 1300 AH). As
a matter of fact he means that they ignored to look at the world from
experimental point of view – which was the message of the holy Quran. In
other words, they did not realized the importance of real objects in thinking
and their attempts for finding the truth were just limited to intellectual tools.
Mu’tazili rationalism and their extreme usage of philosophy were so
high that, Mamu’n, the Abbasid Caliphate, who was affected by Mu’tazili
teachings, supported them, publicized their ideas and having thought of
himself as a thinker of this school, entered religious discussions and even
had dreams about concerning the mentioned issues.
His philosophical dreams are recorded in various historical books and
as Dimitry Gutas says: They are consistent to his support for Mu’tazila and
using religion to justify his dictatorship ( Gutas, 1380). In one of his dreams,
having seen Aristotle, Mamuon asks him about the best phrase. Aristotle
replies the saying which is correct based on personal judgment. When he
asks about other good issues, Aristotle answer would be the issues in which
there is no fear about their consequences (Nobakht, 1964). Seeing the best
thing to do as what is based on one’s personal judgment and considering the
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best saying as what about its consequences one has no fear, at the first place,
historically speaking, justifies Mamuon’s behavior himself however, to a
great extent, reveals the Mu’tazili way of thinking in which the individual
rationality is the only criterion for knowledge and judgment. The interesting
point in this story is that Mamuon is going to make his words those of
Aristotle, as if philosophers would believe in the same way he believed.
However, those philosophers, specially Muslim ones, who appeared
after the first Mu’tazila and in the third century, defined rationality
differently and by no means would consider one’s personal idea the same as
the view of reason. Muslim philosophers would think of reason as the best
criterion for evaluating the sayings and the truth and also the way of
understanding metaphysical concepts and getting to know trans-physical
worlds. It had the same value and weight among all philosophers and its
rules did not differ from one philosopher to another in contrast to the
personal rationality, in which one’s understanding sits in place of rationality.
It should be mentioned that this type of personal rationalism which is to be
considered necessary did not always contradict philosophical rationalism
though it did not try to obey philosophical rules. Mu’tazila, as said before,
would commit themselves to logical methods, however, in realizing the real
objects and the meanings of religious statements, they solely would rely on
their personal understanding which naturally would differ from one person
to another and there was no unique criterion for it. This way of extremely
relying on personal reasoning is one of the most important reasons that
prevented them from building a successful philosophical system.
Personal Understanding and Vahmi Perception in Kalam
From the time, When Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari withdrew himself from
the Mu’tazili school (300AH) and declared his understanding from Islamic
doctrines, it happened to appear a new type of religion understanding, which
was developed later on by great scholars of Asha’ira. Montgomery Watt
calls this method ‘The subjection of reason to revelation and invalidity of
rational understanding (Watt, 1370, 97).
Looking from special Asha’ira point of view at Islamic beliefs like
Iman bi la Kaif (Faith with no quality), and the theory of Kasb – kasb means
to obtain – in which belief sits higher than reason, will give us a clear image
of the role of reason in Asha’I’ra’s explanation of the religious beliefs. But
as Saeed Shaikh says: it is not true to imagine that all what is found in
Ashari school is derived from Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari (Shaikh, 1369). He
continues Thoughts similar to that of Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari would exist
indistinctly before his time and even at his time but separately and without
any connection to him in Spain (Zaheri school), Egypt ( Tahavi school) and
Samarqand( Matoridi school). Anyway, just some time later, due to various
reasons, Ashari school dominated all other schools, and having been able to
collect and converge all similar ideas, blossomed and gained reputation
(Ibid).
Mu’tazila when confronted an inconsistency between a religious
statement and that of reason, would use interpretation (Ta’vil) and end up
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prioritizing reason over religion while Asha’ira would do the opposite. This
is the first and most fundamental difference and actually the root of the
difference between these two schools. However this principle changed a lot
from Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari’s time to that of Ghazali and Fakhr Razi,
namely although Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari rejected directly the use of
interpretation (Ta’vil), Ghazali in his Ghanoon al-Tavil offers some rules for
true Ta’vil and Fakhr Razi with his rational exegesis of Quran i.e. Tafsir
Kabir went further than Gazali in recognizing interpretation. However, the
principles of Transcendence (Tanzih), Faith without quality (Iman Bi la kaif)
and the opposition with philosophical rationalism was still present in their
work especially in Gazali’s.
In his book, Saeed Shaikh declares: Ghazali shows clearly that even in
the cases the philosophers reached a correct result which was consistent with
the deterministic religious beliefs, their arguments had been insufficient,
unorganized and unsatisfying (Shaikh, 1369).
He refers to issues like in-corporeality and causality of God, the
dependency of the world in its creation and its survival to God, the incorporeality of the soul and its survival, but he does not mention what other
better solid reasons Al-Ghazali – having rejected those of philosophers – for
these issues and other religious beliefs has offered. The truth, however, is
that Al-Ghazali apparently did not have any stronger arguments for the
aforementioned issues than the philosophers. Even in some of his works, he
has been obliged to repeat the very philosophical arguments – of course with
a weaker explanation.
As Henry Corbin says:
Al-Ghazali’s self-contradiction is especially visible when he
believes in inability of reason in reaching certainty, in spite of the fact
that, he is sure, he can at least ruin philosophers certainties through
rational polemics. He even tried extensively to refute philosophers’
certainties for the existence of incorporeal substances while he himself
somewhere else needed to prove the incorporeality and survival of the
soul (Corbin, 1380).
We see the same thing in Fakhr Razi’s dealing with ideas of
philosophers though he had deeper reflections in their work and offered
more accurate reviews. He, however, was not as successful in establishing
new ideas to replace those of philosophers as Al-Ghazali was.
Clearly, such commitment to reason may not be called rationalism, and
considering early Ashari scholars as rationalists, seems not to be true. How
about Mutakalims like Al-Ghazali and Fakhr Razi, knowing that they both
have taken pride in being rationalists? Al-Ghazali in his Makatib says: ‘In
rational issues I employ rational arguments and in religious issues I have
Quran and I don’t necessarily accepts the opinions of the great scholars (AlGhazali, 1362).
Fakhr al-Razi in the introduction of his Almabahith Almashreghia
basically refers to his method as rational investigation of the former
scientists’ ideas and their critiques (Fakhr al-Razi, 1209). In this regard, it is
possible to compare both methods by distinguishing the evaluation,
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acceptance and creation phases of rationalism in each scholar’s work and
determining the weight of each of the three above mentioned characteristics
in their views. If one asks about the cornerstone of this kind of rationalism,
the answer would be personal rationalism and not at all, a philosophical or
logical system. In this aspect, as in Mu’tazila, we face a personal
understanding with the difference that in Mu’tazila case, in an inconsistency
occurred between religion and reason, they would take the side of reason and
would interpret (Ta'vil) the religion. Asha’ira in turn would take the side of
religion and limit the role of reason with ideas like Faith without quality
(Iman bi la Keif).
If we want(ed) to discuss about function of reason, it would be a wide
issue, however, the certain thing is that the three mentioned roles i.e.
evaluation, acceptance, and creation shall by no means be denied though in
different so-called rational groups different levels of them can be observed.
Also, it should be noticed that in every rational framework, the presence of
each of the three characteristics in addition to a harmonious and logical
system that could organize them is necessary. So if in a so-called rational
movement there is just one or two of these characteristics or exist all three
but without a compatible and logical structure among them, it should not be
considered a completely rational system. The truth is, in the former and latter
Asha’ira’s approach toward reason, is the fact that we just see the first
characteristic of rationalism, i.e. evaluation and Asha’ira actually ignored
many subjects in which rational acceptance or creation i.e. introducing new
ideas was expected. Even Al-Ghazali and Fakhr al-Razi who were the most
rationalists of Asha’ira lacked the aforementioned qualities and the very
issue i.e. lack of the second and third characteristics may explain why they
failed to establish an independent school of Kalam, philosophy or mysticism
despite their considerable works e.g. their thoughts and writings, concerning
them.
Emergence of Philosophical Kalam
It was Abu Yousof Ishaq Kendi (261AH) who proposed philosophy for
the first time in the Islamic world. Later on Abu Nasr Farabi (339AH)
shaped the foundation of philosophy. Contemporary to Farabi i.e. fourth
century, Abu Ishagh Ibn NoBakht wrote his important book called Al-Yaqut
fi Ilm al-Kalam in 340AH, as Iqbal Ashtiani says. It should be mentioned
that Al-Yaqut is structurally totally different with the work of its
contemporary and former scholars and later became a model for the books
like Almohassal by Fakhr al-Razi and Tajrid al-Itiqad by Khaje Nasir Tusi.
Alyaghut, in the first chapter, discusses issues related to the existence:
concepts like substance, accidents, motion, tranquility, incidence, eternity,
cause and effect, existence, non-existence, necessary being and contingent
are introduced in a way to be used as pre-requisites for getting to know God
– pre-requisites through which by presenting the necessity and contingency
argument, it proves God’s existence. In fact, the approaches he used in
Alyaghut, has caused doubts about the exact time in which he lived. Some
knew him to be contemporary to Khaje Nasir, as his methodology in
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Alyaghut was so similar to that of Khaje Nasir or latter Mutakallimun.
However, except Iqbal Ashtiani, others like Henry Corbin, Fuad Sezgin and
Crbur Kelman have acknowledged that he had lived in the fourth century
(Dibaji, 1384).
As a matter of fact, the similarity between his method and that of Khaje
Nasir can be seen as the influence he had on Khaje Nasir and not the
opposite. Henry Corbin is so sure about the priority of Ibn Nubakht to Khaje
Nasir and his philosophical thoughts that believes him to be the first one who
organized the Islamic philosophy (Corbin, 1970).
In his book, Abu Eshagh Nobakhti discusses knowledge of God not
only using usual Kalami methods e.g. Shukr Mun’em, but also through
philosophical approaches e.g. through discussing issues like the need of
creatures to a cause, the characteristics of this need to a cause, concepts of
contingency and incidence, rejecting the incorporeality of God and its being
substance or in the place, and so on. This method of argumentation to some
extent has been also used to prove the rational necessity of Imama – the
belief that the A'immah or Imâms are the true Caliphs or rightful successors
of the holy prophet Muhammad.
In the second part of the book, the starting point of philosophical
thinking can be therefore considered as basing the issues like justice,
prophecy, Isma – immunity from sin and error–, Imama and resurrection on
the true knowledge of God while the true understanding of God is in turn
based on our true understanding of existence i.e. Ontology. This model of
philosophizing Kalam in the book Tajrid al Itiqad by Khaje Nasir is more
visible and complete.
Philosophical System in Tajrid al Iteqad
Even the name of the book Tajrid al Itiqad is derived from philosophy.
The term tajrid meaning abstraction, is the highest level of human
understanding i.e. developing rational concepts. Reason in tajrid, having
sensory and imaginary perceptions on hand, extracts the universal concepts
e.g. intelligibles by removing the special characteristics of these perceptions.
This book is named so as if to show us the true method of thinking and to
reject other methods. In this regard, Master Hassanzade Amoli says: ‘Tajrid
is a book to answer the book of Fakhr al-Razi e.g. Al-Muhassal and it has the
position of Khaje Nasir’s interpretation of Isharat which was written to be
an answer to the interpretation of Fakhr Razi of Ishahrat’ (Hassanzade,
1380).
Here we should notice that even before Khaje Nasir, Fakhr al-Razi by
writing Al-Muhassal, having had alyaghut as his model, had thought of
philosophizing kalam. The evidence for this is the second chapter of his
book in which he discusses metaphysics e.g. existence, non-existence, unity,
abundance and cause and effect. Khaje Nasir in his book Naqd al-Muhassal
calls Fakhr al-Razi’s Al-Muhassal a mirage from which one doesn’t obtain
anything (ibid: Khaje Nasir, 1359).
Aref Tamir, believes that Fakhr al-Razi tried to separate religion,
namely Kalam from philosophy, however he admits that Fakhr al-Razi
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founded the philosophical Kalam though it was Khaje Nasir who played the
most important role in combining Kalam and philosophy (Tamir, 1412).
Interestingly enough, M.M. Sharif – who is a historian of Islamic philosophy
– without comparing Tajrid and Al-Muhassal, considers Al-Muhassal as the
base of philosophical Kalam (Sharif, 1365).
Undoubtedly, if Arif Tamir and M.M. Sharif Knew Al-Yaqut, they
would have never named Fakhr al-Razi’s book as the base of philosophical
Kalam; in reality Al-Muhassal is somehow an incomplete copy of Al-Yaqut
by Abu Ishaq Nubakhti. On the other hand, Soliman Donya believes that
‘Fakhr al-Razi was the enemy of philosophers’ (Solaiman Donya, 1413).
Also Khaje Nasir does not recognize the mentioned book as a solution to
ignorance and imitation in Kalam (Khaje Nasir, 1359). All these in addition
to the fact that Al-Muhassal’s ontology has never become the base for
gaining knowledge of God and never led to other principles, the belief of
Tamir and Sharif seems to be unjustified. The philosophical system in Tajrid
can be investigated based on two important properties of it, namely
philosophization and rationalism – of course with their universal and
necessary attributes.
Philosophization in Kalam
The distinction between Islamic philosophy and that of Greek and Neoplatonists can be considered as the deep attention of Muslim philosopherslike Farabi and Ibn Sina- to the issue of Existence, not only in the subject of
the philosophy but also in every pillar of it. This is why it is preferable to use
the term Hikma instead of Philosophy which from Al-Suhrawardi’s
(1191AH) time on gained a lot more usage than the term Philosophy. As a
matter of fact, in Hikma, existence is the most important element of
knowledge in contrast to Greek and Neo-platonists philosophy in which the
concentration is to a great extent on the essence.
Farabi paid attention to this distinction in his philosophy and after him,
Ibn Sina further developed the idea but it was Khaje Nasir who in his book
Tajrid clarified, organized and publicized it, the idea upon which he later
based the Kalam. Actually Khaje had the plan of Abu Ishaq in his mind
though his giving rise to the improvement of ontological issues to seventy
four-in chapter one from season one – expanded the ontology impressively.
In fact, his distinguishing the existence from essence, the existence in mind
and its quality, unity and abundance and the level of poverty and richness in
the existence are the most important issues in Khaje Nasir’s ontology.
Due to some justified reasons such as those discussed in (Izotsu,1368),
talking about the Islamic philosophy, especially in the times of AlSuhrawardi and after him, the term ‘Hikma’ would be a better representative
of the original philosophical thoughts of Muslims than the term
“philosophy”. Therefore the meaning of the attribute “philosophical” is the
same as Hikmi and what is intended from practicing Hikma is the very act of
philosophizing in the Islamic philosophical realm of thought.
This practicing Hikma can be in fact interpreted as deep reflections of a
philosopher on knowing the being and the origins of existence and finally
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basing all other knowledge on ontology. This knowledge however could not
be reached without the help of the holistic and necessity sighted reason
which is to be considered as the lower version of the absolute reason and that
is why this type of rationalism should be called Hikmi i.e. philosophical
rationalism.
Hikmi Rationalism
The emphasis in this type of rationalism is on the desired usage of the
findings of the philosophical reason in contrast to personal reason i.e. one’s
idea, to prove one’s position. In Tajrid al-Itiqad our Mutakallim i.e. khaje
Nasir, does not begin his words like Mu’tazila, who would directly begin
with the basic Islamic doctrines such as faith or free will and would
occasionally discuss philosophical issues. He neither acts like Ashaira who
having been affected by critiques of Ahl al-Hadith and having tried to keep
their distance from Mu’tazili rationalism chose a way in between; solved
their theological problems with believing in Iman bila Keif and because of
their Istihsani explanation of the Quran verses, just accepted few
philosophical views. His work is dissimilar to that of Al-Ghazali or Fakhr alRazi, who on one hand unfairly condemned both philosophy and
philosophers and on the other hand in a sense, philosophized as much as they
could. They even used pseudo-philosophical argumentation to support their
ideas in a way one gets confused understanding their position regarding
philosophy (Dibaji, 1384). Khaje Nasir in his turn, having used the Hikmi
foundations of Ibn Sina and firm theological doctrines, reached a special
methodology with which clear explanations of Islamic beliefs and also more
appropriate defenses against the critiques were possible.
In Tajrid al Itiqad, rationality is the center of understanding the beliefs
and defending them however, this rationality is universal and necessary and
it is not personal or Istihsani. Personal rationality does not recognize the
universal and necessary rules and more than anything else, deals with partial
concepts.
This level of perception may not be considered reasoning rather
something that Ibn Sina has called Vahm i.e. the boundary between
imagination and reasoning. Vahmi perceptions like imaginary perceptions
are certain denotation which are formed at the beginning of reasoning and
are generally concerned with the relations between objects and the hidden
meanings in them. The most important characteristic of these denotations are
their being partial while in other ways they are just like rational concepts
causing the Vahmi concepts to be mistaken for rational ones. Istihsan,
dogmatism, dialects and verbal arguments are the results of vahmi
perceptions. These so-called actions of mind have a rational appearance but
intrinsically are vahmi and are the subject of investigation in most rational
kalami views. It should be noticed that vahmi perceptions are prone to a lot
of errors, those that could be reviewed through the necessity-sighted reason
and logic.
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Are Kalam and philosophy the same in Shia thought?
One basic question in Ilm al-Kalam is actually about its subject, namely
what is the very that which is going to talk about? The simple answer would
be all Islamic beliefs however when we see its problems it is as if all human
sciences have something to say about the mentioned problems. The reason is
that most of sciences have to in a way deal with existing God, its power,
knowledge and his other attributes. Furthermore, most of sciences are related
to human beings’ destiny, his salvation and his resurrection. Therefore, it is
not unpredictable to see some issues discussed in Ilm al-Kalam be the very
problems of some other fields such as sociology, psychology, medical
science, astronomy and so on. Specifically a Mutakalim should have answers
to questions like:
1-Is it permissible to stop or even fight the social events that seem to
weaken people’s faith or their religious commitments?
2-Which Beliefs in human beings are of the psychological origins and
which of them are related to the real world?
3-Are human beings created from evolution of unicellular organisms or
they have had their own separate creation?
4-How could the compatibility of entropy in asteroids with the
maintained harmony in the world be explained?
Obviously, different sciences have answers to the above questions
which the Mutakalim should accept or reject i.e. there is no third way.
Therefore these questions and lots of others that are discussed in the
sciences, from one side, demand opinions of Mutakalims and their answers
to them, and from the other side, they extend Mutakalims' views regarding
new issues. Interestingly, this extension also includes philosophical issues
and it is just the right point to begin to investigate the so-called unity of Shia
Kalam and philosophy.
The truth is when the philosophical issues interfere with those of
Kalam, in a sense they automatically considered to be issues of Kalam. The
result is that the growing empirical sciences and humanities would increase
the issues of Kalam and consequently philosophical discussions about God,
human beings and the world also enter in the realm of Kalam. The reason is
that the Mutakalim has accepted to practice Hikmi method and as the hakim
i.e. philosopher uses the same method, the Mutakilm approves of his results
or even he practice it himself instead of a Hakim. This critical point might
cause an outside observer to conclude the unity between Kalam and
philosophy which in fact is not true.
The saying of those who believe in the unity of Shia Kalam with
philosophy or Hikma after Khaje Nasir and especially in work of Molla
Sadra should be understood in the context explained above, otherwise there
seems no acceptable meaning for it. Actually this is not a real unity however
–as said before- issues of philosophy which are directly related to Islamic
beliefs are considered to be issues of Kalam and a Mutakalim –who is not
necessarily non-philosopher –uses them in his Kalam. As a matter of fact, if
these discussions are in a philosophical context, they have all their real
philosophical role, however when used in Kalami context, it seems as if they
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are issues of Kalam and parts of it. Therefore, we may not consider Mula
Sadra’s Kalam and philosophy to be the same, on the contrary, we shall say
Shia Kalam has approved and used lots of Mulla Sadra’s philosophical ideas.
In other words, Sadra’s employing the same methods in Kalam and
philosophy i.e. practicing Hikma, and the very near relation between the
subjects concerning God, universe and human beings may lead to the wrong
conclusion of the unity of Kalam and Philosophy in his work. It is worth
noticing that a Mutakalim may borrow philosophical approaches e.g.
methods of argumentation, however he does not invent them. When
borrowed, these philosophical approaches seem to be part of Kalam’s
structure. What Mutakalim has from his self is the art of explanation, he uses
his method of explanation to put everything he has gathered as if they are
those of Kalam’s.
Terms without
Diacritics
Hikmi

Terms in
Arabic
حکمی

Terms with
Diacritics
hikmī

Kalam

کالم

kalām

Iqtidaie

اقتضایی

iqtizāī

Vahm

وهم

vahm

Ima’n bi la’ Kaif

ایمان بالکیف

imān bi lā kaif

Mutakalim

متکلم

mutakalim

Tanzih

تنزیه

tanzih

Shukr Mun’em

شکر منعم

shukr mun’em

Imama

إمامة

imāma

Isma

عصمة

isma’

Hadith

حدیث

hadith

Sonna

سنة

sonna

Istihsani

استحسانی

istihsanī

Conclusion
In order to find out when Ilm al-Kalam turned to rational method and
whether the rational method is the very philosophical method, it is necessary
to know the rational approaches in the three Kalami schools of Mu’tazila,
Asha’ira and Shi’a. Rationalism in Mu’tazila school began with the
translation and effects of philosophical books in the translation movement
but as a result of some self-sufficiency, it distanced itself from philosophical
approach. This type of rationalism, which could be considered as personal,
does not necessarily opposes the philosophical rationalism though it is not
committed to it.
However, the second type of rationalism, originating from antiphilosophical front of Asha'ira, is exactly in opposite direction to the first
one.
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Asha'ira's rationalism, especially among its great thinkers like AlGhzali and Fakhr al-Razi, opposes the logical and philosophical rationalism
– where with Mu'tazila it was not the case – and therefore it turns to another
function of reason which is called Vahm. Vahm is of a nature that from one
side it is considered as the substitution for reason as it like reason deals with
the notions and, from the other side, it could be used in religious arguments
– not as deductive reasoning rather than inductive and analogical reasoning.
To recognize it as rationalism, we must call it Vahmi rationalism. Vahmi
rationalism, pays attention to partial notions and uses non-deductive
reasoning. Furthermore, it ignores the reasoning beliefs and denies the
universality, necessity and causality.
Parallel to the emergence of Ash'ari rationalism, another type of
rationalism emerged which rather that denying or eliciting from philosophy,
accepted the ratio-philosophical foundation. This tendency in in Shi'a
Kalami School come to existence from the time of Abu Ishagh Nobakhti and
established by Khaje Nasir Tousi. This type of rationalism could be known
as Hikmi (philosophical) rationalism simply because it employs not only the
strongest type of argument i.e. deductive reasoning to explain and defend the
religious beliefs but also the best achievements of human reason i.e. Hikmi
and philosophical foundations.
The way sciences and their results are employed in Kalam, as it is
mostly paid attention to in Shi'a Kalam, is to be considered as a fundamental
principle in defining philosophical and rational Kalam. As a matter of fact,
the identity of Kalam and philosophy in the Khaje Nasir's thought should be
understood in this sense. Kalam is a science with a vast subject matter and as
a result of this, it needs to employ other sciences and their results and
philosophy is one of those sciences which can provide this need and so the
results of philosophical problems are used by Kalam.
At this point, since the Mutakalim wants to explain the religious beliefs
using philosophers' methods, he not only uses the philosophical results, but
also employs their philosophical foundations and principles. That is the
reason some have thought of the identity of Philosophy and Kalam in the
work of Khaje Nasir or Molla Sadra, even though, in reality, it is not the case
and the level and degree of employment of the aforementioned elements are
deepened.
-
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Abstract
Gilles Deleuze, the notable post-modern philosopher, in his two-volume
cinematic books Cinema 1: movement-image (1986) and Cinema 2: timeimage (1989) recognizes two major periods in history of cinema (classic and
modern) in terms of representing movement and time respectively. Referring
to various films of modern cinema especially post-war European cinema like
Italian neorealism, Cinema2 speaks about the possibility of direct
presentation of time in cinematic works. Explaining Deleuze’s theories and
his two formulations of direct presentation of time as ‘pure optical situations’
and ‘sheets of the past’, in this essay we try to give an analysis of the two most
important films of Iranian history of cinema: Still Life (1974) and Prince
Ehtejab (1974). Finally, we will conclude that these films are not mere
representation of preexisting philosophical concepts, rather in contrast to
linguistic thought, they provide some kind of visual and non-linguistic
philosophical meditations of time, cinema of time.
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Introduction
Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995), famous French thinker, is known as one of
the most prominent figures of post-modern philosophy and contemporary
continental trend. His works encompass wide areas including monographs
about classic philosophy (e.g. Hume, Kant, …) or writings on painting, cinema
even psychology and politics, some of which, of course, are co-written with
Félix Guattari (1930-1992), his psychologist colleague. Therefore, in line with
other contemporary thinkers Deleuze can be considered as a philosopher who
worked in interdisciplinary fields and talked about the necessity of a
comprehensive attention to the divergent, expansible levels of human
knowledge. It can be grasped in various areas of his philosophy and different
concepts he uses in his thought.
During his professional career he has always tried to reconcile theories
of philosophers such as Bergson, Nietzsche and Spinoza with concepts taken
from other sciences like biology, physics and mathematics.1 This
reconciliation allows him to delineate a world entirely different from classic
or even modern world of philosophy which is based on static essences. Thus,
although many of academic thinkers tend to exclude his interdisciplinary
works from the domain of philosophy, he following Bergson introduces
himself a philosopher in contrast to mainstream.
By criticizing central themes of modernity including identity,
subjectivity and representation, he based his philosophy on the notions of
‘difference’ ‘becoming’ ‘multiplicity’, throwing over any closed rigid systems
and structures as other post-structuralist thinkers. Man needs a world which is
open and expansive and provides the possibility of constant experience and
endless questioning. This is what Deleuze sees as the vocation of
philosophical thinking: the creation of the new.
He thinks “instead of just accepting the questions and terms within which
a culture already operates, we need to look at (and transform) the assumptions,
propositions, distinctions or differences upon which any system of thought
relies” (Colebrook, 2002b, x1). In this respect, in contrast to closed systems
and static essences, Deleuze talks about forces of life, when the world can
think of other forms and creates the new. Thus, if we want to summarize his
philosophy in one single word, it will be ‘becoming’. It implies the denial of
the transcendental which functions as a basis for our thoughts and concerns.
In fact, for him, the transcendental is nothing other than undermining the
transcendental by creating differences.
Against this view that the world is made of essences, Deleuze talks about
experience, multiplicities, connections and linkages: everything is becoming.
There are no fixed identities but only constant change and creations and life is
nothing rather than this creation.
This idea leads him to another concept ‘open whole’ versus closed sets.
For him, the best equivalent for life is open whole, the source of creative
powers, transformations and becomings which never terminates or ceases.
“The supposed real world that would lie behind the flux of becoming is not,
Deleuze insists, a stable world of being; there ‘is’ nothing other than the flow
of becoming (Colebrook, 2002a, 125). Consequently, life and reality take form
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through combination of infinite different possibilities. The importance of this
notion in Deleuze’s philosophy is to the extent that some call him ‘philosopher
of difference’.
Art and cinema in Deleuze’s philosophy
As we explained, life, for Deleuze, is nothing rather than different forces
and different manifestations. In this respect, life can appear in three general
areas: philosophy, art and science.2
Deleuze calls each of these categories as powers of thinking that each has
their own possibilities, capabilities and creations. In What is philosophy?
(1991) Deleuze & Guattari explain these three categories as new possibilities
of life, as new but different ways of thinking. “Philosophy, art and science
need to be seen as distinct moments of the explosive force of life, a life that is
in a process of constant ‘becoming’ (Colebrook, 2002a, 12). Philosophy by
creating new concepts, science by looking for knowledge through
observations and art by making impact and affection, each can transform life
and encounter difference. If philosophy can make different concepts, or can
give us this ability to think of this concept, art deals with difference in its own
way such as different characters in a novel or different colors and patterns in
a painting.
In his arguments about art, Deleuze speaks about different fields like
music, photography, cinema, visual arts, literature and architecture, and in all
cases he recognizes the main function of art to make an impact. Thus art has
nothing to do with representation or judgment; rather it is the power to think
in terms of the effects it exerts3.
Generally, art seeks to create new ways of thinking and affecting. Among
arts Deleuze gives a special consideration to cinema in his two-volume
cinematic books. According to him “cinema is the philosophy of our everyday
life; it brings philosophy into contact with life” (Rodowik, 2010, xvi). Because
only by cinema can we think of a way of seeing which is not dependent on the
human eye. That is, cinema through its techniques like montage can offer a
percept, which is not limited to a subject.4 Our everyday seeing of the world
is from our interested perspective. We order the flow of perceptions into our
world. We can see a desk or a chair inasmuch as we presuppose a world in
which there exists some furniture. Cinema, however, can present images and
percepts free from this organizing structure of everyday life. In other words,
cinema for Deleuze, goes beyond representing stories and events and like
philosophy is able to create new possibilities for thinking. He says: “The
evolution of the cinema, the conquest of its own essence or novelty, was to
take place through montage, the mobile camera and the emancipation of the
view point, which became separate from projection” (Deleuze, 1986, 3).
Therefore, Deleuze suggests a new relation between cinema and
philosophy, which is not a merely applying philosophy to film or using preexisting philosophical concepts in film analysis. Rather he thinks that “we
allow the creation of films to transform philosophy” (Colebrook, 2002a, 29).
In his view, films can philosophize as such. That is why for Deleuze the
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question of ‘what is cinema?’ is equivalent with the question of ‘what is
philosophy?’5.
In fact, Deleuze’s theories present a challenge to two dominant cinematic
trends of the post-war period: realist and phenomenological approach of
Andre Bazin (1918-1958), on the one hand, and the linguistic and
psychoanalytical approach of Christian Metz (1931-1993), on the other. Since
he has always tried to discover the specificity of each of art forms, the
specificity of cinema for him lies in the fact that cinematic perception is
liberated from any subject’s perspective; in contrary to phenomenological
approaches which retain subjective or natural perception as the model of
reference.
In Deleuze’s opinion, cinema is not simply another way of representing
information, but a kind of philosophical practice. Cinema is an art form which
can convey thought. ‘Cinema itself is a new practice of images and signs,
whose theory philosophy must produce as conceptual practice’ (Deleuze
1989, 280). Therefore, Deleuze’s film theory goes against the traditional film
theory according to which, images are representations of other
(transcendental) worlds. Deleuze’s definition of cinema is not based on the
majority of films throughout history of cinema. For he seeks to define
everything- thought, perception, cinema etc.- not according to what something
is but how it becomes. “This means looking at something carried to its ‘nth
power” (Colebrook, 2002a, 34). In other words, he attempts to define
everything not by their already given forms but through their style of
becoming. But what does cinema do? It connects a number of images in a
sequence and then cuts the sequence and reconnects them. Like everyday
perception, cinema organizes the flux of images into an ordered whole.
Although sometimes instead of connecting images in a significant sequence,
it can present images in purely optical form.
By disturbing the sequence of images, cinema is able to pose a challenge
to the whole of life. Indeed, Deleuze tries to explain “how the technique of
cinema that begins with a realism that strives to represent life eventually
develops to alter the possible perception of life”. (Colebrook, 2002a, 31).
According to Deleuze, what reveals the potential of cinema is this liberation
of the sequence of images from a single point of view, which in Deleuze’s
term in Cinema 1 is ‘any point whatever’. In other words, cinema is no longer
an image-world in front of the gaze of a spectator-subject; rather it produces
images, which are not reducible to any subjective perception. With the help of
cinema, we are able to create new thoughts as we normally do in philosophy,
but not through creating new concepts, rather cinema as an art form can create
affections.
Movement-image and time-image
In his books Cinema 1: movement-image (1986) and Cinema 2: timeimage (1989), Deleuze attempts to create concepts proper to cinema, that is,
the singular concepts that can be applied to cinema and nothing else. Two
main concepts he introduces are movement-image and time-image. By these
two concepts, Deleuze makes a fundamental distinction in the whole history
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of cinema and “account for the mutation that occurred in postwar cinema and
for the break that separated classic cinema from modern cinema” (Marrati,
2008, 2).
Movement is the first distinctive feature of cinema. Whereas other kinds
of art like painting and photography produce fixed images, cinematic images
illustrate the movement. Deleuze in his first book Cinema 1 deals with the
issue of movement and introduces it as the first essence of cinema. Cinema,
for Deleuze, is not a set of images added by movement but a movement-image.
And it is done by means of cinematic techniques like moving camera “where
the play of camera angles moving across a visual field gives us the direct
expression of movement, and there by opens thought up to the very mobility
of life” (Colebrook, 2002a, 30). On the other hand, using Bergson’s theory
about movement, Deleuze states that in cinema movement has two
manifestations: one is the displacement of objects in the space; movement as
“translation in space”, and the other is the transformation in duration or the
whole.6 Therefore Deleuze adopts the position that movement has two aspects:
“on the one hand, that which happens between objects or parts; on the other
hand that which expresses the duration or the whole” (Deleuze, 1986, 11).
Plan for Deleuze is the basic unit of movement in cinema. The movement of
plan on the one hand changes the relative position of parts of the system and
on the other hand, is the mobile section of a whole whose movement is
expressed in the transformation of duration.7 Montage likewise maintains the
continuities between plans. The plan is the movement-image and montage “is
composition, the assemblage of movement-images as constituting an indirect
image of time” (Deleuze, 1986, 30). Montage can give us an indirect image of
time because it is inferred from movement-images and their relations. Hence,
in classic cinema “time depends on movement, but through the intermediary
of the montage, it flows from the montage, but as if it subordinates to
movement” (Deleuze, 1989, 36). This concept of time implies that time is the
number of movements. But in modern cinema, time finds its direct expression.
At the end of Cinema1, referring to some formal characteristics, Deleuze
talks about a crisis that affected the cinema in the post-war period, the crisis
of the action-image. He explains that modern cinema after war experiences a
crisis in action-image in which stable links between actions is are loosed, and
the integrated system of time and space dominating classic cinema
disintegrates in the new image. “In this new kind of image the sensory-motor
links tend to disappear, a whole sensory-motor continuity which forms the
essential nature of the action-image vanishes” (Deleuze 1986, 213). In other
words, after the war we bear witness to a collapse of the sensory-motor schema
of American films and pre-war cinema. In this situation, a new image came to
exist. Deleuze describes this new image which finds its earliest examples in
Italian neorealism as ‘purely optical and sound situation’. The main feature of
these situations, is their viewing quality, that is, actions are replaced by
‘seeing’. In this new situation, no action is performed or no action has the
power to make changes or have an influence on the situation. Thus in the new
image characters do nothing except seeing. This is what Deleuze calls a
‘cinema of the seer’. In other words, in contrary to the old realism, in which
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the strong link between movement-images cause characters to react to
situations, in neorealism characters learned to see and hear without any belief
in changing the situation. That is, characters are “capable of seeing and
showing rather than acting, and either remaining dumb or undertaking some
never-ending conversation, rather than of replying or following a dialogue”
(Deleuze, 1989, 20). This is because in a purely optical and sound situation,
something intolerable, something too powerful or too unjust is grasped which
transcends our sensory-motor capacities. Faced with such intolerable thing,
characters can do nothing except seeing.8
Moreover, this new image, according to him, is linked to new forces
namely time and thought. Deleuze explains this new mental image, with a new
substance, which has a profound linkage to thinking in his second book
Cinema 2. In his view, the strong sensory-motor situation of traditional
realism is replaced by the optical and sound situations of neorealism. In the
new image time is represented directly. Time flows in the whole of the image.
This is the image that enters the temporal relation. In other words, pure optical
and sound image helps us to grasp time directly. Deleuze explains that time
has been one of the essential elements of the cinematic image from the advent
of cinema; nevertheless it finds its crucial role in modern cinema.
We should, however, take this point into consideration that as
D.N.Rodowick mentions, movement-image and time-image do not follow a
chronological time line as the former precedes the latter. In the introduction
of cinema 1, Deleuze states that the cinema books do not intend to present a
history of cinema. Rather these concepts relate to two different philosophy of
history. “The movement-image unfolds according to a Hegelian and
dialectical conception of history, while the time-image is Nietzschean and
genealogical” (Rodowick, 2010, xvii).
But how can we grasp this cinema of time? In Cinema 2, Deleuze cites
different cinematic examples. As mentioned, of course, he does not use films
as tools for his philosophical theories. But he shows that such films are
moments of the pure presence of time. Various films, repeatedly mentioned in
cinematic texts, have been able to represent such power of image. In Iranian
cinematic new-wave, there are two films that exemplify time-image in the best
way.
Still life
One of the most noticeable films of new-wave9 with regard to Deleuze’s
theories especially the concept of time-image, is undoubtedly Tabiat-e bi jan/
Still Life (1974/1354) by Sohrab Shahid-Sales who was trained in filmmaking
in Vienna and Paris and made many documentaries and short films. His
filmmaking style is marked with a ‘Chekhovian naturalism’ that is, a
minimalist formalism. In the sense that “the lucid narration, the unmasking of
the real by a deliberate emphasis on the material endurance of the present,
became the key operating force of Shahid Sales' cinema” (Dabashi, 2001, 29).
Winner of the Silver Bear of the Berlin International Film Festival, Still Life
is a passive narration of an elderly railway guard who lives in a remote
junction with his wife. Film depicts patiently the uneventful, still life of the
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old couple, eating, sleeping, handling the railroad, drinking tea, smoking and
again sleeping until the old man receives his retirement letter after thirty-three
years. The letter serves as an interruption in the habitual course of their life.
He has no idea what he should do hereafter. Nevertheless, they have to pack
their humble staff and leave their house.
It can be said that the main theme of the film is time, a film about time.
Time flows in all shots in its purest form. The old couple live in a remote,
isolated place, a kind of any-space-whatever, namely spaces that are not
specified and determined historically and geographically, spaces without
certain locale identity which in Deleuze’s view, induce pure optical images.
In sensory-motor situations, space is specified and linked to the actions
happening there. Whereas in the optical and sound situations we confront, in
Deleuze’s term, “any-space-whatevers, that is, disconnected or emptied
spaces. One form of such any-space-whatevers is empty or deserted space
which is recognizable in Still life. In empty spaces, the pure sound and optical
situations come to exist.
The only movement that may be felt in the life of this old couple is the
movement of the train which passes occasionally and of the old pointsman
who is obliged to make way for the train. But even the movement of the train
has lost its motional quality in the still and immobile life of the couple after
thirty years and resembles the flow of time or the movement of the clock hands
that show time by their movement. The old couple, in fact, is not akin to those
Deleuzian ‘seer’ characters who encounter with an intolerable through seeing.
They are sheer embodiment of time, not the perceivers of time. This is
visualized in the scene of winding the clock by the old man. It is the man who
tunes the ticktack of the clock. In other word, here the time is not the interiority
the old couple is within, rather they represents time-image themselves. In this
any-space-whatever, it seems that they have no relation with external world
except for a passing wagon which provides them with necessities.
The title of the film well accords with Deleuze’s concept of ‘still life’.
He differentiates still life from empty spaces. The exterior shots of film
display empty spaces which are based on the absence of a character or content,
whereas still life, displayed mostly in internal shots of the house or the
switchman booth, “is defined by the presence and compositions of objects
which are wrapped up in themselves or become their own container” (Deleuze
1989, 16). Interior shots are full of compositions of objects and no wonder that
a clock is among the objects of the still life. In a humble house with the
minimum of living facilities, that the slow rhythm of life makes the presence
of clock unnecessary, clock is nothing more than a symbol of the powerful
presence of time. Still life is the pure state of the time, in which changes
happen. Changes such as old man’s moving from the railroad to house or
movements of old woman to prepare the food, express time, a form of time
which is unchangeable as such. Deleuze write: “The still life is time, for
everything that changes are in time, but time does not itself change” …it
“gives what changes the unchanging form in which the change is produced”
(Ibid, 17). Still life, thus, presents time in the manner of Ozu, since precisely
composed frames of objects and human is a prominent feature of his films.10
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The repetitious actions of aged couple, such as sleeping, waking, opening
the railroad, smoking, eating and sleeping again, thus, became a part of time,
an unchanging form of time. Moreover, fixed shots and long sequences of
insignificant actions like aged man’s lighting the cigarette and smoking which
last one minute or the sequence in which the old woman attempts to thread a
needle to repair her son’s uniform, lasting more than 30 seconds, presents us
directly with duration. And this is what distinguishes these images from
photographic images. “Through the succession of changing states” (Ibid, 17)
these images represents duration, duration of each moment or each occasion,
that is, the whole changes that occurs in a sequence. Time and duration is
represented in the middle of routine actions of film, in the sense that the daily
banality turns into the pure optical situation in which time is represented
directly.
In most part of the film we hear nothing except for the sound of the
train or of sheep passing the road, or sporadic conversations of the old couple.
Silence is the only sound of the time. Film has a minimalistic approach in
every respect, whether in terms of the plot, which narrates a simple story
without ups and down, or in terms of the number of actors or in terms of the
actions and conversations which keeps the minimum of the words or facial
expressions in the communication. A faint smile on the face of the mother is
the only sign of her happiness to his son’s arrival. Few sentences that the
couple exchanges are restricted to the daily necessities:
- Did you ask for tea and sugar?
- No I forgot.
Every unnecessary word such as ‘Hi, goodbye, thank you’ is eliminated.
Talk is reduced to its minimum communicative function. Nevertheless, time
is the only element that is presented lavishly. And this is the immediate strong
presence of time which differentiates this film from short films. Furthermore,
we learned from Deleuze that time-image does not imply the absence of
movement and the direct presentation of time does not only entail the absence
of movement through fixed shots and fixed camera. Rather time can also be
presented through aberrant, abnormal movement. In other words, in cinema of
time-image, movement is not eliminated but it lost its normal quality. Through
the disposition of scales, for instance, this aberrant movement leads to the
direct presentation of time. This can be seen in the extremely slow movements
and steps of the old woman when she brings tea for her husband or the slow
movement of the old man when he returns home or goes to the railway
crossing. These are some kind of aberrant, out of scale movement which
display pure time.
By receiving the retirement letter, the flow of time seems to cease; an
interval between daily activities. Old man cannot sleep anymore; he walks in
the room and smokes. And from this moment the old couple were impelled to
think and what we are presented with is ‘thought-image’. Thought-image, also
a chapter of Cinema 2, reveals a different nature in modern cinema related to
the slackened sensory-motor links of pure optical situations. In Difference and
Repetition (1994), however, Deleuze explains another state of thought-image,
that is, dogmatic image of thought in which thinking is equal to recognizing.
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(Deleuze, 1994, 131) In the sense that between thought and its object there is
a harmony spontaneously. In ordinary situations when we perceive objects or
events according to a priori patterns of experience there is no distance between
thought and recognition. Thus here thought has lost its true nature. ; as we see
in the repetitious life of old couple in which the quotidian actions and events
become a habit and inhibit them from any thinking contrary to recognition
process. True thinking, for Deleuze, happens only when an exterior force
threatens or interrupts the regular course of events. Only in this moment
thought is provoked and creates a new thing. Therefore “It is only when
thought is constrained by a necessity coming from the outside that it starts
thinking; its real enemies lie within. We think not by nature but by necessity:
when something in the world does us violence, and violence in this context
means the shock of an encounter with what we do not know and even less
recognize” (Marrati 2008, 83). This shock for old couple is the retired letter
the old man receives after 33 years, when he repeatedly asks:
-What does it mean?
-It means you are retired now
-What does it mean?
The arrival of the retired letter makes an interval in the life of old couple
which has become a part of time after 33 years. This interval is the embryo of
thought. A 20-second scene of old man sitting in the booth staring at the floor
is the thought-image in its purest form, so is his looking at his image in the
mirror for some seconds when he leaves his house after 30 years.
Prince Ehtejab
In classic interpretation of time in which time is measured by movement,
the central presupposition is that the cinematic image is in the present because
we experience it at the moment. It means that even in showing the past, the
essential nature of cinematic image is present. For this reason, in a present
movement-image time can be represented only indirectly through montage.
On the other hand, our normal perception of time relates to the presence of the
past images we recall for our future life, when for example, we walk through
our hometown, we can find the way because we use our memory of the city,
so past images surface.
In this sense, time is nothing other than the presence which comes to
thinking and “connects the various moments of movement into a perceived
whole. For this reason, we tend to specialize time, seeing time as a line
connecting the various points of an action” (Colebrook, 2002b, 32). But in
opposition to this view Deleuze states that image is never in the present. Each
image has a past and future, which coexist with the present. There is no mere
present without a “before” and an “after”. Deleuze writes: “it is characteristic
of cinema to seize this past and this future that coexist with the present image”
(Deleuze, 1989, 37). To conclude, time in modern cinema has lost its
chronological meaning according to which, one instant follows another.
Rather, it finds its purity as dose movement in the movement-image.
“Bergson’s desire to extract from movement “the mobility that is its essence”
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is strictly united with Proust’s desire to attain “a little time in its pure state”
(Marrati, 2008, 68).
In addition to pure optical situations that reveal time directly, there are
two kinds of time-image or chronosigns (Signs of time) which Deleuze
elaborates in Cinema 2: ‘the order of time’ and ‘time as series’ which the
former is based on the coexistence or simultaneity of different times and the
latter is based on the becoming or potentialization of forces. Those signs that
concern with ‘the order of time’ are divided into two categories: ‘sheets of the
past’ and ‘peaks of the present’. Here we intend to explain the first one, that
is, ‘sheets of the past’.
Each moment of the present, according to Bergson, is an accumulation
of past moments which coexist with the present virtually. The present is not
separated from the past or does not proceed it but they coexist simultaneously.
We can conclude that in all moments of our life we carry our memories and
in each moment that we make a decision or gain a perception of something
this virtual past affects us. The present, in fact, is nothing rather than “the
infinitely contracted past” (Deleuze 1989, 99).

Figure.1: sheets of the past
(Bergson, 1919: 211)

Bergson uses the diagram above to describe his theory. As we can see in
the figure, the present (point S) is concurrent with the different layers of past
(AB, AʹBʹ, AʹʹBʹʹ) which is contracted in the present moment. When we
remember, we move from an actual present to a virtual past or a certain sheet
of the past and bring a recollection-image into the present. Deleuze asserts that
the past is not a mental state in which our memories are present and are
actualized in us, rather it is pure time, a totality of time in which we exist.
Therefore, the past is the moment which is preserved in the present. The
present enters the past at each moment and the past coexist with the next
present. Therefore, virtual past is time in general and each moment of time is
accounted for different aspects of the past: “the past itself as a ‘dilated past’,
the present as a ‘contracted past’, the future as a ‘projected past’” (Bogue,
2003, 137).
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So images of dreams and recollections, particularly flashbacks are the
best examples of this kind of time-image in cinema; when a circuit links the
past to the present. In conventional narratives, flashbacks connect a certain
part of the past to the present and memory-images of the past are integrated
with the action-images of the present in a single narration. But only those
recollections can enter consciousness which have a practical value, that is,
avail the present moment and are able to be integrated into our sensory-motor
schema. This is the nature of flashbacks in classic cinema, in the sense that
only those parts of the past are depicted which clarify a vague point of the
present and help the coherence of the story. In modern cinema, however, and
in pure optical and sound situations or dreams when sensory-motor links
slacken, the virtual past is presented without any order or linkage and “our
mental world is filled with images from various moments of our past, all
coexisting in a single domain” (Bogue 2003, 116). Flashbacks here abandon
the coherence of the film and act as intervals or gaps.
The virtual past, the different layers of the past constitute the main
structure of Shazdeh Ehtejab/ Prince Ehtejab (1974, 1353), a film directed by
Bahman Farmanara (1942-) which is adapted from a novel by Houshang
Golshiri (1938-2000) and is considered as one of the best Iranian new-wave
films. The film is formed of past events interwoven with each other which
push their way to the present. It is a nonlinear story of the life of the last
survivor of the Qajar dynasty. Suffering from tuberculosis Prince Ehtejab
remembers the past events of his life in solitude and darkness. He is
undergoing a mental collapse because of his traumatic past life and now
experiences a collapse of sensory-motor schema. His profound despair makes
him passive and unable to take any action. In present moment, the virtual past
opens up and all past events or what Deleuze call ‘sheets of the past’ coexist.
These are chronosigns, the signs of time-image that present a direct image of
time. In chronosigns, past and present, virtual and actual are “undecidable or
inextricable” (Deleuze 1989, 274).
Film begins with the present moment, when Prince returns home, Fakhri
(his mistress) opens the door and he enters the house. While he is sitting in a
dark room coughing, the first circuit of memory takes shape. He remembers a
few minutes ago, before entering the house when he has met Morad, his
former servant, waiting for him. The second circuit of memory takes form
when Fakhri and Fakhronessa (his wife) enter the room. It dates back to the
first days of Fakhronessa’s entering the Prince’s house but we can still hear
the Prince coughing. Here, the past and the present somewhat reach to a point
of indiscernibility. When Fakhronessa turns on the lights, the circuit of past
embraces the present entirely and we see young and healthy Prince.
Fakhronessa and Fakhri begin to wind up all the clocks each showing a
different time. By ticking of the clocks it seems that different times begin and
different layers of time start to coexist. After some other flashbacks, we see a
scene which is an image of dream in which Prince talks with his dead
grandfather. This is an imaginary scene, followed and preceded by
recollection-images. Each recollection-image gives way to other recollections
related to the more past events. Recollections of Prince get linked with
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recollections of other characters. Each flashback cuts to the other flashbacks.
There is no boundary between dream-image and recollection-image. The film
has a nonlinear narrative. Different events like various pieces of a puzzle are
displayed disorderly to disclose little by little the past life of the Prince and
his clan.
In some scenes, other characters recollect the past events like the
recollections of Fakhri. Sometimes the present moment which includes the
Prince sitting in a dark room and coughing, appears in the middle of the past
moments and disappears again among recollections and dreams. Gradually
from halfway of the film, flashbacks do not belong to anyone. It is not clear
whose recollections are they, as if these scenes are recollections of the film
itself. In this way, film represents pure past which is a non-subjective memory,
belonging to no specific subject and characterized by Deleuze as “the preexistence of a past in general; the coexistence of all the sheets of past; and the
existence of a most contracted degree” [present] (Deleuze 1989, 99). Virtual
past or the sheets of the past that constitutes the body of the cone is represented
in the film through disordered and “acentred” recollection-images, an ocean
of past images with no center of gravity which belongs to no certain mind.
Different sheets of the past are put together irregularly. Scenes of the Prince’s
childhood, scenes of his meeting with Fakhronessa, scenes of his parents’
burial, sequences of grandfather’s life, sequences of his attempts to transform
Fakhri to Fakhronessa, all succeed each other. And the present, that is, the
apex of the cone, the meeting point of the cone and the plate, is the dark room
of the Prince thinking of his past in solitude. This dark room and the sick
Prince, which is open to the whole memory, is in fact, the most contracted
moment which retains the whole past in itself virtually. As explained, the
virtual and the actual, the past and the present coexist in each moment and are
inextricable but not indiscernible, that is, we are able to recognize past from
the present. In most ordinary flashbacks, the past events or dream-images are
separable and recognizable from the actual or real images, since they are in a
structure in which there is an essential distinction between the virtual and the
actual. Nevertheless, in some images these separability seems to fade into a
point of indiscernibility “that is, the coalescence of the actual image and the
virtual image, the image with two sides, actual and virtual at the same time”
(ibid, 69). According to Bergson, this is the fundamental operation of time
which leads to formation of a crystal-image. Since past is not the moment
replaced by the present, rather it coexists with the present at the same time. In
other words, time is divided into two parts, the past and the present. In Prince
Ehtejab the different sheets of the past which are called silvers of time by
Deleuze, eventuate in the crystal-image, that is, the scene in which Prince
finds himself sitting in front of Morad, and Morad informs him of his own
death, as he did before about the death of others: Prince Ehtejab is dead.
Morad gives the news of a past which is present simultaneously because the
Prince is sitting in the same room and with the same position.
“In fact, the crystal constantly exchanges the two distinct images which
constitute it, the actual image of the present which passes and the virtual image
of the past which is preserved: distinct and yet indiscernible” (Ibid, 81). The
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best example of the crystal-image is the mirror since the object and its virtual
image reflected in the mirror are present at the same time. In this case, the
traditional, twofold model of reality/image is replaced by the unity of the
reality in the image. Thus the crystal-image renders time directly in its purest
form and a new kind of sign come to exist which are hyalosigns, the signs of
an image that is in the middle of actuality and virtuality. Like dead prince who
seats, as usual, in front of Morad and becomes aware of his own dead. The
actual and the virtual become indiscernible here. After the last sequence Prince
dragged himself to a twisty cellar and enters the virtual realm.
Conclusion
Although applying external concepts to films is a non-Deleuzian work,
and Deleuze’s main job was to make films philosophize independently, but
his own concepts are in such a way that add nothing to films. They just provide
an appropriate context that reveals the true essence of images. Concepts like
time-image, pure optical situations, “any-space-whatevers”, sheets of the past,
crystal image and etc. do not load images with external, a priori meanings.
Rather they give us a better understanding of the images themselves, of their
functions, their differences, their visual singularities. Thus, one of the most
important conclusions that we can draw from Deleuze’s cinematic books is
that he is the first thinker who gives us a way to approach films, as such
without any priori theories.
Another crucial point that can be inferred from a Deleuzian analysis is
that in contrast with other theoretical attitudes, here form and content of the
films are inseparable, inextricable. While in other analytic approaches, form,
at best, is a vehicle for content, in Deleuze’s discussion form is the content.
His main concepts like perception-image, action-image, affection-image in
Cinema 1 or chronosigns, hyalosigns, noosigns (Signs of thought) in Cinema
2, all deal with the form, and unfold the film through form. So this is the
reliance on the form that expresses the exclusive features of the films, the
singular nature that belongs only to them. Thus in Deleuzian analysis of
cinema, form is the content and content is the form, since everything is
fundamentally caused by movement and time.
In this respect, in analyzing two Iranian films: Still life and Prince
Ehtejab, we laid emphasis on their form and by using some concepts of cinema
2 we proved that in spite of their various structures, both films present time in
its pure state, the direct image of time. In still life time is manifested in pure
optical situations, that is, images which include minimum actions or
movements. In such images time is revealed through absence of movement or
abnormal movements, aberrant, out of scale movements like heavy steps of
old couple. In Prince Ehtejab time is expressed through pure past. Past here is
the representative of the time. Different layers of the past which are arranged
disorderly in the film constitute pure past. Thus time is presented as the pure
past and pure past is shown in a combination of flashbacks that make the main
structure of Prince Ehtejab.
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Notes
1. Rhizome is one of such concepts. The Rhizome is a botanical term refers to a
progressive and external plant growth. A rhizome is a kind of plant, which does not
germinate in soil, and it has a horizontal movement on the surface of the earth.
Rhizome unlike arborescent movement is a temporal root, moving on the surface in
different directions. Rhizome as Deleuze states has neither beginning nor end; it is
always in the middle.
2. Here Deleuze is obviously influenced by Bergson’s conception of life as a shell
which ‘suddenly bursts into fragments’ (Bergson, Creative, evolution, 109).
3. For example, the main theme of Red Desert (Michelangelo Antonioni, 1964) neurosis and loneliness in modern world- is not just expressed but conveyed by
making effects through using intensive colors, abstract patterns, mental and semisubjective images.
4. When we are able to see inside of a beehive by means of camera lens or to witness
the growth of a plant by acceleration techniques which we have never seen. Such cases
illuminate the power of cinema in providing us with new perceptions.
5. For more details see: Negotiations, Gilles Deleuze, trans. Martin, Joughin. New
York: Columbia University Press. 1995. P. 57
6. In Creative Evolution (1907) Bergson provides a more famous example: when we
try to dissolve some sugar in a glass of water, we experience duration, the time of the
sugar’s dissolution and the qualitative transformation in a whole, that is, in the content
of the glass; a qualitative transition from water which contains a sugar lump to the
state of sugared water.
7. To clarify the double nature of movement, Deleuze exemplifies a scene of
Hitchcock’s Frenzy (1972). In this sequence, the camera follows a man and woman
who climb a staircase and arrive in front of a door and the man opens it. Then the
camera leaves them, coming down the stairs, rising up the external wall of the
apartment up to the opaque window of the apartment. The movement of camera in
this scene transforms the relative position of the sets, while this translation expresses
a change in the whole, an impending event, that is, the woman’s murder. (See Cinema
1, p.23)
8. Deleuze illustrates her point with examples drawn from Umberto D (Vittoria De
Sica, 1952) and the sequence in which the housemaid is doing some routine household
tasks, making coffee, cleaning, driving the ants away, when she suddenly remarks her
pregnant belly and remembers all the misery of her life. In the middle of a sensorymotor situation, she stops acting, turns to a seer, and an optical situation
arises.(Cinema 2, p.2)
9. A pre-Revolution cinematic movement which was consisted of a new generation of
filmmakers who sought to produce films in contrast with mainstream cinema and Film
Farsi genre. Having had originated from Iranian modern literary fiction and the works
of writers such as Gholām-Hossein Sā'edi, it started in 1969 with Mehrjui’s The Cow
and came to an end in 1979.
10. Deleuze cites an example of Ozu’s Late Spring (1949), in which a vase is
interposed between the daughter’s half smile and the beginning of her tears. This is
change, passage, in a form that does not change. (Cinema 2, p.17).
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Introduction
Let “p” represent a proposition. Whether someone has a true belief that p
or knowledge that p, they possess the correct answer to a question whether p.
Consider whether one may have a preference between knowing whether p or
possessing a mere true belief. We value possessing knowledge more than
mere true belief. This puzzle is the value problem of knowledge: Why is
knowledge more valuable than true belief if both contain the correct
answer?1 In this essay, I use the American pragmatist John Dewey’s theory
of inquiry to offer a novel solution. Dewey values competent inquiry and I
argue that the value of knowledge that true belief lacks is explained by the
process of conducting competent inquiry.
In section one, I present the value problem of knowledge. My method for
illuminating the problem is to present an excerpt from Plato’s Meno that
illustrates the problem in its most simple form. In section two, I explicate
(my interpretation of) Dewey’s pragmatic theory of inquiry. Being as fair as
I can to his theory as a systematic whole, I will extract certain principles
from his writings relevant to a solution to the value problem of knowledge.
In section three, I apply the principles of section two to the problem
explicated in section one. I conclude that knowledge is more valuable than
true belief because knowledge requires a process of inquiry which is itself
valuable whereas belief may not be the result of some such process. To end,
I consider and reply to objections, and I conclude that knowledge is also
more advantageous than mere true belief.
1.0 The Value Problem of Knowledge
In the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Pritchard and Turri (2014)
characterize the value problem in the following way.
The question why knowledge is distinctively valuable has an important
historical precedent in Plato's Meno in which Socrates raises the question of
why knowledge is more valuable than mere true belief. Initially, we might
appeal to the fact that knowledge appears to be of more practical use than
true belief in order to mark this difference in value, but, as Socrates notes,
this claim is far from obvious on closer inspection. After all, a true belief
about the correct way to Larissa is surely of just as much practical use as
knowledge of the way to Larissa—both will get us to our destination. Given
that we clearly do value knowledge more than mere true belief, the fact that
there is no obvious explanation of why this should be so creates a problem.
The value problem of knowledge dates back to Plato. From Plato’s Meno,
many philosophers claim that the value problem’s solution cannot be that
knowledge is more practical than true belief. This, of course, assumes that
there exists both knowledge and true beliefs about practical things (for
example how to reach Larissa). To avoid predetermining our solution to the
value problem of knowledge in light of contemporary proclivities, I turn our
attention to Plato’s text itself where we will see the value problem come to
light in its original form.
The Larissa Excerpt from Plato’s Meno
Consider this short excerpt from Plato’s Meno.
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SOCRATES: …A man who knew the way to Larissa, or anywhere
else you like, and went there and guided others would surely lead
them well and correctly?—Certainly.
SOCRATES: What if someone had had a correct opinion as to which
was the way but had not gone there nor indeed had knowledge of it,
would he not also lead correctly?—certainly.
SOCRATES: And as long as he has the right opinion about that of
which the other has knowledge, he will not be a worse guide than
the one who knows, as he has a true opinion, though not
knowledge.—In no way worse.
SOCRATES: So true opinion is in no way a worse guide to correct
action than knowledge.—So it seems.
SOCRATES: So correct opinion is no less useful than knowledge?
MENO: Yes, to this extent, Socrates. But the man who has
knowledge will always succeed, whereas he who has true opinion
will only succeed at times.
SOCRATES: How do you mean? Will he who has the right opinion
not always succeed, as long as his opinion is right?
MENO: That appears to be so of necessity, and it makes me wonder,
Socrates, this being the case, why knowledge is prized far more
highly than right opinion, and why they are different.
Socrates is asking whether someone with a true belief of the way to a town
will be as good of a guide as someone with knowledge of the way. Meno
answers that so long as someone has a true belief, he will be as good of a
guide as someone with knowledge. Both will offer accurate directions.
If our questions can be answered as accurately by someone with knowledge
as our questions can be answered by someone with a true belief, then all
people with correct answers to our questions are equally useful for coming to
possess the truth; given this, what is it (if anything) that makes knowledge
more valuable than true belief?
Philosophers, some metaphysicians but chiefly epistemologists, have
offered solutions to the value problem of knowledge. It’s unfortunate for the
literature that seldom have we considered a pragmatic approach. This paper
fills the lacuna by offering a solution to the value problem that is grounded
in a pragmatic theory concerning the process of inquiry. Before discussing
pragmatism and offering a pragmatic solution, I’ll make brief notes on key
concepts.
1.2 The Concept of Knowledge
Over 2000 years ago, Plato investigated the nature of knowledge and
concluded that knowledge is neither perception itself nor a true judgment
with an account.2 In 1963, Edmund Gettier concluded that knowledge is not
a justified true belief.3 No one has provided a set of independently necessary
and jointly sufficient conditions commanding universal agreement on what
knowledge is. Some have concluded that knowledge is unanalyzable
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(Williamson, 2000). Several philosophers think that discovering the value of
knowledge will provide insights into the nature of knowledge.4
One thing about knowledge is clear: one can acquire knowledge in many
ways and from various sources. If I want to know whether p, I can see that p
and gain (perceptual) knowledge. However, I may infer that p and gain
(inductive) knowledge. Otherwise, I could be told that p and gain
(testimonial) knowledge.
Almost all western philosophers grant that knowledge factive. That is,
every possession of knowledge is the possession of truth. We seldom dispute
whether the truth of p is a necessary condition for knowing that p because
only the truth can be known. Following suit, I will assume that only true
propositions are knowable.5
1.3 The Concept of Belief
Like knowledge, true belief is factive in every case. Belief, in general,
however, is not factive. We have true beliefs and false beliefs. Whereas what
one knows cannot be false because what one really knows is always true,
one may believe falsely.
The value problem of knowledge results from juxtaposing knowledge with
true belief. If what one knows is true, and what one believes is true, then
why is knowledge more valuable than true belief?
2.0 Lessons from John Dewey: American Pragmatist
I will now discuss the work of John Dewey, in whose theory my solution is
grounded. I will present Dewey’s theory of inquiry so that I may make clear
how the process of competent inquiry explains why knowledge is more
valuable than mere true belief.
2.1 Dewey’s Theory of Inquiry
According to John Dewey, it is possible for us to turn our irritating doubts
into settled conclusions. We do this through a logical process of inquiring.
Brown (2012) reminds us, “Logic just is, for Dewey, a theory of inquiry.”
Inquiring through the apt use of logic adequately modifies our doubts into
conclusions that qualify as “knowledge.” Through inquiry, then, we can
modify a situation in which something is not known into a situation in which
one knows (what was not known before).6 Defining the function of inquiry,
Dewey says, “Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an
indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its constituent
distinctions and relations as to convert the elements of the original situation
into a unified whole.”7 Of course, this is not Dewey’s definition of any
inquiry. This is the definition of competent inquiry. I understand this as
inquiry that is successful because it is controlled or directed by the laws of
logic.8
The first step to inquiry, according to (my interpretation of) Dewey, is for
one to realize that she is in a situation that requires inquiry (Dewey,
1938:107). For Dewey, “situation” has a technical sense of which Brown
(2012) offers the following characterization.
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It is a “contextual whole” that forms the background of experiences and
judgments about objects and events. Dewey rejects the idea that experience
contains isolated particulars: “In actual experience, there is never any such
isolated singular object or event; an object or event is always a special part,
phase, or aspect, of an environing experienced world—a situation” (LW
12:72). [...] A situation is environing in that it involves an environment… a
situation is experienced as a whole: “A situation is a whole in virtue of its
immediately pervasive quality” (LW 12:73). A situation is experienced but is
not a subjective state; situations include real objects, events, agents, their
relations, the background on which all of those things appear, and a
qualitative, experienced, or experienceable qualitative unity… The
qualitative character of this unity… includes (but is not limited to) situations
that are doubtful, confused, and indeterminate (Brown, 2012).
Following Brown, I interpret Dewey’s conception of a “situation” as the
unity of one’s experience. This unity–thus, a situation–includes historical
and geographical contexts in addition to relations between significant aspects
of the material and nonmaterial conditions of the environment as a
contextual whole.
Moreover, Dewey tells us that a situation requires inquiry in case it is in
some way confused or obscure (Dewey, 1938:106-7). A situation is confused
just in case the outcome is not in some way anticipated. A situation is
obscure just in case the final consequences are undetermined. A situation
that involves confusion or obscurity is uncertain or doubtful. These qualities
make a situation indeterminate and requiring of inquiry (Ibid, 106).
There is a crucial distinction between situational doubt, (the situation in
which a person finds himself is doubtful) and pathological doubt (there
exists a mental state of doubt experienced by a person whether or not the
situation calls for it).9 It is situational doubt with which we are concerned.
It is the situation itself that requires inquiry. This is because it is the situation
itself that is uncertain or doubtful. A situation is indeterminate just in case
the environing conditions are characterized by doubtfulness or uncertainty.10
For conducting inquiry, the environing conditions are crucial, Brown (2012)
reminds us, because “according to Dewey, inquiry always takes place in, is
immediately concerned with, and is guided by a situation.” The environing
conditions are the conditions of the environment, and they are a matter of a
specific interaction between some organism (for our purposes, an epistemic
agent) and his environment. The indeterminateness that is required for
inquiry is not said of the epistemic agent in a certain situation; yet it is the
epistemic agent who inquires.
According to Dewey, common sense and scientific inquiry function to
modify an indeterminate situation into a determinate situation.11 It is through
competent inquiry that the conditions of an indeterminate situation
(uncertainty, doubtfulness) are modified into the conditions of a determinate
situation. The process of inquiry comes to its proper end and is thus
successful only when an indeterminate situation is actually (practically)
replaced by a determinate situation.
The process of inquiry itself takes place as an intermediate stage between
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the indeterminate situation and the determinate situation and involves
practical reasoning called “judging.”(Dewey, 1938:136) This is the case for
all processes of inquiry, including those perceptual.12 Judging serves as the
ground for warranted assertions established at the end of inquiry where the
previously doubtful situation no longer exists (Ibid, 139). It is important for
our purposes to note Dewey’s use of the concept judgment. Judgment and
belief are colloquially interchangeable; for Dewey, judgment has a technical
sense.
Judging amounts to more than believing. Judgment is the result of inquiry,
and belief can but need not be. For Dewey, the inquiry does not
appropriately terminate in believing that p but instead terminates in judging
that p.13 Recall the distinction between pathological and situational doubt,
and that Dewey claims competent inquiry terminates situational doubt.
Failing to conduct a competent inquiry, one may still acquire the belief that
they are no longer in a doubtful situation.
In contemporary epistemology, knowledge is typically characterized as a
true belief in addition to something; however, Dewey calls knowledge the
result of competent inquiry characterized by judgment and not belief.14
Infact, Dewey warns us of the ambiguity of belief. He says, Belief is a
“double-barrelled” word. It is used objectively to name what is believed. ...
[B]elief also means a personal matter; something that some human being
entertains or holds... merely a mental or psychical state… The ambiguity of
the word thus renders its use inadvisable for the purpose at hand (Dewey,
1938:7).
By my lights, Dewey is noting that belief is said in two ways. Belief refers
to (a) the content of a belief (what it is that is believed), and to (b) the
psychological (or mental) state of belief itself. Dewey’s general shift away
from belief makes his theory suitable for engaging with the value problem of
knowledge.
During the process of inquiry, Dewey maintains that judging amounts to
practical reasoning governed by the laws of logic. Of course, for some kinds
of knowledge such perceptual or introspective knowledge, this judging takes
place seemingly instantaneously. Inquiry conducted competently leads to a
final judgment which represents the termination of inquiry.15 It is thus
judging, and not believing, that functions to terminate inquiry. Moreover, it
is thus a final judgment, and not a final belief, that signifies the termination
of inquiry. While beliefs may themselves be, and can result in, propositions
that affirm or deny, acquiring a belief does not satisfactorily terminate
inquiry. Whereas acquiring a belief does not necessarily modify an
indeterminate situation into a determinate situation, forming a final judgment
does.
The process of inquiry is constituted by practical reasoning called judging
that terminates inquiry through the settlement of a final judgment but also
requires intermediate judging. Initiating inquiry calls for one to determine
what the situation is, what method is most suitable to solve or resolve the
situation, what conclusions should be drawn from suggestions constituted by
possible solutions, or to contemplate what experiments should be performed
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to test the possible solutions. So, there exist intermediate judgments before
reaching a final judgment. These intermediate judgments involve estimating,
appraising, and evaluating. Brown (2012) presents his understanding of
Dewey’s theory of inquiry through the following illustration.

Brown explains: Dewey’s two-dimensional theory of inquiry. The First
dimension is the linear sequence of temporal stages captured by Dewey’s
“definition” of inquiry. The second dimension is the nonlinear set of
functional phrases that Dewey calls the “pattern of inquiry”(Brown, 2012).
One may notice that Brown and I are using slightly different labels for the
stages of inquiry. Notice too that our readings of Dewey’s theory of inquiry
are compatible. The three stages of inquiry are, then, (I) an indeterminate
situation, (II) inquiring itself, and (III) judgment. What is labeled in Brown’s
illustration as “judgement” represents the determinate situation no longer
characterized by uncertainty or doubtfulness. What Brown labels
“observation, problem, suggestion, reasoning, experiment” is what I have
been explicating as the process of inquiry marked by estimating, appraising,
and evaluating through intermediate judging.
Dewey’s term for the final settlement of a judgment is “warranted
assertion”(Dewey 1938: 7-9). Dewey says,
Knowledge, as an abstract term, is a name for the product of competent
inquiries. [...] That which satisfactorily terminates inquiry is, by definition,
knowledge; it is knowledge because it is the appropriate close of injury. [...]
When knowledge is taken as a general abstract term related to inquiry in the
abstract, it means “warranted assertability” (Ibid, 8-9).
Summarizing Dewey’s theory: Competent inquiry involves judging that is
controlled and directed by the logical rules of reasoning and modifies an
indeterminate situation into a determinate situation. The termination of
inquiry is represented by a final judgment with warranted assertability and
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this counts as knowing (Ibid, 138, 139 and 159). Note, the judgment
resulting from competent inquiry simply enables one to make a warranted
assertion hence Dewey's use of the term "warranted assertability."16 Dewey’s
theory of inquiry can provide contemporary epistemology with a framework
from which to solve the value problem of knowledge.17
3.0 A Pragmatic Solution to The Value Problem of Knowledge
Recall that I presented an excerpt from Plato’s Meno in which Socrates and
Meno are discussing two concepts: knowledge and true belief. Why, they
wonder, is knowledge prized more highly than true belief? The question
becomes increasingly irritating once they agree that someone with a true
belief that p and another person with knowledge that p both have an equally
good (true) answer to the question whether p. Now, I will evaluate the value
problem of knowledge from a pragmatic perspective informed especially by
Dewey’s theory of inquiry.
3.1 Knowledge is the result of that which True Belief is not
Knowledge and true belief are the results of two different processes. I
suggest this is one answer to why knowledge is more valuable than true
belief.
Knowledge, Dewey maintains, is the result of competently inquiring. In
other words: the process that leads to knowledge is inquiry. One cannot
acquire knowledge, according to Dewey, without inquiring competently. So,
someone who possesses knowledge must have gone through a method of
investigation that is appropriate to what was indeterminate in their situation
and subsequently successfully modified the situation in which they were.
Dewey claims that inquiry is valuable in its own right and shows us that
knowledge inherently involves inquiry.
Belief, to contrast, does necessarily require that one perform an inquiry.
Many things can prompt belief. To acquire a true belief, it need not be the
case that one inquired competently. It need not be that one inquired at all.
We believe things that are true and false and we believe things for good and
bad reasons. Sometimes the possessor of a true belief came upon it by mere
luck.
Since true belief does not require a competent inquiry for its formulation,
knowledge is more valuable than true belief. The value of knowledge is
higher than true belief because the source of what one knows, competent
inquiry, is itself valuable.
Consider the following case. Suppose that a town named Larissa is a
tourist’s desired destination.18 The tourist becomes confused about which
way to travel and wanders along a street until approaching two people,
Neverbeen and Hasbeen. Both are responsible, reliable, adult locals. The
tourist greets them, “I need to reach Larissa, can one of you guide me?”
Neverbeen is someone who has never been to Larissa but possesses a
cellular device with access to the internet. Hasbeen has family (whom he
adores) in Larissa and has thus been to Larissa many times. In response to
the tourist, Neverbeen and Hasbeen simultaneously say, “I can guide you!”
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It seems intuitive that Neverbeen can guide the tourist on the way to Larissa.
Neverbeen can use the compass rose displayed on the ground positioning
system of his cellular device for orientation and offer directions to the
tourist. Suppose Neverbeen is looking at his GPS. When the tourist questions
Neverbeen about his directions, Neverbeen defers to the displayed step-bystep instructions. In short, it seems clear that Neverbeen has a true belief
about the way to Larissa and can guide the tourist.
It seems intuitive that Hasbeen can guide the tourist on the way to Larissa,
too. Hasbeen can dictate step-by-step instructions for how to reach Larissa
without the aid of anything beyond his skull. Whereas Neverbeen’s reliance
on the electronic device betrays his general lack of knowledge, Hasbeen’s
experience traveling the particular path to the desired destination betrays his
knowledge. While Neverbeen may assert true propositions about where to
turn left or right, Hasbeen asserts true propositions based on first-hand
experience actually turning at those intersections. Neverbeen’s true
propositions are the result of reiterating directions based on a GPS map,
while Hasbeen’s true judgments are the result of conducting successful
experiments (namely, reaching Larissa). In short, it seems clear that Hasbeen
knows the way to Larissa and can successfully guide the tourist.
For reasons mentioned above, Neverbeen and Hasbeen can both lead the
tourist to Larissa. Even if both guides would be successful, I argue that
Hasbeen is a better guide than Neverbeen. I argue that Hasbeen is a better
guide than Neverbeen because Hasbeen has previously successfully
conducted this inquiry (how to get to Larissa). Since only competent inquiry
results in knowledge, I argue that Hasbeen possesses knowledge whereas
Neverbeen possesses mere true belief.
Despite Neverbeen and Hasbeen’s true utterances that, “I can guide you,”
only one of them utters a warranted assertion called knowledge. Recall the
way warranted assertions are generated in Dewey’s theory of inquiry. A
warranted assertion is the result of some process of competent inquiry
involving practical reasoning called judging according to logical laws.
Hasbeen satisfies what it takes to conduct competent inquiry by successfully
traveling the path and reaching Larissa as his travels are something like a
geological survey of the path to Larissa. So, Hasbeen’s directions to Larissa
are warranted assertions about the path to Larissa. Neverbeen may have
reliable access to directions for reaching Larissa through his GPS through
which one discovers accurate directions. This, however, grants Neverbeen
knowledge of what the map indicates. By consulting a map, Neverbeen only
conducts a competent inquiry into what the map depicts and not the actual
way to Larissa. Hasbeen’s true assertion about the way to Larissa, but not
Neverbeen’s true assertion about the way to Larissa is the result of
competent inquiry about the path to Larissa.
Albeit Neverbeen and Hasbeen have conducted some kind of inquiry into
something, only Hasbeen has conducted competent inquiry into the path to
Larissa. If this is correct, then not only does Hasbeen enjoy the value that
results from possessing the correct answer to some question, Hasbeen also
enjoys the value that is entailed by having successfully conducted inquiry.
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Neverbeen’s proposition, because true, enjoys the value that comes with
possessing the correct answer to some question. However, Neverbeen’s true
belief about the path to Larrissa, because grounded on a map and not based
on traveling to Larissa, does not enjoy the additional value of possessing an
idea that is the direct result of inquiring competently into the question, “how
do I travel to Larissa?”. Even though Hasbeen and Neverbeen have correct
answers to the tourist’s question, Hasbeen offers the preferable directions
because his answer is the consequence of a process (inquiry) that has
intrinsic value; that is, because only Hasbeen has knowledge of what the
tourist wants to know.
Only someone with knowledge has warrant built into their assertion
through the process of inquiry. Thus, the additional value enjoyed by
knowledge but not true belief in grounded in conducting that inquiry
competently. The reason why we prefer knowledge to true belief and prefer
being directed by someone with knowledge as opposed to mere true belief is
because knowledge is always the result of a valuable process and true belief
is not.19 But this is not the only reason why knowledge is more valuable than
mere true belief.
3.2 Knowledge is more advantageous than True Belief
I discussed earlier that the source of knowledge is of inherent value, and
I’ll shift views now discussing how knowledge entails the possession of
more information than mere true belief because it is a result of the inherently
valuable process of inquiry. Knowledge is the result of competent inquiry
and inquiry involves making provisional judgments. So, possessing
knowledge entails a certain familiarity with related information in addition
to familiarity with the direct object of knowledge. For example, the person
who is forming a judgment that p probably considers whether it is possible
that ~p before settling the final judgment that p. Someone with a true belief
that p, however, need not have reflected on whether ~p. This suggests that
knowledge is more advantageous than true belief because someone with
knowledge that p has familiarity with information related to p in addition to
grasping p itself.
Imagine that you are the tourist asking for a guide. Your options are
Neverbeen and Hasbeen, and each has agreed to take you themselves.
Suppose you select Neverbeen as your guide. You come to the second
intersection at which point the GPS says to turn left. Yet on the road to your
left, there is a “Road Closed for Construction” sign in addition to “Do Not
Enter” tape. You look to Neverbeen for guidance. Neverbeen looks to his
GPS for guidance. You both hope there is an alternative list of directions.
Suppose there are no listed alternatives because now, in the middle of two
towns, the GPS is not providing any directions. How to proceed? Neverbeen
can no longer help. This is an indeterminate situation. It is not clear whether
you will reach Larissa.
What constitutes a problem for the tourist guided by Neverbeen does not
constitute a problem for he who selects Hasbeen as a guide. Having carried
out this inquiry before, Hasbeen is able to guide you to your destination even
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in the case of a road closure. It is even possible that Hasbeen knows the
shortcuts that avoid the main roads often closed for construction. So, you
may still reach Larissa if you are being guided by Hasbeen and approach a
closed road.
Whereas someone who has never experimented with some set of
procedures may recognize when something has gone wrong, one who
successfully conducts an experiment in which something has gone wrong
will quickly recognize the error. Only someone who has successfully
conducted an experiment has a clear idea of what to expect and can make
adjustments to obtain the correct results. So, someone with knowledge has
more information than someone with a true belief.
Hasbeen has more information than Neverbeen. Someone with knowledge
about the way to Larissa, but not someone with a true belief based on
accessing a map, is in a good position to correct for errors or other setbacks.
The grounds upon which Neverbeen’s true belief was generated required no
access to alternative routes or other additional information. A true belief that
this is the road to Larissa does not entail additional information like if this
path becomes closed, another route is available. Mere true belief does not,
therefore, entail familiarity with related information in addition to the true
belief itself.
This suggests that someone with true belief does not actually offer
directions valued equivalently to the directions offered by someone with
knowledge. If something unexpected were to occur during the process of
following a certain set of directions, one’s true belief may be revealed as
lacking the ability to correct unanticipated errors. Being guided by someone
with knowledge, one will be in a better practical situation. Someone with
knowledge can detect and correct what someone with a true belief may fail
to recognize. We prefer knowledge to true belief and prefer being led by
someone with knowledge as opposed to true belief because knowledge will
prove more advantageous given its wider scope of relevant information.
Implications
The quotation from the SEP, recall, says, “After all, a true belief about the
correct way to Larissa is surely of just as much practical use as knowledge of
the way to Larissa—both will get us to our destination.” But after
considering Dewey’s theory of inquiry we see practical in a new light. It
turns out that knowledge is more practical than true belief. Albeit Hasbeen
and Neverbeen are offering the same true propositions, their directions are
the results of different processes and may therefore result in different
practical consequences. When things go wrong, for example, Hasbeen is
preferred to Neverbeen because he is in a better position to continue
assisting us. Knowledge is more practical than true belief because being led
by someone with knowledge is more advantageous than being led by
someone with mere true belief.
In comparing someone with knowledge to someone with a true belief, only
the one who has conducted the inquiry sees their judgment as the result of
inquiry. Someone with true belief has the correct answer but not necessarily
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because they inquired competently. Thus, the additional value of knowledge
stems from the value intrinsic to the conduct of inquiry which results in
knowledge.
Objection
Dewey seems to allow that there can be inquiries that involve a broad
range of deliberative effort, and that makes it at least plausible that one could
conduct inquiry into the question of how to get someplace simply by
consulting a GPS device. If consulting a local passerby regarding the way to
a nearby city is considered conducting inquiry, then surely consulting a map
is too. Why does Neverbeen's consultation of GPS not count as inquiry?20
The objection raises a fair concern. According to my interpretation of
Dewey, too, we can understand inquiring broadly. So, when Neverbeen
consults a GPS, why not take it as performing an equally good inquiry? I
concede the point that consulting a map is to engage in some sort of inquiry.
If it is true that both have performed an inquiry, then why think that
Neverbeen is offering the tourist something of lesser value than Hasbeen?
More concretely: if I admit that someone with a true belief has inquired, why
think that true belief which is the result of inquiry is worth less than
knowledge?
My answer is that Neverbeen and Hasbeen conduct different inquiries.
Recall that we are comparing Neverbeen’s inquiry (consulting a GPS to offer
directions) to Hasbeen’s inquiry (physically traveling to the location to
which directions are needed). Neverbeen conducts inquiry that is competent
with respect to the question, What does the map indicate is the way to
Larissa? The warranted assertion proposed by Neverbeen is limited to
whatever is indicated by the map on his GPS device. This seems clear given
that Neverbeen’s propositions are generated by observing the GPS. It would
be a separate and contingent matter whether Neverbeen’s inquiry is
competent with respect to the question, What is the way to Larissa? It would
be contingent on the adequacy of the GPS or map as a source of information
regarding the way to Larissa, and the inquirer's grounds for judging it to be
adequate.
The tourist is not seeking what some map indicates is the way. Instead, the
tourist seeks to learn the way to Larissa. Neverbeen's inquiry into what the
GPS indicates is not ultimately competent with respect to the question, What
is the way to Larissa? For answering the question about the way to Larissa,
the most suitable form of inquiry consists in traveling there.
It seems clear to me that if Neverbeen and Hasbeen both offered to walk
with the tourist to Larissa, being accompanied by someone who has walked
the path before is preferable to being accompanied by someone who has but
seen an aerial view of the land indicated by a map.
Objection
You stipulate that Hasbeen has been to Larissa whereas Neverbeen has not
been to Larissa himself but is holding a GPS device. You take this to be a
case where Hasbeen has knowledge and Neverbeen has mere true belief
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concerning the path to Larissa. This seems utterly wrong. Are you saying
that if I am holding a GPS device, and intentionally consult it before offering
a tourist directions that I somehow fail to know what I’m talking about?
Surely you are not claiming that looking at an accurate map fails to serve as
sufficient justification to know the way to Larissa. Both Hasbeen and
Neverbeen have knowledge and are equal guides for the tourist.
Fair point. Yet, I do not think Neverbeen knows what Hasbeen knows.
Neverbeen knows what the GSP says is the road to Larissa. Hasbeen knows
the road to Larissa. While I am under the impression that Neverbeen counts
as possessing a true belief about the actual road to Larissa (and not
knowledge) from looking at a map, proving this is beyond the scope of this
paper. Proving this would require that I define what knowledge is and then
show how Neverbeen falls short of it. I gestured that Neverbeen falls short of
knowledge and has mere true belief on account of Dewey’s definition of
knowledge as that which results from competent inquiry.
Even if Neverbeen has conducted an inquiry, he has inquired into a
different question than Hasbeen, and his conclusions are not competent with
respect to the tourist’s aim. Yet even if Neverbeen could be said to know
what Hasbeen knows, then still Hasbeen and Neverbeen have knowledge of
unequal value. This is because Hasbeen possesses more information than
Neverbeen.
Neverbeen possesses accurate directions to Larissa based on a map. That
is, a map is Neverbeen’s only grounds for claiming that he can direct the
tourist. It is true that Neverbeen possesses information that the tourist wants
to come to know: a way to arrive at Larissa. All Neverbeen knows, however,
is what the map indicates. Amongst other things the tourist may need to
know during his travels is how to navigate the roads in the case of a detour.
A map does not identify, amongst other things, road closures. Having
successfully conducted the experiment that the tourist aims to conduct
(walking to Larissa), Hasbeen has more to offer the tourist than Neverbeen.
Hasbeen can warn the tourist to avoid being distracted by the daisy’s in the
middle of the journey because the area in which they bloom is near
quicksand. Neverbeen does not know these things. Even with an accurate
GPS device and map-reading skills, Neverbeen is a less valuable guide than
Hasbeen.
If Neverbeen knows anything at all, it is less than Hasbeen. I say, “if
Neverbeen knows anything at all” because if Neverbeen has conducted
inquiry in Dewey’s sense, then he has knowledge of something. However,
Neverbeen does not know what Hasbeen knows because they have
conducted different inquiries. Moreover, the existence of such dangers as
quicksand would tend to make it less likely that an inquiry into what the
GPS indicates can be a suitable substitute for an inquiry carried out through
multiple journeys under varying conditions, et cetera.
Conclusion
To summarize, I propose we value knowledge more than true belief
because we value the process of competently conducting inquiry.
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Knowledge is necessarily the result of competent inquiry whereas true belief
can but need not be the result of any inquiry. When knowledge and true
belief are both the result of inquiry, knowledge is still more valuable because
knowing entails a greater familiarity with related information. Thus, being
led by someone with knowledge is more advantageous than being led by
someone with mere true belief. Someone with knowledge is more likely to
notice where things have gone wrong, why, and is also in a better position to
offer corrections for those errors. The practical consequences of possessing
knowledge are more beneficial–thus, more valuable–than those of possessing
mere true belief.

Notes
1. There are several distinguishable “value problems.” This version of the problem is
typically referred to as the Meno problem. See Pritchard and Turri (2014) for more
versions.
2. See Plato’s Theaetetus.
3. Gettier (1963). It is interesting to note that some dictionaries still include a
“justified true belief” entry as a definition of knowledge.
4. See Williamson (2000).
5. Recent literature in epistemology is marked by general concern with the intimate
relationship between the nature of knowledge and its value. See Kvanvig (2003) or
Riggs (2007).
6. Falsehoods themselves cannot be known. However, a false proposition can be
made known by being brought to light as a false proposition. One may know, for
example, that “it is false that the Earth is flat” because it is true that the proposition
“the Earth is flat” is false. Thanks to Ira A. Richardson for helping me see the light.
7. Compare what Dewey writes on page 108 in Logic: The Theory of Inquiry.
(Henry Holt, 1938) about this modification of a situation to what Peirce writes on
page 113 of “The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings,” vol. 1. N.
Houser and C. Kloesel, eds. Indiana University Press, 1992.
8. This quotation is found in Brown (2012), he cites Dewey’s Logic, LW 12:108.
Brown then explicates this quotation, “Inquiry is the deliberate attempt to transform
an indeterminate situation or perplexity into a resolved or settled state (relative to
that particular indeterminacy or perplexity).”
9. See Browning, Douglas. 2002. “Designation, Characterization, and Theory in
Dewey’s Logic.” In Dewey’s Logical Theory: New Studies and Interpretations, ed.
F. Thomas Burke, D. Micah.
10. Ibid. Page 106. Note that I am using mental state loosely because it is not settled
whether Dewey endorsed the existence of ‘mental states.’
11. Ibid. Pages 104-6. Brown (2012) describes the difference between common
sense inquiry and scientific inquiry, “The difference between science and
commonsense inquiry is a matter of (a) different subject matters or kinds of
problems to be solved (LW 12:71), (b) the degree of distance from immediate need,
and (c) the degree of precision, control, and systematicity.”
12. I don’t have the space here to explain how perceptual knowledge is the result of
competent inquiry. Using work beyond Dewey’s writings, I argue for it elsewhere.
13. Thanks to Kent Staley for pointing this out to me.
14. Elsewhere, I argue that ‘belief’ is not a necessary condition for ‘knowledge’.
15. Dewey claims, “all logical forms (with their characteristic properties) arise
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within the operation of inquiry and are concerned with control of inquiry so that it
may yield warranted assertions” (LW 12:11). Cited in Brown (2012).
16. Thanks to Kent Staley for helping me see this point.
17. While I am proposing Dewey’s theory of inquiry to see what makes knowledge
more valuable than true belief, some have argued that “Dewey vehemently opposed
what he called the “industry of epistemology” (EW 5:7; MW 10:23).” See Brown
(2012).
18. “Larissa” is now the capital of the Thessaly region of Greece.
19. See discussions of the swamping problem for reliabilism for objections to the
general principle upon which my theory is grounded. Thanks for John Greco for
bringing this to my attention.
20. Thanks to Kent Staley for this objection.
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Abstract
That falsity is a defect in belief can be captured with a prohibitive norm
holding that truth is the necessary condition for permissibility of belief.
Furthermore, such a formulation avoids the difficulties encountered in earlier
literature that offered prescriptive norms. The normativity of belief thesis is
widely discussed in the literature. I criticise bi-conditional formulation of the
norm of the normativity of belief thesis which holds that truth is both the
necessary and sufficient condition for the permissibility of belief formation. I
argue that the part which holds that truth is the sufficient condition for the
permissibility of belief formation is redundant. The argument follows from
clarifying the key ideas at stake in the normativity of belief thesis, namely, that
false belief is a defect and that the normativity thesis is supposed to distinguish
the concept of belief from other cognitive attitudes and the slogan that belief
aims at truth.
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Introduction
The normativity of belief thesis is widely discussed in the literature
(Boghossian 2003, 2005; Engel 2001; Gibbard 2003, 2005; Shah 2003, 2006;
Shah and Velleman 2005; Wedgwood 2002). The thesis holds that belief
formation is constrained by a truth norm; it posits a normative relation
between belief formation and the truth value of what is believed (see for
example Boghossian 2005: 213). There is still a severe philosophical debate
about how best to formulate the norm of belief, but a key intuition that most
normativists about belief want to endorse has been that the norm captures the
idea that false belief is a defect (see my paper Kalantari & Luntley 2013 in
this regard). The idea that false belief is a defect is endorsed in recent
contributions (kalantari & Luntley 2013; Raleigh 2013; Whiting 2010,
forthcoming). Apart from the idea that false belief is a defect, there are two
further intuitions that are common in the literature regarding the thesis. The
second intuition is the idea that the claim that belief formation is constrained
by the norm of belief is what distinguishes belief from the other cognitive
attitudes (see for example Shah and Velleman 2005: 497, 498). The third
intuition concerns the truth aim of belief: the normativity thesis is often
thought to capture the slogan that belief aims at truth (Boghossian 2003, 2005;
Shah 2003, 2006; Shah and Velleman 2005). I provide clarification of the
intuitions below, and then try to argue for a norm of belief which I suppose is
the proper one.
Truth is merely the necessary condition for the permissibility of
belief
That falsity is a defect in belief can be captured with a prohibitive norm
holding that truth is the necessary condition for permissibility of belief.
Furthermore, such a formulation avoids the difficulties encountered in earlier
literature that offered prescriptive norms (see kalantari & Luntley 2013 for
details). So, the first key intuition can be captured with the prohibitive norm:
(N1) For any S, p: it is permissible to believe that p, only if p.
The norm is prohibitive. If p is false, it is not permissible (i.e. one ought
not) to believe that p.
Notwithstanding the acceptance of the idea expressed in (N1), recent
accounts of the normativity of belief, while acknowledging the idea that the
norm is prohibitive, persist in employing a bi-conditional formulation in
which a sufficient condition is added to (N1) (see for example Raleigh 2013;
Whiting 2010, forthcoming). The idea suggests the norm of belief is (N1) plus
a sufficient condition for the permissibility of belief, namely:
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(N2): For any S, p: it is permissible to believe that p if p.
It is, however, not clear that over and above (N1) there is any need for
(N2) as part of the norm of belief. I will argue that (N2) is redundant. It fails
to address any of the three key intuitions about the normativity of belief. To
clarify the idea I start with a key idea about the scope of the normativity of
belief thesis.
Boghossian (2005) puts the normativity thesis as follows: it is
constitutive of understanding belief attribution that belief formation is subject
to the norm of belief; understanding that an attitude ascription is one of belief
is to understand that the attitude is subject to the norm of belief (2005: 212).
Understanding a belief attribution requires understanding the concept of
belief. The normativity of belief thesis holds that a condition for grasping the
concept of belief, that is, a condition for conceiving of the attributed attitude
as belief, is to understand that the attitude is constrained by the truth norm.
The key point to Boghossian’s account is that it is attitudes conceived as belief
that are subject to normative constraint, it is not belief as such. Shah and
Velleman (2005) echo this claim when they say conceiving of an attitude as a
belief entails applying to it the norm of belief (2005: 497). The scope of the
normativity of belief for these normativists is that the norm applies to attitudes
conceived as belief; the normativity arises as a constraint on what it is to
understand something as a belief.
Acknowledging the scope of the normativity thesis explains the second
key intuition, for it distinguishes the concept of belief from the concepts of
other cognitive attitudes, for example, assumption (Shah and Velleman 2005:
497, 498). While it is constitutive of grasp of the concept of belief that belief
formation is subject to the truth norm, this is not the case for the other
cognitive attitudes. Non cognitive attitudes are not, plausibly, subject to
normative constraint. For example there are no constraints on what constitutes
the correctness of forming assumption or imagination. Furthermore, according
to Boghossian (2003, 2005) as well as Shah and Velleman (2005), the
normativity that is constitutive of grasp of the concept of belief is supposed to
capture the slogan that belief aims at truth. These philosophers, in order to
capture the slogan that belief aims at truth, have suggested prescriptive
accounts of the norm of belief. There are, however well-known problems with
such norms (see Bykvits and Hattiangadi 2007) including the point that such
norms systematically fail to capture the key intuition that falsity is a defect.
There is a case therefore, for abandoning the third intuition in favour of the
first and thereby endorsing a prohibitive rather than prescriptive account of
the norm (reference deleted for anonymity)1.
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Suppose then we endorse a prohibitive norm. The question now is should
it be the necessary condition norm (N1), or a biconditional conjoining (N1)
and (N2)? It might seem that (N2) is unobjectionable, for if p is true then
surely it is permissible to believe that p, but that thought fails to address the
following question: does (N2) capture any of the key intuitions one finds in
this debate? I suggest it fails to capture any of them.
First, (N2) does not capture the idea that false belief is a defect. (N2)
holds that if p is true then it is permissible to believe that p. It does not deliver
a prohibitive norm according to which we ought not to believe p when p is
false. Clearly, as a sufficient condition on belief formation, (N2) cannot
address the defect case. The defect situation is covered by (N1). So, with
respect to the first key intuition, (N2) is redundant.
Second, (N2) does not help distinguish the concept of belief from the
concepts of other cognitive attitudes. If p is true then, according to (N2), it is
permissible to believe that p. But this is hardly what that distinguishes the
concept of belief form the concepts of the other cognitive attitudes. Consider
the case of assumption. If p is true, it is permissible to assume that p. Or
consider imagination: if p is true, it is permissible to imagine p. But this means
that the sufficient condition formulation, (N2), does not differentiate the
concept of belief from that of assumption or imagination. Indeed, the fact that
(N2) does not deliver the second key intuition about normative shows how
empty and innocuous (N2) is, for it places no constraint on any of these
attitudes
Third, suppose for the sake of argument we endorse the third intuition
that belief aims at truth and that the normativity thesis should capture this aim.
One then might want to claim that (N2) contributes to capture the alleged truth
aim of belief. The claim is a mistake as the alleged truth aim, according to its
defenders (e.g. Shah and Velleman 2005), is supposed to distinguish the
concept of belief from the concepts of the other cognitive attitudes. The idea
plus the idea that (N2) does not help distinguish the concept of belief from the
concepts of other cognitive attitudes imply that (N2) fails to capture the
alleged truth aim of belief.
I conclude therefore that (N2) is redundant. If we want a prohibitive
formulation of the normativity of belief thesis, (N1) will suffice.
One might respond to the above case against (N2) by claiming that
although innocuous and redundant, it is still ‘true’ that if p is true then it is
permissible to believe that p. There is, therefore, no harm in providing the
biconditional account of the normativity thesis.
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This criticism, however, fails to acknowledge the point about the scope
of the normativity thesis. The thesis does not hold that belief as such is
normatively constrained; it holds that attitudes conceived as belief are
normatively constrained. The constraint follows from what is constitutive of
grasp of the concept of belief. That something is a norm governing belief
follows from what is constitutive of grasp of the concept. It is, of course, an
analytic implication of
p is true
that
one is permitted to believe that p.
But the idea of the normativity of belief is that the norm is implied by
what is constitutive of grasp of the concept of belief. The normativity of belief
thesis is implied by what is constitutive of grasp of belief rather than analytic
implication, and the former is a stricter condition rather than the latter
(Boghossian 2003: 37, 38). That dogs bark, analytically implies that dogs bark
or 2 is even. But ‘dogs bark or 2 is even’ is not constitutive of grasp of the
concept that dogs bark.
(N2) does not have any contribution to make in capturing what is
constitutive of grasp of the concept of belief. (N2) cannot capture the idea that
false belief is defect. Even if we thought belief aimed at truth, (N2) could not
capture the slogan, and it cannot distinguish the concept of belief from the
concepts of other cognitive attitudes. Thus (N2) is redundant; that is, the norm
of the normativity of belief thesis holds that p’s truth is merely the necessary
condition for the permissibility of believing that p.
Conclusion
I claimed that truth is merely the necessary condition for the
permissibility of belief formation. In order to substantiate the claim, I argued
that the idea that truth is the sufficient condition for the permissibility of belief
formation, on the contrary of the idea that truth is the necessary condition for
the permissibility of belief formation, is redundant as it fails to capture any of
the three main intuitions in the literature regarding the normativity of belief
thesis. That is to say, the former idea (first) fails to captures the idea that false
belief is a defect, (second) it fails to distinguish between the concept of belief
and the concept of the other cognitive attitudes, (third) it fails to capture the
alleged idea that belief aims at truth.
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Notes:
1. Dealing with the point that prohibitive norms do not capture the alleged truth
aim of belief is extraneous to the purpose of this paper. For more details on this see
(reference deleted for anonymity).
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Abstract
Since the time of Plato, relativism has been attacked as a self-refuting theory.
Today, there are two basic kinds of argument that are used to show that global
relativism is logically incoherent: first, a direct descendent of the argument
Plato uses against Protagoras, called the peritrope; and, second, a more
recent argument that relativism leads to an infinite regress. Although some
relativist theories may be formulated in such a way as to be susceptible to
these arguments, there are other versions of relativism that are impervious to
these charges of incoherence. First the arguments against relativism will be
stated. Next, a radical form of global relativism with assessment sensitivity is
introduced, RR. Finally, it is shown how RR can be defended against the
challenges of the peritrope and the regress. No attempt is made to defend RR
as a plausible theory; however, the usual attempts to show the logical
incoherence of radical forms of global relativism fail.
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In the Theatetus, Plato has Socrates refute the relativism of Protagoras.
The argument is convoluted, and has been judged to be flawed by several
commentators. In a justly famous reconstruction and defense of the Platonic
argument against relativism, Miles Burnyeat (Burnyeat 1976) argues that the
self-refutation argument (dubbed the peritrope by Sextus Empiricus) must be
completed by a regress argument. In order to escape self-refutation, the
relativist is forced into endless qualifications of his assertions as being true for
him, and the thus qualified assertions are still only true for him, and likewise
the doubly qualified assertions require further qualification without end. (Also
see (Fine 2003), 194, where it is argued that although there is a regress
argument that can be made against the position Plato attributes to Protagoras,
that position is not global relativism, but infallibility.)
While Burnyeat sees the regress argument as constituting an essential, if
only implicit, part of the self-refutation argument, others have claimed that
relativism is susceptible to two independent challenges, one based on selfrefutation and the other on an infinite regress.
Paul Boghossian provides a more recent rejection of relativism that
considers both the self-refutation argument and the regress argument.
Boghossian agrees with the traditional objection to relativism, that is, that it is
incoherent; but he admits that the self-refutation argument is inconclusive.
Instead, he charges relativism with absurdity because of the infinite regress to
which it leads: “…it is absurd to propose that, in order for our utterances to
have any prospect of being true, what we must mean by them are infinitary
propositions that we could neither express nor understand.” (Boghossian
2006, 56).
Other writers seem to concur with Boghossian that variations on the
original turning of the tables against Protagoras does not quite clinch the
argument (Fine 1998) and (Fine 2003). This leads many to suppose that the
best strategy against relativism is to use some version of the regress argument;
and, furthermore, many of these same writers explicitly state that their favored
version of the regress argument shows that something goes wrong with
assertion when relativism is accepted. A version of the regress argument
against relativism seems to motivate Nagel’s insistence on unqualified beliefs
and assertions in (Nagel 1997). A more explicit regress argument is used
against the relativist in (Williamson 2015, 29).
To this charge, one might respond that what is needed is a relativistic
theory of assertion. This is exactly the response given by John MacFarlane:
Boghossian’s relativist takes a speaker who utters “snow is
white” to have asserted that according to her world-theory, snow is
white. But the relativist need not, and should not, hold that to put p
forward as true for oneself is to put forward the claim that p is true
for oneself. The point of “for oneself” is not to characterize the
content that is asserted, but to characterize what the relativist is doing
in making her assertion: putting its content forward as true for
herself. (MacFarlane 2014, 33).
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By shifting from content to force, from what one is saying to what one is
doing in a speech act, the regress in the analysis of content is avoided. The
shift away from content relativism also enables MacFarlane to respond to
another common objection to relativism: the charge that relativism makes
disagreement impossible because there is no common content about which
parties disagree.
A number of explanations have been offered show how disagreement
retains its depth even when truth or assertion is taken to be relative to the
contexts of assertion and assessment. Here, we restrict ourselves to few points
about disagreement that will be useful when we consider how some varieties
of radical relativism are immune from the peritrope and the regress arguments.
First, MacFarlane distinguishes a number of different forms that disagreement
can take that fall short of objective contradiction (MacFarlane 2014), Ch. 6.
Karl Schafer builds on MacFarlane’s work by considering aims of assertion
and aims of conversation that can shape the norms governing speech acts and
forms of discourse in various contexts (Schafer 2012). Finally, Lionel Shapiro
considers how norms of assertion and retraction are governed by assumptions
about the views of one’s conversation partners (Shapiro 2014). All three
writers, MacFarlane, Schafer, and Shapiro, defend forms of relativism that
relativize truth or assertion to contexts of utterance and contexts of
assessment. All three avoid relativism about content as found in indexical
contextualism. MacFarlane and Shafer focus on non-monadic truth, that is,
truth relative to a context of utterance and a context of assessment, while
Shapiro considers how the norms governing assertion are relative to contexts
of utterance and assessment regardless of one’s position on non-monadic
truth. In what follows, by relativism (unless otherwise indicated), I will mean
some such form of assessment relativism. Later we will consider an
implausibly radical version of relativism, RR.
Most relativists moderate their relativism along two lines: (1) relativism
is restricted to some specific areas of discourse, e.g., normative discourse; and
(2) perspectives or conceptual frameworks are restricted to those that are
coherent, although accounts of coherence vary. Contemporary assessment
relativism emerges as a hypothesis to explain the norms governing various
types of discourse. There is no a priori defense of a relativism that applies to
all statements.
The first of the above lines of moderation is sometimes discussed as a
move from global to local relativism. This distinction is not sufficient to
remove all ambiguity. One might be a global relativist in the sense that one
holds that all areas of discourse are governed by norms that are sensitive to
contexts, but deny that these norms yield results that would differ from nonrelative ones for some of the assertions made in any given area. Let’s say that
relativism is global when it covers all areas of discourse and that it is general
when, in a given area of discourse, it holds that all assertions or their truth are
governed by context sensitive norms or conditions.
Although the empirical basis of inferentialism would be receptive neither
to global relativism nor to a completely general local relativism, if the
peritrope or the regress argument are to have a chance at refuting relativism,
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it would be best to take relativism to be both global and general. So, even if
contemporary relativists tend to favor some moderate form of relativism that
is neither global nor general, we should begin with global general relativism
in order to examine the logical point that there is something about the doctrine
that causes it to defeat itself or to metastasize (Swoyer 2014) through some
sort of infinite regress.
There two more ways in which relativism might be moderated to avoid
the peritrope and regress. First, sensitivity to a context or being relative to a
perspective can be given two interpretations. Global relativism can only be
self-refuting if it adheres to what I will call context contingency:
The Context Contingency Thesis (CCT): For all propositions, p, p is true
relative some contexts and is false for others. (Compare Kölbel’s (GR) in
(Kölbel 2011, 21.)
CCT is formulated here for global general relativism. Restrictions could
be placed on the universal quantifier to generate forms of CCT for local and
non-general forms of relativism. CCT is to be distinguished from the claim
that truth is not monadic because the parameters relative to which propositions
are true or false must be taken into consideration. Context dependency may
be defined as follows:
The Context Dependency Thesis (CDT): For all propositions, p, p is true
only with respect to parameters.
CDT denies that truth is monadic, that is, it denies that it is proper to
claim that p is true. One can only say that p is true relative to some parameters
or contexts. CDT does not imply CCT, for even if truth is relative to contexts,
the contexts might be such that for some range of propositions, those
propositions are true relative to all possible contexts of utterance and
assessment.
The most plausible forms of relativism will be local and will not be
general. However, for the sake of investigating the logical point of whether
relativism is a self-defeating position and whether it involves a vicious regress,
we will define radical relativism, RR, to be global and general. Relativisms
that endorse CCT are also implausible; but, again, for the sake of argument,
we will stipulate that RR endorses CCT. This is a very extreme form of
relativism, and one that is not defended by even the most strident cultural
relativists, and would certainly be dismissed immediately by those who seek
to find evidence in linguistic practices for any sort of relativism, whether a
kind of contextualism or a kind of assessment sensitivity. If the peritrope and
the regress argument have a chance of refuting relativism, they should be able
to refute this sort of radical relativism.
Finally, some writers consider it an essential feature of relativism that all
contexts are equal. They hold that it is inconsistent with the entire tradition of
moral relativism, for example, to hold that some moral perspectives are
morally preferable to others. Contexts should be “metaphysically on a par”
(Coliva and Moruzzi 2012, 57). Max Kölbel writes: “Again, privileging some
perspectives … goes against the basic commitments of the relativist.” (Kölbel
2011, 23). This is highly disputable; and it is precisely this disputable point
that allows RR to be defended against the peritrope and the regress.
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A common error made by many critics of relativism is that they assume
that any privileging of perspectives is inconsistent with relativism. Once we
understand how rankings of perspectives can be accommodated by even very
radical relativists, such as those who might propound RR, it is not difficult to
see how the charges of self-refutation and infinite regress can be deflected.
If one’s moral relativism is general, and one affirms a context sensitive
form of relativism, like that of MacFarlane, then assertions about the relative
moral worth of different perspectives will be true or false only relative to a
context of utterance and a context of assessment. There is nothing inconsistent
with relativism about taking contexts or perspectives to be metaphysically or
morally differentiated as long as the propositions through which the ranking
is asserted are considered to be relatively true. What goes against the basic
commitments of the relativist is the assignment of an absolute ranking to give
some perspectives a privilege, not rankings relative to perspectives. Indeed,
the claim that all contexts are absolutely equal, that is, that they are equal
independent of any context, would be no less against the basic commitments
of the general relativist than an absolute ranking, for the general relativist
holds that any claim can only be true relative to some contexts, regardless
whether the claim is used to assert the privilege of some perspectives or their
equality. Under normal circumstances, beliefs are accepted and assertions are
made from a context of assessment in which the assessor assumes her own
perspective to be privileged. Indeed, without the privileging by the assessor of
the context of assessment over the context of utterance, there could be no
rationale for retraction of past assertions; and assessment sensitive relativism
is founded on observations about norms of retraction. (MacFarlane 2014, 13,
108).
The key to MacFarlane’s assessment sensitivity theory is that all
perspectives are not treated as equals. Contexts of assessment trump contexts
of assertion. Shapiro shows that assessment relativism can be seen as holding
an intermediate position between absolutism and indexical contextualism. The
absolutist position is that whatever is true from one perspective must be true
from all perspectives. The indexical contextualist holds that truth from any
given perspective is irrelevant to truth from another. Assessment relativism
holds that the norms governing assertion determine that assertions have a force
that is directed toward a select range of possible contexts of assessment. The
relation between a context of assertion and a context of assessment toward
which the assertion is directed, R, can be used in a manner analogous to the
accessibility relation between possible worlds familiar from Kripke’s
semantics for modal logic. Steven Hales has shown that the peritrope can be
wielded against radical forms of relativism in which R is reflexive,
symmetrical, and transitive, as in S5. (See (Hales 1997) and the discussion in
(MacFarlane 2014, 30.) Our relation R, however, need not be symmetrical or
transitive (and one might even contemplate non-reflexive contexts of
assertion). Hence, the peritrope will fail when directed against assessment
sensitivity theories, even when such theories are coupled with extremely
radical forms of relativism, like RR.
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As for the regress argument, this depends upon the need to qualify one’s
assertions, with the assumption that without such qualifications they must be
absolute. What Shapiro shows, however, is that unqualified assertions can be
understood as having a limited scope of direction that is given implicitly
through the context of the conversation in which the assertion is made and the
norms governing assertion and retraction relative to that context. Endless
qualifications are unnecessary because the norms governing assertion and
assessment are implicit in their own contexts.
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Abstract
Ibn Tufail as a scientist as well as an artist exposes the issues of human
anatomy, autopsy, and vivisection and, thereby, could be regarded as a
SciArtist. SciArt might be defined as a reciprocal relation between art and
science. Followings are the kinds of these interactions: artistically-inclined
scientific activities, science-minded artistic activities, and intertwined
scientific and artistic activities. In their fictional treatises, Avicenna, Ibn
Tufail, and Suhrawardi are traditional avatars of SciArt. This paper frames
an account of SciArt, suggesting in detail Ibn Tufail’s work as a prototypical
example, while Avicenna and Suhrawardi go beyond the scope of this paper.
An instant of intertwined scientific and artistic activities strongly captivates
the attentions to Ibn Tufail, describing human anatomy, autopsy, and
vivisection in his Treatise of Hay Ibn Yaqzan. Recognized as the first
philosophical story, Hay Ibn Yaqzan depicts the whole philosophy of Ibn
Tufail by the story of an autodidactic feral child a gazelle raised whom in an
island in the Indian Ocean.
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Introduction
A physician, philosopher, novelist, and politician, ibn Tufail (c. 1105
Spain–1185 Morocco) is an influential, yet less known, Spanish polymath
who has informed a wide range of later thinkers (Conrad 1996; Goodman
2009; Maftouni, 2017a, p. 74). While only one of his works has survived
intact, the impact of this one piece is visible on major works of science and
fiction. “Hayy Ibn Yaqzan,” i.e. alive the son of awake,1 —the complete
name of which is Resalah Hayy Ibn Yaqzan fi Asrar al-Hikmah alMashriqiah Istakhlasaha min Dorar-i Jawahir-i Alfaz-i al-Rais Abi Ali
Sina—is regarded as the first recorded writing in history that is intentionally
cast as a philosophical story, expressing ibn Tufail’s views via imagery.
Hayy Ibn Yaqzan is the name of two totally different tales from Avicenna
and Ibn Tufail. Ibn Tufail drew the name of his tale from Avicenna’s tale,
but the plot and characters were fully different.
In brief, Ibn Tufail’s tail is the story of an autodidactic feral child a
gazelle raised whom in a desert in the Indian Ocean. Without contact with
other human beings, Hayy discovers ultimate truth. Connecting Asal, comes
Hayy into contact with civilization and religion. Ibn Tufail’s recital recounts
the problem of consistency between philosophy and revelation on which
wrote Averroes, Ibn Tufail’s pupil, Kitab Fasl al-Maqal wa Taqrir ma baina
aSh-shari'a wa-l-Hikma min al-Ittisal.2
Observing the other side, Russell once put it, “In England Papists,
Turks, and Muhammadans3 were indiscriminately lumped together as
atheists threatening both Church and State.”(Russell, 1994, P. 228) In an age
which was characterized, contrary to its label,4 by unreasonable currents of
religious persecution and intolerance, Hayy Ibn Yaqzan surprisingly became
a bestseller within a short period of time.
Although one should not discount the appeal of its charismatic title,
Philosophus autodidactus, to the age of the new philosophy, it is not
sufficient to explain why an Islamic work from the medieval past should
sustain such interest to become literally a bestseller.… Therefore in the face
of virulent hostility to Islam as a false religion, the enthusiastic reception of
an Arabic text which was not scriptural, nor specifically mathematical,
astronomical, or medical, defies expectation (Russell, 1994, P. 228).
In broad fashion, Hayy, the hero of the story has happiness as his
primary objective, striving to attain this elusive concept throughout the story.
Breaking with the Aristotelian tradition dominating his time, Tufail sets
about theorizing on happiness without offering a definition thereof. His
approach has a striking similarity to the contemporary view that regards any
attempt at capturing necessary and sufficient characteristics of an entity as a
fool’s errand. Yet he takes pains to demarcate his target and distinguish it, in
particular, from similar concepts such as pleasure and perfection, which are
commonly associated with it. While deprived of contact with other human
beings and their writings, Hayy goes on to discover the ultimate truth and
genuine happiness solely in interaction with nature. Above all, ibn Tufail
could be considered a sciArtist. The idea is that ibn Tufail in his story depicts
the topics of science, i.e., anatomy, autopsy, and vivisection by the language
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of art. I will center my discussion on this side of ibn Tufial, requiring us to
be clear about the concept of sciart, as well his stances on the scientific
topics.
Conceptualization of SciArt
SciArt refers to bilateral relations between science and art. In this part, I
try to conceptualize the concept of SciArt in three types of sciArtists:
artistically-inclined scientists, science-minded artists, and those equally
involved in both artistic and scientific activities.
For conceptualization of “SciArt”, there are two concepts we should be
clear about from start: science and art. Science covers different disciplines
such as medicine, physics, metaphysics, and economics. And art, in this
analysis, includes literature and so many different types of art: painting,
sculpture, architecture, music, poetry, theatre, film, photography, conceptual
art, and printmaking. McCleese (2015) says: “Most people think of art as
paintings hanging on museum walls. However, art includes literature,
sculptures, paintings, murals, and probably whatever else artists want to
present as art.”
As Copley holds, both art and science, in spite of their divergences, are
brought about by creative process. (Copely, 1987, pp. 213–215) In this
process, they have bilateral services to each other. Science may assist art
with enriching artworks, as I explain later in philosophical fictions.
Moreover, in some media, such as computer graphics, holography, and space
art science have been applied for the creation of art. (Garfield, 1989, pp. 3-8)
Art, on the other hand, can assist science with presenting scientific
issues to the public as well as motivating their creativity. Many scientific
improvements inspired by sci-fi.
In following sections I try to distinguish three approaches among
sciArtists: artistically-inclined scientists, science-minded artists, and equally
involved in both artistic and scientific activities, albeit I do not claim distinct
borders between them.5 After developing the theory, I apply it to ibn Tufail’s
masterpiece, Hay ibn Yaqzan. Ibn Tufail (c. 1105–1185) is reckoned as a
polymath: physician, philosopher, theologian, astronomer, vizier, and court
official. Beside being a Court Physician, ibn Tufail was abreast of anatomy
of his time. Expressing autopsy in his story, he constitutes an early supporter
of dissection. Considering him a novelist, ibn Tufail would be regarded as a
sciArtist. Although his work, by and large does not include allegory,
literature by itself is reckoned as art in its broader account. That being the
case, artist is applied to, for example, the poets, the musicians, the writers as
well as the novelists.
1. 1. Artistically-inclined Scientists
Artistically-inclined scientists are the scientists who inclined to artists.
For example, they protect artists or perform art programs.
James Webb (2015), who directed the start-up of the NASA Art
Program, says:
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Important events can be interpreted by artists to provide unique insight
into significant aspects of our history-making advances into space. An
artistic record of this nation’s program of space exploration will have great
value for future generations and may make a significant contribution to the
history of American art.
1. 2. Science-minded Artists
Science-minded artist can be used to refer to artists inspired by
scientific issues or those inspire scientists. For instance, there are scientific
issues in theater, fiction, or poetry. (Grünzweig, 2012) As I mentioned
earlier, science includes, in this concept, all academic disciplines form
humanities and social sciences to natural sciences. And art includes
literature, music, painting etc. Artists inspired by science. In some cases
science is front and center and artists are following it. In other words,
scientists are inspiring artists to produce quasi-scientific artworks.
Joyce Yamade describes inspiring by science:
Science is the lens through which I understand the world, particularly
paleontology and evolutionary biology. The writer who most significantly
shaped my view of life was Stephen Jay Gould, whose essays I greatly
miss. Often without conscious intent, my paintings reflect natural history
and frequently contain oblique references to whatever I am reading
(Yamade, 2015).
The NASA Art Program produced a collection of more than 2,000
artworks in an effort to present NASA's cutting-edge research to the public
in a way more accessible than complex scientific reports. Artists from many
different disciplines and backgrounds chronicled NASA’s missions.
Quasi-scientific arts could be seen in every movie on Netflix, in the
1950s, their rockets had fins. And in that era, the V2 rocket shaped was the
rocket in every sci-fi story told. As Tyson put it, “Our presence in space is
affecting not only the engineers and the mathematicians and the scientists,
it’s affecting the creative dimension of that we call culture.”6
Steve Miller’s mixed media can be regarded as a quasi-scientific
artwork. He says:
This work is a product of research at the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN, Switzerland. The text is from the chalkboards of the Theory Group at
CERN with the background images taken inside the tunnels and detectors of
the Large Hadron Collider (Miller, 2015).
Another example can be seen in Art Meets Science exhibits.7 In
Washington University’s Hope Center for Neurological Disorders, Michael
Eastman, a contemporary photographic artist, transformed scientific images
into abstract works of art.8 Furthermore, the MDI Biological Laboratory’s
fifth annual Art Meets Science exhibit featured science-inspired work by
artists. Some of artists inspired by science focus attention on nature and
natural world,9 the nature of gravity, environmental science, climate change,
and geomorphology,10 biology, evolution, neurobiology and applied
mathematics, quantum physics, and energy.11
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As an example for metaphysics, one on SciArt Center says about their
collage:
My artwork is map collage that offers the viewer a combination of
imaginary landscapes with mystical, biblical, scientific and ecological
themes. The visual description of a three-dimensional world on a flat plane is
conjoined with the depiction of the metaphysical (Foer, 2015).
Buntaine (2015), regarding herself as a science-based artist, limited
SciArt to this sort of SciArt: “It has only been for the past few decades,
however, that artists have turned their creative gaze towards the sciences as
their sole source of artistic information, inspiration, and conceptualization.”
Artists inspire scientists. Sometimes, artists captivate and inspire
scientists. Jules Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea could be
counted as a quasi-scientific artwork which fascinated American inventor
Simon Lake, Known as the father of the modern submarine. Igor Sikorsky,
inventor of the modern helicopter, was inspired by a Verne book, Clipper of
the Clouds. “Anything that one man can imagine, another man can make
real.” Sikorsky often quoted from Verne. Robert H. Goddard, who built the
first liquid-fueled rocket, became captivated with spaceflight after reading an
1898 newspaper serialization of H.G. Wells’ classic novel about a Martian
invasion, War of the Worlds, and the concept of interplanetary flight gripped
his imagination.
In 1914, H.G. Wells published a novel, The World Set Free, imagining
the emergence of artificial atomic energy by 1933, followed by a devastating
world war and the eventual emergence of a peaceful global government.
Physicist Leo Szilard was inspired to solve the problem of creating a nuclear
chain reaction when read the novel. In the 1930s and ’40s, Edward Elmer
Smith with his “Lensmen” novels chronicled the adventures of a futuristic
Galactic Patrol. Sci-fi editor James W. Campbell wrote to Smith that the
Directrix, a command ship featured in his series, had inspired a US naval
officer to introduce the concept of combat information centers aboard
warships.12
There are many inventions like the internet, organ transplants, the tablet
computer, smartwatches, voice-controlled robots, Credit cards, Chessplaying computers, and Mobile phones were inspired by stories by the likes
Jules Verne, Mary Shelley, Mark Twain and Arthur C Clarke.
2. 3. SciArtists Involving both Artistic and Scientific Approaches
Some artworks are equally involving both artistic and scientific aspects.
As an example, The Hellstrom Chronicle, an American film released in
1971, commingling elements of documentary and science fiction to present a
gripping satirical depiction of the Darwinian struggle for survival between
humans and insects. In the field of metaphysics, some authors describe
philosophical issues with stories like Hay ibn Yaqzan and dramas like
Rattlesnake, (Maftouni, 2015, pp. 174-204) and Intuition. (Nuri, 2000, pp.
169-201) They are philosophers as well as artists. Ibn Tufail’s Hay ibn
Yaqzan might be regarded as a masterpiece in the field. Being a physician as
well as a novelist, ibn Tufail constitutes a landmark in the history of
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medicine. In his story, ibn Tufail elaborates scientific issues of human
anatomy, autopsy, and vivisection. This matter I will take up in the
immediately succeeding sections.
3. An Account of Hay ibn Yaqzan
Hay Ibn Yaqzan is the name of two totally different tales from
Avicenna and Ibn Tufail. 13 Ibn Tufail drew the name of his story from
Avicenna’s treatise, but the plot and characters were totally different. Ibn
Tufail’s tail is the story of an autodidactic feral child a gazelle raised whom
in a desert in the Indian Ocean. Without contact with other human beings,
Hay discovers ultimate truth. Connecting Asal, comes Hay into contact with
civilization and religion. Ibn Tufail’s story proves there is no conflict
between philosophy and religion.
Not surprisingly, I focus on our topics, departing from philosophical
aspects of Hay ibn Yaqzan.
Narrating two versions of the birth of Hay Ibn Yaqzan, Ibn Tufail goes
on with the story. Based on the first version, Hay came into the world in an
Indian island under the Equinoctial, where men came into the world without
parents.
The second version has much in common in some respects with the
birth of Prophet Moses.
There lay, not far from this our island, another great island …, which
was then governed by a prince of a proud and jealous disposition. He had a
sister of exquisite beauty, which he confined and restrained from marriage,
because he could not match her to one suitable to her quality. He had a near
relation whose name was Yaqzan, that married her privately, according to a
rite of matrimony then in use among them: it was not long before she proved
with child, and was brought to bed of a son; and being afraid that it should
be discovered, … she put him into a little ark …, and that very night the
strong tide carried him ashore on that island we just now mentioned. … It
happened that a roe which had lost her fawn, heard the child cry, and
following the voice (imagining it to have been her fawn) came up to the ark.
(Maftouni, 2017b, p. 14).
3. 1. Human Anatomy in Hay ibn Yaqzan
Ibn Tufail discusses human anatomy in great detail, when he recites the
account of those who contend Hay generated without parents. Starting by
explaining three major internal organs, the heart, brain, and liver, he
continues with the arteries and veins.
They … give you a particular account of the formation of all the parts,
as the physicians do of the formation of the fetus in the womb, omitting
nothing till he was completely formed, and just like an embryo ready for the
birth. In this account they are forced to be beholding to this vast mass of
fermented earth, which you are to suppose contained in it all manner of
materials proper for the making man’s body, those skins which cover it &c.;
till at last, when he was complete in all his parts, as if the mass had been in
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labor, those coverings, which he was wrapped up in, burst asunder, and the
rest of the dirt dried and cracked in pieces. (Maftouni, 2017b, p. 50)
In such a way, Hay came into the world, and started crying for help and
food up till the roe which had lost her fawn found him. “Now, both those
who are of the other opinion and those who are for this kind of generation,
agree in all the other particulars of his education: and what they tell us is
this.” (Maftouni, 2017b, p. 51)
3. 2. Ibn Tufail and Autopsy
Autopsy does stand as a topic of interest in the treatise of Hay ibn
Yaqzan. The idea is that between Hay and the roe, the emotion of parenting
and childhood developed. The roe kept maintaining the Hay.
She stayed by him and never left him, but when hunger forced her; and
he grew so well acquainted with her, that if at any time she stayed away
from him a little longer than ordinary, he would cry pitifully, and she, as
soon as she heard him, came running instantly. (Maftouni, 2017b, p. 52)
But the situation would not last forever. The roe grew lean and weak,
continuing a while in languishing circumstances until she died and naturally
ceased all her actions and motions. Hay called the roe, but there was no
answer. Then he began to examine the roe, peeping into her eyes and ears.
However, Hay perceived no viewable defect. Then he continued to examine
all parts of her body but found nothing. Since the external examination
didn’t pay, Hay was led to perform an autopsy.
When he had examined every external part of her, and found no visible
defect and yet at the same time perceived an universal cessation of motion in
the whole body, not peculiar to one member but common to them all, he
began to imagine that the hurt was in some organ which was remote from the
sight and hidden in the inward part of the body; and that this organ was of
such nature and use, that without its help, none of the other external organs
could exercise their proper functions; and that if this organ suffer any hurt,
the damage was general, and a cessation of the whole ensued. (Maftouni,
2017b, p. 66)
Hay was anxious to find that organ and remove the defect, thereby
giving body back its functions. In the bodies of wild beasts and other
animals, he had formerly observed that there were just three cavities, i.e., the
skull, breast, and belly. Then Hay thought this major organ that all members
stood in need of which, must be in the center in the breast. In addition, he
felt such an organ in his breast. So examining it, he resolved to open her
breast and remove the impediment. For this part of the story onwards, Ibn
Tufail is considered an early supporter of autopsy and vivisection. Hay
provided himself with splinters of dry cane and fragments of flint, making
and incision between the ribs and cutting through the flesh. He came to the
diaphragm and found it much tough, assuring himself that it must belong to
the organ which he looked for. So if he got through that, he would find it. He
ran into difficulty because of his primitive instruments. However, he
sharpened them again and renewed his attempt and got ahead.
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The first part he met with was the lungs, which he at first sight mistook
for that which he searched for, and turned them about this way and that way
to see if he could find in them the seat of the disease. He first happened upon
that lobe which lay next the side which he had opened and when he
perceived that it did lean sideways, he was satisfied that it was not the organ
he looked for, because he was fully persuaded that that must needs be in the
midst of the body, as well in regard of latitude as longitude. (Maftouni,
2017b, pp. 71-72)
He carried on till he found the heart. He saw it closed with a very
strong cover, and fastened with stout ligaments, covered by the lungs on that
side which he had opened. Then he searched the other side to find the same
membrane on the inside of the ribs, and the lungs in the same posture which
he had observed on that side which he had opened first. He inferred this
organ was the part which he sought.
Therefore he first attacks the pericardium, which after a long trial and a
great deal of pains, he made shift to tear; and when he had laid the heart
bare, and perceived that it was solid on every side, he began to examine it to
see if he could find any apparent hurt in it; but finding none, he squeezed it
with his hand, and perceived that it was hollow. He began then to think that
what he looked for might possibly be contained in that cavity. When he
came to open it, he found in it two cavities, one on the right side, the other
on the left. That on the right side was full of clotted blood that on the left
quite empty. (Maftouni, 2017b, pp. 73-74)
Then Hay thought that one of those two cavities should be the
receptacle of what he sought because there was nothing in the right side but
congealed blood. This blood does not differ from any other while which he
sought was something peculiar to that place.
Which I find I could not subsist without, so much as the twinkling of an
eye. And this is that which I looked for at first. As for this blood, how often
have I lost a great deal of it in my skirmishes with the wild beasts, and yet it
never did me any considerable harm, nor rendered me incapable of
performing any action of life, and therefore what I look for is not in this
cavity. Now as for the cavity on the left side, I find it is altogether empty,
and I have no reason in the world to think that it was made in vain, because I
find every organ appointed for such and such particular functions.
(Maftouni, 2017b, pp. 75-76)
3. 3. Vivisection in Hay ibn Yaqzan
Hay in order to view the trajectory of life practiced vivisection on live
animals. At first he fixed his attention on the substance which was departed
from the heart of the roe. As per his observations, all animals as long as they
lived were constantly warm and got cold after death. In the bargain he found
that there was a greater degree of heat in his breast, near the place where he
had made the incision in the roe. Thus Hay thought of dissecting live
animals.
This made him think that if he could dissect any animal alive, and look
into that ventricle which he had found empty when he dissected his dam the
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roe, he might possibly find it full of that substance which inhabited it, and so
inform himself whether it were of the same substance with the fire, and
whether it had any light and heat in it or not. (Maftouni, 2017b, p. 86)
For this purpose, Hay took a wild beast and tied him down, and
dissected him in the same fashion he had dissected the roe until he came to
the heart. Then he opened the left ventricle and learned it was full of an airy
vapor hotter than he could well endure it, recalled a little mist or white
cloud. In such a way died the animal instantly.
From whence he assuredly concluded that it was that hot vapor which
communicated motion to that animal, and that there was accordingly in
every animal of what kind soever, something like it upon the departure of
which death followed. He was then moved by a great desire to enquire into
the other parts of animals, to find out their order and situation, their quantity
and the manner of their connexion one with another and by what means of
communication they enjoy the benefit of that hot vapor, so as to live by it,
how that vapor is continued the time it remains, from whence it has its
supplies, and by what means its heat is preserved. (Maftouni, 2017b, pp. 8889)
Dissecting all kinds of living and dead animals, Hay landed in first
place of naturalists and arrived to the highest degree of knowledge in this
kind.
Conclusion
We face three different kinds of connection between science and art,
called SciArt: artistically-inclined science, science-minded art and SciArt
with intertwined artistic and scientific approaches. Artistically-inclined
scientists are scientist inclined to artists, like James Webb who directed the
NASA Art Program. The science-minded artworks could be inspired by
science, such as the collection of more than 2,000 artworks in NASA Art
Program, or could inspire scientists like Jules Verne’s books and Edward
Elmer Smith’s novels.
An avatar of intertwined artistic and scientific activities could be
observed in ibn Tufail’s story, Hay ibn Yaqzan. The argument boils down to
the following simple idea:
Retailing the story of those who believed that Hay came into the world
without parents, ibn Tufail took up human anatomy in complete detail. For
example, he explained heart, brain, liver, arteries, and veins. When the roe
mother died, Hay examined all parts of her body but failed to find anything.
After external examination, Hay performed an autopsy.
Finding the trace of life, Hay practiced vivisection on a variety of live
animals as well. Describing issues of human anatomy, autopsy, and
vivisection in an artwork, then ipso facto ibn Tufail should be deemed a
major sciArtist.
Notes
1. Hayy Ibn Yaqzan for the first time was translated into English by Simon
Ockley in 1708. The history of Hayy Ibn Yaqzan translated from the Arabic by
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Simon Ockley, revised, with an introduction by Fulton (1929). Ockley in the preface
of the treatise of Hayy Ibn Yaqzan mentioned that the first publication was in 1671.
In 1671, Edward Pococke translated Hayy Ibn Yaqzan into Latin under the title
Philosophus Autodidactus. Another English translation is Ibn Tufail’s Hayy ibn
Yaqzan: a Philosophical Tale, translated with an introduction and notes by Lenn
Evan Goodman. Another one is The Journey of the Soul: the Story of Hai bin
Yaqzan, translated by Riad Kocache.1 The other one is Two Andalusian
Philosophers translated by Jim Colville with an introduction and notes.1 A much
condensed translation is Medieval Islamic Philosophical Writings, edited by
Muhammad Ali Khaldidi. Among others, a reviewed work which could be seen in
Journal of Near Eastern Studies is “Ibn Tufayl’s Hayy Ibn Yaqzan: A Philosophical
Tale by Lenn Evan Goodman, Ibn Tufayl” review by Michael E. Marmura (1974).
Another reviewed Work is “Ibn Tufayl’s Hayy Ibn Yaqzan, a Philosophical Tale
Translated with Introduction and Notes by Lenn Evan Goodman” review by Parviz
Morewedge in Philosophy East and West (1977). More recently, it has been edited
in an English-Arabic version, including an analytical introduction (Maftouni, 2017b)
to which we refer in this paper.
2. Hayy Ibn Yaqzan in Avicenna’s recital is a poetical name for the Active
Intellect. It may be observed that Avicenna in the treatise of “Al-Qaza wa al-Qadar”
or “The Divine Decree and the Predestination” mentions the name of Hayy Ibn
Yaqzan without allegory or a tale. (Avicenna, 1979, p. 348.)
3. Muhammadan (also spelled Mohammedan, Mahommedan, Mahomedan,
or Mahometan) is archaic term for Muslims. The word was formerly common in
usage, but the terms Muslim and Islamic are more common nowadays.
4. He refers to the Enlightenment or the Age of Enlightenment. While French
historians traditionally place the Enlightenment between 1715, the year that Louis
XIV died, and 1789, the beginning of the French Revolution, some recent historians
begin the era in the 1620s, when starts the scientific revolution.
5 .This remark could be seen in SciArt Center Community: “Whether you're a
science-minded artist or an artistically-inclined scientist (or both!), for our SciArt
membership you will be added to our exclusive mailing list...”
(http://www.sciartcenter.org 5/12/2015).
6. Tyson N. says, “The headlines that were writ large over that era had built
into them the fact that innovation created those headlines. Innovation brought to you
by an ambitious community of scientists, technologists, engineers and
mathematicians.” (Tyson, 2012)
7. See: https://www.newscientist.com/blogs/culturelab/2010/05/art-meetsscience-aesthetics-politics-and-metaphysics.html.
8. See: https://magazine.wustl.edu/2012/june/Pages/WhereArtMeetsScience.
aspx
9.
See:
http://www.sciartcenter.org/un-natural-nature-virtual-exhibit.html
5/12/2015.
10. See: Buntaine J. http://www.sciartinamerica.com.
11. See: http://www.sciartcenter.org/un-natural-nature-virtual-exhibit.html
5/12/2015.
12.
See:
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/ten-inventionsinspired-by-science-fiction-128080674/?no-ist 24/12/2015.
13. Hay Ibn Yaqzan for the first time was translated into English by Simon
Ockley in 1708. (London: Printed and sold by E. Powell)
The history of Hayy Ibn Yaqzan translated from the Arabic by Simon Ockley,
revised, with an introduction by A.S. Fulton. London: Chapman and Hall, 1929.
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Abstract
Discussing two common critiques on theological interpretations of the
concept of the highest good in Kant’s moral philosophy in his paper, Two
Conceptions of the Highest Good in Kant, Reath has invited readers to have
a secular interpretation of this concept and pointed out its advantages. In the
present paper, we will attempt to provide the main principles of Reath’s
claims and demonstrate why Kant has stated both of these interpretations in
all of his critical works—a subject that has confused Reath. For this
purpose, we will indicate that in both of the above interpretations, Kant has
offered the concept of the highest good in a historical context, in which the
intellectual idea of the highest good as a desired ultimate totality makes the
intellect to grow in history and cultivate the talents of human kind through
numerous conflicts embedded in nature.
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Introduction
In his paper, Two Conceptions of the Highest Good in Kant, Andrews
Reath has analyzed the concept of the highest good in Kant's moral and
political philosophy. As he has pointed out, “one measure of the importance
of the highest good to Kant is that he takes it up in almost all of his major
works” (Reath, p. 595). However, the relation between the constituents of
this concept and the totality of Kant's moral philosophy, and what he has
stated about culture and politics in his latest works is a controversial
question among the scholars and commentators of Kant's moral
philosophy—a subject to which Reath’s paper has been dedicated.
Reath seeks to describe the foundations and reasons of proposing two
secular (political) and theological interpretations. Moreover, he shows the
incompatibility of theological interpretations of the concept of the highest
good with regard to the whole claims of this philosopher in the framework of
moral philosophy and its difficulties. As was claimed by Reath, these
difficulties were addressed by Kant in his latest works. Furthermore, Reath
has passed such difficulties through providing a secular narrative of this
concept.
According to Reath, two issues in Kant’s point of view caused the
commentators and followers of theological narrative of the concept of the
highest good to encounter some problems: firstly, Kant has introduced the
highest good as the ultimate goal of the moral law as well as a path along
which the moral behavior should be promoted, a purpose through which the
highest good has been imagined as a world in which the happiness—as a
function of virtue—is mainly connected with virtue. Secondly, this
connection is necessary. Thus, the highest good can only be achieved in
another world and with the help of God. For him, according to the first issue,
the highest good has been introduced along the moral good and the goals
corresponding to moral free behaviors or the moral freedom. Therefore, on
the one hand, the highest good is primarily oriented to virtue in spite of
enjoying the two components of happiness and virtue. Indeed, this does not
mean that these two components are independent of each other and exist in
proportion to each other at the later stage. On the other hand, based on the
second issue, not only was a limited role assigned to the human subject
concerning the achievement of happiness, but also God has acted instead of
human being in order to regulate and connect happiness and virtue, and
regulate everything in anticipation (ibid, p.608-609). Therefore, the
realization of the highest good in theological interpretation necessitates
"heteronomy" that contradicts the principles of Kant's moral philosophy.
Also, the principle of the realization of the highest good only in another
world is contradictory to the growth of the moral behavior in this world as
well as the observation of its social and tangible results.
Due to both of the above-mentioned reasons, Reath supported his
claims utilizing the criticism of some of Kant’s exponents including White
who claimed that the real duty of moving toward the highest good should be
set aside as it is detrimental to the moral law and is in contrast to Kant’s
view.
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For White Beck, the highest good is not of practical importance
“because there is nothing that an individual can do to promote such an end
beyond acting from the Moral law. The supposed duty to promote the
Highest Good adds nothing to the duties that we already have, and thus is not
a real duty” (Reath, p. 609 & Beck, commentary, pp. 224-5).
For Reath, in contrast to the proponents ignoring the problems of the
theory of the highest good and in line with exponents and critics of Kant’s
moral philosophy, the entire theological interpretation should be dismissed
in order to save Kant’s morality from the above-mentioned results and
consequences. therefore, on the one hand, it should be indicated that: 1) It is
not necessary to interpret the highest good as a theological concept; 2)
According to the first point, the proportionality of the happiness and virtue is
not necessary for this theory. On the other hand, it should be shown that 3)
We can speak of the highest good as an end that is achieved by the human
subject; and finally, 4) According to the third point, the agent of the
combination of virtue and happiness is human being and not God (ibid,
p.594). Based on all of these four points, Reath claims that in contrast to the
theological interpretation of this concept, its secular interpretation is the only
natural result of Moral law, and consequently it can be introduced as Kant's
original viewpoint.
In order to explain the consistency of Kant's universal view on the
highest good in all of his works, it is necessary to explain the human
practical effort for achieving freedom and rationality in the domain of will
and contrivance of nature after a brief introduction to Reath’s reductionist
claim. In our view, it is only in the light of this explanation that the concept
of "future” obtains its position in Kant's whole practical and teleological
philosophy. Consequently, based on the concept of future, we can clarify the
relation between human agency in improving his individual and social
conditions in this world and the realization of the highest good in another
world.
Reviewing Reath’s views
In Reath’s opinion, the common denominator of all of Kant’s
interpretations and claims on the highest good is realizing “the complete
moral world” in which the events happen in accordance with the moral laws
and the moral behaviors are successful in obtaining their ends. In the second
chapter of “analytics” section of Critique of Practical Reason, with
introduction of «good» as “the object of pure practical reason”, viz “the
effect that is possible through freedom” (CPrR 57/59), Kant has introduced
the highest good along the moral good. Here, the object of pure practical
reason results from the moral use of freedom and it is a moral good, because
such an object (end) has been willed in accordance with the categorical
imperative and it is an object of the individual’s moral intention.
In addition to the above case, in "dialectic" section of second critique,
the concept of highest good has also been proposed clearly on the basis of
the concept of good. Indeed, the highest good has been expounded in the
first presentation as "the unconditioned totality of the object of pure reason”
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and as Reath says “the unconditioned totality of the moral law”. This
unconditional totality has been explained as follows: “Where the good, as
object of pure practical reason, refers to an end that could result from the
moral use of freedom, the unconditioned object, or Highest Good, would be
just that  ـــthe highest good that could result from the moral use of freedom”
(Reath, p.597). In other words, this unconditioned totality is a complete
collection of the ends obtained from the moral behavior. Thus, this
systematic unity that has been introduced as the highest good results from
reason's further activity on moral behavior ends and in this sense, the highest
good is the extension of moral good and the tendency of moral behavior to
the ends.
For Reath, what Kant has expressed so far, is a general description or
theoretical definition of the highest good, but he has not offered an definition
in proportion to our reasonable behavior maxims, namely in framework of a
practical definition. Therefore, so far, he has not spoken of the content of the
highest good, namely the virtue and happiness and their necessary
connection. He states that, firstly, Kant in a two-stage method has introduced
the concept of the highest good theoretically and solely through reflecting on
the content of the first idea, i.e. the content of the unconditioned idea of the
moral law; then, he has expounded it practically and concretely based on
happiness and virtue and their accompaniment. As Reath has stated, these
two stages are in line with what Kant has expressed formerly about the
highest good in The Critique of Pure Reason. The highest good has been
described there as "moral world" - i.e. an ideal of a world in which all
individuals act based on the moral law and the happiness of all individuals is
obtained as the result of the virtue of all those persons who enjoy the system
of moral principles – and a world whose content is based on the combination
of happiness and virtue (ibid, p.599).
Based on this structure, Reath maintains that the highest good also like
other foundations of moral theory should be considered as a human product:
“What I have tried to establish so far is that attention to how the
Highest Good is introduced in the second Critique (and elsewhere)
shows that it is an end to be constructed out of the Moral law. This
implies, first, that it should initially be conceived as a state of affairs
that could result from human agency. Here we should consider my
earlier point about Kant's concept of the good. If the good refers to
possible human ends, the same condition should apply to the Highest
Good as well. Second, the procedure by which Kant defines the Highest
Good indicates that a description of its content should be derived from
the content of the Moral law, and should involve some ordering of the
ends that figure in Kant's conception of moral conduct. Thus, a
conception of the Highest Good whose content cannot be traced to the
Moral law is not a proper description of the Highest Good” (ibid,
p.599).
For Reath, what has made the theological interpretation of the concept
of the highest good – mainly in the first and second critiques –an improper
and false description of this concept is the "role of God" and "life after
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death". The highest good, according to these two components, is a state of
affair that is realized only in another world and thanks to the activity of God.
According to this conception, the moral author of the world, i.e. one who
regulates the laws of history in certain manner, makes possible the
realization of highest good in other world, namely after death (ibid, p.601).
Very this claim negates our ability to realize the highest good in this world
and consequently realize the moral ends. In other words, in accordance with
the theological interpretation, “moral law generates a duty to promote the
Highest Good. But as far as we can see, events in this world do not support
the possibility of its second component, and we have no reason to expect that
happiness will ever exist in proportion to virtue (Cf. KpV 129f/124). But, as
it remains rational for us to act on this duty, we postulate the existence of
God, who establishes a necessary connection between virtue and the
proportionate amount of happiness, thus guaranteeing the possibility of the
second component in another world. In short, our inability to imagine the
Highest Good occurring in this world leads us to posit its possibility in
another world. The theological conception supports this possibility by
assuming the existence of another world in which a system for distributing
happiness in proportion to virtue is already in place. All individuals who
develop a good will (in this life) will eventually enjoy happiness as well, as a
result of the laws of that world. It will be in this world that the Highest Good
is realized, and primarily through the activity of God” (Reath, p.607).
Based on the unacceptable conclusion of this interpretation, that is, "the
heteronomy, as a result of the negation of the fundamental principles of
Kant's moral philosophy, and on the basis of Kant's other statements that
confirm the secular interpretation of the concept of the highest good, Reath
has regarded Kant's claims in this respect vague and lacking frankness. He
has stated the ambiguity that as he said is seen in his latest works as follows:
“In fact there are indications of both versions in nearly every text
in which this subject is taken up. Even in the later works which
emphasize the secular version, the theological version is mentioned at
certain points, even if obliquely. In addition, the earlier discussions
contain elements that require a secular interpretation. Kant does not
seem to have gotten completely clear about, or to have fully resolved,
the ambiguities in his thought. If he was aware of these two strains, he
must have thought that they converged. But this does not appear to be
so” (ibid, p.607).
After referring to the existing conflicts in the theological interpretations
of the concept of the highest good, Reath's innovative thesis in this paper is
that in a secular interpretation of Kant's moral theory we can offer the
proportion of happiness and virtue as the condition of realization of the
highest good. According to him:
“One could construct the idea of a historical state of affairs in
which social institutions were arranged to promote happiness in
proportion to virtue. Its practicality aside, if this state of affairs were
ever realized, the individuals of a particular era would enjoy happiness
in proportion to virtue due to the arrangement of existing social
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institutions. This system of institutions might serve as a social ideal
which individuals in the present sought to promote as the final end of
moral conduct” (Ibid).
In this phrase, Reath refers to the state of affair of the concrete that is
different from the state of affair of theological interpretation - as a situation
in which all individuals participate together and in a completely rational way
and of course thanks to God. He believes that the state of affair of
theological interpretation implies another world; whereas the state of affair
of secular interpretation implies the participation of individuals in the
particular historical period and does not involve all humans in the form of
civil participations; an ideal that according to Kant in the Critique of
Judgment is possible in this world and through freedom (CJ 118/450). In
Religion within the Limits of a Pure Reason as an inevitable result, the
maxims that have been laid down with the formal condition of laying down
the moral duties have been described (Rel, 4/5).
Based on this differentiation, Reath has released the principle of the
proportion of virtue and happiness from the theological interpretation of the
concept of the highest good and provided a different interpretation of it. He
argued that as opposed to the theological interpretation, which determines
the individual's happiness based on the level of his/her virtue and ethical
characteristic and thus explains the proportion of two foundations of highest
good, secular interpretation mainly speaks of the independence of ends of
these two moral and natural interests as well as the harmony of these two
interest rather than the essential connection between virtue and happiness:
“On Kant's moral view, human beings are moved by two kinds of
interests, moral and natural, which can be combined into a single
scheme by giving priority to the moral. The result is a scheme of
conduct in which people pursue two kinds of ends. The first will be ends
required or prescribed by the Moral law, including the individual's own
moral perfection; and the second will be their own happiness, limited
by considerations of duty. This is a scheme of moral conduct in that it is
shaped by an ordering that comes from the Moral law and is regulated
at the highest level by moral principles. But natural interests and ends
will have a role in such a scheme when properly subordinated to moral
considerations” (Reath, p.605-606).
According to the above-mentioned expressions, Reath has considered
the harmony of happiness and virtue and consequently the realization of the
highest good in the form of civil institutions. He also viewed social
participations in the form of the harmony of ends of two kinds of moral
behavior. In his view, if in selecting the ends oriented to happiness – that are
independent from the ends oriented to virtue – we consider virtue and in
other words, if we consider the moral virtue, then there would be no conflict
between happiness and virtue and these two can achieve their desired ends
without conflict (ibid, p.612). In this case, the highest good is the idea of
"unconditioned object of moral law"-in other words, the totality or a
complete collection of ends that can be embodied in moral behavior. As
Reath indicates, Kant has described the collection of these ends realizable in
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this world under the phrases such as "the Kingdom of God on Earth",
"Reasonable Church" and "Ethical Commonwealth" (ibid, p.606).
A considerable point in Reath's interpretation is that Kant has gradually
shifted his position from the theological interpretation towards a secular one
in his explanation of the concept of the highest good:
“The Ethical Commonwealth seems to represent a significant
development in Kant's thought, which, when taken with other texts,
suggests that he is moving towards the adoption o f a secular
conception” (ibid, pp.606-607).
Indeed, Reath has pointed out that the understanding of Kant’s
movement towards a secular interpretation is not so simple, because he
referred to the theological interpretations even in his last writings. He has
considered this as a witness to the lack of Kant's seriousness in resolving the
ambiguities of his thought or maybe his unawareness of this conflict (ibid).
Unlike Reath, we believe that until the end of his life Kant was faithful
to the theological interpretation of the highest good and always regulated the
secular interpretation of this concept in proportion to it. To demonstrate to
what sense the secular interpretation of the highest good implicates a
theological conception, and vice versa, we do not need to give up the
theological concept to maintain the secular concept of the highest good.
Thus, let us propose this discussion in context of the evolution of the human
kind, the contrivance of nature, and the mission of education.
Contrivance of nature and the growth of reason in history
For Kant, "nature" or "Providence"(TP, 8:361-8:362) achieves its most
superior end that is "the sovereignty of reason on the world and its
domination on nature” through the human. It is noteworthy that the unity of
the ultimate end of nature and the human ultimate end, i.e. the highest good,
the freedom, or pure rationality as both a natural affair and a cultural one, is
achieved only in the last step of evolutionary path of humankind and nature.
Before that, humans lived in the context of conflicts either individually or in
a group. These conflicts emerge not only in the disagreements among
theoretical ideas, but also in the contrast between intellect and nature,
namely culture and nature so that each of them seeks to become the agent
and dominates others. This conflict, however, is the very contrivance of
nature, because nature is greatly cultivated through these conflicts during the
history of human cultivation. In other words, the conflict existing in the
human being that is called by Kant as "asocial socialization” provides the
possibility of the cultivation of human talents as well as the realization of
God’s providence in actualizing a law-governed community, which enjoys
the unity.
“The means which Nature employs to bring about the development of
all the tendencies she has laid in Man is the antagonism of these tendencies
in the social state- no farther, however, than to that point at which this
antagonism becomes the cause of social arrangements founded in law. By
antagonism of this kind I mean the unsocial sociality of man,—that is, a
tendency to enter the social state, combined with a perpetual resistance to
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that tendency which is continually threatening to dissolve it… all the
admirable tendencies in man’s nature would remain forever undeveloped, [if
did not exist nature].Man, for his own sake as an individual, wishes for
concord; but Nature knows better what is good for Man as a species; and she
ordains discord. He would live in ease and passive content: but Nature wills
that he shall precipitate himself out of this luxury of indolence into labors
and hardships, in order that he may devise remedies against them, and thus
raise himself above them by an intellectual conquest, not sink below them by
an unambitious evasion”(IDEA, fp.4).
For Kant, the conflict between intellect and the things such as emotion,
passions, desires and pleasures appears at a superior level in the form of a
conflict between virtue and happiness. In this framework, the conflict
between this two will be preserved as the contrivance of nature in achieving
its ends and goals, as long as it does not reach the end of the path, that is, the
ultimate end (the ultimate reason). In other words, it is only at the end of the
path that conflicts reach the unity, and the conflict between virtue and
happiness turns into their unity. With regard to the degree of intellectual
growth of societies and the progress of intellect, such unity is an intellectual
idea whose achievement is conceivable only for humankind, and not for
individuals:
“In Man, as the sole rational creature upon earth, those
tendencies which have the use of his reason for their object are destined
to obtain their perfect development in the species only, and not in the
individual” (IDEA, fp.2).
Kant associates such a philosophical awareness of the contrivance of
nature and the ultimate end, which should be achieved by humankind in
order to regulate his current movement, with the nature and mission of the
Education and especially with the mission of universities.
The mission of education and university
The nature can flourish its talents through human beings in order to
gradually approach its desired ultimate end so that it needs humankind.
Moreover, each human generation needs the experiences of the previous
generations and their accumulation in order to approach the ideal, freedom,
rationality, and the highest good and take steps ahead of the previous
generations (IDEA, fp.3). Therefore, based on a posteriori approach that
benefits from the experiences of the previous generations, but is oriented to
the moral ultimate end and is in line with the general end of nature to which
a priori program is assigned, the educational system tries to portray the
future perspective of humankind through the teaching of the skill and
citizenship. In agreement with such a perspective, the moral training is
explained as the third component of the mission of university. In line with
the above-mentioned triple missions, the Education introduces the status of
«work» as the mechanism of conscious utilization of conflicts that the nature
puts in human existence for achieving more perfection through work (IDEA,
fp. 9). Indeed, according to Kant, only in this way, the educational system
can be tailored to the natural transition from the animal predisposition to
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technical and pragmatic one and eventually to the moral situation, and is
settled in the path of rational excellence (AN277/143&ED, ch.1, n.3).
Kant also asks for the superiority of the faculty of philosophy over two
faculties of theology and medicine so that the soul of philosophy, which is
modern enlightening criticism, governs the totality of university. He believes
that it is only through this superiority that university as the master-mind of
country, nation, and society can make students and employees as well as
society, government, and companions of religion think of their mission for
entering the new era of human rationality, freedom, and development.
According to Kant, determining the historical position of nations and their
duties for moving in their obligatory path is an important subject that can
lead the faculty of philosophy to superiority, only when the determined
position and mission is recognized by government (CF, p. 43-45).
Thus, with respect to the ultimate end or the morality and discipline
culture, and the achievement of the idea of unity and pure practical
rationality, the Ministry of Education seeks to straighten the twisted wood of
humankind. To realize this point, which is only conceivable for humankind
and has no clear end, continuous experiences of previous and current
generations, the initiatives of scientists of our time in enjoying the previous
experiences and establishing society and constitution based on subjectivism,
a level of national and regional security and peace is required:
“Out of wood so crooked and perverse as that which man is made
of, nothing absolutely straight can ever be wrought. An approximation
to this idea is therefore all which Nature enjoins us. That it is also the
last of all problems to which the human species addresses itself is clear
from this,—that it presupposes just notions of the nature of a good
constitution, great experience, and above all a will favorably disposed
to the adoption of such a constitution: three elements that can hardly,
and not until after many fruitless trials, be expected to concur” (IDEA,
fp. 6).
All these requirements are the formal conditions that under "the culture
of skill" allow us to move towards a culture of discipline and the idea of the
highest good.
The culture of skill and the culture of discipline
In the Critique of Judgment, Kant has explained this departure from the
natural and primary state to the cultural, civilized and moral one as the
differentiation of happiness (the desired natural state) from the culture and
the explanation of the achievement of "culture of discipline" through "the
culture of skill" (kant,CJ, 83/ 408&Allison, Kant’s theory of taste, pp.21011). In this book, human is introduced as the end of the world from two
perspectives; based on the first perspective, the individuals’ fortune, whether
physical or social, make them deserve the title of prosperous or happy.
According to the second perspective, nature itself provides the necessary
context for human growth through embedding the multiple talents, defining
various conflicts inside and outside the individual, or bringing other
creatures at human’s services. The human can utilize the alignment of nature
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with his natural and rational desires in line with the growth of his rational
and developmental talents. And he can manifest this attitude and informed
utilization of the alignment of nature with his ultimate desires in “culture of
skill” or the formation of civil institutions.
For Kant, the culture of skill is the formal condition of superior stage of
culture, namely the culture of discipline or the freedom, practical rationality
and the highest good. The culture of skill is the formal condition for the
realization of the culture of discipline, because the culture of discipline or
the idea of the highest good whose realization requires the total cultivation
of rational and moral talents cannot be presented without the culture of skill,
i.e. the concrete and objective conditions and without the preparation of the
social precepts.
“The formal condition under which alone nature can attain its final aim
is that constitution in the relations of human beings with one another in
which the abuse of reciprocally conflicting freedom is opposed by lawful
power in a whole, which is called civil society; a for only in this can the
greatest development of the natural predispositions occur” (CJ,5:432).
Through these two categories, namely the culture of skill and the
culture of discipline, Kant has expounded human rational capabilities for
taking advantage of conflicts and other equipment and mechanisms that
nature has placed at the disposal of the humankind so that he achieves
growth and development and consequently makes the nature achieve its
original demand and end.
In Kant's view, in the form of the culture of skill and the civil
participations will be provided the possibility of alignment of two
components of happiness and virtue is provided in this world through the
formation of "civil society" and "perpetual peace" focusing on
cosmopolitanism that is essential to the survival of such a society:
“For this, however, even if humans were clever enough to discover
it and wise enough to subject themselves willingly to its coercion, a
cosmopolitan whole, i.e., a system of all states that are at risk of
detrimentally affecting each other, is required. In its absence, and given
the obstacles that ambition, love of power, and greed, especially on the
part of those who are in power, oppose to even the possibility of such a
design, war (partly of the kind in which states split apart and divide
themselves into smaller ones, partly of the kind in which smaller ones
unite with each other and strive to form a larger whole) is inevitable”
(CJ, 5:432).
So the highest good in the sense of the culture of discipline and as an
intellectual idea is possible only through the culture of skill and the
formation of civil society. Therefore, even though the ultimate destination of
the evolution of humankind, and not of individuals or groups, is the culture
of discipline through which the conflicts existing in the human, nature, and
society come to an end, the "idea of unity" is realized, the humankind
achieves the holiness, and absolute and unconditioned freedom, and each
conflict, including the conflict between happiness and virtue is ended, but a
level of this desirability addressing the unity in this world is possible for
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individuals, nations, and states only through the participation in the public
system and civil society, namely through the culture of skill as a formal
condition of realization of the culture of discipline, and in other words, it is
possible by passing from the pragmatic predisposition. Accordingly, in very
pragmatic predisposition the human beings are civilized through the culture,
namely science and art, foster their social capacities such as good manners
and good relations, and prepare the civil structures containing the rationality
oriented to "moral altruism", which enjoys a level of unity and social
socialization (AN, 277).
In all of these historical and intellectual progresses- of course,
compared to what the humanity should traverse, it is a short juncture - a
social socialization or the opposition between the reason and the desires
represents some more advanced civil dimensions; these appearances indicate
a moderation and reconciliation between two aforementioned opposed
aspects.
The idea of the highest good as a principle of guiding the history
On the one hand, the ultimate reconciliation of virtue (reason) and
happiness (desire), and the end of the conflict is achieved only at the level of
the moral predisposition, the culture of discipline, and the highest good as an
intellectual idea and consequently as an ideal for humankind (LE,ch.2); an
ideal whose realization requires historically passing many passive periods
and the development of rationality oriented to the future (ibid,ch.10, n. 4); on
the other hand, the realization of this ideal as a supra-sensible and a
reasonable idea is conceivable only for the humankind, although we do not
know when and how this is realized or whether it will happen historically at
all due to its reasonability. Therefore, Kant has extended the lack of time
sufficiency to another world postulate and a God, who is guarantor of its
realization in the world. In fact, the intellectual idea of highest good is an
idea that is posed by the reason as a guiding principle. Consequently,
depending on the inherent tendency and thirst of reason, we should not
believe in a specific extension or historical and concrete objectivity for it.
Kant believes that the movement toward the Holiness as a reasonable idea
and desired idea is the virtue, without being assured of the achievement of
the ultimate situation:
“This holiness of will is nonetheless a practical idea that must
necessarily serve as an archetype, which to approach ad infinitum is
alone incumbent upon all finite rational beings; and the pure moral
law, which is itself called holy because of this, constantly and rightly
holds this idea before their eyes. Being sure of this progression ad
infinitum of one's maxims and sure of their immutability in [this]
constant advance, i.e., virtue, is the highest [result] that finite practical
reason can bring about Virtue itself, in turn, at least as a naturally
acquired power, can never be complete, because the assurance in such
a case never becomes apodeictic certainty and, as persuasion, is very
dangerous” (CPrR, 33).
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Thus, the achievement of the ultimate end of development of
humankind is imagined at the end of the path and this made humankind
move throughout the history. This historical movement toward development,
freedom, and pure rationality is the providence and the contrivance of nature.
In this sense, it is God who makes the full realization of the humankind as
the highest good, freedom, and ultimate happiness as a logical idea in
another world possible. Also, this is God who provides the requirements for
passing from the animal predisposition to moral one through the canal of two
technical and pragmatic predispositions for humans and by humans through
granting various talents, conflicts, and service system among creatures (REL,
60& AN, 277). Therefore, apart from this point that whether the rational idea
of the highest good is absolutely realized for the human or not, this idea and
its final causality has stimulated the passion of its establishment as holiness,
pure rationality, and freedom, and has provided causes to cultivate the
societies and develop the cultures and civilizations.
Thus, the theological interpretation of the highest good or the
intellectual idea of the highest good imagines a condition in which the
conflicts come to an end and the idea of the unity is achieved, but this
rational imagination as the ultimate cause organizes the conflict between
happiness and virtue, culture and nature, and the dialectical contradiction
existing in human asocial socialization for the purpose of more unity,
because these conflicts installed by nature or God's Providence lead the
humankind to form stronger civil institutions and wider social participations,
develop field of citizenship, strengthen the regional and global peace
foundations, and achieve an overall and global civil law. These conflicts also
cause us to promote our existential situation and transfer from the natural
and primary state to cultural one in which more opportunities for the
alignment between virtue and happiness in this world is tangible (the secular
concept of the highest good).
“[Thus] to this second requisite for culture a purposive effort at an
education to make us receptive to higher ends than nature itself can afford”
(CJ, 5:433).
Accompanying the theological concept and secular concept of the
highest good
In the Critique of Practical Reason, Kant has defined the highest good
as a most superior good that “is practical for us, i.e., to be made actual
through our will” (CPrR, 113). This definition and the other expressions of
Kant indicating that we are obligated to follow up the highest good, or that if
it is not possible to realize the highest good, the theory of ethics will be
meaningless, and etc., shows a path and a destination to which the
individuals and humankind should pay attention and use the inner
capabilities, alignments, and outer supports to reach it. In other words, we
should regulate our life with the aim of achieving the idea of the highest
good; even though achieving this destination that is merely a rational idea, is
not possible for an individual and a nation in this world. However, adjusting
the path of life and general movement of societies toward "the future" and
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the mere rationality can result markedly in the formation of modern
societies, social participations, national and international civil institutions,
and the relative realization of peace in general and worldly happiness. In the
Critique of Practical Reason, Kant has expressed this theme as follows:
“the possibility of such a linkage of the conditioned with its
condition belongs entirely to the suprasensible relation of things and
cannot be given at all according to the laws of the world of sense,
although the practical consequence of this idea, viz., the actions that
aim at making the highest good actual, do belong to the world of
sense”.(CPrR, 119).
Kant's emphasis that achieving the ultimate end of man and nature in
the indefinite future and after repeated unsuccessful efforts and ongoing
work for flourishing up the talents and capabilities of humankind will
relatively be realized contains a fine point that can sufficiently respond
Reath's criticism based on the non-affinity of theological conception of the
highest good with the secular and social conceptions of this concept. In
Kant's opinion, the highest good as the final point in the history of evolution
of human intellect and talents and also as the ultimate end of nature is a
rational idea; as an ideal and a pattern and as a Holy end, it attracts the
attention of mankind to itself and through the final causality attracts mankind
towards itself. This ideal end that is in one respect the human perfected
practical reason and in another respect is the divinity, has been presented in
the total history – from the beginning till now and even in the future – and
causes us to promote cultures and civilizations. Beside this important role,
the God Himself has procured the possibility of the growth for humankind in
the form of the Holy providence through nature. He has made nature
purposeful and given it an awareness for serving humans and providing the
elementariness. Therefore, God both as an efficient cause in designing the
purposeful nature and as a final cause in the form of highest good that is a
total rationality, causes the evolutionary movement of the humankind
throughout history.
In this sense, what the human being has offered in the form of cultures
and civilizations throughout history, is based thoroughly on the conscious
use of the capabilities and the possibility that nature and God’s providence
have offered in the form of capabilities, possibilities, and conflicts so that he
can use them on his benefit and with the formation of comprehensive civil
institutions make the realization of the culture of skill and living coupled
with the moral virtues in a society of peace and security possible and benefit
from strife and war and sectional peace in favor of growth of reason and
stable peace as the highest political good (IDEA, fp. 4 &TP, 8:348-349).In
other words, this is God Himself as a practical reason that with designing
purposeful nature has created both the conflict between virtue and happiness
in this world, and the necessary solution for enjoying such conflict and
getting rid of it through their cooperation and alignment in the civil society
and commonwealth society. All these valuable human measurements in
history have been taken place with the aim of achieving a conflict-free
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society and the unity between reason and desire or the unity between virtue
and happiness; a motivation always in work.
Conclusion
Nature wants to spread the human wisdom. Hence, in addition to
creating conflicts in human existence, it has taken into his service
purposefully the external world so that the ideal of humanity can flourish
consciously through the above-mentioned conflicts and accompaniment of
nature, and human can be objectively and rationally free and complete.
Although Kant has considered the realization and clearness of this ideal as
intellectual and supersensible, this ultimate idea – that is at the same time the
ultimate purpose of nature and the human being –serves to evolve nature and
the formation of civil society and the republic system. It also paves the way
to the human progress and perfection through the conflicts existing in the
human being. In this totality, the conflict between happiness and virtue in
human existence is not an unnatural and unnecessary conflict, but a
completely fundamental basis for moving towards pure rationality and full
freedom or the intelligible idea of the highest good.
In this framework, as long as the individuals, the nations and states do
activity in this world, they are permanently in conflict; but exactly the same
conflict helps humankind come near the final ideal and the unity free from
conflicts step by step. Therefore, this is the humankind that moves toward
the idea of unity and the highest good free from conflict. Thus, in the process
of the gradual and evolutionary growth of the reason during history, people
and the nations in the best conditions under the culture of skill realize the
civil institutions in which individuals organize the conflicts in a secular and
subjective way for reaching more unity, decrease the friction between virtue
and happiness, and provide a tangible level of the highest good in the
tangible world.
So, contrary to Reath, we can claim that theological interpretation of the
concept of highest good – in which the separation of human practical reason
and divine practical reason comes to an end, and the idea of freedom is
realized alongside the other intelligible ideas and is actualized with their help
– is the ultimate cause of the culture of skill and the secular interpretation of
the highest good concept. Therefore, secular and theological interpretations
of the highest good are complementary and cannot be proposed independent
of one another. On the one hand, the intellectual idea of the highest good in
the theological interpretation or the culture of discipline has a positive and
ultimate presence throughout history, and plays a role similar to the concrete
condition of the culture of skill. On the other hand, the secular and realizable
concept of the highest good in the tangible world that is presented in the
culture of skill as is the formal condition for the realization of the intellectual
idea of the highest good. Therefore, without human civil and cultural
activities or the social and political highest good in the secular interpretation,
the achievement of the ultimate end is not conceivable. In other words, the
intellectual idea of the highest good can be realized through subjective
activities. Kant consciously emphasized the agency of human in progressing
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the process of rationality. So, considering the interdependence of these two
conceptions of the highest good, their explanations are not separate from
each other; Kant himself has proposed these two interpretations together in
all of his critical works, which also confused Reath.
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Introduction
Ferdinand de Saussure, the Swiss linguist and semiotician, examined
the synchronic structure of language and distinguished signifier (form) and
signified (meaning), and the gap between the two in the sign system of
language. Also, meaning is arbitrary in his view, i.e., there is not an inherent
relationship between signifier and signified and therefore meaning and
object are unrelated. Saussure left a deep impression on many linguists who
followed him including Kristeva though for post-structuralists, language
systems and events take place over time or diachronically. Kristeva
attempted to expand knowledge of psychoanalysis beyond its disciplinary
borders and into the linguistic and literary realms in order to get rid of
structuralist restrictions and account for the humans' mental and inferential
crises. Upon arriving in France, she publicized her revolutionary, drastic,
and deconstructionist tendencies in language and literary texts. Her first
book entitled, ‘Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and
Art’, translated in English in 1980, primarily focused on literary and poetic
texts re-examining the linguistic structures in socio-historical domains
(linguistic structures). In the 1970s, her views initiated dramatic changes in
the linguistic and psychoanalytic theories focusing mainly on subject and
language. She sought to address the kind of processes dynamism of
signification signs can change themselves. In her view, poetic language
complements the conventional language and contains organized codes and
discourse since it is replete with signification processes.
Throughout most of her works, time awareness and drive are vividly
addressed since it is one of our main concerns. It appears that her perspective
of the language is heavily influenced by that of Saussure whereas for
defining the notion of ‘subject’ she borrows concept from psychoanalysts
such as Freud, Lacan, Klein though , of course, she never defines ‘subject’ in
purely structuralist terms. Barthes believes that Kristeva changes the status
of objects such that even her perception of intertextuality was an influence
from linguists like Saussure and Bakhtin.
The concept of language as a phenomenon
Conceptualizing language is the key to understanding human and social
history. Examining the phenomenon of language along with its historical
structure is indebted to phenomenological knowledge and Ferdinand de
Saussure was the first to raise the issue of language in modern era. For
Kristeva it is the semiotic structure of language which “analyzes external and
internal, concrete and non-concrete realities into linguistic elements.”
(Kristeva, 1981: 222). From Piaget's perspective, "sensori-motor operations
originate prior to language, and acquiring thought grows out of a languagefree symbolic-conceptual operation" (Piaget, 1962: 46). Klein, the Austrian
psychoanalyst, emphasized pre-oedipal stage where the subject seeks to
notice castration and super-ego. These pre-oedipal processes, Kristeva states,
are associated with maternal body:
“The process of signifiance in language is two-fold: semiotic
which comprises the subject's internal drives by means of which
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physical energy and emotions are expressed in language and symbolic
that are governed by rules, grammar and transparency and are used for
expressing the situation”.(Kristeva, 1974: 22-23)
Kristeva drawing on the distinction introduces a contrast between
semiotic language on the one hand and formal or symbolic language (which
is father-centerd) on the other as noted by Lacan since the semiotic form
suggests the first configuration in which mother and child interaction at preoedipal stage takes place. The sign language which precedes the codified
language is spontaneous, free and motile. In her book ‘Polylogue’ which
deals with symbolization, Kristeva sets out to elucidate signifier processes
drawing upon Lacanian theory of psychoanalysis. Though ineffective in its
pure form, the latter theory helped Kristeva illustrate subject metamorphosis
against language in the form of a relationship because subject at the core of
unity is able to express the logic of dynamic signifier through language.
Moreover, for Kristeva ‘semiotic’ knowledge is not part of the meaning
process but in fact it creates identity and ‘self’ for the subject because it can
be seen as the representation of vocal, motor sensations of primary, preoedipal processes.
Therefore, one can claim that the drives are released into the core of
language, and the meaning process develops only when the speech
production and enunciation is realized in relation with other (i.e. other
subject). In fact, it appears to the authors that Kristeva can have altered the
status of objects, and may have even more dramatically revolutionized the
latest hypotheses of the time. Many Kristevan concepts such as the structure
of language, Chora, the other, etc. are conceptualized within the domain of
the unconscious. Language for her is the realm of life and death. It also
appears that she thinks of ‘a need for belief’ in humankind’s psyche as well
as in the history of human societies. Therefore, a temporal creation and
promotion of ‘the need’ can change our mental images and beliefs.
Kristeva and Lacan
Publicizing the hypothesis that “unconscious is structured like
language” and drawing on the views of Saussure and Freud, Lacan believed
that the child upon entering the semiotic realm experiences language domain
and is separated from others (maternal body). It is the domain of language in
which the child gets to know the rules and structure of language, whereas
Kristeva believes that separation from the other (object) happens prior to
self-identity (or Lacan’s mirror stage). As for Lacan, language structure
shapes unconscious desires, cultural structures and human mentalities
(Lacan, 1966: 220). Kristeva, however, assigns the origin of language to an
indefinite space that cannot come into existence independent of maternal
body. Subject, too, has an identity of which s/he is the least aware since
awareness necessitates a dominance over the unconscious. Lacan believes
that two ingenious trends are involved in processing language structure:
metaphor and metonymy. The former indicates summarizing while the latter
suggests shifting both of which embrace effects, realizations and
manifestations at the unconscious level (Lacan, 1966: 322). Following
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Lacan, phallus is signifier-oriented and therefore we seek the inner desire;
therefore, subject language develops along the same lines so that inner,
psychological needs can be met. In fact, phallus is what we are constantly
after in order to obviate our needs. On the other hand, Kristeva maintained
that women and men could go beyond paternalistic thought and language
were they to access the semiotic dimension of language. It must be noted
that the semiotic aspects of language must not be held synonymous with
semiotics as a field of study the central concern of which is to analyze the
system of signs through the lens of culture. One may, therefore, say that the
semiotic dimension refers to the way we speak or instance the emotions that
are expressed through the quality of our voice or the body language. Bearing
this in mind, Kristeva’s ideas must not come as a surprise that “for instance
the scientific discourse tends to minimize the elements of the semiotic
dimensions of language as far as possible” (Kristeva, 1980: 134).
Consequently, we can conclude that language carrying emotional and senseperceptional undertone can dissociate itself from syntactic and formal rules
and emerges as an energy-laden potentiality. This view, by virtue of
emphasizing Chora, drifted away from basic Freudian and Lacanian ideas
and ascribed language development to Chora even during the early
childhood years. The authors believe that Kristeva’s Post-Nietzschean world
works its way well into the depths of mind and nature to represent ‘subject’
and ‘the other’ within the realm of consciousness and signifiance.
Subject and culture
For Kristeva, biological drives are understandable merely through
language and culture though the subjectivity structure is of quite dynamic
but vague forms. Subject develops at the core of subjectivity to which
language processing imparts a realization form. It must be added that for
Kristeva, significance process operates based on combining mental and
social dimensions. Semiotic systems, thus, in and through subject, society,
and art is able to alter signifier systems and symbolic rules are reversed
because:
“This very heterogeneous procès de signifiance is a practical form
of structuration and destructuration. A transition from mental and
social realm and eventually jouissance and revolution” (Kristeva,
1975: 15).
As the volatility of text semiotics is very much highlighted and is
thereby visible in the poetic language, for Kristeva subject gives rise to the
system of signifiers. The system which has the semiotic and symbolic
functions, according to Kristeva:
The game starts at the meeting point of nature (essence) and
culture, and this very game accounts for all objects, and people
including the mother and the child. The game theory is associated with
art both in explaining the importance of symbols and signs and when
showing the ‘how’ of material experiences in providing ingredients for
it. Both aspects deal with the question of which of them is at the
margins of language. Furthermore, examining the newborn’s pre-
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linguistic stage indicates the importance of these margins for
subsequent uses in language. Therefore, something like a game begins
before ‘self’ emerges before the own self is shown, nature culminates as
an outpouring of disorganized volatilities of desires in child’s body and
at Chora stage goes on, which is a container free of any orientation or
space before the child enters the semiotic system. (Kristeva, 1980: 2816).
Therefore, the semiotic act that is the result of the first voices,
behaviors, gestures, releasing energy and expression of feelings meets with
symbolic act in the context of signification that involves rule-based and rulegoverned language. On the other hand, the child’s semiotic Chora is the
psycho-physical space where energy or internal drives are organized and
expressed. In her view, the subject and the system which creates signifiers
(such as conventional, literary, mythical language, etc.) are shaped within a
bi-directional dialectics: semiotic and symbolic. Kristeva distinguishes the
first stage of signification as semiotic which she calls Chora (as a preverbal
phase) and along which drives develop. Kristeva, drawing upon subject’s
discontinuity could show that Chora lacks order and stability. If seen from
Freudian point of view, Chora encapsulates the subject’s relationships with
the outside world, behaviors, colors, and reactions. It must, however, be
noted that Chora is not specifically a Freudian id because in Kristeva’s
opinion it embraces ego and the individual as opposed to society. This very
process leads us to the next stage, i.e. symbolic and social: the system in
which signification develops and within the process there is a sweeping
semiotic flood in the form of signifier that in depicts itself association with
signified. In this way, it can be argued that social rules can determine the
semiotic and symbolic systems. In sum, for meaning creation to take place
we are dealing with the development of semiotic Chora which is
meaningless by themselves. At the later stage, comes the symbolic stage
within which signifier and signified are shaped. However, in the Chora
space, a flowing subconscious territory exists:
“It is beyond the reproduction of signifier (vocal, motor and
verbal) where subject passes from the symbolic dimension and accesses
the semiotic Chora _ which is another side of the social border.”
(Kristeva, 1974:77).
The signification process, therefore, incorporates the semiotic act and
can show the subject in different processing forms while in the signification
context, the subject loses its unity. In other words, the agent for producing
signifiance is a mixture of semiotic and symbolic dimensions. Along these
lines, she consolidated Althousser’s theoretical application of reality though,
of course, authorities like Waldstein deemed it an intellectual frivolity
(Waldstein, 2008: 100). On the other hand, even for Kristeva, myths come
into play in the symbolic dimension since it is a system that follows social
rules. Accordingly, myths are of semiotic origin and are associated with
logos process which plays a role in satisfying the drives. Therefore, it is
within the context of the signification system that subject is formed or
destroys itself. (Kristeva, 1989: 272).
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Structure and mechanism of ‘Language’
After her well-known work ‘Revolution in Poetic Language’ (1974),
Kristeva took interest in psychoanalysis. Employing the theory
‘Sémanalyse’, she sought to make a connection between semiotic knowledge
and psychoanalysis and believed that a written text is a dynamic object
which calls for specific semantic-linguistic analyses. Heavily influenced by
Bakhtinian ideas in dialogism (or the dialogic nature of text), she states that
“literary text realization involves texts. These very texts require a theory
which is dominant like an analytic-linguistic idea in the realm of the
developed signifiers” (Kristeva, 1969: 217). Her theory which moves away
from structural semantics and is looking for significations that emerge in a
literary text. Actually, all concepts employed by her are associated with the
social and biological environment in one way or other. Poetic language, too,
is an emotional and implicit language whereby meaning perception would
not actualize merely by recourse to structure, and it is the Chora domain that
shapes the psychological pre-language and our being on account of motility.
In her opinion, a ‘sign’ is a reflective element that contributes to the
presence and existence of signification within the text. Of course, as Kristeva
maintains intertextuality that concerns the collective awareness on the part of
humans in the realm of literature and writing facilitates understanding
culture and raises text interaction for discovering meaning. Kristeva talking
of two crucial elements sets out to analyze texts:
“At the first step, the realm of sign-semiotics of the written work is
examined. The way the géno-text is produced is associated with drive
dimension of the individual, the linguistic uses at childhood or with
schizophrenia and in Kristeva’s language is usually regarded maternal
or feminine. This form of the text contains semiotic processes that
contribute to the emergence of symbolic forms. This form of text
includes a set of non-linguistic phenomena which is far from rule
orientation and conventionalization because it shows motility of words.
Another element is the symbolic stage which is linked with language
rules such as signs, syntax or semantics. This dimension constitutes the
same discourse which creates the physical and concrete form of the text
or phenol-text with paternal or masculine overtones. This concrete form
follows communication principles; thus, phenol-text is a structure
governed by interactions involving competence and performance that
requires an enunciating subject and receives messages. The géno-text
with its signifiance process comprises semiotic (drives and oedipal)
forms because the subject is born committed to the biological and
social constructs.” (Kristeva, 1974: 83-84).
From this point of view, writing indicates a signifiance process which
divides into networks such as speech. In fact, the same attitude is expressed
by Lacan the bipolar distinction that characterizes western philosophy:
mother-material-nature as opposed to father-language-culture. The subject
that has been trapped between semiotic and symbolic stage, and between
drive-oriented and rational subjects proves itself through textual
propositions. Kristeva, who was influenced by dialectic materialism, set
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history and production conditions as the requisites for language. In other
words, philosophical understanding of language became politically
motivated losing sight of its inherent analytic perspective. The only
individual liberty is against the signs of presence. Kristeva believes that
psychoanalysis must pay a close attention to the meaning crises of the poets
and writers and those of subject and structure. We make use of signification
in order to express situation that are in turn overshadowed by drives and
psychic tendencies. Therefore, assuming the conditions for signification, it
can be said that “language as a social attitude necessarily contains both
semiotic and symbolic tendencies a priori though they have been combined
in different ways in order to create various discourses and various
signification attitudes” (Kristeva, 1980: 134). It is through the semiotic
aspect of the language that we, though subconsciously, constantly stay in
touch with non-verbal, precognitive experience, with instinctive acts, and
with the most basic relations with our mothers. Despite the fact that Kristeva
introduced ‘subject’s tendency’ in linguistics and semiotics, one cannot
assign the linguistic identity to the individual’s inner tendencies since
language development in Kristeva’s terms is largely feminine which
originates from the inner, pre- and post-natal challenges present in the milieu
of languages and is, therefore, free from racial or gendered labels.
Language and Significance
In her book, Language: An Entity Unknown, Kristeva examines
linguistic explorations across civilizations. In fact, the linguistic analysis
envisioned by Kristeva is intertwined with philosophy and society. Semiotic
forms stretch out of the borderlines of signification form and basis to
embrace the depths of unconscious stimulated by internal drives. To define
the concept of semiosis, she draws on the concept of Chora, a term she has
borrowed from Plato. In the this sense, Chora is the focal point of coming
into existence, motility, feelings, instincts and the generating force behind
signification. More specifically, it is “within the mother-child relational
space” or the uterine that the infant’s physical and embryonic status is
established prior to language. Therefore, Chora is the space for the
development of ‘ego’, and in this way, significance and structure can have
unstable images. Since signifiance is developed within the same space,
subject can experience it at the narcissistic stage and is constantly trying to
achieve becoming or mutation. Another realm that is remarkable is the one
in which the child distinguishes between ‘self’ and the other. In other words,
the distinction between subject and object proceeds to the thetic stage that is
the onset of making signification and subjectivity growth. At this stage, the
‘other’ becomes distinct and outstanding as a prerequisite for establishing
signification system. Chora space is the same as semiotic space and prior to
enunciation. In the signification process, our internal drives are released
through the use of language. Therefore, in Kristeva’s terms, subject is
actualized when language is used. In the depths of writing lies a potentiality
for describing a phallic situation in which men and women are distinguished
and the subject identifies with the speech producer’s desire and the search
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for the discursive concept. The feminine situation of the speech, on the other
hand, challenges the same search for and dominance over speech beyond
language distinction, signifiers and jouissance. As a semiotician, Kristeva in
‘The Revolution in Poetic Language’ devotes much of her attention to the
mechanisms which she calls ‘le process de signifiance’. This process
account for the development of meaning in the communicative framework
among subject, other and the society. As she argues, signifiance means
unlimited and unrestricted birth, continuous operation of internal drives at
the core of language the subject's interaction with institutions.” (Kristeva,
1974: 15). Thanks to the notion of ‘sign’ and signification system, she
claimed that she could create a kind of macro-physical world of culture in
the structure of subject and language in the light of which semiotic systems
at the core of history and culture could be shown. Nevertheless, drawing
upon the humanities in an eclectic fashion has rendered her views a
superficial and formalistic quality. This suggests that the Freudian system
acknowledged by Lacan and Kristeva would be a hasty, unthinking
rationalism (and therefore abstract) which run against Freud. Very
conspicuously, Kristeva in analyzing the subject’s language and text drifts
away from diachronic and synchronic approaches and employs a metatemporal approach in order to establish a system based on the semiotic
discontinuity of the language since in her view, language and subjectivity
interact.
Kristeva and intertextuality
Influenced by the Bakhtinian dialogism, Kristeva believed that the
comprehensibility come become possible only through intertextuality.
Todorov states that “Poetica addressed special or literary discourse”; on the
contrary, literary genres ever since the classical times up to the present can
reflect the modern concept of ‘intertextuality’. The concept and the structure
presented by Kristeva dramatically expanded the domain of intersubjectivity
already touched upon by Bakhtin. She believed that “a text develops as a
combination of quotations” (Kristeva, 1969: 85). For her, the poetic text can
find meaning within the historical and social contexts. In fact, every text is
fashioned by an already existing text. Intertextuality, in Kristeva’s terms, is a
transfer process from one semiotic and signification system to another. In
such a process, the subject releases feelings, internal drives in the form of
symbols and signification. Therefore, every text is “an amalgamation of
quotes, and transformation of a text.” (Kristeva, 1969: 85). In texts which
remarkably show the semiotic form and structure, we would encounter a
géno-text, and if we see the dominance of the symbolic form we would face
an emerging or a phéno-text. However, in Kristeva’s view, meaning
development does not consist in formal and superficial signification, rather
the emotional materials and ingredients within the text also contribute to the
meaning. Accordingly, language structures presents itself in two distinct
ways in the text: the structured and rule-governed form or the symbolic
realm (this realm accounts for the child’s language development and
identity), and the semiotic form of the language that embraces emotional and
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drive-based form of the language and enables the subject to release the
internal drives.
Conclusion
Freud, Lacan and Kristeva believe that subject grows out of language
attitudes. Specifically, for Kristeva, language is of two dimensions: symbolic
and semiotic. The former deals with the realm in which words function and
meaning is associated with them. The latter, however, is the aspect of
language inclusive of tone (suprasegmental features of language such as
voice, pitch, volume, harmony) and rhythm. Other things which come in the
latter category are body language during language production that reveals
our feelings (for instance the bodily kinetic orientations which are for sex,
survival, etc.). As we experience the language, both the instinctive reactions
and basic ties with our mothers move to the margin; language is a
paternalistic territory which dominates the symbolic and meaning
developing domain. Following Kristeva, the first stage of meaning
development process is semiotic stage which she names Chora. This stage is
a semiotic preverbal one and is prior to language processing of any motile
subject. In fact, the semiotic dimension in Kristeva’s terms, is a form of
maternal images and the symbolic dimension represents the paternal one.
This is because the semiotic realm mixes the syntactic structure and social
territories. Thus, it can be argued that we use signification process to talk
about the situations which are overshadowed by our internal and psychic
drives. Eventually, considering the nature of language as a social attitude, it
embodies the semiotic and symbolic features a priori. Fundamentally,
Kristeva in analyzing the subject’s language, moved away from diachronic
and synchronic analyses in order to give rise to a system based on semiotic
discontinuity since in her view, subjectivity and language are constantly
involved in interaction.
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The paper addresses the main questions to be dealt with by any semantic
theory which is committed to provide an explanation of how meaning is
possible. On one side the paper argues that the resources provided by the
development of mathematical logic, theoretical computer science, cognitive
psychology, and general linguistics in the 20th Century, however
indispensable to investigate the structure of language, rely on the existence of
end products in the morphogenesis of meaning. On the other, the paper argues
that philosophy of language, which, either in the analytic or the structuralist
or the hermeneutical tradition, made little use of such resources (when they
are not simply rejected). Left the main question unanswered. Though
phenomenology intended to focus on the constitutive process, it ended up
mostly with philology. Cognitive semantics paved the way to focus on patterns
of bodily interaction within the natural environment out of which basic
schemes emerge and are metaphorically “lifted” to any universe of discourse.
The explanatory commitment is thus endorsed through two hypotheses: (1)
these schemes, of topological and kinaesthetic structure, determine the range
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1. from the end-product to the patterns of its genesis
Just as Aristotle claimed about being, meaning also is spoken of in many ways.
The different facets of its study reflect the diverse interests and priorities of
linguists, logicians, philosophers and cognitive psychologists. If the theory of
meaning is to form a unified scientific inquiry, it should cover all these aspects
and offer some account of their interconnection. However, most lines of
research in semantics have oscillated between an obsession with taxonomy or
exercises in modelling only those aspects of meaning which lend themselves
to formalization within a chosen theoretical framework – with respect to which
other aspects are dismissed as negligible or incidental.
I want to propose a different focus of inquiry: what makes meanings
possible in the first place? What if semantic inquiry aimed to explain the
processes operating in the constitution of meanings rather than to analyse
meanings as already constituted and wholly determinate “entities”? Such a
shift of focus suggests that the study of the constitutive grounds of meaning
can no longer consist in listing its multiple components and selecting those
which best allow of being modelled within a pre-existing framework for
semantic theory, but rather in trying to identify and clarify the principles which
govern meaning-formation. I also intend to show how such a refocused
investigation of meaning might be connected with a refocused conception of
the foundations of mathematics.
Such a re-oriented perspective has broadly guided my research since my
1974 Thesis at the University of Florence. At the outset, this tie between the
sources of semantic capacity and the sources of mathematical thought was
simply a working hypothesis, aimed at a renovation of phenomenology. Later
it developed into a more substantial and autonomous perspective centered on
making explicit the connection between the “embodied mind” approach to
cognitive semantics and the category-theoretic view of the foundations of
mathematics. That connection lies in those perception/action patterns which
underpin the morphogenesis of basic mathematical notions.
The motivations for such an inquiry into the bodily roots of formal
constructions were already present within the phenomenological tradition,
although they were largely ignored both by cognitive scientists and by
mathematicians addressing foundational questions from the standpoint of the
axiomatic method as usually understood and applied. On the other hand, with
the exception of a few original investigations (such as those by Hermann Weyl
and, many years later, by Robert Tragesser),1 phenomenologically oriented
studies became little more than an exercise in Husserlian philology, which
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made little or no contribution to understanding the architecture of formal
thought other than through mereology.
Filling this gap is in this respect far more than an eclectic enterprise. First,
the naturalistic orientation of any appeal to the notion of “embodiment” is at
odds not only with many achievements of logic-inspired semantics, but also
with much of semiotics and with the established ways in which analytic
philosophers have thought about meaning in terms of a descriptive
metaphysics. Secondly, the category-theoretic perspective on foundations of
mathematical thought is likewise at odds with an equally strong tradition in
the identification and interpretation of the principles of mathematics. Thirdly,
it is not clear how these two alternatives to the “received view” are linked in
a fruitful way.
2. Tools for understanding
“This is no longer semantics. It is just mathematics in disguise” and “This is
not semantics but rather some odd sort of formal psychology, one in which
different aspects of meaning are confused in a vain attempt to bypass the effort
needed to achieve a rigorous semantics on the lines already established in the
analytic tradition”. These were typical of the reactions to such a program
linking the study of patterns of meaning-formation and categorytheoretic research into the foundations of mathematics.
To counter these reactions, three principal sources are relevant: gestalt
theory in psychology, topos theory in mathematics, and cognitive grammar in
linguistics. I suppose the present audience is familiar with gestalt theory. As
for topos theory, here I confine myself to saying it is a branch of category
theory in which algebraic geometry and logic met in a deep and fruitful way,
and out of this meeting, a new viewpoint on foundations emerged.2 Turning to
cognitive grammar: one milestone was the analysis of metaphor as a cognitive
process which transfers meanings out of bodily experience into and across
other domains, thereby revealing the motion-laden nature of mind and
providing a clue to the way in which the structure of any thought is manifested
in language.
In light of the evidence gathered by cognitive grammarians, the task of
semantics differs from to the way traditionally conceived in logic and
linguistics, since priority is assigned to the sensorimotor patterns behind the
meaning of any sentence. Thus, both the idea of formal semantics as a refuge
for metaphysical nostalgia and the idea of philosophy as conceptual analysis
underpinned by the clarification of meanings – through the logical
investigation and/or regimentation of language – are seen to rest on flawed
assumptions. But at the same time, the pragmatist and
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hermeneutical repudiation of formal semantics is also rejected. That
repudiation is revealed as driven by a kind of compulsion to return to the
womb (the magical open sesame permitting re-entry to which was the appeal
to the context-relativity of all meanings) – a compulsion born of lack of an
explanatory framework for intentionality, joined with rejection of the very
attempt at a theory.
In semantics, both the taxonomy of basic patterns of meaning across
natural languages and the range of possible conventions about logical form to
model linguistic evidence were superseded by “cognitive grammar”, which
finally assumes the explanatory task by bridging the gap between the data
collected by comparative linguistics and the cognitive gestalts instantiated by
basic, logic-free sentences in any natural language or any fragment of it used
in the metalanguage of a formalised language. The underlying project was
usually associated with the rejection of formal semantics. But formal
semantics as such is of little help (as saying that astronomy benefits from
equations: which ones?) until it becomes model theory, but model theory
assumes an extensive range of structures as given. Thus I was led to rethink
the cognitive grounds of model theory, rather than dismissing it.3
“Cognitive grammar” is a name for a species of cognitive semantics. Now,
sticking to the genus, suppose cognitive grammar shows the inadequacy of
any formal/computational approach and any purely referential/causal
determination of meaning, the question “What lies behind meaning?” is still
in need of an answer. You could claim that behind meaning there are
(unconscious) cultural constructs not fixed by causal chains, actual reference,
rules of logical syntax or algorithms. But you could also claim there are
selective patterns residing at some level of the structure and/or functioning of
the brain.
Indeed, meaning is said in many ways. Without further expanding the list
of alternatives, it is already difficult to see how one could reconcile even these
first two. Such a difficulty is increased by the moral which is often drawn from
the failure of the “received view” – a relativistic and skeptic moral that is due
to two flawed implications.
3. Flawed implications
First, does cognitive semantics really imply the dismissal of the very concept
of objective reality? This concept had historically taken various shapes, the
negation cannot concern just that naive form of “objectivism” as a position
which blends traditional tenets (in both a metaphysical and an epistemological
key) of rationalism, appeal to brute facts, Platonism and naïve realism.
Moreover, if the bodily roots of meaning count as objective, and the
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corresponding phenomenological alternative to objectivism is consistent,
the attack on objectivity is self-refuting: If reality itself, inclusive of our body,
is socially constructed, the objectivity of both the literal and the metaphorical
collapses, but then the appeal to the bodily roots of meaning is also deprived
of any explanatory value. Why be worried by the notion of the bodily roots of
meaning if the body itself is not real?
The second implication concerns the rejection, in keeping with Husserl’s
legacy, of any use of mathematics within cognitive semantics, on the grounds
that since mathematics itself becomes the object of linguistic and
psychological investigation, to exploit mathematical concepts, particularly in
analyzing the meaning of mathematical sentences, is just straightforwardly
circular. Is one then to say that cosmology is circular because it is done by
living beings whose very existence is made possible by what they are trying
to understand?
Opposition to the above argument does not come from denying the need to
consider subjective experience and self-reference in talking about reality. This
is the position I argued in developing the viewpoint named “entwined
naturalism”.5 On this view, we can recover (so to speak) “second order”
objectivity from the recognition that the cognitive/linguistic resources of the
knowing/speaking subject themselves form a dynamical system (or
a structure/object acting on other structures/objects), which in common with
any dynamical system is itself acted on by other structure/objects arising in
nature.
It is just this recognition which makes category theory an appropriate tool
for describing the dynamical architecture of meaning-formation, since
category theory focuses on invariance under structure-transfer and looks for
cross-domain principles rather than for ontological homogeneity. Thus, in the
study of cognition, it allows for a direct formulation of the patterns
of meaning-formation and in this way meaning becomes the subject matter of
a richer natural science, rather than a subject whose principles are beyond
formalisation (the “ineffability of semantic content” which has often been
appealed to as an argument against physicalism or any causal closure of the
world).
4. Wisdom and deception
Once the two flawed implications are set aside, such a renewed
phenomenological perspective admits the relevance of logic and set theory in
semantics just as was suggested within analytic philosophy, with the aim of
eliminating loose and ambiguous talk about the notions of truth and meaning.
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But is also enables us to see why the promptings of the analytic turn were at
the same time both wise and deceptive.
In what sense deceptive? The moral drawn from the disappointments and
frustrations encountered using the tools of classical logic, set theory, Tarskian
semantics, possible world semantics and, later, programs for AI or even
constructive type theory for semantics of programming languages, was that
access to meaning has nothing to do with toolboxes of any formal description.
The deceptiveness encountered in the choice of toolkit made blinded some to
the need of mathematics in a scientific theory of cognition.
The resort to mathematical logic at the origins of analytic philosophy was
indeed wisdom. It was well-motivated and led to great advances in the
understanding the structure of language. And just as the early analytic
philosophers had sound motives for making use of logic in the analysis of
both natural and formal languages, so there are sound motives for exploring
topics relevant to the theory of meaning with the aid of notions drawn from
the category-theoretic presentation of linguistic and inferential structure.6
One century ago the motives for the “linguistic turn” did not spring from
the conviction that the mathematicians had made available some kind of
miraculous oracle or key to the universe, and today the categorical approach
to semantics should remind philosophers to be on guard against the risk that
what they say about the structure of language or the architecture of the
mind may often be unwittingly influenced by paleo-ontology – buried
metaphysical presuppositions and assumptions suitably reassembled to build
up a new version of metaphysics, be it Aristotelian or Platonic, monistic or
pluralistic, Being-oriented or Becoming oriented, materialistic or antimaterialistic, because any version makes use of the same array of semantic
resources which are literally understood only through our bodily experience.
It is this array of resources and theory patterns of combination which are under
investigation. If these give rise to a system, we are obliged to make its structure
explicit. But this structure has a schematic nature and it is not monolithic: it
has many components (each admitting many instances) which can be
combined in many ways. If such components are organized into sufficiently
independent substructures which formally compose with each other,
describing the resulting architecture requires the language of mathematics.
While it is an illusion that pre-packaged recipes work in philosophy (as,
indeed, anywhere else) - be they provided by a successful scientific model,
an all-around methodology, a beautiful mathematical theory or a merely
therapeutic analysis of language - no solution to semantic problems is obtained
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by claiming that meaning is beyond any systematic, principled, precisely
formulated description.
Both in logic and in linguistics the central defect of semantics was a
fixation on the end-product, ignoring the process of meaning-formation. The
meaning of terms, predicates and sentences (truth-conditions) is defined by
recursion starting from the respective inductive base, i.e., primitive terms and
predicates giving rise to atomic sentences, but the identification of what they
respectively stand for is simplicity assumed. Both philosophers of language
who typically thought of meanings as complete and absolutely determinate,
and philosophers who denied this, nonetheless shared such a fixation. Causal
theories of reference were an attempt to remedy this defect but they did not go
beyond the setting of already established natural languages. Moreover, in
cognitive psychology the attention paid to the logical aspects of the
understanding of meanings generally stopped at the syllogistic level. In
computer science there was reason for this focus in the end-product, since
programming languages and their semantics are designed from scratch in
terms of “procedures”, to be executed on data provided by whatsoever input
device. There are also theorems which inform us that there are inherent limits
to computability, but they do not concern the window of accessibility to data.
On the one hand, meanings are supposed to be in the head of the programmer
in already complete determinate form, on the other hand AI systems for
language understanding still rely on a disembodied syntax, or else, in
connectionist approaches, bypass syntax altogether.
5. How to overcome the obstacles?
The obstacles met so far can be overcome by taking jointly into consideration
the following three kinds of constraints:
D1) the system dynamics which allows for the emergence of gestalts – and in
particular the role of topological ur-gestalts in establishing primal reference
to identifiable places, objects, object-states and actions;
D2) the way in which logical properties are intrinsically tied to the cohesive
and variable structure of the objects composing the universe of discourse;
D3) the spatial roots of any syncategorematic expression, and thus of all
notions through which syntax is built up.
Within this integrated perspective we can recognize the limitations of such
static pictures as those associated with the earlier frameworks for the study of
meaning discussed above and we are led rather to consider the genesis of
conceptual structure. Such a search is directed not so much – or at least not
only – at a uniform solution to the philosophical problems related to language
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(such uniformity might still in principle be the consequence of a heavenly
realm of pure Platonic Forms of Meanings). It is rather a search for the kind
of uniformity exhibited by basic interaction patterns of an organism (as
opening/closing, joining/dividing, grasping/leaving) whose very existence is
made possible by conditions subject to the natural constraints. With this shift
of focus, we are led out of the old statics centered on the study of semantic
content as an end-product and towards a dynamics of the formation of
concept-patterns which also compose with each other in a finite number of
ways but produce a potentially infinite range of propositions.
This research project does not to start from scratch, since different
theoretical guidelines and methods already converge on it. One that deserves
particular attention has been pursued for many years by Jean Petitot,
exploiting the resources of differential topology, after the pioneering intuitions
of René Thom, as for example when he looks at predication as capture,
according to the prey-predator dynamics.7 But much remains to be done
especially as concerns the cognitive genesis of logical structure. We should
not forget that if a semantic theory re-focused on meaning formation marks a
step forward from previous study of static, timelessly reified meanings, it is
thanks to the prior achievements in logical analysis of language and
particularly of the relationships between syntax and semantics. It was this
which led 20th Century mathematical logic to the creation of model theory,
one of its greatest achievements. One could say the analysis of language led
out of itself – not towards a jungle of context-bound usage, unstructured by
principles, but rather towards a geometry of meaning-patterns (in a wide sense,
since no specific notion if distance is presupposed).
The small group of researchers who have pioneered this field over the last
30 years or so know from experience how resistant philosophers in both the
analytic and the so-called “continental” tradition remain to such ideas. I hope
the present audience is not disposed to view cognitive semantics as a marginal
field of inquiry which leaves the core of philosophy of language untouched,
or to think it is marginal because of the mathematical notions to which it
appeals, i.e., those of category theory. My claim is that this research centrally
affects all the various aspects of the study of meaning. To argue this I now
survey8 the main steps which led to my present view of “what lies behind
meaning”.
6. from disembodied intentionality to embodied intentionality
The idea of using categories within semantic theory (other than the category
of sets in its membership-as-primitive-based guise) can be seen in retrospect
as a natural option. It provided the most general and rigorous framework for
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the study of the relationship – and notably the irreducibility – of sense to
reference and intension to extension. This idea should not be confused with a
proposal for an intensional ontology. Rather, it allows us to recognise the
fallacy implicit in all such proposals hitherto.
That fallacy consists in the “instantaneous” treatment of a map as an object
(in particular of a function as a set) and thereby fails to take account of the
objectification process which permits the faithful representation of different
maps, f,g : A → B, into different “elements” of a function space object BA.
But, when I suggested at the end of my 1974 thesis that category theory might
provide a natural means to distinguish intension and extension within the same
universe of discourse, it was not considered a “natural” option at all.
If intensionality is bound up with intentionality – that is to say if the sense,
as distinct from the reference, of an expression is the outcome of the very
constitutive process whereby the human mind exploits patterns of objects and
actions, then the language of categorical language becomes a natural resource
also for phenomenologists, provided two Husserlian tenets are set aside: 1)
that phenomenology is a sort of pre-science, and 2) that such a pre-science
could only be of a purely descriptive character. But if the noema, as the
phenomenological counterpart of meaning, is subject to composition and
transformation laws, why could these laws not be presented according a
formal, even axiomatic, treatment?
It was with the aim of exploring that possibility that I presented, at Ettore
Casari’s “Saturday Seminar” in 1975, an axiomatic treatment of the notion of
noema. What was missing in that proposal was a characterisation of the
ambient category for interpretation maps. In fact the needed universe of
discourse already existed and was already properly defined. It was provided
by Bill Lawvere’s functorial semantics and its use in topos theory, the logicrelated aspects of which had been extensively developed in the wake of
Lawvere’s path-breaking discoveries. At the time I was unaware of this and
still believed that any language, typed or untyped, could have a semantics only
within the universe of sets.
Moreover, since set-theoretic semantics for just a small fragment of natural
language was beset with so many obstacles in trying to model contextual
variation of meaning, one could jump to the conclusion that some aspects of
linguistic praxis were beyond formalisation and that the variety of usage
precluded any systematic general theory of meaning. It seemed that
philosophical analysis could at most aim at de-misting different portions of
the mirror of language, without hope of an overall understanding of the
principles behind the patchwork. The missing link was what I summed up as
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the depth of surface, namely the essential role of spatial structure in the
capacity to refer-to, as the identification of surfaces is required to discerning
the reference of basic expressions. Furthermore, the topological description of
continua provides the background out of which the discrete characteristics of
language emerge, rather than the converse. Without a recognition of this link,
functions are identified as sets of ordered pairs and we are ready for a medieval
ontology of substance and accidents (or both), now in a relational guise, or we
may choose an ontology of relations out of which individuals and classes are
identified, by passing over both the processes which allow for the constitution
of objects and maps and over the constraints acting on such processes.
This impasse was bound up with the dogma that any rigorous formal
semantics must rest on a set-theoretic framework. Refinements involving
modal notions required for the intensional aspects did not affect the core
dogma and in particular the idea that the interpretation map is an arbitrary
(unconstrained) function from one set to another. From this dogma follow
Hilary Putnam’s arguments about the limits of model-theoretic semantics
directly applied to natural language, starting from the non-categoricity of
reference (Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem).
Some have thought that the information-processing model of the mind
holds out the prospect of an intensional solution to “the problem of meaning”.
On this view conceptual content can in principle be identified with the
algorithmic procedures governing the symbols of a hypothetical inner
language called “Mentalese”. But, aside from the difficulties of completing
such a program, there is a prior objection to the assimilation of an algorithmic
procedure to a special kind of function, when functions are supposed to be
sets: if a procedure requires the set of all its values to be given in order to be
defined, it cannot correspond to the understanding of any meaning by a mind
– other than an omniscient one.
Without necessarily accepting Richard Rorty’s prognosis of the
hermeneutical destiny of analytic philosophy, one can recognise how farranging was the impact of the so-called “linguistic turn” on the information
processing model of the mind. It led to the view that if there is such inner
language of thought, then meaning is confined within the enclosed Cartesian
theatre of inner representations – say, as Mentalese propositions. But then the
“symbolic fallacy” lies in wait. If the meaning of an expression of Language4
is in turn just an expression of a deeper-level Language 2, and so on
recursively, semantics becomes syntax. How then can we enter or exit the
theatre in which meanings are supposedly to be found? Once meaning is just
a “role” in this inner theatre, the fact that language hooks on to the world
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becomes either a miracle or an illusion.9 Moreover, if the grammar and lexicon
of inner representations with which Thought is here identified is a closed
system X of recursive procedures which can be applied to each other, then its
semantics cannot reside in the universe of classical set theory (with sets as
objects and functions as maps). For Cantor's Theorem, applied to such a closed
system X, would imply that it is a singleton (since XX =X). Whereas it seems
we can think more than one thought.10 Thus, typing is necessary, and yet selfreference remains a risky game.
The early version of type theory, with just one ground-type (for individuals
or “logical particulars”) is of no help here, since it provides no way of
understanding how the individuals of that type – whatever they are – could be
identified and hence acquire the phenomenological salience to become
referents for constants (0-ary singular terms) as proper names in natural
language are usually taken to be. By hypothesis the bearers of such names
should be naked, whereas they are in fact spatially qualified.11 Nor does the
admission of many ground-types for different primitive kinds, as mooted in
Richard
Montague's
Intensional
Logic
and
present-day
dependent/polymorphic type theory, provide a way out of the difficulty.
Although taking into account the (no less primitive) kinds of maps whereby
the ground-types are related to each other was certainly an advance, the
cognitive genesis of ground types (and maps) calls for more than a formal
typed hierarchy.
The study of the real semantics of a real language used by real speakers in
the real world cannot ignore a consideration of the cycles of perception and
action which underlay the emergence of meaning either in its extensional or
intensional aspects. Consideration of such cycles leads us out of the fly bottle
of a disembodied semantics, by suggesting three necessary conditions for the
emergence of meaning:
i) principle-governed stability of reference to objects undergoing
continuous changes,
ii) principle-governed stability of the senses of expressions across distinct
domains,
iii) principle-governed constructive reasoning about variable objects in
variable domains.
The import and mutual relationship of these principles has already been
made precise thanks to the categorical analysis of logic in topos
theory(Peruzzi, 2011) and the resulting analysis is of deep consequence for the
transition from a “static” view of semantic contents as finished products to a
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dynamic view of cognitive patterns operating in the constitution of meanings.
This transition turns on the generative power of meaning-patterns, and it is
here that the cognitive role of metaphor enters the scene.
7. Three philosophical turns
The limitations of formal semantic theories for natural language, resting on
either first-order logic favoured by analytic philosophers or the algorithmic
form favoured by computational linguists, had already been detected and
classified in great detail by the early 1980’s. Meantime, a great step towards
understanding the source of such limitations, and towards a unified alternative
picture, came from the work of Jeffrey Gruber, Leonard Talmy, George
Lakoff, Ray Jackendoff, Ron Langacker and other linguists who provided
evidence for the role of spatial metaphors as the trace of gestaltic constraints,
for the fuzzy and radial character of concepts and for what could in general be
termed “positional” thought. These investigations at the core of cognitive
grammar have demonstrated how pervasive is topological structure in the
perception-action cycles underlying the constitution of meaning. They have
also showed the schematic character of basic action-patterns which,
linguistically expressed, act as meaning generators.
By the second half of 1980’s I was asking myself whether
H1) the diagrammatic reasoning whose resurgence is so marked in category
theory can be related to such spatial, schematic and generative structure of
meaning,
and whether
H2) far from being “abstract nonsense”, the category-theoretic description of
universal constructions can provide the way to make precise the conditions
i)-iii) for the emergence of meaning.
Could the turn in cognitive science away from the disembodied view of
mind and rationality converge with the turn from set-theoretic to categorytheoretic semantics?
My conviction as to this convergence was strengthened by the presentation
of the conceptual architecture of mathematics articulated by Saunders Mac
Lane – an articulation based on an atlas of maps depicting the disseminated
sources of meaning within mathematics and the ways mathematical structures
are linked and transformed.12 This viewpoint suggests that no single ultimate
ingredient of definition provides an absolutely prior or ontologically
privileged point of departure, from which all further definition must proceed.
The “vertical model “of knowledge as a building, in which each floor depends
on the previous floors, or as a tree, in which any node depends on the previous
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nodes, until the foundations, or the roots, are reached, and charged with
supreme responsibility, is indeed an efficient metaphor, but not the only one,
and even though there are good reasons for its widespread use, what we say
by adopting the model is not to be taken literally. Taking it literally is related
to the tendency to see in the “lifted content” of patterns an ontologically
primordial factor – a tendency more pronounced in connection with symbolic,
as distinct from diagrammatic, representations of structure. The
reconceptualisation of semantics by cognitive grammar frees us from such
tendency: a “consistent” city planning does not reduce to a set of solid
(“consistent”) buildings, and since it has horizontal rather than vertical
structure, it cannot be thought of as a “supersolid” mother-building,
generating any other building of the city. Both kinds of structures matter and
neither absorbs or excludes the other. The same holds for the manifold roots
of meaning into bodily patterns and the bond patterns between meanings. But
the path to realising these facts was not short.
The “linguistic turn” in philosophy owed its success to the novissimum
organum: mathematical logic. The “cognitive turn” in linguistics and
philosophy of mind likewise owed its success to a byproduct of that organum,
namely computability theory and its applications in computer science. The
above-mentioned limitations of both logic and computability theory in
representing meaning independently of its formation process, led many
philosophers to conclude that there are aspects of meaning outrunning any
formal means of representation, a parallel to Gentile’s and Husserl's
conclusion that something essential is lost when the knowing subject is itself
turned into an object of knowledge.
This premature conclusion can be seen as a further instance of what Putnam
termed the recurrent tidal effect in the history of philosophy. A certain arrogant
confidence in the near-magical virtues of formalisation clashed with a sense
of the glamourous attractions of “mysterianism” – such as that of the
“hermeneutic circle” whereby meaning emerged from the swamp of brute
matter in a fashion akin to Baron Munchausen’s dragging himself up from the
waters by his own topknot – or that of a phenomenological discourse which
proclaimed itself super-scientific by being anti-scientific. That Form collides
with Life was already a slogan widespread within early 20th Century German
Philosophy. Now it was rediscovered in a new guise, not uncongenial to trends
already set in motion by mid-century: on one side “cold” logic plus algorithms,
science reduced to techne, one-dimensional white-collar workers, deified
methodology, on the other freedom of imagination, primacy of intuition, the
“warmth” of life and … the lawlessness of meaning in public language games,
irreducible to any formal or naturalistic explanation. When computational
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models of mind entered the scene, there were also the rights of the first person
to be defended. As an illustration, think of the burgeoning literature on mental
qualia, the import of which can be summed up by the antique cartographical
tag: Hic sunt leones.
Now if language is all-embracing, the perceived opposition between the
linguistic and the cognitive turn melts away. From the logical structure of
(either natural or formal) language to the algorithmic structure of the supposed
language of thought, the two turns appeared to confirm the idea that
philosophy is to be identified with the analysis of language (be it ordinary,
formal or programming language). Thus, that very identification allows the
description of what lies beyond language only in terms of a further language
... or else to admit explanation has given out. Hic sunt leones. The semiotic
dogma according to which everything is a sign simply pushes the indefinite
regress one step further in locating ubi leones sunt.
The third turn, dating from the 1980s, the so-called “embodied mind” turn,
towards cognitive grammar, was intended to overcome the shortcomings of
the previous two. Focused on the centrality of perception, sensory-motor
systems, kinaesthetics, imagery and proprioception for the study of meaning,
a new horizon took shape through many books and research papers and
brought back to attention the earlier seminal investigations of Charles
Fillmore. The relevance of his “frame analysis” and classification of “thematic
roles” in frames was clear to the cognitive grammarians who turned to a
renewed study of metaphor, and its link to the study of patterns of interaction
within dynamical systems theory in its biological applications is yet to be
appraised (Fillmore, 1968). Further developments attempted to establish a
direct connection with neuroscience. These ran the risk of ending up glorifying
the (human) brain, making the rest of the body a footnote, with masters of
neural microstructure becoming jury-rigged masters of philosophy. Apart
from the standard practice of advertising, which is ubiquitous, and the
scientific community is no exception, the advance of the neurosciences in the
last decades is undoubtedly changing the traditional debate in philosophy of
mind, but so far philosophy of language is much less affected: even now,
classical objections against the possibility of describing a purely
connectionistic architecture governing just syntax, let alone semantics, have
yet to be overcome.
8. Metaphor-patterns
The extended phenomenology of metaphor-patterns studied by George Lakoff
and Mark Johnson was explicitly intended to focus on the bodily roots of
meaning, as organised into “image schemas” – essentially of positional and
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dynamic character – which are projected from a small collection of domains
of direct sensory-motor experience to any others.13
Taken at face value as a new frontier in cognitive science, such a view of
metaphor implies that amongst the tools required to understand the grounds of
semantic competence – the “grasp” of meanings, that mysterium ineffabile for
Frege – are concepts belonging to algebraic and differential topology. Their
direct relevance for semantics becomes clear in a category-theoretic setting.
Thus one would expect investigation of metaphoric patterns as part of human
nature makes use of the mathematical tools which could make such
investigation part of overall natural science. But there was no such use, in
perfect agreement with the two Husserlian tenets about the character of
phenomenology.
After more than two millennia of Reason as pure vs the impurity of the
Flesh, of the height of Form over Matter, it comes as no surprise that the guilt
trip of Western philosophy affected also the third turn under examination.
Rather than looking for invariants behind the variations, attention was mainly
paid at the cultural relativity of metaphors. No doubt there are cultural
parameters involved in the selection of one schema rather than another, but if
physical bodies and their physical properties are not a cultural construction,
the asymmetry between the literal and the metaphorical calls for an analysis
of the specific biological constraints on specific “image schemas”. Consider
for example the salience of the UP-DOWN orientation. Gravity is not (pace
Luce Irigary) a cultural force. The denial of the idea of knowledge as a mirror
of nature is welcome to the extent that it aims to free us from a realism which
is at once cunningly naïve and metaphysical. It is no longer welcome when it
seeks to turn the bodily roots of meaning into a further mental construction –
that would simply return us to the symbolic fallacy. In treating nature as the
product of nurture, and what is culturally constructed as anterior to the motion
of bodies, claims of the social construction of knowledge reveal themselves as
a further edition of Idealism.
Advances by Jerome Feldman and his coworkers in the understanding of
the neural architecture underlying various semantic phenomena suggest that a
culture-dependent flexibility in the selection and application of “image
schemas” does not preclude the existence of built-in resources (which
themselves permit and constrain such flexibility) (Feldman, 2006).The study
of such resources is similar to the study of the numerical invariants associated
with a space, as in algebraic topology (think of Betti numbers).
If we take on the task of explaining semantic competence, we have to meet
a theoretical commitment. It is not enough to recognise the myth of a pure,
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exclusively formal rationality, or to reject the notion of reference as a preconceptual, unmediated relation between words and things-in-themselves. If
we want to identify the natural grounds from which semantic content arises
and semantic structure is constituted, and the way in which it is then
transferred to cultural domains and, on a lower scale, to pragmatic contexts,
we have to identify what it is that permits us to contextualise. Meaning is
context-laden, but the ability to identify contexts is not. That is the
commitment to be met.
So, for instance, we are able to use the UP-DOWN scheme in talking about
positions in a corporate hierarchy or in the context of a discussion of emotional
states because our body is primarily acquainted with the experience of
standing up or lying down in a gravitational field, and not vice versa. It is not
our experience of a hierarchy in powers of decision within an organisation, or
amongst inner states that lets us understand the notion of verticality. In this
one-dimensional case, as in many others of 2D or 3D configurations, there is
scope for an investigation of the topology of our built-in quality spaces and,
consistently with hypothesis H2), the interactional patterns which organise
such a space into basins of attraction are universals in the sense of category
theory, thus in a very different sense of the notion of universality from that
still guided by medieval ontology.
9. Qualities and quantities
Amongst the most fundamental ingredients making the constitution of
meaning possible is the cognitive capacity permitting us to discriminate the
discrete from the continuous. Dating in its current manifestation at least from
the arithmetisation of analysis beginning nearly 150 years ago, there has been
a clear priority assigned to the discrete in the foundations of mathematical
thought. That priority carried with it a conception of the interrelationship
between the ontological, epistemological and logico-semantic dimensions of
the notion of “what it is to be a foundation for” closely bound up with an
understanding of symbolic (vs diagrammatic) representation as allied to the
disembodied conception of thought and rationality criticised above, which
aimed at an arithmetised ontology of essences.
It is a question for debate whether that priority is either an adequate or an
inevitable option. My conviction is that, exactly as the stability of a system
emerges from its dynamical interactions, the discrete emerges from the
continuum. There is evidence that our apprehension of spatial structure is
already at work in the very genesis of semantic content and that the
understanding of basic ingredients of meaning calls for a theory which cannot
be expressed in terms of point-set topology. Category theory makes manifest
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the geometrical nature of logical principles14, and in this connection the
primordial character of spatiality is a claim in perfect agreement with the
naturalisation of semantics and epistemology.15
Why then did arguments in favour of an “embodied mind” not exploit such
a mathematical framework? The objection was that if every mathematical
concept results from the metaphorical projection of an image schema, the
resulting conceptual outcome cannot be used to explain the very source of the
concept itself, on pain of an evident vicious circle. I already anticipated that
this objection has a long ancestry and I mentioned Husserl who also used it
against the formalistic drift he saw as manifest in mathematical physics. That
drift led, he claimed, to the confusion of mathematical models with the real
world, thus losing sight of the genesis of those very models in the qualitative
experience of what he called Lebenswelt (our life-world), with the end result
that human beings felt themselves cognitively and conceptually estranged
from that world. Husserl’s own reaction to that estrangement took the form of
the nostalgic dream of a purely qualitative understanding of quantity. But at
the same time such a reaction rested on the assumption that no mathematics
of quality was possible, and this assumption contributed to the failure of the
phenomenological project, whereas the 20th Century saw the growth of
topology and qualitative dynamics, with manifold applications, and both kinds
of notions are used in recent attempts at a “naturalised phenomenology”.
10. Self-organisation is natural
The same objection against the use of mathematical language is behind the
alleged vicious circularity of any attempt at a formal theory of meaning, on
the grounds that the very meaning of formal notions is in need of explanation.
If the circularity were really as vicious as alleged, how could we assert a noncircular understanding of the preconditions for the existence of speakers?16
Planets do not use calculus to determine their orbits. We use it. Breathing is a
precondition of our thinking, not vice versa, yet we clearly had to do a lot of
thinking to arrive at an understanding of lung function, and lung function is
not explained simply by the fact we breathe.
A clear and detailed understanding of how the capacity labelled “conceptformation” emerges from the self-organisation of matter in organisms is still a
very long way off. But to renounce the search for (already formed!) concepts
in terms of which to try to understand it would be self-destructive. A
mathematical theory which turns out to be helpful in understanding the
patterns of concept-formation, including the formation of mathematical
concepts, no more implies vicious circularity than does the use of calculus in
studying planetary orbits.
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Loops in self-organisation are involved in explaining how basic, schematic,
patterns of meaning compose with each other in specific ways. Here too we
meet cycles of perception-action, described in terms of dynamic systems and
their attractors, as summarised by the slogan “mind as motion” (Port and van
Gelder, 1995). Behind this slogan lies the claim that the way minds work can
be described in terms of dynamical systems (state variables, phase spaces,
trajectories, stability, bifurcation) and that their “object” is rather a further set
of dynamical systems with which we, as embodied minds, interact. So mind
is not an entity of its own with such and such properties, although we usually
talk of it in such terms: much as we say that rain is falling, i.e. through a
subject-predicate sentence – whereas rainfall is in fact a relational
phenomenon due to a very large number of dynamical states. Raindrops are
themselves dynamical states of H2O molecules in relation with the Earth’s
gravitational field. The stability of any raindrop, as a feature on top of the
atomic layer of H and O, is a simple illustration of emergence, and emergence
is always constrained and, a fortiori, relational.
What I have labelled “entwined naturalism” is clearly a view which points
at a theory of emergence and, differently from other similar views, it is one
which does not support the strong thesis of “supervenience” in philosophy of
mind, precisely because constraints on self-organisation assume primary
importance and they are not secreted by lower levels of structure. Whether and
to what extent a dynamical system is sensitive to boundary conditions may
lead to very different outcomes in its state space. Thus the emergence implied
in talk of the “naturalisation of semantics” does not place minds as embodied
systems, patterns of meaning formation and culturally constrained contents on
a par. The state spaces of physical and biological systems basically constrain
the spectrum of outcomes, not vice versa, although some of these outcomes
can generate relevant feedback.
Those who see a danger in the very possibility of a geometry (and physics)
of cognition might recall that Maxwell’s reduction of optics to
electromagnetism led to the detection of many new features of optical
phenomena – it deepened and enriched, and in no way impoverished, our
understanding of light. Those who point out the defects of a purely formal
approach to semantics, in either its logical or computational version, might
equally benefit from the realisation that the context-dependence of meaning is
part of the explanandum, not the explanans of the subject. Pragmatics usually
takes for granted what is already an end product – namely the very existence
of organisms able to use such a fantastically powerful cognitive resource as
language. If the specific aspects of the natural environment and of paired, coevolving perception-action systems such as the hand and the eye are simply
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taken as given, we ignore a crucial point of purchase on the problems related
to the roots of semantic competence.
11. Universal constraints
The criticism (mainly associated with Wittgenstein) of the traditional idea of
meanings as Platonic essences can be endorsed, but it does not imply that the
principles which permit and constrain variability of language use cannot be
identified. A precise guide to their identification is provided by the notion of
universality mentioned in § 4. This is not to be confused with the property of
just having some very general or even unrestricted range of application –
rather it requires a special and powerful kind of construction that also leads to
the notion of “generic model” for a theory of a certain form17. That notion of
universality can be used to make the Kantian sense of “transcendental”
precise, and to re-animate a method which was too quickly dismissed with the
logical empiricist repudiation of most aspects of the Kantian legacy (Peruzzi
1989).
Another confusion to be avoided is to think that category theory should be
interpreted as a sort of holistic mathematics, and in particular as representative
of that influential variant of holism labelled “structuralism”. Exactly 20 years
ago18 I set out a criticism of the most common forms of epistemic and semantic
holism. Structuralism is one of them. In the light of that criticism the claim
that category theory is to be recognised as the main formal tool in articulating
the structure of meaning (and the patterns involved in its constitution) is not
to be read as a further variant of holism, nor as sharing its core assumptions.
Since there is no time here to go over the arguments I developed concerning
holism, I can only point out that the entwined naturalist view of the
relationship of language and world, mind and matter, subject and object, rests
on interlocking principles the import of which is neither atomistic nor holistic
in itself. Indeed their import is rather to rethink in a dialectic way the
opposition between atomism and holism as fixed overall positions, whether in
semantics, epistemology or metaphysics.
To illustrate this, two such interlocking principles may be cited here. The
first is the PIRP or Principle of Invariance of Referential Potential, in order to
explain the use of language aimed at the description of possible states of matter
(e.g. in fictive and abstract contexts), differing from actual/known/real
situations by balancing the variation in the actual reference (in such contexts)
of expression A with the preservation of the actual reference of expression B
within the same context (typically when A and B occur in one and the same
sentence). The second is the Sheaf Condition that should be satisfied by any
model of the mind in order to ensure the consistency and overall integration
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of overlapping information extracted via different sensory “modules” and the
consequent unity of emergent, cross-modular, self-consciousness.19
Once the absolute opposition of atomism and holism is abandoned or
qualified in the way suggested by these two principles, it can be seen that
intensional and extensional factors in the determination of semantic content
are no longer in tension as appears to be the case when semantics is confined
to the universe of sets (as in Tarski- or Kripke-style models). In the enriched
setting provided by category theory, the “elements” and “parts” of wholes
which have to be taken into account in studying extensionality depend on the
kinds of objects and the kinds of maps to be considered. Such maps typically
detect the cohesion and variation characteristic of evolving wholes as fibered
over a parameter space: the degree of cohesion and the threshold between what
varies and what remains constant is reflected in the conditions satisfied by
their fibers and local sections. Consequently, some basically topological
constraints on what is an element or a part of a variable whole cannot be
ignored and such constraints make the interpretation map much less free than
it is in the case of sets.
12. Steps into the geometry of meaning
The picture outlined so far of what lies behind meaning also implies notable
changes in the conceptual tools needed for a systematic account of what lies
in front of it – namely for a theory of meaning itself. The acknowledgement
of the significance of spatial patterns within logical and algebraic structure is
not a new idea. But previous appeals to spatial “intuition” had two defects.
The concept of space was overdetermined, being referred to metric structure,
and (after the crisis produced by non-Euclidean geometry and general
relativity theory) it bounced to an undetermined background, admitting of
indefinite plasticity. Though spatiality has a vast range of aspects (e.g.,
connectedness, homotopy, homology, projective and conformal structure) that
can even be dealt with separately from each other at a certain extent, the basic
kinds of actions through which we experience space are strongly constrained
by which aspects of these various kinds are present.
Moreover, spatial structure is more than positional grammar for constant
configurations in a motionless world. What language at bottom expresses –
and rests on – are positions and changes of position (hence, by a recurrent
metaphor, states and changes of state). The intuitive understanding of space as
a unitary concept and the way that understanding is linguistically manifested
stands in need of an analysis of each single aspect of the notion of space. This
analysis allows us to pass from a logic of positions and pro-positions to a logic
of pre-positions, in accordance with a principle-governed extraction of
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patterns of meaning-formation out of each bodily scheme. The resulting
approach has already been articulated in different forms of “naturalised
phenomenology” wherein topological dynamics is explicitly recognised as
central rather than (as common) implicitly exploited.
In consequence, the so-called “symbolic fallacy” encountered in
connection with both model-theoretic and computational approaches to
semantics (a fallacy inherent to any strategy of explaining symbols by means
of other symbols) can be seen in a new light: while on the one hand the trace
of kinaesthetic resources that allowed for the emergence of meaning is lost in
those approaches, that trace is already at work when we speak of syntactic
structure. Just try to eliminate all appeal to spatial ingredients from an
understanding of the use of pre-positions, or to action verbs in giving an
account of the rules governing the use of symbols in any natural or formal
language. Far from achieving a completely pure account of syntax, you will
experience the loss of syntactic understanding altogether.
But how do we arrive at an understanding of logical form starting from
spatial patterns of object-and-action as these are at work in our bodily
experience? Some indication of the answer may lie in the recognition that
amongst the primary ingredients in our basic experience of space are the
following:
– the identification of connected components,
– the detection of figures against a background,
– the relativisation of point-like entities to context,
– the paths from one position to another,
– the boundaries of regions and the possible holes in them,
– the kinds of actions which can be performed on objects located in physical
space – where such actions can compose, as in a monoid or a group – in
such a way to preserve or destroy the cohesiveness of the objects.
All these ingredients are related to each other and they jointly suggest that
geometry (lato sensu) and algebraic topology is of primary importance in
arriving at such an understanding and that only in its terms, rather than those
of set-theoretic semantics, can we start to understand the object-and-action
patterns involved in the emergence of meaning.
13. The freezing of concepts
Contrary to the traditional empiricist view of raw sense data as admitting an
arbitrary segmentation into an unconstrained hierarchy of types, the use of
nouns in real languages refers to at least relatively stable configurations
against a background (even in the case of clouds and winds, where the
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variability of the configuration is evident, and there is no inbuilt principle of
division of reference of the kind required for count nouns). The very use of
nouns, adjectives and verbs thus presupposes invariance conditions – which
may be mild or strict but are in no sense arbitrary.
Together with object-patterns there are also action-patterns, which imply
maps (from one configuration to another) preserving relevant properties under
change of context, as in the passage from “grasping an apple” to “grasping a
concept”. Action-patterns are already implicit in the etymology of “concept”,
which comes from the Latin cum-captum, i.e. held or taken together, and
whose root is the same as the word “capture”. The capture-pattern (which can
also be aimed at protection) is one fundamental and recurrent cognitive
resource exploited by the human mind in thinking about many different
aspects of the Lebenswelt. Though relevance can be context-sensitive, the
underlying scheme (in this example of a processual, action-pattern type) is
cross-contextual and thus endowed with a specific universality.
The language of category theory is able to express the variety of structural
links between spaces, algebras, languages – formal or natural – and logic. But
what is even more important is that it allows us to identify universal
constructions and thereby provides the key to a unifying account of the
patterns operating in the formation of meaning, across the great variability of
contexts of language use. The richness (and the au fond geometrical character)
of the structure already condensed into a logically “atomic” sentence is
something to which logic – in conventional guise – was blind. And yet the
trace of space is present in the intrinsic logic of a multi-sorted universe of
discourse such as a topos of sheaves over a “base space”, since the logical
axioms correspond to the topology of the base.
The analysis of atomic sentences equally benefits from the adoption of such
a perspective, because here pre-positional structure reigns, and it was precisely
a class of logically “atomic” sentences expressing basic topological
configurations that suggested to me the enormous gain in understanding which
category theory provides in the study of the “geometric roots of semantics”.
By recognising the systematic lifting of meaning from bodily patterns
associated with perisomatic space, to any other cognitive subject-matter, the
traces of spatial structuration in that subject matter, even in its most abstract
“transfers”, are revealed. The traditional formal semantics which drew on set
theory is just a limit case, corresponding to a derived universe of entities
treated as point-like, discrete, with decidable identity, frozen in one state and
immune from change.
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From this viewpoint, in passing from atomic sentences to compound ones,
we might speak of classical logic not so much as the ultimate yes-or-no logic
but as a cryo-logic. The recognition of the way logical principles, in common
with every ingredient of cognition, are ultimately responsible to spatial
structuration, and the reconceptualisation of logical principles which this
implies, means that categorial logic, which in the view presented here
embodies this recognition, cannot be treated as just a further particular “style”
of doing logic, possibly leading to add some new (formal) plants to a (no less
formal) garden. It rather marks a basic new point of departure, in addition to
covering semantic domains other than those governed by set-theoretic
principles.
14. The space-scheme behind an atomic proposition
Some have objected that the category-theoretic approach to semantics of
natural language is too complicated. But the use of any unfamiliar tool,
language, set of notions looks as complicated at start. As for this one, it makes
the structure of meaning-patterns formally explicit and paves the way to a
theory of both literal and metaphorical meaning. It also reveals how the
construction of meanings displays two distinct layers. In the first we find a
base-structure in which we detect patterns of objects in physical space together
with their perceptually salient qualities and patterns of motions and actions. In
short anything which can be pointed at, or more generally indicated by
localizers, as typically by indexicals, in our direct bodily experience.20 In the
second layer we find a lifting, over this base, of ground schemes of
perception/action to any other universe of discourse. Whatever the way the
objects in such a universe are identified, their relationships – the maps between
such objects – are cognitively constituted by a transfer of such basic patterns.
For example, once we are able to identify pro-positions and we have
symbols representing them, as objects occupying positions in a virtual space,
we can use pre-positional schemes to express consequence relations between
them. We can say that proposition B is provable STARTING FROM
proposition A, intending that there is a logical path which goes FROM position
A TO position B. But the root-meaning of FROM-TO lies in the experience of
paths in physical space. Similarly we can speak of someone passing FROM
joy TO sadness or, in describing the state space of physical systems, say a
system passed FROM an ordered TO a disordered state. When the path is null,
we speak of the state as staying in or remaining at. In spatialising time, Galileo
simply made mathematically precise an inbuilt cognitive resource already
manifested by such expressions as FROM Monday TO Saturday. In each case
the transfer of the FROM-TO scheme allows for moulding the way we
understand what is “going on”.
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The path-scheme “forgets” various aspects of the original layer – the speed
and other features of the specific manner of going FROM-TO do not matter.
This “forgetful” character is essential to any pattern-transfer. All that matters
is the transition from one position to the other (or the remaining in stasis), in
conjunction with another scheme, the IN-OUT scheme, a conjunction
manifested in expressions such as enter into, exit, come in, go out (and indeed
the more recent further metaphorical transfer of outing) which scheme is
likewise “forgetful” of e.g. concrete features of the container. In this case all
that matters is the existence of a boundary which can be crossed or not.
The study of metaphor by cognitive linguists was very important in
bringing to light the phenomenology of many other schemes beyond the path
one. I have built on their work in my search for the underlying patterns of a
topological-algebraic nature and in my remarks on how that nature is relevant
to the understanding of logical notions. What remains to be developed is a full
theoretical account of these patterns which also deals with the set of thematic
roles (that could also be labelled “archetypical”). For, in every scheme
1) there is a subject as FIGURE emerging as a cohesive unity out of a
BACKGROUND and the subject goes FROM a SOURCE position TO a
TARGET position;
2) there is an OPERATOR which ACTS on an OBJECT by means of a TOOL.
3) the change (or stasis) of position in 1) is associated with the action in 2).21
Any logically “atomic” proposition instantiates this form, though one or
more of the place-holders remain implicit or are simply “suspended”. The
polymorphic character of each slot, for a specific positional role, should not
mislead us. In order to have a proper theory of meaning we must take account
of the two layers: the Base and the Lifting. The very concepts of
“composition” and “identity”, needed to give an account of connectives and
quantifiers, is present in hidden form within an “atomic” proposition. As a
consequence of this, we see that logical syntax of itself cannot help us in
accounting for this two-layered character of meaning-construction. And the
reason for this should by now be clear: logical form is a byproduct of the
richness of mathematical structure already present in the “logical atoms” at
the basic layer.
From this recognition, we are led to realise why the notion of sense invoked
by Frege and that of intension to which Carnap appealed – and which was later
elaborated in the luxuriant framework of possible worlds semantics – are not
ultimately explanatory. The understanding of both notions (and also of
modalities) already presupposes the whole constitutive process of reference
via embodied patterns of object and action.
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The fundamental contrast in such a refocused semantics is not between the
extensional and the intensional, but rather between content as an end-product
and its emergence within a many-layered structure. As we start paying
attention to meaning-constitution – thus to the becoming of meaning – we are
led to realise that the principle of extensionality has many forms, depending
on which kinds of “parts” are proper to a whole (which are homogeneous, so
to speak, with respect to its structure). The wholes which can be reduced to
that dust of points we name “sets” are to be recognised as a particular (and
untypical) outcome of our experience with wholes which are continua, which
lend themselves to constrained discretisation but which may yet satisfy their
own appropriate form of extensionality condition.
It is time to conclude and the best conclusion I can offer is an invitation to
the collaborative task of developing a more adequate systematic theory of the
geometric roots of semantics.
Notes:
1. Text of a lecture held on May 16, 2013, at the University of Cagliari, Italy. I
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4. The “experientialist” view he later introduced together with Mark Johnson was
not intended simply as a rejection of positions associated with the “received view” in
the camps of analytic philosophy and generative grammar: it also aimed at a general
explanatory framework, see (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) and (Lakoff, 1987).
5. In the essay titled From Kant to entwined naturalism, which in 1989 circulated
in preprint version and was submitted to the annals of the Department of Philosophy
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9. As far as the world is not taken as a book. When Galileo claimed that the book
of nature is written in mathematical language, he was using a metaphor, indeed an
old one. If the metaphorical aspect is forgotten, the outcome is odd: is the tree in front
of me a page? Then there are pages which are trees and pages which are pages. Any
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11. This issue is technically dealt with in papers aimed to apply topos-theoretic
semantics within the analysis of count and mass nouns in natural language, see
(Macnamara and Reyes, 1994).
12. See (Mac Lane, 1986). Two years later I completed the Italian translation of this
book for Boringhieri. Though it didn’t appear, the discussions I had at the time with
Mac Lane on various topics were extremely encouraging.
13. See the already mentioned investigations by (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).
14. “Geometry” has here a more general sense than a theory of one metric space or
a theory of the category of all metric spaces.
15. Twenty years ago, when I tried to express this agreement, I was not able to let
the reader fully realise that in passing FROM Kant TO entwined naturalism, a
dynamic systems perspective on the mind was at stake, rather than just a rejection of
Kantian idealism and the sweetenings it had in 20th Century’s philosophy of science.
See the essays collected in (Peruzzi, 2004a).
16. The assertibility in question is intended to be framed within any consistent view
of the world as a cohesive unity within which lies a hierarchy of layers of
organisation, each layer of structure carrying within it preconditions for the
emergence of further layers without determining any particular one of them.
17. I am thinking of what in categorical logic is a “geometric theory”. Typically,
universality manifests itself when a pair of adjoint functors is at hand. An extensive
analysis of the correlation between logical and categorial concepts is already
provided by (Bell, 1986) in the area of topos theory.
18. See (Peruzzi, 1993) Since holism took many shapes, the arguments in its support
as well the objections varied widely. The relative literature is large, but it leaves a
whole range of forms of holism unexplored. Of course, the forms which are more
than logical exercises reduce to very few, and so the objections can concentrate on
them.
19. Both these principles were formulated in (Peruzzi, 1994).
20. What is “basic” here, is different from the nominalists’ naked particulars or the
abstract ur-elemente of set-theorists. Rather, it concerns the salient units of reference
in bodily experience, in the sense I described in a contributed paper to (Macnamara
and Reyes, 1994).
21.The operator/agent, the object(s) and the tool are different “figures” which can
also refer to one and the same entity. This occurs when a system acts on itself and, as
a very particular kind of action, when we have self-reference. The background as well
as the action can also become “figures” in their turn.
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Abstract
What is morality’s scope? Should all our actions be evaluated morally? Is it
necessary to be causally responsible for harm to have a responsibility to
reduce it? Is there a morally relevant distinction between those
consequences of our actions which we intend or do and those which we
foresee but do not intend or allow but do not do? Is helping others a matter
of supererogation (i.e. beyond the call of moral duty) or a matter of
obligation? These are crucial questions that need to be debated in normative
and applied ethics. However, they were not raised seriously and
independently until the last decades of the 20th century. There are several
answers to these questions. This paper defends the answers of an approach
which is called “moderate morality.” So, at first, it defines “moderate
morality,” and pays heed to the views of its opponents, including Peter
Singer, Shelly Kagan, and Peter Unger. Then, it tries to defend “moderate
morality” based on “interest-based contractarianism.” Finally, it examines
“its result in applied ethics” and tries to find a reasonable answer to a
crucial question in the “political ethics of international relations” in our
globalized era: What moral obligation, if any, do we have individually and
as a society toward the people whose basic human rights are being violated
not only in our country but also all over the world?
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Introduction
If there is not a morally relevant difference between doing harm and
merely allowing it there should be no moral objection to bombing innocent
civilians if doing so will minimize the overall number of deaths in war.
There should, however, be an objection to our failure to prevent human
rights violations all over the world. It seems that the question is pertinent to
whether extremist morality is true, as extremists believe that doing harm is
no worse than merely allowing it while moderate morality disagrees.
Extremist morality, which is a serious rival to moderate morality, requires
that we perform - of those acts not otherwise forbidden - that act which can
be reasonably expected to lead to the best consequences overall. Moderate
morality, however, puts constraint on “allowing harm that is merely foreseen
as an unintended side-effect,” provided that it does not impose a
disproportionate burden on the agent. So, when it is possible to stop harm,
and assuming it does not impose a disproportionate burden on the agent, it
will be obligatory (not supererogatory) to stop it. It means that moderate
morality believes in a pro tanto (NOT decisive) reason to promote the
overall good as well as constraints and their principled defeasibility. I am
going to show that this very element of moderate morality is not contrary but
according to our self-interest. A pro tanto reason to promote the overall good
is the only defensible form of promoting our self-interest and is internally
consistent and wholly reconcilable with it. That is why I try to extract the
three main elements of moderate morality from interest-based
contractarianism. It is worth mentioning that although it is my opinion that
interest-based contractarianism is a powerful theory, I try to remain neutral
toward it in this paper and my claim is that – regardless of its additional
merits – it has the capacity to defend moderate morality. Finally, I will try to
show one important applied result of moderate morality in the political ethics
of international relations. According to moderate morality, which is itself
based on our own self-interest, we should not be neutral bystanders in cases
of injustices and human rights violations. In a world where humanity is in
crisis and ISIS territory in the Middle East can threaten Europe and kill
Parisians our ethical systems have to pay more attention to those who are in
urgent need of help. Otherwise, the world will be worse for all of us. We
either win together or lose together. Those who live in a glass house should
not throw stones. However, this is not enough. They should not let the others
throw stones too.
Moderate Morality
"We can't change the world, but we can change our street, and maybe if
we can change our street, then other people will want to change theirs."
David, one of the protagonists in Nick Hornby's novel, How to Be Good
(Hornby, 2001), says the above sentence in his save-the-world-and-loveeveryone campaign. He invites all his neighbors, and asks them to share their
spare bedrooms with poor homeless kids in their street. However, his wife,
Katie, disagrees with him and says "these are their homes, David. And it's
not like they're enormous homes, either. Why don't you pick on Bill Gates?
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Or Tom Cruise? How many spare bedrooms have they got?" As Pfluegl, a
book reviewer and literary critic, says in his website "being good in a good
world is easy, but David is good in a world like ours that is flawed." He adds
"I started pondering the question (just like Katie): how good does someone
have to be to be really considered a good person?" Finally, he concludes:
David shows us that in a real world with all the shortcomings there are
we can make a positive change. We always have all sorts of excuses for not
being as "good" as we could be. No time, no money, not now, etc. It is kind
of scary to realize that these are all excuses. These are not reasons, just
pretexts to not think about the fact that we all could be good (Pfluegl, 2011).
But is he right? People usually think that morality concerns a relatively
short list of specific actions, and many actions are forever beyond morality's
reach. In our ordinary morality, our main constraint and concern is "not
doing bad" "Doing good" is something supererogatory (i.e. beyond the call
of moral duty) in most cases, and is obligatory only when it does not impose
much expense on us. So, morality is not pervasive, it has some limits, and
just some of our actions are within its domain and should be evaluated
morally.
As LaFollette says, the disagreement here is between those who think
some actions (options/prerogatives) are always beyond morality's reach and
those who do not:
Those who think morality is not pervasive think we needn't morally
evaluate some actions because they are forever outside morality's domain.
Those who think morality is pervasive believe that although we learn from
experience that we normally needn't morally fret about some actions, we can
never know that an action (described in morally neutral terms) is forever
beyond morality's reach (LaFollette, 2007, p. 257).
The position of our ordinary morality and moderate morality - which
wants to defend it - as well, can be characterized by their acceptance of three
important elements:
There are constraints on what may be done, either for (a) the sake of
promoting the overall good or for (b) the sake of promoting the personal
good, and options (sometimes called prerogatives) - not to perform the action
which will result in the overall good.
2. There must be principled defeasibility of constraints. By principled
defeasibility of constraints, I mean any constraint should be qualified in such
a way as to allow for certain principled exceptions; like the exceptions in
cases of self-defense and punishment. So, defeasibility generates the
principled exceptions that would seem to be an integral part of any
worthwhile system of morality.
3. There must be a pro tanto reason to promote the overall good
(Baltzly, 2001, p. 3).1
The Opponents of Moderate Morality
Moderate morality faces serious challenges in defense of its three
crucial elements. We can regard Peter Singer's challenge, in "Famine,
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Affluence, and Morality," as one of the first contemporary challenges to
moderate/ordinary morality:
If I am walking past a shallow pond and see a child drowning in it, I
ought to wade in and pull the child out. This will mean getting my clothes
muddy, but this is insignificant, while the death of the child would
presumably be a very bad thing (Singer, 2007/1972, p. 506).
Then he criticizes people's indifference toward others and their
reluctance to give a hand to those in need of help:
Should I be less obliged to pull the drowning child out of the pond
if on looking around I see other people, no further away than I am, who
have also noticed the child but are doing nothing?... unfortunately most
of the major evils – poverty, overpopulation, pollution – are problems
in which everyone is almost equally involved (ibid, p. 507).
Shelly Kagan also attacks moderate/ordinary morality in his book, The
Limits of Morality, and rejects the view that there are limits to what morality
can impose on humans and defends the doctrine which holds that people are
morally obliged, without limit, to do as much good as they can. Kagan
maintains that despite the intuitive appeal of ordinary morality, it cannot be
adequately defended and he offers a sustained attack on the most basic
features of ordinary morality.
Peter Unger also wrote a book developing the attack to ordinary
morality, called Living High and Letting Die: Our Illusion of Innocence.
Unger believes that the rich are morally obliged to help the poor, and argues
that most people's intuitive moral judgments of hypothetical moral scenarios
are inconsistent. He presents a series of imaginary examples to show that the
demands of morality go much further than we ordinarily think. Here is my
paraphrase of one of them:
Bob is close to retirement. He has invested most of his savings in a
Bugatti, which he has not been able to insure. He enjoys driving it, and
knows that its rising market value means that he will always be able to
sell it and live comfortably after his retirement. One day when Bob is
out for a drive, he parks the Bugatti near the end of a railway siding
and goes for a walk up the track. Suddenly, he sees that a runaway train
is running down the railway track. Looking further down the track, he
sees a child very likely to be killed by the runaway train. He can't stop
the train and the child is so far away that he can't warn her of the
danger. However, he can throw a switch which will divert the train
down the siding where his Bugatti is parked. Then nobody will be
killed; but the train will destroy his Bugatti. Bob decides not to throw
the switch. The child is killed (Unger, 1996, p. 136).
Using this example Unger reminds us that we too have opportunities to
save the lives of those who are in need. He believes that we have an illusion
of innocence, because most of us fail to use such opportunities.
In spite of all above, this paper tries to show that the "moderate" may
use interest-based contractarianism in her defense of moderate morality.2 It
is worth mentioning that although my favorite model of morality is against
extremist models, it is not totally indifferent toward others and is not
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reluctant to give a hand to those in need of help. In other words, I, contrary
to minimalists (like libertarians), do not think there is an unbridgeable moral
chasm separating "doing good" from "not doing bad" such that we are
responsible only for our "bad doings." I think the moral distance between
"doings" and "allowings" is a rift rather than a chasm. This feature of my
favorite model of morality is shown in the third element: a pro tanto reason
to promote the overall good.
Contractarianism
Ann Cudd defines contractarianism as both "a political theory of the
legitimacy of political authority and a moral theory about the origin or
legitimate content of moral norms" (Cudd, 2012). As Cudd says, "the moral
theory of contractarianism claims that moral norms derive their normative
force from the idea of contract or mutual agreement" (ibid). Contractarianism
goes back to the classical Greek - Glaucon in Plato's Republic – and then (as
Rawls says) in the sixteenth century there was a marvelous development of it
by the later Scholastics – Suarez, de Vittoria, Molina and others – and by
Hobbes's time it was a quite highly developed doctrine (Rawls, 2007, p. 23).
The first comprehensive statement of contractarianism came from Thomas
Hobbes (1588-1679) in his Leviathan (1986/1649), in which he offered a
contractarian justification for almost unlimited powers of the state. Other
important historical figures associated with contractarianism include John
Locke (1632-1704), and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778).
Recently, however, contractarianism has enjoyed a dramatic resurgence in
popularity. This striking renewal of interest is due not only to the skepticism
over positivism but, in part, to developments in formal decision making and
game theory, to an increasing dissatisfaction with traditional arguments for
utilitarianism and its competitors, and to the sense that individuals deserve a
pre-eminent place in any plausible account of moral or political obligation
(Sayre-McCord, 2000, p. 247). The contemporary contractarians include (but
not limited to) James Buchanan, David Gauthier, Jean Hampton, Gregory
Kavka, Jürgen Habermas, John Rawls, and T. M. Scanlon; each contributing to
this approach in unique and substantial ways.
Contractarian theories can be divided into two main groups: right-based
and interest-based. Right-based approaches "attempt to provide morally loaded
specifications of the circumstances, and thereby reject any attempt to reduce
morality to pure prudential rationality. Rawls's veil of ignorance (blocking the
potential citizen’s the knowledge of their capacities and positions) is one such
approach" (Vallentyne, 1999, 160). In addition, "the specification developed by
Scanlon and Habermas that participating parties are motivated by a desire to
reach a fair and reasonable agreement" (ibid) represents an additional type of
right-based contractarianism.
"Interest-based views contend that the basic desires and interests of
individuals are fixed by their nature or circumstances, and are definable
without any moral notions" (Freeman, 1998). As Freeman says:
The driving aims of interest-based contractarianism are to show
that (a) morality's demands promote each person's desires and interests
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in some way, and (b) each person has sufficient reason, based in her
particular desires and interests, to accept and abide by morality's
requirements (idem, 2006, p. 58).
Interest-based contractarian approaches attempt to provide objective,
morally neutral, specifications of the circumstances, and thereby aim to reduce
morality to individual or collective rationality:
Agreement is then depicted as a rational compromise or bargain
among essentially conflicting interests, where each party is willing to
qualify the direct pursuit of their interests on condition that others do
too. Essential to interest-based views is that all parties to the agreement
must be better off (or at least not worse off) than they would be without
it (idem, 1998).
So, as Gauthier says, interest-based contractarianism treats the contract
as "a deal that each person finds reasonable to accept in order better to
advance his or her own interest" (Gauthier, 2007, p. xii). This kind of
contractarianism "is committed to the idea that morality is a human-made
institution that is justified only to the extent that it effectively furthers human
interests" (Hampton, 2007, p. 10). It is "rational compromise among
essentially conflicting interests, where all parties agree to cooperate by
observing certain reasonable constraints on condition that others abide by
them too, in order that all may effectively pursue their own interests"
(Freeman, 2007, p. 15). Hobbes, Gauthier, Kavka, and Hampton are all in
this tradition.
An Interest-Based Contractarian Defense of Moderate Morality
In reviewing the reasons which appear to justify moderate morality, we
may appeal to contractarian scholars. We may recognize Scanlon's What We
Owe to Each Other (1998) as the most serious contractarian defense of
moderate morality in our era, but his first priority and concern is not
defending moderate morality; though his attacks to consequentialist models,
both in this book and in "Contractualism and Utilitarianism" (1982) can be
categorized as an introduction to contractarian defenses of moderate
morality. This introduction has recently been taken seriously by those who
try to defend moderate morality based on contractualism.3 Nevertheless, we
are still in the beginning of raising contractarian models in defense of
moderate morality. Virtually all contractarian models which have been raised
are based on right-based contractarianism, and it seems that a large number
of moral philosophers think that interest-based accounts are incapable of
defending moderate morality.
Most interest-based contractarian accounts share two important notions
about the conditions that must obtain at the bargaining table: the parties to
the agreement are thought of as being supremely rational – "being rational is
the non-moral idea of choosing effective means to one's ends" (Smith,
2008, p. 62) - and motivated to maximize their own self-interest. Bargainers
are motivated to adopt a set of rules that, if generally followed, will be to
everyone's mutual welfare insofar as it seeks to maximize everyone's selfinterest, or at least seeks to maximize everyone's ability to promote their own
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self-interest (Baltzly, 2001, p. 11). It has long been the hallmark of interestbased contractarian theories that a set of rational bargainers will accept a set
of advantage-overriding constraints on their behavior because, ultimately,
accepting these constraints is in their best self-interest (ibid, p. 15). As
Baltzly quotes from Gauthier, "duty overrides advantage, but the acceptance
of duty is truly advantageous" (Gauthier, 1986, p. 2). This feature of interestbased contractarian thought is fairly obvious and standard, and can easily be
illustrated by the very famous example of the Prisoners' Dilemma (hereafter
PD) (Baltzly, 2011, p. 15).
Puzzles with the structure of PD were made by Flood and Dresher in
1950, as part of the Corporation's investigations into game theory (Kuhn,
2007) which itself was invented by the mathematician von Neumann and the
economist Morgenstern during WW2. Game theory "represents ranges of
payoffs that players can get from their simultaneous and sequential moves in
games in which they interact" (Hardin, 1998). The title "PD" and the version
with prison sentences as payoffs are due to Tucker, who wanted to make
Flood and Dresher's ideas more accessible to an audience of Stanford
psychologists, and attracted widespread attention in a variety of disciplines
(Kuhn, 2007). Kuhn quotes from Donninger that "more than a thousand
articles" about it were published in the sixties and seventies (ibid). He adds
that "a bibliography of writings between 1988 and 1994 that pertain to
Axelrod's research on the subject lists 209 entries. Since then the flow has
shown no signs of abating" (Kuhn, 2007). There are many characterizations
of PD, and I try to devise and discuss a typical model of it in the following
example:4
A & B have been arrested for robbing C's jewelry and placed in separate
isolated cells. Both care much more about their own self-interest than about
the interest of their accomplice. A smart interrogator makes the following
offer to each: "You may choose to accuse your accomplice or remain silent.
(1) If you accuse your accomplice of theft and he remains silent he will be in
jail for ten years and you will be in jail just for one year. Likewise, (2) if
your accomplice accuses you of theft while you remain silent, you will be in
jail for ten years and he will be in jail just for one year. (3) If you both
accuse your accomplice of theft, each will be in jail for five years, and (4) if
you both remain silent, each will be in jail for two years."
The "dilemma" faced by the prisoners here is that, whatever the other
does, each is better off accusing her accomplice of theft than remaining
silent. But the outcome obtained when both accuses her accomplice is worse
for each than the outcome they would have obtained had both remained
silent. In other words, it illustrates a conflict between individual and group
rationality: A group whose members pursue just their own rational selfinterest may all end up worse off than a group whose members limit their
own self-interest (Kuhn, 2007).
Bargainers, in interest-based contractarianism, confront options or
prerogatives prima facie and they are all going to maximize their own selfinterest, and in regards to that goal they are supremely rational – i.e. they
choose effective means to their ends. They cleverly find out that it is only
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possible to maximize their own self-interest if they minimize the challenges
between each other by means of adopting, accepting, and observing a set of
advantage-overriding constraints on their personal behavior. So, these
constraints are not their favorite as such, and are just a means to their main
motive - self-interest-maximizing motive - and must necessarily be as
minimal as possible.
How can the bargainers find the most minimal constraints? Let's think
about the following possibilities:
Doing or bringing about harm that is intended as an end: If one person
deliberately holds somebody's head under the water until he is dead that
death is something he has brought about and his drowning is something that
he has deliberately done. Rachels' example shows this kind of harm in the
best way:
Smith stands to gain a large inheritance if anything should happen
to his six-year-old cousin. One evening while the child is taking his
bath, Smith sneaks into the bathroom and drowns the child, and then
arranges things so that it will look like an accident (Rachels, 1975, pp.
228-9).
2. Doing or bringing about harm that is merely foreseen as an
unintended side-effect: Making noise pollution by installing a car alarm or a
car subwoofer, or listening to loud music in my apartment is an example of
this, provided that I do not intend to harm anybody and the harm of noise
pollution to the health of the other person's body and mind is merely a
foreseen side-effect of my action.
3. Allowing harm that is intended as an end: If a person does not do or
bring about an action, but his inaction leads to his intended harm, he has
allowed harm that is intended as an end. Rachels has showed this harm by
changing his first example (The case of Smith):
Jones also stands to gain if anything should happen to his six-yearold cousin. Like Smith, Jones sneaks in planning to drown the child in
his bath. However, just as he enters the bathroom, Jones sees the child
slip and hit his head, and fall face down in the water. Jones is
delighted; he stands by, ready to push the child’s head back under if it
is necessary, but it is not necessary. With only a little thrashing about,
the child drowns all by himself, 'accidentally,' as Jones watches and
does nothing (ibid, p. 229).
4. Allowing harm that is merely foreseen as an unintended side-effect:
If a person does not do or bring about an action, but his inaction leads to
harm despite his desire, he has allowed harm that is merely foreseen as an
unintended side-effect. All cases in which we refuse to help somebody who
is in need are examples of this kind of harm.
Regarding that the bargainers are looking for the most minimal
constraints, as Posner puts the point, "the rules of the contract law might be
like the rules of the road: adequate, as long as everyone agrees on what the
rules are, within very broad constraints that can be identified without
rigorous analysis" (Posner, 2005, p.146). So, the bargainers surely will not
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adopt any constraint on (4) prima facie, and will choose among (1), (2), and
(3).
We have so far seen that interest-based contractarianism leads to
options (or prerogatives), and constraints, but can it lead to the principled
defeasibility of constraints?
The defeasibility of constraints is a necessary element of interest-based
contractarianism. Bargainers adopt constraints or sacrifice some liberties for
the sake of promoting their own self-interest and lessening some of the evils
accompanying the state of nature. So, as Balzly says,
While adopting the contract will bring about protection from a
great number of the evils the bargainers would encounter in the state of
nature, this protection comes at the price of certain new threats that are
sure to arise in life under the contract. The bargainers accept the threat
of these new evils because they prefer the trade-off; still, though, they
will seek to make this trade-off as slight as possible (Baltzly, 2001, p.
7).
It is the desire to minimize trade-off costs that makes interest-based
contractarianism "such a promising means of justifying the principled
exceptions to constraints on harming others required by cases of self-defense
and free-riders' punishment" (ibid). In addition, this exception is grounded in
the very principle that grounded the constraints in the first place - namely,
the bargainers' desire to maximize the overall well-being" (ibid, p. 8).
It was not difficult to show that interest-based contractarianism leads to
options, constraints, and their principled defeasibility. In addition, I should
show that interest-based contractarianism can lead to a pro tanto reason to
promote the overall good as well as constrain the evil. It was mentioned
before that the bargainers are looking for the most minimal constraints and
they surely will not adopt any constraint on (4) prima facie. So, there cannot
be any overall good principle in interest-based contractarianism, because the
bargainers think that adopting such a principle will decrease their own selfinterest and can be very demanding.
However, I do not think that the bargainers can always reject (4) based
on their self-interest. Imagine cases in which for one side observing the
overall good principle and adopting constraint on (4) is not very demanding
for the agent, and in the other side this lax constraint leads to a great deal of
good for a person or prevents the happening of a great deal of mischief, pain,
evil, or unhappiness. Can the bargainers still refuse adopting some
constraints on such cases? I do not think so. Although adopting some
constraints and a pro tanto reason to promote the overall good in such cases
decreases X amount of good from the agent's self-interest it makes a safety
valve for her whenever she is in urgent need of help and gives her an nX
amount of good. This is while even the utility of these two Xs are not the
same, because a $10 bill is almost nothing for a wealthy person, while it can
save her life when she is extremely poor and in need. Therefore, aid and
helping those who are extremely in need has genuine weight for the
bargainers because, as I explained above, it can work like a safety valve for
them whenever they themselves are in urgent need. Nevertheless, the
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freedom to obtain X may be outweighed by other considerations or may not
be decisive in various cases, meaning that we accept a pro tanto reason to
promote the overall good by forgoing X.
The Applied Result in the Political Ethics of International Relations
The main point of difference between minimalist, moderate, and
extremist moral approaches is “allowing harm that is merely foreseen as an
unintended side-effect.” While minimalist morality, like libertarianism, puts
no constraint on allowing such harm, extremist morality puts constraint on it
in all cases in which such a constraint results in the overall good; no matter if
it is too demanding for the agent or not. Meanwhile, moderate morality puts
constraint on allowing such harm provided that such a constraint does not
impose much expense on the agent.
I have tried to defend the “moderate” as a reasonable component of
interest-based contractarianism. In other words, I have shown that the
“moderate” may in fact have recourse to (even) interest-based
contractarianism in her defense of moderate morality, for (even) this kind of
contractarianism (which is based on "self-interest-maximizing" motive) can
put some constraints on "allowing harm that is merely foreseen as an
unintended side-effect." So, if this paper is successful, then the claims of the
"extremist" which accuses our ordinary everyday moderate morality to an
illusion of innocence and the claims of the "minimalist" which accuses
moderate morality to be too demanding will crumble. I think after standing
on such an Archimedean point, we can use public education, art, mass
media, etc., to focus on "doing good" as well as "not doing bad" and move
toward making the world better as well as avoiding making it worse.
Regarding this result in normative ethics, what can be its probable
implications in applied or practical ethics? "World hunger" is a very popular
example, but I do not want to discuss it because it has already been discussed
frequently and in depth. My main question here is: What, if any, should fair
and just governments (in which people enjoy their basic human rights), and
their people and governmental organizations and NGOs, do to help those
who live in unfair and unjust societies, and are deprived of their basic rights?
It is very surprising that moral philosophers who write on morality's
demands and scope usually propose some examples on "world hunger," and
pay a little, if not any, attention to the obligations of governments,
organizations, and NGOs toward the injustices and human rights violations
in the world. Let's start with a thought experiment to show the
impermissibility of such inactions: You have driven home from your job at a
cold snowy night. You are exhausted because you had a very busy day. So,
the only thing you want to do is taking a hot shower and going to bed.
Suddenly, you hear someone is screaming. The lady living in the next door
asks help because her spouse is hitting her brutally. You want to call 911, but
you have mislaid your cell phone and your home phone is also out of work
and needs to be repaired. So, you decide to go out and use the public phone
in front of your apartment. However, it is exactly in front of your neighbor's
apartment and it means that the guy hitting his wife may find out you called
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the police and it can come down on you something fierce. You go to the
alley behind your apartment and use its public phone to call the police.
Police comes in minutes, enters their apartment, finds the lady stabbed but
still alive on her couch, takes her to the hospital, and arrests her husband. So,
the lady owes her life to you.
What would happen if you did not call the police? She would probably
die. If so, would you be responsible for her death? Based on what we
explained in the normative section of this paper you were responsible
because what you have done:
did not impose so much expense on you; &
was very valuable for the person received it.
A reader of my position might agree with what I have said yet.
However, we do not live in such a society. The murder of Hugo Alfredo
Tale-Yax in 2010 showed us again that our society is not as innocent as we
may think and as moral as it should be. Here is my paraphrase of New York
Post news:
Hugo Alfredo Tale-Yax, a heroic homeless man, stabbed after
saving a Queens woman from a knife-wielding attacker, lay dying in a
pool of blood for more than an hour as nearly 25 people indifferently
strolled past him. In the wake of the bloodshed, a man came out of a
nearby building and chillingly took a cell phone photo of the victim
before leaving. And in several instances, pairs of people gawked at
Tale-Yax without doing anything. More than an hour and 20 minutes
after the victim collapsed firefighters finally arrived and discovered that
he had died (Livingston, Doyle, and Mangan, 2010).
This behavior of the neutral bystanders reminds the famous 1964
murder of Kitty Genovese in Kew Gardens, Queens; where her screams after
being stabbed failed to rouse assistance from 38 neighbors of hers.
We see the same and even worse and more detestable inactions in our
trans-national behaviors. There are some campaigns and organizations to
raise awareness of human rights violations around the world, but most of
them work as if it is a matter of charity to help those whose rights are
violated and voices are muffled. The best thing is to live in a world in which
there is no human rights violation. However, this is not our world. So, the
“second best” is “those whose rights are violated must be fully compensated
so that after such compensation the individuals who are affected would no
longer regard their rights as violated” (Sengupta, 2006, p. 87). But, as
LaFollette says, “of those who can help, some are ignorant, others are
indifferent, and some are greedy” (LaFollette, 2007, p. 260). And most
governments care little to observe the rights of their own citizens, let alone
those of other societies. Meanwhile, we can stop a lot of such violations and
make the life of some persons back to them by nothing more than caring
about what is going on in our globalized world, paying much attention to it,
informing the ignorant people and taking part in some peaceful
demonstrations; wherever and whenever necessary. This is the crucial
applied result of the moderate morality which most of us fail to observe
practically though we may accept theoretically.
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Conclusion
We live in an increasingly integrated global world in which we are
deeply intertwined with each other. What we do in our societies, from what
we buy to how we vote, profoundly affects others in every part of the globe
and what others do in every part of the globe profoundly affects us. This
paper, if successful, shows that the third element of the moderate morality,
that is a pro tanto reason to promote the overall good, is not contrary but in
accord with our self-interest. So, based on both moderate morality and selfinterest, helping people is a moral obligation in all cases in which:
It is possible to stop, or at least reduce, big harms such as the violation
of basic human rights, muffling people’s voices, and suppressing them
brutally;
It does not impose a disproportionate burden on the agent; and
It is extremely valuable for the victim(s).
This is also the case for governments. Governments are more
powerful than individuals. So, they are more responsible for human rights
violations in the world. The inaction and indifference of any government in
stopping such violations, in the name of (or with the veil of) “not interfering
in the internal affairs of states,” is as immoral as bystanders’ inaction and
indifference in the cases of Kitty Genovese and Hugo Alfredo Tale-Yax.
The same is also true for the UN. The UN has been fairly successful in
maintaining international peace and security between the states and has taken
effective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace and
for the suppression of acts of aggression. However, it has not been successful
in protecting nations’ human rights. Peace and security, development, and
human rights have been the three essential pillars of the UN since its
establishment in 1945. However, it seems that the UN has paid much
attention to the first two pillars and has paid little, if not any, attention to the
third one.
In the light of the recent catastrophic years in the world and especially
in the Middle East we all saw the incapability of the UN, its member states,
and its many organizations, to solve the problems of our world and to
achieve international co-operation in promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights. What did the UN and the global society do toward the
violations of human rights? Almost nothing more than “expressing deep
concern and condemning strongly.” Any government requires executive and
judicial systems, as well as a legislative system, as an effective means of
achieving deterrence of injustices not only for the specific violator in a given
case, but also for others similarly situated. The UN should also have a more
effective role not only in deterrence of injustices but also in punishing the
violators. Otherwise, its treaties and resolutions will not have any
enforcement authority and power to protect its third essential pillar.

Notes:
1. He has borrowed the term from Kagan's The Limits of Morality (Baltzly,
2001, p. 3). According to Kagan, a "pro tanto" reason to promote the good is one
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that "has genuine weight, but nonetheless may be outweighed by other
considerations… [A] pro tanto reason is a genuine reason – with actual weight – but
it may not be a decisive one in various cases” (Kagan, 1989, p. 17).
2. In my defense of moderate morality based on interest-based
contractarianism, I owe Vaughn Bryan Baltzly. He, in his master thesis entitled
Contractarianism and Moderate Morality (2001), tried to defend the three crucial
elements of moderate morality based on interest-based and right-based
contractarianisms. However, I use my own way to show that interest-based
contractarianism can lead to a pro tanto reason to promote the overall good.
3. I use contractualism in a narrow sense to refer to a particular view developed
in recent years by T. M. Scanlon; especially in his book What We Owe to Each
Other. Scanlon introduces contractualism as a distinctive account of moral
reasoning. He summarizes his account thus: "An act is wrong if its performance
under the circumstances would be disallowed by any set of principles for the general
regulation of behavior that no one could reasonably reject as a basis for informed,
unforced, general agreement" (Scanlon, 1998, p. 153). Contractualism is a kind of
contractarianism and appeals to the idea of a social contract. "It attempts to derive
the content of morality … from the notion of an agreement between all those in the
moral domain" (Ashford and Mulgan, 2012). Based on contractualism, "it is not selfinterest combined with ignorance of self that makes me take account of everyone's
interests, but rather my concern to justify myself to everyone else" (ibid), and, as
Ashford and Mulgan say, "this motivation is a key feature of Scanlon's
contractualism" (ibid). "All social contract theorists … agree that agents want to
justify themselves to others. However, for the interest-based contractarian, such a
desire is merely strategic. … For the contractualist, by contrast, agents are morally
motivated by an intrinsic desire to justify themselves to others. Having this desire is
part of what it is to be a moral agent" (ibid).
4 .I owe the example to Steven Kuhn's entry for Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy (Kuhn, 2007). However, I have changed some key words in it to make
the situation.
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Introduction
Throughout the history of philosophy, some philosophers have changed
mainstream philosophy, such as Immanuel Kant. Kant’s Copernican
revolution brought about a widespread change in epistemology, which
effects are observable in contemporary philosophy. The basic foundation of
that revolution was that for knowledge acquisition, the mental structure of
the thinker comes prior to the external facts. In other words, in analyzing
knowledge, we must first start from the subject or agent of knowledge and
then explore the external world. Kant showed that philosophers have been
misled by analyzing knowledge and establishing its rules from the wrong
point. This revolution brought epistemology into a new fruitful period.It
seems that contemporary moral philosophy, such as 18th century
epistemology, needs a kind of Copernican revolution, but vice versa. We
should remember that the “Copernican revolution” is only a metaphor,
because this kind of Copernican revolution is in fact anti-Kantian, antiutilitarian, and even anti-Copernican. Contrary to Kant, in moral philosophy,
we need external facts come prior to theoretical speculation.
What is the main characteristic of this revolution? As we said before,
Kant changed the epistemological starting point. Now, by deliberation of
moral philosophy, we can assert that we need the ethical revolution.
Explaining this change, along with its advantages, form the central part of
this paper. Because of its rational and philosophical roots throughout the
history of philosophy, moral philosophy has been based on assumptions and
presuppositions, some of which are my issue in this paper. We defend this
revolution by returning to folk ethics and showing its main characteristics.
Since it determines our limitations and boundaries, it is essential to know
folk ethics and take it as a starting point of every moral theorizing. Our
concern in this paper is the practical aim of changing ethical subjects for the
better i.e., improving their moral standards and not the theoretical aim of
construing a system of ethical principles and of justifying that system
In the first step, we consider certain presuppositions of current moral
philosophy, which seem to be in contradiction to folk ethics. Due to this
contradiction, the effectiveness of current moral philosophy is minimal. In
the folk ethics, as objective phenomena, it is difficult tracing such
presuppositions.
The presuppositions of current moral philosophy
The purpose of ethics
It seems that moral philosophers implicitly assume a noble moral
purpose for man. They portray a prior ideal moral being and expect ordinary
people to behave according to that ideal picture. Although it is obvious in
Kant’s moral philosophy, we may also recognize such approaches in other
moral philosophers who speculate on moral philosophy. Although Kant
rejects this normative and prophetical duty as his purpose, his moral system
implicitly has such an end. It seems that not only is this judgment true in the
case of Kant, but also it is partly true in the case of other mainstream
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approach, i.e., consequentialism; though the later one has some similarities
with folk ethics.
Disregard for people's expectations of morality
Why in the realm of moral philosophy is the common morality among
people of little importance? Why do moral philosophers pay little attention
to ordinary life and its moral aspects? And why do they never take serious
the questions: how do people interact with each other, and how are their
moral boundaries drawn? In the absence of such an approach, it seems that
moral philosophy has been converted into something like a religion, which
expects an absolute obedience and submission, regardless of the people who
are obliged to perform its duties. Some philosophers have pointed to
similarities between moral philosophy and religion. (See Flanagan et al.,
2007: 2). Of course, religions generally observe peoples abilities in their
injunctions.
Are there any moral philosophers who ask about people’s expectations
of ethics? Of course, moral philosophers take social problems seriously (for
example, we know that Kant was so concerned with the end of the French
Revolution), but in their moral philosophy, their beginning point is neither
individuals nor their real lives.
Folk ethics and the disregard for it
People in ordinary life make moral judgments and classify people based
on moral aspects without any knowledge about ethics and moral philosophy.
I call it folk ethics. Before considering accurately what folk ethics is, it is
important to note that current moral philosophy, similar to religion, aim to
promote a certain level of morality in society, thus they have nothing to do
with folk ethics. The starting point of moral philosophy is philosophical
assumptions which are usually a priori. Even, this is true in the case of
utilitarianism, for Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill justify hedonism on
the basis of philosophical assumptions. In the other words, they take for the
granted that people are hedonist, without any field study. Besides that, this
central presupposition that humans are moral beings is not evident, but
should be established by empirical methods.
Thus, it seems that to observe folk ethics requires that moral
philosophers take only those presuppositions which correspond to what
ordinary people believe concerning morality. In short, the moral philosopher
should first give ear to ordinary people’s moral speeches, discussions and
judgments.
The unique explanation
The major schools of moral philosophy usually exaggerate one aspect
of morality and presuppose that moral judgments are possible only by one
criterion. For example, it is a common belief between moral philosophers
that deontology, consequentialism and virtue ethics are not consistent and
only one approach is the case in the normative ethics. But it may be found by
experience that in the ordinary life a mixture of criteria is allowed.
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It seems that these presuppositions are wrong with contemporary
academic ethical discussions. The right starting point is to leave them for a
while and start with exploring what folk considers as morality, that is, folk
ethics. Of course there are exceptions to the prevalent approach: virtue ethics
of Rosalind Hursthouse, Christine Swanton, Linda Zagzebski, and the ruleconsequentialism and moral contractualism defended in Derek Parfit and
Derek Phillips. But it seems that they are not ready to start with folk ethics.
Generally there is a gap between academic ethical discussions and everyday
life and such discussions confined to academic boundaries. What is the main
instructor of moral beliefs for people? Moral philosophers or other
instructors, such as custom, mass media, and family?
Folk ethics and its components?
The term “folk ethics” is not very common in ethics terminology, but
by concentrating on folk epistemology or folk psychology, it will be possible
to develop and understand some points in folk ethics. Alvin Goldman points
to Wilfrid Sellars’ definition of folk psychology as one in which “mental
states could be viewed as theoretical states of a commonsense psychological
theory” (Goldman, 2006: 7). According to Goldman, folk psychology is a
conceptual framework which ordinary people use in the predication of both
their own and other’s behaviors and mental states. What Mike Martin
defines as ordinary ethics is close to folk ethics. He says that ordinary ethics
is the set of standards which people use in their ordinary lives (Martin, 1981:
631). Thus, we can say that folk ethics consists of rules, methods and
criterions which people apply in their moral judgments, both in the morality
of agents and actions.
On the other hand, as we said, moral philosophy has ignored folk ethics.
In fact, according to its ideal presupposition, moral philosophy wants to
move beyond folk ethics to construct a new moral system for people. In
other words, the very goal of moral philosophy is to move from an existent
unfavorable situation to a non-existent favorable situation. But there, we face
an important question: Is it possible to pass beyond folk ethics before
understanding what is it?
We attempt to show that the answer of this question is “no”. Folk
ethics, like language, historically has been created according to the needs
and abilities of people and societies, and therefore, it contains a great deal of
delicacy and complexity. Therefore, every moral system should observe
human moral needs and capacities; however, famous moral theories rarely
have such characteristics. In order to comprehend folk ethics, we can start
from human moral capacities.
Human moral capacities
Suppose, from a moral point of view, someone’s behaviors are
generally judged as immoral. However, we find him somehow to be reliable,
and we continue to interact with him. This case provides us with an
important question: why do we keep this relationship even though we know
he behaves immorally in some cases? The answer is not so complicated: we
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have no other choice! Society consists of such persons. Individuals do not
obey moral rules absolutely, but rather by degrees. Therefore, in attributing
the term “moral” to individuals, we consider this fact, which is the most
important element of folk ethics. During this time, we find out that human
moral capacities and abilities are limited. However, this important discovery
is almost absent in moral philosophy. Freud and modern psychology showed
that human moral capacity is less than what philosophers generally think.
As we will argue, the rules of folk ethics are so utilitarian and
functionalist that they therefore are more based on human moral abilities and
capacities rather than ideal moral ends. Nowadays, according to
psychological findings, we know that human moral capacities are more
restricted than in comparison to what Socrates, Aristotle and Kant
maintained. The picture of an ideal moral man was portrayed by these
philosophers prior to their enactment of moral rules based on that picture. To
look at ethics from a new perspective, it is essential to know human moral
capacities and limitations; this will be possible only through empirical
investigations.
Fuzzy aspect of morality
Suppose that you what to buy a bottle of milk from a seller in the
supermarket. Clearly you trust him; she is implicitly supposed to be truthful
and honest. In this case you do not research any more. However, when you
want to buy an expensive house, the seller’s honesty becomes more
important. As another example, suppose you want to marry her! In this case,
you carefully examine her honesty and morality. Thus, by increasing the
importance of the cases, you examine the morality of people more carefully.
We do so, because we know that people behave according to moral rules in
degrees. Likewise, our moral judgments, too, are hierarchical.
How did this form of moral judgment become prevalent in society?
How do we learn to judge people and their behaviors? How do we adopt to
the prevailing complicated moral rules? Going back to your childhood, you
may remember your dualistic and inflexible moral judgments. From a child’s
perspective, if a person only does one immoral act, that is enough to consider
the actor immoral. For every child, there are only two kinds of people: good
or bad. As the child grows older, this dualistic viewpoint transforms into a
more fuzzy perspective. Here, fuzzy perspective means the hhierarchical
aspect of moral judgments in folk ethics. In ordinary life our moral
judgments confined not to good or bad, right and wrong; but we have many
degrees of them.
The mechanism of such transformation is quite complicated and mainly
belongs to psychology. Suffice it to say, such transformation is inevitable,
and folk ethics demands it. What should moral philosophy learn from the
fuzzy aspect of folk ethics? This point implies the social aspect of ethics.
That is why from a functionalist point of view, folk ethics appeared in order
to regulate social interactions in human society. I take this as the essential
function of ethics. Some moral philosophers and psychologists insist on this
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function, too (see: Karlsson, 2012). Therefore, the fuzzy aspect of folk ethics
improves its function in society.
So far, it has become apparent that folk ethics is a realistic one, because
it does not exclude the limitations of human morality. We know that nature
rarely creates a moral hero. The efficacy of folk ethics results from its
realistic aspect. From a psychological perspective, the less our moral
expectation from people, the more possible and probable their moral
behavior is. In other words, if we introduce strict moral rules, the probability
that people would follow them will decrease. In the moral test taken by
current moral theories, no one can pass, because the test is too difficult and
ignorant of human moral capacities and abilities. In folk ethics, people hope
to observe moral rules, because those rules are not so strong. If you know
that you can never behave in accordance with some moral system or theory,
your will and motivation will decrease. For example, knowing that if you lie
only one or two times you will go to hell or be called an immoral person, it
will be difficult to encourage morality. From a utilitarian perspective, I think
that this aspect of folk ethics totally increases both people's and, in turn,
society’s moral level.
Flexibility
Folk ethics, due to its flexibility, leads man, irrelevant to his degree of
virtue, to be a moral person. Suppose Jack is a trustful, honest, dutiful and
patriotic person, but somehow proud and arrogant; according to folk ethics,
he is still a moral person. If people know that, by possessing many virtues
yet lacking others they are still considered to be in the moral people camp,
they will observe morality more than people who believe that in all
circumstances they are imperfect and failed. This is also considered a
utilitarian explanation. Let us take an example of two individuals who use
offensive language. In the case of my home’s mason, this level of
immorality is not a big deal; however, this same immorality in the case of
my son’s teacher is a thorny issue. This indicates that some virtues and vices
are proportional to their context of moral judgment. Thus, the list of virtues
and vices is dependent on the situation in which it occurs.
Now, we should explore more accurately how human beings make their
moral judgments in their real lives? I think that there must be a mechanism
for moral judgment in ordinary life which people follow. Alvin Goldman’s
virtue epistemology has inspired me in drawing this mechanism (Goldman,
1992: 156-161).
Adjusting virtue ethics and consequentialism
In order to show that adjusting different normative theories in folk
ethics is not impossible, we can consider the following hypostatical outline.
But it is not unlikely other factors, such as emotivism, subjectivism, etc.,
contribute in folk ethics. Its validity is dependent to empirical studies about
the folk ethics. Contrary to this hypothesis, Jesse Prinz suggests that
according to his empirical studies, relativist sentimentalism is the
case.(Prinz, 1995)
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However, It has been said that virtue ethics “may, initially, be identified
as the one that emphasizes the virtues, or moral character, in contrast to the
approach which emphasizes duties or rules (deontology) or that which
emphasizes the consequences of actions (consequentialism)” (Hursthouse,
2016). But I think that any moral theory, if considered alone, is incomplete;
we should assemble and combine theories, as we have in epistemology.
William Alston showed that each of the current epistemic theories, if
considered alone, is insufficient. However, altogether, a combination of one
or more epistemic theories can explain any different situation (See: Alston,
2005). It seems that folk ethics is based on various criteria. From this
perspective, even Kant’s strict moral system is relevant to folk ethics,
although to a lesser extent than utilitarianism and virtue ethics.
In the most recent two centuries, in normative ethics, the main
controversy was between Kant’s deontological theory and consequentialism.
In recent decades, again virtue ethics is taken into consideration. It seems
that folk ethics, which, I think, is the combination of virtue ethics and
consequentialism, is in contrast with Kant’s deontology. People judge
according to a virtues and vices list – a list based on good and bad
consequences that leads to titles, which are categorized as virtues and vices.
But, in folk ethics virtue ethics is dominant, because people judge actions on
the basis of an agent’s status and context in which they are. An agent’s status
is a part of moral judgment. Consequentialism enters in the construction of
virtue lists. But if you ask me “why virtue ethics is preferable?”, I only can
say although this is my hypothesis and its validity is unknown, in moral
philosophy theories inspired virtue ethics are close to folk ethics rather than
other theories.
People dependent on their social context, natural factors, heritage and
the like, have a list of moral virtues and vices. The list of virtues includes
veracity, loyalty, humility, etc. And in the list of vices, we find lying,
betrayal, arrogance, etc. Clearly, the contents of such lists, which are
obtained by utilitarian criteria, are different from one person and culture to
another. It means that efficacy and the good consequences of some virtue in
a specific culture places it in that list. Keep in mind that what people do is
not in complete accordance with those lists, but to some degree. Also, folk
ethics implicitly presupposes that all the virtues and vices do not belong to
one person, but, more or less, to everyone. This is another basic component
in folk ethics. Aristotle thought that a complete set of virtues are the
requirements of happiness. Despite Aristotle’s realistic vision on ethics, his
theory is too strict and idealistic. We know that no one is perfect nor a moral
hero or moral saint, but almost everyone is imperfect; therefore, we have a
partial list of virtues. Thus, for example, we obviously put the people who in
80% of cases are truthful in the group of morals. Of course, 80% is not a
fixed percentage, but it rather depends on the context of moral judgment. It
is necessary to confirm that the consequentialist criterion is not the exclusive
way to determine virtues and vices, but is the principal one. It may be other
factors to determine them.
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Thus our hypothesis is that virtue ethics and consequentialism are
adjustable. If you find this claim rubbish, we have four reasons for this. First,
some scholars suggest that in Aristotle’s virtue ethics, inspired Protagoras,
the list of virtues reflects the current virtues of Athen. Those virtues had
positive social consequences. Second, if it was possible adjusting virtue
ethics and consequentialism in epistemology, as Goldman did, that would
not be impossible to do it in moral philosophy. Third, some scientific
researches in neurosciences confirm moral virtues root in their social
consequences. (For example, Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). Forth, As David
Hume argued, virtues, such as honour friends, finally reduced to pleasure
and pain, that is, good consequences: “The very essence of virtue, according
to this hypothesis, is to produce pleasure. The virtue and vice must be part of
our character in order to excite pride or humility.” (Hume, 2003: 211)
The outline of folk ethics
From these visions we can formulate folk ethics as this:
Subject S is seen as a moral agent when he does act A in context C (or,
Subject S in context C does the correct action A and is therefore
praiseworthy), if:
S’s action A is proportional to C.
S in context C commonly, but not necessarily always, does act A.
Act A is involved in a virtue list accepted by S’s society or community.
Act A has certain benefits or good consequences for S’s society or
community.
An action’s proportionality to context C means that to do act A is
comparable with S’s status and capacities and also her society’s
expectations. For example, the help of a very poor person to others, or his
participation in some charity events, would not be considered as a virtue we
expect him. However, in the case of a rich person, the same thing would be
acceptable and thus a virtue. Suppose a careless man increases his discipline
by 10%; obviously he is admirable. However, if an already well-disciplined
person decreases his discipline by 10%, he deserves to be blamed.
This is only a hypostatical outline of folk ethics and not a rule be
followed by every one in every circumstance. Further empirical studies are
required to test its validity and reliability. Also, we should not consider it as
a rule followed by people explicitly, but it only portrays the general
mechanism for folk ethics and therefore it is not an example of construing a
system of ethical principles and of justifying that system.
Folk ethics and naturalized ethics
Naturalized epistemology has broadened our horizons and propounded
new discussions in epistemology. Naturalized ethics, too, could help us to
capture better understanding of the nature of folk ethics, as long as it
investigates moral aspects of everyday life by scientific methods. It should
be noted that my interpretation of Copernican revolution does not
correspond with Bynum’s naturalistic approach, although there are some
similarities between them (Bynum, n.d) He basically tends to a scientific
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interpretation of ethics, the same as Jesse Prinz’s approach to naturalizing
metaethics. He takes methodological naturalism to find out which type of
metaethical theory is confirmed by psychology and empirical study (Prinz,
1995; Prinz, 2007). This is also true in the case of Zimmerman’s work
(Zimmerman, 1980: 638-640). Although this problem is not our central
concern, it is still very important if we want to discover the mechanism of
folk ethics. Thus, although in this paper ethics naturalization is not our
concern, to know the nature of folk ethics requires scientific methods.
We do not suggest a peremptory submission to folk ethics. Instead, we
would like to emphasize folk ethics as a starting point of moral philosophy
and rely on science for some basic questions about human moral capacities
and the mechanism(s) of folk ethics. At the same time, folk ethics should be
studied as an empirical subject matter for psychologists. Moral philosophy is
a field of study which has the least connection with science. But it seems that
this should be changed.
From folk ethics to moral philosophy
Folk ethics, as an objective phenomenon, has an important function in
human social life. Moral philosophers, due to their ideal ends, attempt to
repair and reform folk ethics by replacing it with a new rational moral
system. I think this is a very fundamental mistake. As history testifies, folk
ethics has very deep roots in human culture, and the desire to reform it is
debatable. Therefore, it is necessary to change basic presuppositions and
ends of moral philosophy. It must study folk ethics with the help of social
sciences and moral psychology in order to find moral mechanisms. Finding
moral and social mechanisms results in the promotion of society’s moral
status. Moral philosophers must remember that it would be much better to
have a society composed of people who totally observe folk ethics, than a
society composed of a minority who observes very strong moral rules and a
majority who has no respect to formal moral rules because of their strong
demands. Suffice to say that the possibility and efficacy of minimalistic
morality is generally greater and better than extremist morality. But this is an
important question whether folk ethics is a minimalistic one or not.
Of course, some moral philosophers implicitly use certain elements of
folk ethics. For instance, when MacIntire maintains that the unity of virtues
is invalid and for being happy it is not necessary to have all virtues
(MacIntire, 2007), I think he adopts a realistic point of view concerning
ethics, which is an essential element in folk ethics. Or, Rorty’s criticism of
Meta ethical systems, which insists on their neglect of ordinary life, is not
irrelevant to our discussion (Rorty, 1999: 112).
As many philosophers outlined, moral philosophy, due to its
conservative aspect, hardly accepts this revolution. But sooner or later, at
least naturalistic approach will impose its will. It is time for moral
philosophy to begin from the everyday life of human beings. As a pattern,
we can point to some epistemologists who comprehend the importance of
everyday life as the beginning point. Among them, Linda Zagzebski is the
most famous. She reminds us that knowledge and cognition are not separable
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from everyday life (Zagzebski, 2009: 131-152). I think some artists have a
better understanding of folk ethics. The Godfather, as a classic film,
illustrates the mechanism of folk ethics very well.
Some objections
Imagine a society that justifies discrimination against a minority – say
for reasons of economy and social cohesion of the majority. Such
discriminatory acts imply good consequences for the major part of the
agent’s society to the detriment of the minority. Would the author accept this
consequence? If so, then he or she is simply defending a version of
consequentialism. If not, then he or she should specify why not – which
indicates that more work is needed for defending or refining this definition.
I have three answers to this objection. First, it has nothing to do with my
claim. That counter example enters in the next clarifications. Our claim in
this paper is preliminary. Second, if it was in folk ethics some kind of
consequentialism, it would not be surprising. But, as it was shown, my claim
is that folk ethics is not confined to consequentialism and other insights
enter. Third, in the new approach to moral philosophy, which I call
Copernican revolution, it is not permissible to assert counter examples
before finding the nature of folk ethics through empirical studies.
Also, it may be said that can we really talk about folk-ethics: are there
not always different sorts of folk ethics at the same time, according to the
kinds of folk under consideration (in function of their different status,
oppositions, etc.)? I think this objection implies to relativistic aspect of folk
ethics. Here, too, we need empirical studies in order to determine whether
there is a folk ethics or different sorts of folk ethics.
As another objection, it may be said that folk ethics, as we formulated,
is far from accuracy. We say that folk ethics basically provides no direct
measure or rule. But after gaining a deep insight into folk ethics, it would not
be unlikely that the moral philosophy based on it expert rules. Here, what
happens later and how moral philosopher inserts his expertise insights into
folk psychology and ethic, is not my concern. Again, as we said, this is only
an outline of folk ethics and further investigations are required to more
clarifications.
It is likely that in folk ethics we find many contradictions. If so, the
counter examples would not be good means in the hand of moral philosopher
to reject folk ethics. I think if we gain a deep insight into folk ethics, then
our appeal to counter examples will be ineffective, because, the dream of
constituting a completely coherent moral system is an illusion. This research
shows that to moderate the ideal of “to set (folk) ethics right” by
philosophical investigations is inevitable.
Conclusions
In short, folk ethics shows us our starting point in moral speculation as
well as its boundaries and limitations. Thus, we suggest that these points
should be noted in moral philosophy.
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Moral philosophy should not emphasize rules, for folk ethics is not ruleutilitarianism and tends to judge according to context. Therefore, what we
formulated above as folk ethics is in contrast with the spirit of folk ethics. Its
roots in virtue ethics prevent it from becoming a rule-utilitarianism. When
Rorty, in Philosophy and Social Hope, says that there is no need for rules in
ethics, it seems that he expresses one aspect of folk ethics. Thus, moral
philosophy should pay attention to contextualism. Moral philosophy should
embrace this idea that no single theory can explain ordinary people's moral
judgments. Therefore, the combination of consequentialism and virtue ethics
seems to be most suitable. The presuppositions of current moral philosophy
are the main obstacles to fundamental change in the realm of morality. Thus,
we should not place emphasis on them.Moral philosophy requires the help of
moral psychology. This is the naturalized aspect of the future’s moral
philosophy.
To sum up, the Copernican revolution, which we defend, consists of
paying attention to those points in every philosophical speculation
concerning morality. I think moral philosophy is wholly the production of
those philosophers who worry about morality and therefore consider
minimalistic ethics as a threat. I am not an advocate for folk ethics, but
suggest that every speculation in the field of moral philosophy, in the first
step must observe folk ethics and instead of presenting idealistic rules, it
must adopt a realistic approach.

-
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Abstract
Kant's demystification is meant to put away any metaphysical and revealed
elements from ethics and religion. Kant, fulfilling this, first argues that
metaphysical questions of reason, from theoretical aspect, have no certain
answers. In practical reason, he establishes his moral foundations, based on
own human being without any referring to metaphysical bases. In fact, Kant
places human being as the base, legislator and finally the end of ethics, so
that the totality of morality is depended on itself him/her and there is no
moral reality out of our humanly understanding. Kant, then, by confirming
the necessity of rational religion, believes that the age of revealed religions
have been expired, since they were belonged to the childhood age of human
being’s reason, while in Kant’s rational religion, this is human being’s
subjective intellect that defines the nature and function of God. Therefore,
for Kant’s moral and rational religion, there is no credibility for affairs like
miracles, blessings and prayers, since they indicate religious misguidance.
In Kant’s rational pure religion, the religion is relied on human being’s pure
reason in which his/her reason is the only criterion of religious beliefs.
Therefore, for Kant, religion means recognizing our duties as divine
judgments, and that such religion pertains to our mundane life not for
worshiping God in order to get his satisfaction or benefitting his grace. In
short, Kant’s religion and morality are totally depended on our humanly and
earthy rationality and understanding, and that there is no mystery out of our
humanly willing. So the mysteries that are claimed by revealed religions are
meaningless, since our reason, itself, determines the nature, function and
virtues of God, moral axioms and religious beliefs.
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Introduction
Modern philosophy of the west can be divided into two parts including
before and after Kant. Since Kant was those of modern philosophers who
have completed the philosophical process of modern subjectivism and
humanism. He was able to introduce new versions of rationalism and
empirical knowledge within which there is no space for metaphysical
realities. In fact, Kant was of the most significant modern philosophers who
separated physical knowledge from metaphysical one, and argued that only
the former has epistemic certainty and credibility. Meantime, he posed
human being’s reason as the ontological and epistemological center and
foundation of any kinds of knowledge. Concerning ethics and religion, Kant
by using his humanistic and subjective rationality introduced a rational
approach to them in which we should makes foundations of ethics and
religion based on human being’s epistemic and ontological understanding,
and that we do not need to any sources out of or beyond human being’s
intellect.
In fact, Kant’s fundamental significance is that he tried to give earthy
interpretation of heavenly truths, and to bring down God from heavens to the
earth, and to introduce a new relation between Him and human being from
his/her approach not from God’s eyes. This approach of Kant, here, can be
called as demystification that means we should put aside all mysterious and
metaphysical affaires and realities from our thought and knowledge, and
should build human being rationality based only on empirical and
phenomenon data. The importance of Kant’s demystification was
eliminating revealed, metaphysical and mysterious elements of religion and
ethics, and introducing a humanly and earthy one in which all metaphysical
affairs either have their meaning within human being modern rationality or
should be omitted. The conclusion of such thought was putting aside
metaphysical elements of religion and ethics from modern human being’s
thought which was led to the emergence of atheism and positivistic
approaches, from one hand, and fideism from other hand that believes in
God not based on rational proofs but through gaining religious experience.
This paper by paying attention to the fundamental significance of ethics
and religion in Kant’s philosophy, in order to answer this question, that how
does Kant demystify religion and ethics? tries to explain and analyze some
principles of Kant’s project of demystifying religion and ethics, and argues
that what consequences has his demystified thought given to philosophical
thought of the west after Kant.
Kant and demystification of theoretical reason
Theoretical Reason of Kant, which was cleared in the book Critique of
Pure Reason, clarifies his epistemological viewpoints that can be considered
as the epistemological and philosophical foundations for demystifying ethics
and religion. In fact, Kant’s theoretical reason through arguing impossibility
of metaphysics, and demonstrating epistemic certainty and credibility of
natural sciences, has provided the bases for demystification of ethics and
religion.
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Kant’s main struggling, in his theoretical reason, is assessing possibility
or impossibility of traditional and rational metaphysics. Since, he starts to
assess the ability of human being’s epistemic faculties, in order to clarify
their ability for recognizing metaphysical and immaterial truths and realities.
Meantime paying attention to human being’s fundamental questions
concerning God, freewill and immortality, Kant, wants to investigate that do
such questions have certain answers regarding theoretical reason or not?
Kant pays attention to main philosophical schools in his time including
rationalists and empiricists. The former believe in rational and innate ideas
and conceptions, and consider them as the origins of human being’s
knowledge, and ignore of the role of sensation in the process of knowing.
The latter pay more attention to sense perception and consider it as the origin
of human being’s knowledge. Kant maintains that although there are some
truths in these two approaches, but they are unable to explain the nature of
human being’s knowledge and its origin. Since, for Kant, although all kinds
of knowledge are started from sensual experience, but it is not necessitated
that knowledge itself should be originated from sensual experience (Kant,
1998, P139-140, Copleston, 1977, P235-240). For clarifying this matter,
Kant divides the structure of human being’s mind, regarding knowledge, into
two categories of sensation and understanding, which the former includes of
time and space that they are the only structures that all of our external
perceptions and knowledge can be conceivable only through them. In fact,
time and space are as the only conditions and ways within and through them
our perceptions are provided from the external world. Hence, time and space
make our epistemic boundaries for acquiring external facts (Ibid, P142-148).
Therefore, there is no way beyond boundaries of time and space for getting
external facts, and that we are restricted in the limitations of time and space.
So, if there is a reality or truth that we want to recognize it, it must be
conceived through structures of time and space. Consequently, according to
Kant’s epistemology, realities and truths are restricted to temporal and
spatial conditions which both of them are material and empirical virtues of
the natural world. So, when Kant limits realities and truths to the temporal
and spatial boundaries of the world, it means that he demystifies other
epistemological realities and truths of the whole system of being that this is
the first step of Kant to demystifying the world and human being’s thought.
On the other hand, Kant considers categories of understanding for the
mind. These twelfth categories combine pluralities of sense perceptions that
are gained through sensational categories to our minds, so that through their
synthesizing and analyzing the science is produced. So for Kant, science is
resulted by receiving external data through sensational categories, and their
synthesizing and analyzing by understanding categories. Therefore, the mere
role of understanding is to synthesize and analyze sense perceptions, and the
role of sensational categories are to attract external data, while each one is
not enough to produce science, but they need to each other to work together
(Ibid, P137-138). For Kant, the essential virtues of understanding categories,
however, is that, they are intrinsic for our minds and not derived from the
external world. So there are no rational truths regarding categories of
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sensation and understanding, since all epistemic data are received from the
external world and analyzed or synthesized by understanding.
On the other hand, Kant divides the whole system of being into two
worlds of Noumenon and Phenomenon. The Phenomenon world, for Kant, is
the world of experience and empirical knowledge and sensation. He believes
that we get certain knowledge only related to realities of this world that are
conceived within the framework of categories of sensation and
understanding. He argues that since realities of the Noumenon world are out
of sensational categories, then we can’t get any certain knowledge regarding
them. So Kant sends out fundamental metaphysical questions, like God,
immortality and freewill from the realm of the phenomenon world, and
believes that they are belonged to the Noumenon world. Hence he maintains
that so far as human being’s knowledge is certain within the realms of
empirical and phenomenon universe, we have no certain recognition
concerning things itself in the Noumenon world, since we are able to
recognize things of the empirical universe as they are appeared to us not they
are in the Noumenon world. Therefore, for Kant, realities of the Noumenon
world are out of our epistemic faculties and abilities, and if we want to get
certain knowledge concerning them, we are involved in contradiction (Ibid,
P313).
So, we should think of realities of the Noumenon world as metaphysical
mysteries. In fact, Kant by, restricting the certainty and truth to the empirical
and Phenomenon world, demystifies metaphysical mysteries and truths of
the world, since for him, whatever is certain and true, it should be acquired
through sensational categories of time and space which is not applicable to
metaphysical mysteries. On the other hand, he, by expelling these mysteries
to the Noumenon world, denies the possibility of recognizing them.
Therefore, Kantian world is divided into two universes included of
demystified Phenomenon world and the mysterious Noumenon world, so
that everything has reality and certainty based on empirical experience, and
mysterious realities and truths of the noumenon world are not recognizable
based on his/her epistemic faculties. So there is no epistemic way and
method for human being to recognize metaphysical truths and mysteries of
the whole system of being. Hence they should be laid aside from our
thoughts and philosophies.
By considering rationalists viewpoints in Kant’s time in which they
believed in ability of human being’s reason for recognizing all metaphysical
realities of the world, and the crisis that was arisen from their thought,
wonderful development of empirical sciences that had not concerned with
metaphysical ideas, he finally draws his epistemological and scientific plan
of the natural world which its objects are mundane and empirical things and
there is no space for immaterial, mysterious and spiritual things and ideas. In
fact, Kantian epistemic world is the world demystified from metaphysical
conceptions that all its phenomena are meaningful based on empirical and a
priori concepts and principles. So, although there are some mysterious
questions pertaining to the Phenomenon world of Kant, but such questions
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are expelled to the world of things in themselves, since they have no certain
answers for human being according to Kant’s pure reason.
Consequently it can be said that for Kant due to hegemony of modern
empirical sciences and their abilities for anticipating and controlling the
world, and scientific approaches that are arisen from these facts, modern
thinkers like Kant had gradually got to this thought that mysteries and
metaphysical affaires and ideas have no effective role in our mundane life
and its practical or theoretical aspects. In fact, modern thinkers such as Kant
restricted the whole system of the being only to the empirical world and
mundane life, which can be recognized, controlled and changed by natural
sciences and human being’s modern quantitative reason.
Kant and demystifying ethics
Practical reason or ethics is one of the more significant parts of Kant’s
philosophy which plays an effective role in the totality of his philosophical
thought, so that it answers unanswered questions of theoretical reason.
Kant’s method in ethics is like his method in theoretical reason, that is,
ethics has some a priori concepts and axioms regarding moral cognition. For
Kant, however, by practical reason is its role and function in our life not
epistemic aspect. In fact there is one reason has plural functions which are
distinguished from each other. First, it can determine its objects, while the
given object originally is raised from another source different from the
reason. Second, it can realize its objects. The first is called as pure reason,
and the second as practical reason or ethics. Hence, in moral approach,
reason itself is the origin of its objects, and concerns to moral freedom and
priorities, not to aesthetics sense datum, that means, the reason itself makes
moral decisions and priorities on the basis of the law that is originated from
itself (Kant, 1974, P56-58). So, pure reason pays attention to knowledge
while practical reason concerns with freewill and moral duty.
Kant in his ethics extremely emphasizes on human being’s essential
virtues like good freewill, duty, tendency and law. He, regarding the
existence of good freewill, believes that it is impossible to call something as
a good, except as a good freewill inside or outside of the world
unconditionally (Kant, 1974, P64-65). It means, in Kant’s view good freewill
is the only absolute good that previously was unconditionally placed in
human being’s existence, so far as it is impossible that good freewill be a
bad or evil in any situations, since it is an unconditional and absolute good.
Hence, it can be said, for Kant, the conception of good is the conception of
will that always and essentially, and due to its intrinsic validity, is good not
due to the goal is actualized.
Kant, then, pays attention to the conception of duty and considers it as
the essential property of moral awareness, and maintains that the will which
acts to fulfill moral duty is really good will, so good will is the will that acts
to fulfill duty (Kant, 1974, P68). Kant, at the same time, considers only those
acts to fulfill duty that have moral value, then links them to dignity of human
being’s soul. Therefore, according to Kant, the moral value of act that is
fulfilled regarding duty is increased based on reducing of tendency to do it.
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Kant continues his project to change the acting accordance to duty
based on moral laws, because, in his view, duty is the necessity of acting
based on respecting the law. But Kant’s favorite moral law, which has
universality, has humanly source and has been not originated from any other
sources even divine one. He, then, explains that there are only one
categorical imperative regarding moral laws, and only based on the rule you
can at the same time will that rule will be a universal law. This rule is said by
Kant as follows: 'Act as if the maxim of your action were to become through
your will a universal law of nature (Kant, 1974, P89). Kant, also, believes
that ethical laws and duties are absolutely ethical so far as in them is
considered a categorical imperative as itself end which this end is the same
as intelligent existent who is human being. So Kant says: “Act in such a way
that you always treat humanity? whether in your own person or in the person
of any other, never simply as a means, but always at the same time as an
end” (Kant, 1974, P96). Therefore, human being, as the intelligent existent,
can be placed as the background and the basis and the end of ethical
principles. So, Kant’s ethics is a subjective ethics in its principles and end
which its base and end is placed in human being itself, so far as Kant
considers the freewill as the absolute principle of ethics and only principle of
all ethical laws, and their similar duties.
He then discusses on ideas such as freewill, the existence of God and
human being’s immortality based on the concepts of happiness and virtue in
ethical imperative through ethics without paying attention to their
epistemological aspects, and tries to argue their necessity. His belief
concerning freewill is that this concept and the idea of absolute principle of
ethics are united, so far we can define practical freewill as the independence
of will from everything except ethical law (Kant, 1974, P98). And he
presupposes the idea of freewill due to its dependency on ethical law, and by
supposing of two concepts of happiness and virtue in ethical act due to their
guarantee by God, explains the necessity of the hereafter life and immortality
of human being’s soul by God.
So Kant answers unanswered questions of pure reason by its practical
aspect. The importance of his reply is that his answering is not epistemic
reply, but it is moral approach to metaphysical questions. Here the most
significant note is that the base and end of Kant’s ethics is laid in himself as
far as his ethics is humanistic and the base of religion. In fact, Kant takes
place humanity as the exile, foundation and end of ethics. Hence when he
says human being or every intelligent existent is as the end of absolute
finality of ethics, his purpose is that there is nothing beyond human being as
the presupposition, axioms or ends of ethics. So, for Kant, although this is
God who guarantees final happiness and virtue of ethics, but this is human
being who is obligated to determine its moral content. Therefore, Kant’s
ethics is totally humanistic and demystified ethics in which there is no space
for divine, metaphysical and revealed truths. In fact, for Kant, since human
being is an intelligent existent, he/she is able and should build the
foundations and axioms of ethics, and there is no need to other meta-human
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being origins. So human being not only obeys moral absolute imperative but
he/she itself creates it and legislates moral laws.
Consequently, Kant’s ethics has two essential properties, first it is
depended on human being regarding its bases and axioms and ends, that is, it
is an ethics for human being and has meaning in the humanly values and
boundaries, second, although human being is the end of ethics but due to
his/her restrictions needs to God for guaranteeing moral virtue and happiness
in its high level which is called as holiness or sacredness. So, Kant’s
interpretation of ethics is a demystified and humanistic ethics in which there
is no need to divinity and metaphysical teachings since human being can
understand, legislate and determine totality of such moral system. Although,
Kant finally needs to God to guarantee his ethics through determining the
object of moral happiness and virtue, but such a Kantian God is demystified
and humanistic God who only serves to human beings according to their
needs and desires. In fact, in this approach, God is the servant of our moral
and mundane or spiritual needs that we determine how He should serve to
us, and we are as the masters that determine moral duties of our servant who
is God.
Finally, Kant’s understanding of ethics is totally demystified from
divinity, revealed and metaphysical teachings and truths, in which this is
human being who based on his/her understanding and desires, builds,
legislates, changes and defines the bases, axioms, principles and ends of
ethics. So as far there are many human beings who have different values and
benefits. Therefore, it seems it is difficult to get a universal and
comprehensive understanding of ethics. In fact, demystifying revealed and
metaphysical elements of ethics is maybe led to moral relativism, skepticism,
secularism, ignoring of moral supreme ends and finally it is ended to
mundane hedonism.
Kant and demystifying religion
One of the main parts of Kant’s philosophy concerning demystification
is his philosophy of religion. Kant’s basic and main debate about religion
was explained in his book: Religion in the Boundaries of Bare Reason. This
book, in fact, describes conflicts between evil and good in human being’s
existence and its consequences in his/her social dealings, and Kant’s hope to
final victory of good over evil in human being and his/her acts. First it
should be noted that Kant had considered himself as a faithful and Christian
and had kept his belief until the end of his life. The significance of his
viewpoint, however, is about dependency of religion upon ethics, that is, in
his thought, religion is very ethics that has been considered through a special
point of view. Hence Kant emphasizes on self-authority of ethics that its
result is self-authority of religion, and he even disagrees with other-authority
of religion which its result is that human being does not obey any other
religious reference except his/her intelligible intrinsic freewill. Hence, Kant,
in the preface to the first edition of his book, says: “Morality, insofar as it is
based on the concept of the human being as one who is free, but who
precisely therefore also binds himself through his reason to unconditional
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laws, is in need neither of the idea of another being above him in order for
him to recognize his duty, nor, in order for him to observe it, of an incentive
other than the law itself. At least it is the human being's own fault, if such a
need occurs in him; nor, indeed, can that need then be remedied by anything
else; for, what does not issue from himself and his own freedom provides no
compensation for the deficiency of his morality. Hence on its own behalf
morality in no way needs religion (neither objectively, in regard to volition,"
nor subjectively, in regard to capability); rather, through the power of pure
practical reason it is sufficient to itself” (Kant, 2009, P55).
Kant, but, for explaining his project and clarifying the nature of
religion, in this book, first divides its into two religions including the religion
of Statutes or Observation and the religion of morality, and then speaks of
necessity of changing the former to the latter in the process of human being
historical evolution that its requirement is eliminating of main elements of
the former, that is, its beliefs and mysterious virtues and miracles should be
removed for welcoming to moral religion. Since there is no space for
mysterious teachings regarding moral human being in moral and intellectual
religion. Hence Kant says: “If a moral religion is to be established (such a
religion must be posited not in statutes and observances but in the attitude of
the heart to observe all human duties as divine commands), then all miracles
that history connects with the introduction of that religion must in the end
render dispensable the very faith in miracles as such” (Kant, 2009, P 95).
Kant, however, does not deny the being of miracles, but he maintains that
there are some intellectuals who believe in miracles but they should not
interfere miracles concerning their religious duties in the moral religion,
since for Kant, miracles are as facts related to the unseen or Noumenon
world that we have no certain recognition regarding how they causally effect
and should be kept unrecognizable (Ibid, P 97). In fact, in the moral
approach, we don’t try to causally recognize metaphysical facts and realities,
but for us their practical influences are important. Hence, for Kant, human
beings can’t use miracles and mysterious realities and interfere their effects
in their mundane and ordinary life, and should not apply them in all rational
applications of their reason. Kant, of course, through dividing of miracles
into two groups of divine and satanic or demonic ones, says that there are
some people who apply divine miracles as linguistic interpretations
regarding their ordinary affaires, but so far as the effects of divine miracles
are derived from the divine world, human being can’t confirm them for
managing his/her mundane life. In fact human being is unable to understand
the nature of heavenly miracles, since they are out of human being’s ability
to recognizing them. In the other word, believing in miracles can’t be
considered as the principles of neither theoretical nor practical reason (Ibid,
P 99).
Kant then takes into account two forms of manifestation of religion in
society, which the first is Christian religion and the second is moral pure
religion. The former is based on revelation and worshiping, but the latter is
derived from human being’s intellect fiats. The former naturally and
historically is prior to the latter. In historical evolutional process, however,
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human being’s religion was changed from the former to the latter, and finally
moral pure religion will sustains in the history. So, for Kant, the real religion
is not more than one and it is very mere moral pure religion. He thinks our
duties, as human beings, are to change revealed and historical religions, like
Judaism and Christianity, to moral pure religion as Kant’s real religion
which is able to generalize among all people. He believes that the unique
virtue of moral pure religion is that it can spiritually welcome to and cover
all human beings from any nation, race and ethnicity. So, for Kant, as much
as historical religious beliefs based on revelation is closed to pure rational
religion, it means actualization of divine governing is more closed, since
rationality is nothing except manifestation of divinity in human being’s life
(Ibid, P 104-105).
Kant considers the conflict of historical religion against rational religion
as an intellectual dialectic that human beings are involved it in which
historical and worshiping religion is included of some statutes, blessings and
prayers, while rational religion is consisted of some moral rules based on
human being’s reason for managing his/her mundane life. Meantime this
conflict finally will be ended to victory and replacement of moral rational
religion instead of revealed worshiping religion (Ibid, P 120-127).
For Kant, at the same time, investigating concerning internal essence of
religious beliefs will be ended to a mystery which includes of a sacred fact
that maybe recognizable individually for every faithful believer, but it
generally is not recognizable. Hence, such mysteries should be recognized
and applied for practical reason’s purposes not for theoretical reason’s aims.
Therefore, Kant thinks maybe it is possible to believe in a sacred mystery as
a divine grace or rational maintaining, but it can’t be demonstrated as a priori
pure rational belief, while the cause of his moral pure axioms are not
considered as mysterious affaires. Freewill, for example, as one of the
absolute axioms of morality, is not a mystery, since human being knows
about his/her freewill through unconditional law of ethics in the process of
voluntarily acts, although its metaphysical foundation has not yet been
clarified for Kant as a mystery.
Kant, however, notices that human being herself/himself can’t actualize
or make the meaning of absolute good that is unavoidably relied on pure
morality, then he/she is encountered with a duty that works for actualization
that meaning. Hence, Kant believes in cooperation or correlation with
authority of global ethics, since it is only through this method to reach the
absolute good that it is not clarified without discovering some aspects of
divine mysteries. In this case, for Kant, believing in revealed religion within
which there is no mystery regarding God who is introduced as omniscient,
all benevolent and creator or omnipotent, and as the establisher of the sacred
laws and just judge. Since such the description of God explains His clear
moral relation with human being that can be understood by his/her reason
and is manifested in religious belief of the most moralists (Ibid, P 154-155).
Hence Kant says: “this faith contains in fact no mystery, because it expresses
solely God’s moral conduct toward humankind, it also offers itself own to
any human reason and, therefore, found in the religion of most civilized
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people” (Ibid). Kant, next, argues that while such a tendency of God’s laws
and authority over human beings is suitable with him/her sacredness, and
that God’s benevolence necessitates that he pays attention to moral virtues of
his servants and to help them for reaching the perfection. He says God’s
justice, also, with regard to his moral benevolence is restricted to making
harmony between human being and the sacred law. In fact God has wanted
to be worshiped and served in one moral quality that has three dimensions.
This three dimensional divinity, however, has its own significance for human
being only practically while it is impossible to theoretically understand and
describe divine essence since it is considered as a mystery. Hence, Kant
says: “Only what which in a practical reference one can indeed quite readily
understand and gain insight into, but which from a theoretical point of view
(for determining the nature of the object in itself) surpasses all our concepts,
is a mystery (in one reference) and can yet (in another) be revealed” (Ibid,
P158). Kant calls such mysteries as the mystery of the Calling, the mystery
of Satisfaction, and the mystery of Election that human beings are unable to
exactly understand their meaning, although can apply them in their practical
life.
On the other hand, Kant, by considering his emphasizing on real
intellectual religion instead of worshiping and revealed religion, tries to
explain the meaning of service and pseudo service under the dominion of the
good principle and in the real rational religion. Hence, he again divides
religion into two revealed and natural religions, and says revelation is the
base of the former, and duty is the base of the latter that is very pure moral
rational religion. Therefore, for Kant, natural religion is the religion of
principality of reason so that in its context is recognized a moral necessity. In
fact elements of natural religion are necessary for revealed religion since
revelation can be added to the concept of religion by helping of reason, its
vice versa, but is not correct, that is, the natural virtue of religion is that
everybody can accept it by his/her own reason and its teaching virtue is that
we can guide all people. Hence, he says: “But every religion, even, the
revealed one, must yet at least in part also contain certain principles of
natural religion. For, revelation can be added in thought to the concept of a
religion only through reason, because this concept itself, being derived from
an obligation under the will of a moral legislator, is a pure concept of
reason” (Ibid, P170).
So, for Kant, religion should serve human moral system in which the
reason is prior to the revelation. Then if the end of religion is merely
worshiping God and is ignored human being moral reforming, he/she will be
involved in religious misguidance or pseudo religion, that he/she
traditionally acts some works, such as blessing, meeting sacred places and so
on, for getting the satisfaction of God that all of them are a kind of religious
deviation, while real religion is nothing except struggling for reforming
morality. So the basic principle of revealed religion is whatever human being
can do except moral acts and he/she believes that his/her acts are for getting
satisfaction of God, all of them are as religious delusion and pseudo service.
Hence, he says; “To begin with, I assume the following proposition as a
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principle requiring no proof: Apart from a good way of life, anything further
which the human being supposes that he can do to become pleasing to God is
a mere religious delusion and a pseudo service of God. I say, anything which
the human being believes that he can do; for whether beyond everything that
we can do there may not, in the mysteries of the supreme wisdom, still be
something that only God can do to turn us into human beings pleasing to him
is not thereby denied. Yet if the church were perhaps to proclaim such a
mystery as revealed, still the opinion that having faith in this revelation, as
sacred history relates it to us, and confessing it (whether inwardly or
outwardly), is intrinsically something by which we make ourselves pleasing
to God is a dangerous religious delusion” (Ibid, P 189).
On the other hand, Kant believes that it is possible to certainly judge
concerning people’s religious beliefs, since the realm of our acts is the realm
of possibility in which recognizing the necessity of acts are out of our
understanding’s ability, and also we can’t impose anybody to accept a
religious belief as a true religious dogma, since everybody has special
understanding of religious beliefs based on his/her abilities, and because real
religion is relied on human being’s pure reason, himself/herself is as the
criterion of his/her religious beliefs and that other criteria out of him/her
have no meaning. Therefore, Kant says: “The true (moral) service of God,
which persons of faith have to render as subjects belonging to his kingdom
but no less also (under laws of freedom) as its citizens, is indeed like the
kingdom itself invisible, i.e., a service of hearts (in spirit and truth), and can
consist only in the attitude, that of observance of all true duties as divine
commands, not in actions determined exclusively for God” (Ibid, P213).
Kant takes into account some apparently acts for God that they cause to
misunderstanding and delusion in real religion which are called as service of
God. According to Kant, these religious delusions are included of going to
the Church, private worshiping, the propagation, and the preservation of this
community. For Kant, preservation of the community means keeping a
repeated public formality which makes continuous the union of these
members into an ethical body, namely under the principle of the mutual
equality of their rights and of their share in all fruits of the morally good.
Hence he says: “Any venture in religious matters, if one does not take it
merely morally and yet adopts it as a means that in itself makes one pleasing
to God and that thus, through him, satisfies all our wishes, is a fetish faith,
which is a persuasion that what cannot bring about anything at all, neither
according to laws of nature nor according to moral laws of reason, will
indeed bring about the wished-for thing if only one has the firm faith that it
will bring about this sort of thing and one then links with this faith certain
formalities” (Ibid, P214).
Kant, then, speaks of three kinds of religious delusory that they cause
human being to go beyond of boundaries of pure reason regarding
metaphysical affaires. First, is this belief that we can recognize a fact that it
can’t be recognizable through empirical laws such as miracles, second is
related to a fact that we try to get its concept as the necessary base of our
moral interests like mysteries and sacredness that it seems they are out of our
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pure reason abilities, and third is the belief that we through some religious
acts, like prayer, can make some effects that their essences are unknown as
mysteries (Ibid, P215). Regarding the third delusion, Kant, emphasizes more
on prayer and considers it as superstitious delusion and fetishism, since for
him prayer is nothing except a mere declaration of wishing directed toward a
being who needs no declaration of the inward attitude of the person wishing;
thus nothing is done through it and therefore none of the duties incumbent
upon us as commands of God are performed, and hence God is actually not
served (Ibid, P215). Finally, for Kant, believers regarding religion pays
attention to divine grace more than divine justice and other attributes which
indicates that they want to easily use God’s beneficences, while relying on
His divine grace for moral salvation is led that sinners do not reform
themselves and involved in deviation and delusion.
So general meaning of religion for Kant is recognizing our moral duties
as divine commands, since this is real religion that has been introduced for
our mundane life not for exercising religious deeds and worshiping in order
to get the satisfaction of God and benefiting of his grace. Therefore, the
foundation of real religion is made based on pure rational morality that it
should be such an ethics and its axioms are placed in human being itself not
in metaphysical or mysterious axioms or principles that are descended
through God and sacred texts. Since the essence of these divine mysteries are
unknown, and human being should think of his/her life based on reason and
ethics, since can’t and shouldn’t interfere divine unknown mysteries in
his/her life. We also have no certain recognition about the origin of moral
acts and their ends which are led human being to final salvation that are
appeared as divine grace and human being’s reason, and since we have no
knowledge concerning the essence of divine grace, then we should establish
ethics and religion based on human being’s reason in order to know its
boundaries and functions. In the other word, Kantian ethics and religion is
not involved to deny God, they maybe need to believe in God in their end, so
far as moral and rational certainty, however, have meaning only in the light
of human being’s reason, then the nature of God, metaphysical affairs and
mysteries should be understood by this humanly reason. Human being’s
reason, but, is unable to understand metaphysical and mysterious affaires,
meanwhile it confirms the being of such affairs but put them aside from
his/her rational, religious and moral life. Concerning religion, for Kant, its
understanding and interpretation is depended on our humanly and earthy
faculties, then religious acts and duties should be determined by human
being itself, since they have no origin out of him/her. In fact, according to
Kant, the basic virtue of religion is seeking of our moral duties as divine
commands. So, as far as the origin and foundation of religion and ethics are
in human being, God does not externally obey human being through
religious texts and the Prophets, but our God is inward God who sends
divine command through our pure reason. So since outward God has no
meaning, there is no meaning for some divine attributes like
compassionateness, the almighty, absolute sovereignty and so on, and also
revealed and worshiping religion lose its certainty and credibility, and there
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is only rational pure moral religion that has moral authority. So far as, in
such a moral and natural religion the criterion of religious certainty is natural
faculties of human being’s reason, then the certain existence of miracles,
mysteries and religious sacred affairs and prayers are subjected to
questioning and maybe denied. So Kantian desired religion is also a humanly
religion based on rational faculties of human beings in which there is no
mysterious and metaphysical element, and that all its reality, even God is
actualized in the boundaries of human being’s pure reason. Hence Kant
believes and argues that God is nothing out of me, but is my thought itself, it
is meaningless to ask: is there a God? This preposition that God exists is
merely a mental subjective thought. God is the result of our thought and
reason. God is the ideal of a substance that we create it for ourselves. Human
being’s reason itself creates the conception of God, and the concept of soul.
God and so on are as credible concepts that are not real but are ideal. The
existence of such a being, namely God, can be requested practically, that is,
we necessarily should act such as that as if we have acted according to such
a horrible but saver existent. The proposition that there is a God has no
meaning except that there can be found a supreme principle in human
being’s reason that morally determines itself and find God as his/her guide.
God can be found only in us, and in absolute command. This hypothesis
does not mean that there is a supreme substance gives me unavoidable
commands, but his commands or forbidden are from my reason, that is, the
outward commander as separated substance does not exist (See: Kant, 2009,
P4-6).
Conclusion
As far as Kant’s thought concerning his pure reason, ethics and religion
shows, he believes in the being of mysteries and mysterious affaires, that is,
for Kant, there are some metaphysical and mysterious facts and realities
related to theoretical reason, ethics and religion that are called as things in
themselves or Noumenon. On the other hand, his certain given is based on
human being’s epistemic restriction. So Kant rejects epistemic aspect of
mysteries since according to his subjective and empirical thought, whatever
can be conceived in the light of sensational and understanding’s categories
has epistemic meaning, while human beings can’t recognize metaphysical
and mysterious affaires through application of such epistemic categories and
faculties. So mysterious and metaphysical realities have no meaning
epistemologically in the realm of theoretical reason, then for Kant, although
human reason confirms their existence, but has no need to think about and
use them since has no distinct recognition regarding them. On the other
hand, although mysterious questions of theoretical reason find some answers
in ethics, these replies are not epistemic but are practical answers. In
addition, as far as ethics has humanly axioms and ends, has no end and
finality beyond human being and loses its mysterious aspect, that is, some
mysterious and metaphysical concepts like God, freewill and immortality,
have got their meaning only in the light of practical aspect of human being’s
reason in which is no mysterious reality out of our humanly reason.
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Regarding religion, Kant’s demystifying is mostly extended. He
establishes religion based on ethics that its result is humanization of religion.
He, also, draws historical evolution of religion from revealed religion to
rational and moral religion which its outcome is demystifying mysterious
and metaphysical aspects of religion and meaningless of religious acts like
going to church, worshiping, prayer and so on, and finally establishing a
mere humanly and humanistic religion. In such a religion, there is no place
for revelation and revealed affaires and divine inspiration, and there is no
need to the prophet, since the foundation of religious beliefs is mere human
being’s reason itself, and he/she uses religion only for managing his/her
mundane life, meantime the criterion of certainty of religious beliefs is
himself/herself that such the religion can be called as the religion of
humanity that is replaced of divine religion. In fact, by keeping the form of
religion, its divinity is omitted and humanly virtues are replaced. So Human
being should not appeal, bless and prayer before God in such a religion,
since human being itself is the master and a kind of King and others like
God, are servants who serve human beings. Hence religion has its meaning
only in the light of human being’s understanding, then there are no mysteries
out of him/her. So this is human being’s mundane abilities and moral virtues
that make sense the totality of religion, because human being is the center
and base of religion.
So Kant’s demystification of religion means that there is no mysteries
or metaphysical truths out or beyond of human being’s natural, empirical or
moral faculties and virtues. Consequently, religion is totally a humanly and
humanistic fact and this is he/she due to the evolution of his/her reason,
should establish, determine, legitimate and assess all virtues, functions and
teachings of any kind of religions in the modern time.
The totality of Kant’s philosophical thought, specially, his demystifying
morality and religion, has impressed next thinkers, so that they have had
three different reactions to his epistemological project of demystifying
religion and morality. The first reaction is related to thinkers who have
atheistic approaches. They, under the influence of Kant, have accepted
denying and rejecting of metaphysics, but, in spite of Kant, they have not
accepted demonstrating some Noumenon like God, freewill and immortality
through ethics and practical reason. They, in fact, have accepted weakness
and inability of human reason for demonstrating the existence of Noumenon
like God, but believed that it is impossible to do it by ethics. Some of such
philosophers are Arthur Schopenhauer, and some Positivists philosophers
like Ayer. For them, religious propositions have no meaning and are vain,
and since moral judgments are not originated from human reason, but are
from emotions and feelings in order to be useful, have no epistemic value
and credibility (See: Ayer, 1964, P115). The second reaction is pertained to
Wittgenstein who reduced and adjusted positivists’ viewpoints. He based on
his theory of linguistic games, believes that the language of religion is a
distinguished and separated language, and argues that positivistic criterions
concerning meaningfulness of propositions can’t reject meaningfulness of
religious propositions. He asserts that for understanding religious language,
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it should be to see that what roles religious propositions have in people’s life.
In fact, meaningfulness of religious language and teachings are not
epistemological but are practically and non-cognitive. The third and the most
significant reaction is relevant to those thinkers and religious theologians
who, like Kant, have believed in religious truths and spiritual ideas, and
maintain that human reason and philosophical methods can’t demonstrate
and understand metaphysical and mysterious truths. They argue human
reason can be legally applied to natural and mathematical matters. Some of
such thinkers are Albert Richel, Soren Kierkegaard, Martin Buber, and Karl
Barth that can be called as fideisms. In this case, Kierkegaard, by declaring
that Kant is his favorite philosopher, believes that the substance of religious
teachings is irrational. For him whatever a religious teaching is more
irrational is more compatible with religious truths. He thinks final reality and
intrinsic virtue of religion is faith which is an unexplainable fact by the
language of reason and rational concepts. In fact, he maintains that
rationality and reasonability is different from and contrary to being religious,
then he appeals to this phrase that I believe, since it is irrational and
impossible (See: Kierkegaard, 2006, P105).
On the hand, Karl Barth as the prominent representative of modern
Orthodoxy, separates divine truths from other affaires, and believes in God
as the Other Being that recognizing Him and whatever He reveals are totally
out of human beings’ reason, and are depended on divine grace and guidance
alone. He says that divine truths are clarified through only God’s
manifestation on human being not through his/her struggling for seeking
God. Therefore, for Barth, religious teachings and concepts, as far as they
are depended on divine realm, are out of human being’s efforts to understand
them. So there is no relation between revelation and human being’s reason.
Revelation is bestowed through God, and until it has not been bestowed and
divine truths has not issued, human being’s efforts and struggling has not yet
yielded (See: Barth, 1956, P297-300).
So the common virtue of such thinkers is that they under influence of
Kant, think human reason is unable to understand the essence of
metaphysical and mysterious truths and realities, and then put away such
truths from the realm of rational contemplations, that such a thinking is
exactly the same as Kant’s demystifying religion and ethics, which we see
many of its aspects in contemporary philosophy of religion.
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Abstract
The acculturalization of humanities from the late 1980ies onwards led not
only to imagined different worlds (e.g. West / Islam), postmodernity overshadowed also common grounds of world`s philosophies. Christianity and Islam
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From otherization to a common point of departure
The term cross- or intercultural philosophy puts its emphasis on a cultural
embedding of thinking, thereby assuming cultural differences as a main distinguishing criterion. Even if the term transcultural philosophy seems to be
more appropriate, it still remains caught in the postmodernist culturalization
of philosophical heritage and more recent tendencies.
The insistence on cultural differences as a main theoretical tool while
fading out historic, social or other shared universal dimensions, values and
heritage, paved the way for an, even if not implicitly intended, otherization
(Said 2011), be it on the level of discourses and their analysing or not least in
reality. Despite efforts which emphasize the inseparable unity of philosophy
– outlined in Introducing Confluence (Kirloskar-Steinbach: pp. 7-67) – the
outcome of the culturally deduced otherization succeeded politically to initiate
a polarization, which then entered subtly into shared world views and values,
when for example Islam was confronted with Christianity and constructions
like an invented Clash of Civilization (Huntington 1996) where forced, often
militarily, into reality. The essentialist turn succeeded even to undermine the
understanding of religious worlds of belief or faith while transforming religion
into “civilization” or “culture”.
The fruits of the negative spin-offs of such a far reaching political motivated engineering are reaped fully only recently. Going hand in hand with a
certain (self-) orientalization, it seems that the great and most cruellest dreams
of nineteenth centuries’ orientalist painters à la Jean-Léon Gérôme or Henry
Regnault are put into the shadow of nowadays perfect staged horrific scenarios.
The counter-development and de-modernization, we are witnessing, does
not have any historical roots in the traditions of the Arabic and wider Islamic
world, looking back to a long tradition of tolerance and a culture of ambiguity
(Bauer 2011). The mode of a peaceful and harmonious living together was
regained again after a long and finally successful liberation struggle in the
second half of the twentieth century. The current throwbacks point not only to
a crisis of sciences but also to a crisis of philosophy and thinking in general.
While not ignoring that humans share cultural differences, such as languages, traditions, customs, habits and specific likings, the philosophical
quest has a common ground. Deep philosophical questions raised on one part
of the globe, coincide with the ones which are desired to be responded in other
regions of the world. Where we are coming from, to where we are going to,
eternity respectively infinitude or finiteness of beingness, creation or/respectively followed by auto-creation, justice and not least the striving after the
quest of knowledge what life is – all these and more fundamental philosophical questions are universal ones.
Instead of juxtaposing different conceptual theories and methodical approaches, an in-depth comparison of different schools should, as Anna-Teresa
Tymieniecka (1923-2014) suggested, have its starting point from the deep
level of the logos. The term logos reveals its belonging to a philosophical tradition, which is embedded in a Christian Weltanschaung (world view) and is
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clearly reflected in the prologue of the gospel of John: „In the beginning was
the Word (λόγος), and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. “
Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka conveyed her longing for the „beloved of the
soul” poetically in her „Song of the ‘Promised One’ - A Christian Song of
Song (A poetical fragment)“ (Tymieniecka 2011: pp. 229-239). Yet, as philosophy is essentially nor poetry nor aesthetics – even if philosophy often
lacks a poetic and an aesthetic language – in her philosophy she clearly enmeshes recent scientific findings into her lines of philosophical argumentation. But:
Understanding „Rationality“ and reason in its main modalities has
involved us in cognitively unscrutinizable aporia, but we have also indicated that we should not seek piecemeal joining links but seek rather to
unravel the common ground of their fluctuating becoming, which is not
in the static ontological structure of eidoi, and not in speculative metaphysical principles, but in the flux of the individualizing becoming of beingness itself: the ontopoiesis of beingness in generative flux, the ontopoiesis of life. The new critique of reason culminating in the logos involved in the ontopoiesis of the logos of life. (Tymieniecka 2011: 4)
Although Islam differs clearly from Christology, foremost the understanding of Jesus as God’s son ship and the incarnation of the logos in Christ,
we yet do not find only a comparable terminology (logos / ͑aql) in Islam shaped
philosophies, but, moreover, both flows of ideas can be traced back to common philosophical roots.
A nearly identical understanding of the principles of individualizing of
beingness, especially when following a comparison of the Philosophy of Life
(A.-T. Tymieniecka) and the tenth century corpus Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ (brethren
of sincerity) is evident. While we will focus on this community of philosophers and scientists, as an Islam shaped or embedded philosophy and metascience, we are fully aware that a New Enlightenment will include philosophies of different provenience, whether embedded in an African, American or
an Asian and Oceanian tradition. Many philosophies of the world shared the
principle understanding of unity as a micro-macro cosmological interplay. It
is exciting and challenging in the same time, that we experience currently a
revivification of cosmological philosophies all over the world.
The deeper levels, to be found on meta-religious and meta-cultural dimensions, which are sometimes referred to as ethics or, in the writings of
Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka, as moral sentience, point to shared understandings
while differences appear on the surface, the dogmatic levels of religious inspired philosophies. We might refer to the deeper dimension as the spiritual
level of striving towards truth, which rarely is reflected consciously or „rationalized“in systematic approaches. The tenth century scholarly collective of
Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ is, while bringing spirituality and reason into harmony, an
exemption and therefore ideally suitable for being compared with the Logos
of Life philosophy.
In this connection we will apply the theoretical and methodical approach
of the universalistic epistemology (Khella 2007), turning more attention to the
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deeper levels of epistemic knowledge below theories and world views (Weltanschauungen), towards the dimensions of pre-reflected ontology or better
layers of values. Moral sentience corresponds with emotional and intuitive
approaches towards truth. The unity of beingness is not graspable by conceptual or pure logical and methodological reasoning in general. A unity, not least
including the human, is poetically called into awareness by Ǧalāl ad-Dīn
Muḥammad Rūmī (1207-1273):
Not Christian or Jew or Muslim, not Hindu,
Buddhist, sufi, or zen. Not any religion or cultural system.
I am not from the East or the West,
not out of the ocean or up from the ground,
not natural or ethereal,
not composed of elements at all. I do not exist,
am not an entity in this world or the next,
did not descend from Adam and Eve
or any origin story.
My place is placeless,
a trace of the traceless. Neither body nor soul.
I belong to the beloved, have seen the two worlds
as one and that one call to and know,
first, last, outer, inner, only that breath
breathing human being. (Rūmī in Barks 2004: 32)
In the European tradition intuitive epistemic approaches were introduced
by Husserl as „intuition of essences“ (Wesensschau). Intuition, as knowledge
beyond the cognitive, might be also ascribable to the unconscious and to the
collective archetypes acting within it in a transreligious manner (C.G. Jung)
(Tougas: 8). Jung called attention to the crisis of rationality from a deep psychoanalytical perspective:
Modern man does not understand how much his “rationalism”
(which has destroyed his capacity to respond to numinous symbols and
ideas) has put him at the mercy of the psychic “underworld”. He has
freed himself from “superstition” (or so he believes), but in process he
has lost his spiritual values to a positively dangerous degree. His moral
and spiritual tradition has disintegrated, and he is now paying the price
for this break-up in world-wide disorientation and dissociation. (Jung:
48)
While the critical questioning of European concepts of reason remained
practically monologous – although Jung mentioned and praised eastern and
oriental spirituality –, it is the great merit of Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka not
only to develop phenomenology further to the Philosophy of Life, but to do
so, while conversing towards not least an inclusive and therefore new enlightenment which is winged by a lively philosophical exchange, going far beyond
the likewise rare habit to list one or another written source of an oriental philosopher.
This philosophical innovation, I will shortly outline here, thereby bridging time and space, while bringing the philosophy of ͑aql al-kullī (universal
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reason) of Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ into harmony with the Logos of Life philosophy of
Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka.
As deeper we descend to the groundings of philosophy as more interlacing of seemingly different religions and cultures are to be excavated. The
shared metaphysical quest of Islam shaped philosophy and somehow occidental phenomenology shall be the point of departure. Before we will have to
climb down from superior levels of philosophical concepts, down to the lowlying levels of moral sensitivity, we first will have to immerse into history.
Historicizing the long awareness of the logos of life is required, in order to
show that for extended periods in time, two parallel and contradicting flows
of understanding life shaped the debates beyond religious and cultural differences.
Christendom and Islam
A wide range of philosophical orientations, shaped by Christianity and
later Islam, can be traced back historically to a common ground. To start with
dwelling on the level of Weltanschaung and world views, the historical milieu
out of which non-systemic philosophical schools in early Christendom,
emerging during the imperial Roman and later Byzantine dominance over Palestine, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Asia Minor and North Africa of the first six centuries AC, are to be depicted shortly.
These various knowledge oriented schools are to be seen as a continuation of early hermetic and gnostic thinking of mainly Egyptian and to a lesser
extent also Persian (Mazdean) provenience – the later shown by Corbin with
a special focus on Suhravardī (Corbin 1979). The most important source therefore is the Coptic-Gnostic Library of Nag Hammadi, containing fifty-three
texts, named after the Egyptian finding place in 1945 and nowadays preserved
in the Coptic Museum in Cairo. Even if the codex can be dated back paleographically to the first half of the fourth century, this does not say anything
about the date in which the texts were written originally (Schenke: 2). Among
the corpus we find several flows of ideas, hermetic initiation writings, a fragment of Plato’s Politea (State), non-canonical gospels (Book of Thomas), sayings of Jesus (logoi), apocalyptic writings and texts praising the Egyptian female deity Isis or the much later gospel of Maria Magdalena (Papyrus Berolinensis 8502), who received the last words of Jesus on the cross.
The corpus testimonies a period of transition, in which various path of
knowledge orientation coexisted and a canon, was not jet established – a development which took centuries to be finalized, beginning with the anti-gnostic polemics of the church father Irenaeus (ca. 135-202) in his adversus haereses (Against Heresies), written around 180 AC, and continuing till the year
380 AC when the Byzantine emperor Theodosios I. proclaimed Christianity
as the sole state religion. A process which finally mouthed in the division of
the church in 451 AC following the Council of Chalcedon, when many Christian schools, the Coptic, Ethiopian, Syriac, the Malabar Christians in India and
Armenians left the Imperial Church. After escalating intolerance, the Byzantine Empire turned more and more into an aggressive one.
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The non-revocable breaking away from the tolerance of plurality inside
the church led most probably to the downfall of the Byzantine Empire. The
crisis of knowledge and science went hand in hand with intolerance, repression and the exploitation especially of the rural population in the vast provinces of the Empire. The raising of Islam and its fast spreading from the first
half of the seventh century onwards, cannot be seen independently from the
historical context. When Islamic troopers entered Egypt in the year 640 AC,
they were welcomed by the Coptic Church whose leadership was forced so
far by the Byzantine Empire to live in underground.
This leads us to the following conclusion. The non-imperial Christianity,
among them the Coptic Church, was far from being hostile towards Islam. In
contrary, the understanding of justice founded its common ground. It is here
not the place to dive deeper into church history, but it is well known that asylum was given to the Muslim community by the Christian King of Ethiopia in
around 614 AC. We find in the Koran many parallels with especially noncanonical sayings (logoi) of Jesus, for example in a saying – probably dating
back to the first half of the first century, as the destruction of Jerusalem is not
mentioned – transmitted in the gospel of Thomas, in which receiving of any
interest while lending money is clearly rejected. Instead, money should be
given to the one who will not pay back. In the Koran the prohibition of interest
is provided by religious law (šarīʿa) and the alms-giving Zakāt (Zakāh) is a
pillar of Islam. It is out of doubt and not necessary mentioning at this point,
that the common understandings between Christendom and Islam by far outweigh differences. In the apocryphal traditions the congruities are even more
evident, particularly in Christology and Docetism. In a recent study I have
shown these interrelations in more details (Quintern: 2015, pp. 97-120).
Apocryphal gospels circulated in Arabia, where many Christians, dissenting from the imperial church, found shelter from the persecution from the
Roman and Byzantine Empire. The encounters of the Prophet Muhammad
with Christian monks and bishops during his extended journeys are well
known. Many bishops seats where spread over the Arabian Peninsula and in
the Sassanid Empire during the life time of Prophet Muhammad. We should
not wonder, that the church father John of Damascus (Yūḥannā ad-Dimashqī)
(c. 675-749), who served for a certain period also the Umayyad Caliphate,
criticized Islam as a heresy, implying that he did not see Islam as a different
religion. It seems that the differentiation between Christianity and Islam stems
from a later date. It is not the place here, to debate these questions, but it is
intended, to briefly touch the long period, which is particularly suitable to
serve as a pool for the deciphering of over lacing ideas, interpretations and
values.
From Gnosis via Plotinus to Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ
As the wider space around the Mediterranean and its vast hinterland was
inter-connected by a large variety of philosophical and religious schools and
networks, communicating often along trading routes by land and sea, the exchange of ideas was flourishing. The current thinking, which is still dominated
by national orientations, should not be projected into history. Not only was
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Plato’s design of the state (politea) a possible description of the Egyptian state,
based on the justice-teachings of Ma ͑at, but also the writings of Aristoteles
show parallels to Egyptian philosophy. This holds true also for many aspects
of medical knowledge. Plato’s understanding of the sperm originating in the
bone marrow is an example therefore (Kolta 2000: p. 163).
The Eurocentric contrasting of “the rational thoughts of Hellenic
φιλοσοφία (= love of wisdom) and the mytho-theological concepts of the ancient Egyptians” (Stemmler-Harding: 135) is a pillar of thinking in discontinuities. Cheikh Anta Diop (1923-1986) was among the earliest African scholars, calling attention to the problem of discontinuity in the history of science
and philosophy and the detachment of Egypt from its African context.
Already the church father Clemens of Alexandria (150-215) – he deduced
Christian teachings from platonic concepts and was influenced in the same
time by gnostic schools – underlined that the Greeks were not the inventors of
philosophy, as these were „rising as a light among the peoples, before reaching
later also the Greeks.“ (Clemens of Alexandria: p. 68). It seems that Hegel in
his philosophy of history was not aware of this early critique of proto-eurocentrism. He imagined Greek as the beginning of philosophy (Hegel: p. 122).
Marx followed in Hegel’s footsteps, not only regarding his teleological concept of history (end of history), but also with regard to the disconnection of
Egyptian and Greek art, while writing that „Egyptian mythology never could
have been the fundament or maternal womb of Greek art“ (Marx: p. 61). Different and even conflicting European schools shared eurocentrism as a pillar
of a more and more systematized feeling of superiority, which became intellectualized science in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Concepts of discontinuity are still a main obstacle for an understanding
of the continuously and universal interwoven flow of philosophy. The later
concept of the „Renaissance“ faded out the most important contributions of
Arabic-Islamic sciences, philosophy and medicine to fifteenth century innovations and inventions materializing in foremost southern Italy. Europe is presented as the beginning and end of philosophy and science in the same time.
Needless to say, that Eurocentrism has become obsolete. It is the right time,
to rediscover common grounds in world’s philosophies, not least regarding
shared human values and orientations in a wider cosmological context. Historization, as a theory and method, is a tool to excavate these deeper layers.
The quintessence of various gnostic teachings, among them the Christian
gnosis, flourishing in the first centuries parallel and in dispute with the church,
is (self-) knowledge based salvation. These communities, among them Christian, refused the establishment of the church as a hierarchical institution and
were justice oriented. One of the main polemics of Irenaeus was directed
against female ministering. The target audience of the gnostic communities
were the poor. As sayings of Jesus in the gnostic gospels show, he refused to
preach to the rich. The healing of the soul – in contrast the physicians healing
of the body – was the motivation for evolving knowledge. As the divine flows
through all beings, knowledge is to be understood not only as knowledge of
God, but also of the cosmos, the nature and the self.
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The gnostic knowledge path can be understood as a communicative interplay in the unity of life. An epistemology, even if not systemized in a teaching building, but nonetheless a spiritual-philosophical orientation. And, of
crucial importance, to know was not tantamount to obedience to the authority
of the church.
With the establishment of the institutionalised church, a separation between clergy and lay people went hand in hand. The bishop of Rome, Clemens
(between 90-100 AC), demanded absolute submissiveness, when stating that
God delegates his governmental power to leaders and rulers on earth (Pagels:
67). Later Irenaeus will stress, that it is better if somebody knows nothing, not
a single cause of the origins of created things, than to persist in the belief of
God and in love, instead of swelling in science (scientia) while breaking away
from love, which makes man lively (Rudolph: p. 401).
In contrast to the understanding of knowledge of God as required by
heads of the church, the gnosis opened up knowledge-paths to the individual,
independent from his/her societal and ecclesiastical status. Furthermore,
knowledge was not understood as contradicting spiritual love. But, the human
was capable to come nearer to God, independently from the church and the
authoritarian image of God she taught. While the church required submission
under the dogmatic teaching, the gnosis motivated human auto-creative path
towards an unfolding of (self-) knowledge. These two contradicting paths to
knowledge continued to compete the following centuries. The famous theses
of the Parisian Bishop Tempier in 1270 were mainly directed against the
widely read and discussed teachings of Averroes (Ibn Rušd, 1126-1198), who,
following here Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ, taught the human ability to know autonomously. Scientific verification was understood as the highest level along the
path of human knowledge perception (Khella 1994: p. 516). Ibn Rušd differentiated prophecy from science, giving the example of medicine. The prophet
founds a religion while the physician has the duty to heal which has to be
carried out by a medical doctor (Averroes: 173).
In the philosophy of science of Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ, developed in the mid of
the tenth century, the gnostic auto-creative knowledge path came to a high
peak. Between the gnostic schools and Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ in the tenth century,
the Egyptian philosopher Plotinus (205-270 AC) was an important connective
link. His works (Enneads) were edited by his student Porphyry (ca. 233301/305 AC). Although Plotinus was a critic of gnostic teachings, he was influenced by them.
The teachings of the emanation of the nous (reason) out of the One’ s free
will is essential to the philosophy of Plotinus. Being originates in a creative
act of divine will, which is limitless free. The free will, by which human beingness is endowed with, has to be understood as a humanization of the One’s
free will. In the Nag Hammadi Corpus (Tractatus Tripartitus) we find the following notion: „for the free will which was begotten with the totalities was a
cause for this one, such to make him what he desired, with no one to restrain
him.” (Robinson: 72)
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The free-willing down-fall of the nous/logos goes hand in hand with the
striving towards eternal salvation through returning in the spheres of the immortal divinity. In the works of Plotinus as well as for Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ, the
coming down of the noetic soul out of the One Multiplicity or ͑aql al-kullī
(universal reason) into the temporal and mater-bounded beingness, emanates
out of the One, the Aristotelean unmoved mover (primum movens). The aspired yearning to re-becoming One is a continuous interplay of the universal
soul (unity) and the partial or individuated souls (multiplicity) in the web of
life. The self-reflecting reason, emanating out of the One, actualizes itself in
the soul, which, endowed with wise sensitivity, transforms hylic matter before
becoming a specific being in life’s shaping (physis).
Regarding the centrality of the sensitive and intellectual soul and its emanation out of the one, we find the most common ground in the philosophy of
Plotinus and Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ. Plotinus describes the soul as self-reflecting/reasoning and sensitive. For Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ life is the substance of the
soul which emanates continuously out of it like the light out of the sun: “In
the same way life emanates out of the soul on the bodies in as much as the life
is substantial for the soul. It is then the form which constitutes its being.” (Diwald: 439) But what makes man a human-being, who is distinguished from
the life of plants and animals, and yet at the same time woven into the inseparably meshed life? Here Plotinus underlines the dianoetic capacity of the human soul as the specific and essential characteristic of human beings.
The statement that human being is the „pride of creation“ is qualified by
Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ. As a parenthesis between the chapters (in total 52 treatises
or Rasāʾil) of basic sciences / natural sciences and humanities (anthropology,
politics and religious studies) the collective brings in the „The Case of the
Animals versus Man Before the King of the Jinn“, an ethical fable, reminding
to treat animals human. The fable imposes the obligation to the human to disclose an ethical based relationship with animals, anticipating current discussions on animal ethics and the intelligence of non-human life, here animals,
before introducing the understanding of the unfolding of life.
The anthropology of Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ is developed from the realization
of the individualizing soul, which flows through the web of life. While basing
on an evolutive assumption that life advances from minerals and plants to animals and humans the latter unify micro-macrocosmologicaly the interwoveness of everything-there-is-alive. The human being is endowed with reason,
being capable to decipher the interplay of live creatively. In this context
Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ make the only distinction regarding the striving for
knowledge. Human beings are indiscriminately endowed with reason. Evolving knowledge and sciences is the destiny and definition of human beingness.
Interestingly enough, Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ – as we find the reception of several peripatetic writings in the corpus – strictly avoid any hierarchal thinking
towards the human, let alone any racist categorization. A clear overcoming of
the Aristotelian splitting of the human into men and slaves, rulers and ruled,
which is at best an asocial stratification and deduced by Aristoteles in his Politics (Aristoteles: p. 16) as natural. In general any categorization along „race“,
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„class“ and confession was alien to Islam shaped philosophy. The racist categorization of the human is the main derailment of the European Enlightenment, followed by the disintegration of the human from nature and cosmos.
On the crisis of science
When Husserl wrote The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology (1936) discussing not only philosophical thoughts of Kant
and others, but also theoretical and methodological approaches, like empiricism and the mathematization of sciences, he underlined that, with the objectivistic restriction of the idea of science, it had lost its embedding in specifically human questions. The decoupling of philosophical quests from sciences
might have been the most severe disruption of a constructive path which came
to its blossom in Europe with the phenomena „Renaissance“ in the 14th century, a flourishing which developed from a long scholastic adaption and reception of mainly Arabic knowledge. The understanding of science, interwoven in philosophical-spiritual dimensions, was finally broken with the positivistic turn. The systematization of epistemic violence is rooted in this historical context. Husserl did not omit specific critiques of the dualistic-splitting of
the human by the invention of the category race. The year 1936, when the The
Crisis of European Sciences was published in German, coincided with the
passage of the racist Nuremberg Laws (Nürnberger Gesetze).
The term „race“ was introduced by Kant into German philosophy and
language, but had its predecessors already in Carl von Linné’s Systema Naturae (published 1735-1768, 1773), in which he classified Africans on the lowest step of humanity. When Kant wrote in his Menschenkunde (1782), that the
“race of the negroes” would only adopt an education as servants, who will be
„drilled“1, then were these racist pretences examples for the pre-history of dualistic-racist epistemic concepts which later had been further developed into
an applied system, mouthing into the further differentiation of science. In the
second half of the 19th century disciplines like anthropology and ethnography
became academically highly esteemed disciplines.
Adolf Bastian, who is often referred to as one of the key contributors to
the development, if not the father of ethnography, stated in 1889 that people
of Africa would diminish into the nothingness, in other words, he assumed in
his studies that these parts of the human population would become extinct in
their physical existence. For Bastian the psychic disappearance carried more
weight than the physical extinction of the African peoples (which depends on
the almighty course of history and was not avoidable). Bastian was profoundly
convinced that the ethnological originals had to be delivered as soon as possible into the safety of literature and museums (Bastian: 181).
“Objects” could only be classified in an epistemic system when the living
beings and the cultural “artefacts” had been shred out of the constructive interplay of live before. Africa became one of the most suffering victims, whose
life and history was sacked, before, quite ironically, a ‘lack’ of history of the
continent was preached in Europe. The colonialist-violent epistemic turn
(compared to preceding more religious universal-scholastic and Renaissance
concepts) went even further. From now on, Africa, where people were damned
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to vanish, became a field of experimentation. The institution museum, where
not rarely the „collection“ of African skulls served for an „anthropometric“
verification of an European superiority complex, became the most obvious
expression of the destructive turn European sciences had approached to. Without doubt, Africa was not the only victim of a dualistic epistemology which
became anthropology.
In The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology
Husserl did not go beyond a critical review of abstract philosophical concepts.
But the fundamental questions he raised are of relevance to the present debates:
Scientific, objective truth is exclusively a matter of establishing what the
world, the physical as well as the spiritual world, is in fact. But can the world,
and the human existence in it, truthfully have a meaning if the sciences recognize as true only what is objectively established in this fashion, and if history
has nothing more to teach us than all the shapes of the spiritual world, all the
conditions of life, ideals, norms upon which man relies, form and dissolve
themselves like fleeting waves, that it always was and ever will be so, that
again and again reason must turn into nonsense, and well-being into misery?
Can we console ourselves with that? Can we live in this world, where historical occurrence is nothing but an unending concatenation of illusory progress
and bitter disappointment? (Husserl: pp. 6-7)
Husserl’s questioning of an “illusory progress” might have been targeted
at historical-materialism (Marxism) or the general thinking in dimensions of
progress, which dominated the glorification of industrialization also in the
United States (Fordism). On a meta-level the understanding of progress as a
result of industrialization was not substantial different, when comparing the
developments in the Soviet Union and the United States in the late twenties of
the last century. Both ideologies, preaching an industrialized progress, were
based on concepts of nature which was reduced to serve passively the needs
of a growing urban population in the big cities, be it New York or Moscow.
The philosophies of history in the West and the East (Soviet Union and
later the states of the Eastern Block or Warsaw Pact) showed no difference
when it came to the deeper level of cosmological questions, not least regarding
the relationship between “man” and nature. Marx followed the Hegelian stigmatisation of religion as “Opium for the people”. The so called “oriental rural
communities” in India were nothing else than an obstruction or a barrier which
reared up for nothing against railways, telegraphs and others “bringers of civilisation”. Colonialism brought progress to Asia, and to rebel against colonialism, was against the natural laws of productive forces. The Historical Materialism or Marxism was the most developed off-shot of the imperial Enlightenment which founded its obvious expression already in the French invasion
into Egypt under Napoleon in 1798. On the other hand it was Marxism which
sensitised for social questions in a historical context. But unfortunately nothing but in a national and later European context, while marginalising the anticolonial struggles in the world. A restricted understanding of justice which
run against its limits, losing its attractiveness for the desire of a better future.
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When Marxism suffered its downturn with the collapse of the Soviet Union in the end of the eighties of the last century, it became obvious that the
whole conception of the European Enlightenment collapsed. The result of the
dissolution of certainties at the end of the twenties century resulted in a drift
into an unrecognizability of the real. The former competitive social question
(vs. “liberty of the individual”) was replaced by a cultural turn. From now on
it was not any more the question “What is Life?” or “What is justice?” but
“Who am I?” In the humanities a particularism forged into the laps which,
resulted in the disintegration of the human into cultures, ethnicities, confessions or gender – a differentiation that mouthed progressively into the fragmentation and dismemberment of the unity of human beingness.
A new Enlightenment will be challenged not only to regain the unity of
the human, but will also have to overcome the split away of the human from
life.
Unfolding Life – Towards a New Enlightenment
It was Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka who introduced the call for a “New Enlightenment” into the ongoing debates of Islamic philosophy and Occidental
Phenomenology in Dialogue (IPOP). We are awake to the boundedness of the
terminological allocation “Islamic” and “Occidental”. Unifying apparent different approaches towards the real might go beyond mapping philosophy to a
place in space and time.
Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka proposed a kind of archeological approach
which unveils the deep driving forces of life’s ontopoietic unfolding. “The
new in-depth scientific research into concrete reality is digging deeper and
deeper into its generative processes, is unravelling more and more the hidden
networks of life. (Tymieniecka 2011: p. 5)
This said, research will have to decipher the driving forces which unfold
life out of its communicative networks. A meta-scientific approach which has
to go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries, which had been drawn since old
enlightenment’s disciplinarity (mineralogy, botanic, zoology, anthropology)
and splitting life more and more into smallest units. In favour of the laboratory
the fine web of life was teared into pieces.
A progress which led to a laboratorisation of the real, in which mathematical deduction and modelling replaced the communication of the human
with everything-there-is-alive, and, while doing so, failing to direct the creative path of life. Life, forced into the laboratory was measureable only under
prefabricated conditions. New Enlightenment, while basing on the creative
sentient essence of the logos of life, pursues a different path:
“I have called this sentient-cognitive streak of logoic sentience a dianoic
thread that runs through the entire spread of life’s differentiated functions and
which at the cognitive fevel of sentience makes us aware of and feel deeply a
basic existential solidarity with all creation.” (Tymieniecka 2007: 23)
In front of our eyes we are witnessing the extensive destruction of the
web of life, which not least resulted from the disembedding of sciences in
philosophy. Nor a sense of a belonging to the wider cosmos, nor ethics, or, as
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Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka would say, moral sentience, were touching scientific questions. Sciences are still far away from having a basic existential solidarity with all creation as its starting point. The awareness of the “ontopoietic
intentionality of life”, oriented by the “sentience of the Logos of Life” (A.-T.
Tymieniecka) shall be a common ground of shared efforts towards a New Enlightenment. Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ, the tenth-century collective, based their transdisciplinary “encyclopaedic” approach towards the scientific deciphering of
the real on an understanding of the universal reason (͑aql al-kullī), which
closely resembles Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka’s Logos of Life, unveiling a
common origin.
Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ defined the world as a macranthropos (a “large” human
being), while the human beingness – the Tymienieckan term refers to the temporality of “being” – is a microcosm (Diwald: 134). “Thus”, writes AnnaTeresa Tymieniecka, “all living beings are symbiotic beings, that is, they all
partake essentially in the sentience that they share.” (Tymieniecka 2009: 141).
Sharing sentience shall be a main motivating force towards a New Enlightenment.
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Introduction
Kant is the philosopher of Enlightenment and it is unfair to limit his wide
worldview to specific theories and to concentrate just on his first critique.
Therefore, rethinking the cultural and historical background of Kant's system
of thought, which is obvious in his works, is of great importance to us. One of
the significant factors in forming the very essence of Kantian thought was the
late-17-century movement in Lutheran church of Prussia. His Pietistic
background is clearly notable in his later works. In order to attain faith,
Pietism considered reason as not enough but insisted on the pure heart and
mind, and piety. It may be his primitive background, which made Kant claim
the reason as not sufficient for inception of truths as God, and as he says, made
him put aside reason to make room for faith. Protestantism had a great
influence on Kant's worldview, though he interpreted Protestantism
differently and the philosophical theology of Catholicism was criticized by
him as well. Luther also affected Kant. Luther believed that man's moral
consciousness is the Supreme Court and highest criterion to identify right and
wrong. He also noted that rightfulness is a personal and individual matter,
which cannot be gained through reason, but just through faith.
Hume's thought and the position of mathematics and physics were other
factors in forming the very essence of Kantian thought. By the increased
authenticity of mathematics and physics and because of the better
understanding of Hume's doubts, Kant stated more doubts on the knowledge
by acquired metaphysics. He extended Hume's doubts from causality to the
entire metaphysics, trying to reject metaphysics claims on attaining the
objective knowledge.
Here Kant felt the risk of demolishing religious elements and tries
morality so set religion free from theoretical reason and science from doubts.
He picks up the self-criticism method asserts that the only valuable and
adorable subject for the reason is its surrounding to free and public research.
Kant's critiques were the fruit of such an approach, and his two-dimension
man came up from his criticism of experimental and theoretical reason, and
his effort to prove the possibility of Newtonian Physics and possibility of
Moral duty. Kant believed that religion should be interpreted in the realm of
morality; the idea which was illustrated in “On the miscarriage of all
philosophical trials in Theodicy “and” Religion within the boundaries of mere
reason”.
Thus, he eliminated the theoretical reason from metaphysics and took
new position toward the former ones, so that he may save metaphysics from
destruction and fall. The former concerns of metaphysics are now principal
belongings of morality, which should be handled by the experimental reason.
Morality sits as the root of faith and gives meaning to the concept of God.
Kant tried to found faith on morality, for in his system of thought the
theoretical reason has nothing to do with the original and principle religion.
The original religion, in Kant's idea, is the moral religion, which can be
imagined just through the dimensions of man's reason. He calls the moral
religion "religion of good life conduct".
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But, Aquinas is the most distinguished supporter of rational theology.
"Summa Theologica" is the famous work of Saint Thomas Aquinas in natural
theology. In western philosophy, the natural theology has combined the
Christian faith with philosophical attitudes of Greek, Roman, Jewish and
Muslim philosophers. Thus, Aquinas' approach toward the relation between
religion and philosophy or the faith and reason can be just identified with the
manifestation of these worldviews altogether. He uses the Greek rationalism
to confirm the Catholic fundamentals, and presenting philosophy as to serve
religion, he can be considered as the founder of Christian theology. "Those
who call philosophy dependent to religion have tried to use it to form religious
concepts, and to explain them to others who are not their coreligionists or to
defend their faith. During the Medieval Ages and the sovereignty of religion,
the church had made all efforts to defend and develop Christianity and utilized
philosophy to serve this aim. Philosophy served religion and theological
schools had been made” (Ilkhani 2002: 89-91). The five demonstrations that
Aquinas mentioned in his book was an effort by theoretical reason to prove
God's existence and confirm the Catholic Fundamentals. This paper intend to
pursue these questions in Aquinas and Kant‘s thought on the basis of ethics
and theology.
Theology and ethics in Aquinas’s thought
Summa theologiae is the main Aquinas’s work in theology. In first
section of this work, he discussed about unmoved mover, the arguments of
God’s demonstration with the five proofs, Trinity, creation and human nature.
Aquinas had been affected by Aristotle and explains the relation between
some important terms, for instance, ethics, happiness, virtue and negative
property. Aquinas’s theocentric ethics emphasizes that perfect ethical life is
based on divine presence; the comparison of his approach with Kant’s thought
is very important and will be explained in this paper. Although, God in Kant’s
ethics is only a necessary supposition, but Divine Revelation is an important
element in Aquinas’s thought. Virtue and happiness are two main principles
in Aristotelian ethics which are tied to teleology. Aquinas as an original
Christian, who believes in divine command, is affected by Aristotle but finally
philosophizes in a different way. Unlike Aristotle, he does not concentrate on
terrestrial happiness and attempts to achieve ultimate happiness in God that is
absolute good; this is possible in ultimate life and through vision of God which
is desire and natural inclination. According to Aquinas, the realm of ethics
included voluntary actions. He explains the concept of virtue and divides it to
moral and intellectual virtue and emphasizes on freedom of the will like
Aristotle. Unlike Aristotle and Kant, his presuppositions in describing virtue
and happiness are theological. Furthermore, as the vision of God is spiritual
happiness and the end of way which leads to perfect happiness which all are
only possible through Divine grace (Kretzmann and stump 1993: 246). So,
Aquinas, according to Aristotelian approach, believed that moral virtue is
temperance which must correspond to reason. His moral principles are based
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on revelation and foundations of church. Finally, perfect human being is
sacredly human.
Accordingly, he believes that among all knowledges that their aims is
human’s perfection and happiness, metaphysics, solely have merit to be
named sapientia. He said that “it is the divine wisdom” (Velde 2006: 127).
Aquinas, in one of his definitions of metaphysics, defined it as related to
beings which are separated from matter in its Esse and Ratio’ like God and
separate beings that are the most intellectual separate beings. Then, theology
has a higher position than mathematics or physics. He believed that, God is
the most important being discussed in metaphysics. So, Scientia Divina and
Theologica are other names for metaphysics, namely, knowledge to divine
beings. These are different names of unitary knowledge in Aquinas’s thought
whose subject is universal beings. He maintained that the existence of God is
not evident and demonstrated in the same knowledge. Metaphysics explain
separate beings through naturalis rationis and effects. Accordingly, this
knowledge is called theology. Aquinas argued that metaphysics or theologica
philosophia are related to separate beings that, on the basis of their nature, are
not material but occasionally appear in matter and movement. However, the
roots and basic principles of theologica philosophia are separate beings that
essentially are immaterial and unmoved.
He talked about other kind of theology named theologia sacrae
scripturae or sacred theology whose subject is divine beings. Hence, Aquinas
believed that theology is sacred doctrine. Generally, knowledge of God is the
final end of rational activity. But especially, metaphysician attain to
knowledge of supreme cause through knowledge to effects and light of
intellect. Hence, the subject of theologica philosophia is, insofar as it is, being.
However, the subject of sacred theology, based on Holy Bible, is God.
Furthermore, theologica philosophia and sacred theology employed light of
intellect and light of Divine Revelation. I have explained other facts related to
Aquinas which will be more prominent in comparative section to Kant. In
Aquinas’s thought, human’s reason in its relation to a truth about God has two
statuses: a truth, for instance, God’s existence is reasonable but the issues like
Trinity are out of intellectual perception (Shields and Pasnau 2016: 102). The
first truth received by the light of intellect but the other is impossible. Indeed,
Aquinas believed that God’s existence is demonstrated with the five proofs
and by the light of intellect, but knowledge to essence of God is impossible.
Therefore, the imperfection of reason emphasizes on the necessity of sacred
theology. In Aquinas’s thought, in beings, the degrees of intellectual
perfection are different. So, everything that is incognizable cannot simply be
rejected and these truths are discussed in theologia sacrae scripturae or
sacred theology. Indeed, no one can reject the truths as Divine Revelation with
this claim that those are out of intellectual perception.
Therefore, it is very important that, in Aquinas’s thought, theologia
sacrae scripturae or sacred theology has a higher position than theoretical and
practical knowledge. However, intellectual realities do not conflict with
realities related to faith. So, he applied philosophical principles in sacred
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theology, which means the necessity of intellectual justification of realities
related to faith. But finally, philosophical realities are only a section of
realities related to faith not all of them and an introduction to sacred theology.
This is related to Holy Bible. For instance, On the basis of Holy Bible’s
contents, natural inclination to vision of God is in all humans is regarded as
perfect happiness in Aquinas’s thought (Milbank and Pickstock 2001: 56);
since the reason has many limitations, this is possible only by revelation and
Christian faith. Nevertheless, Aquinas emphasizes on principle of gratitude to
God as the consequence of faith. The difference between Aquinas and Kant’s
approach on this point is simply revealed.
Kant; religion and ethics
Kant looks for “Religion within the boundaries of mere reason ", as the
title of his most important thesis on religion reveals, and tries to establish a
morality based religion. True religious concerns have nothing to do with
theoretical reason, and Kant prepares the basis of denying the reason in his
"Critiques of Pure Reason" so that room can be made for faith in the realm of
practical reason. “Religion within the boundaries of mere reason” presents this
approach (Howing 2016: 201). He defines religion as "the recognition of all
our duties as divine commands"(Kant 2001: 177) and believes that based on
such a definition the possibility of Assertorial knowledge on God will be ruled
out, and since our perception of super-sensual phenomena is not authentic,
theoretical reason is not permitted to enter the realm of religion (Kant 1998:
227). Thus, all kinds of theoretical considerations in religion which manifest
in the form of recognition of God would be false and would end up in
hypocrisy. Kant elaborates this idea in his thesis "On the miscarriage of all
philosophical trials in Theodicy ", considering Job et (Kant 1996: 33).
Accordingly, he believed that all religions are either "Endeavors to win
favor" or "Religion of good life conduct"; the former is the religion of worship
and prayer, the latter the religion of morality. The historical religion,
manifested in the faith of Church, belongs to the first category; i.e. being the
subject to God's grace is no matter of specific deeds by man. On the contrary,
the religion of morality finds its meaning in the context of actions and deeds;
that is, to take action for being good and living honorably. "It is not essential,
and hence not necessary ,that every human being know what God does ,or has
done ,for his salvation ,but it is essential to know what a human being has to
do himself in order to become worthy of his assistance" he says (Kant 2001:
96).
Kant says the good can rule over man's life if he practically tries to fulfill
his religious practices, which shall finally bring in moral perfection.
According to Kant's attitude, the good roots in the moral legislative reason and
a model of the good cannot be seen in experimental examples, for this model
is a priori and has been placed in our reason beforehand. "And the required
prototype always resides only in reason, since outer experience yields no
example adequate to the idea". (Ibid: 105)”This is a change of heart which
must itself be possible because it is a duty" (Ibid: 108) On the other hand, the
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principle of goodness does not stand limitation; i.e. the primary elements of
goodness have been placed in man's nature since the very beginning of his
creation. To him, Jesus is a sample of the whole mankind and the true teacher
of morality.
Accordingly, the true religion for Kant is the moral religion, or the
Religion of Good life conduct. However, "We should not ascribe to this good
any other distinguishing trait except that of a well-ordered conduct of life, [the
reason] … There is absolutely no salvation for human beings except in the
innermost adoption of genuine moral principles in their disposition"(Ibid:
121-22) he says. Thus, moral duties, or divine orders, are the essence of
religion. Nevertheless, Kant believes the ideas mentioned in the historical
religion, which is on the opposite side to moral religion, cannot be perceived
by man's theoretical reason but rather are superior to that. "Nor, in general,
can anything supernatural, because all use of reason ceases precisely whit it.for it is impossible to make these effects theoretically cognizable…because
our use of the concept of cause and effect cannot be extended beyond the
objects of experience."(Ibid: 96)
Kant considers the historical religion limited to the conditions of time
and place, and thus subject to frequent changes. However, the moral religion
is firm and stable, and roots in the a priori principles of practical reason. Thus,
the historical or experimental conditions do not intrude it whatsoever. "For it
is a plain rational faith which can be convincingly communicated to everyone,
whereas a historical faith, merely based on facts, can extend its influence no
further than the tidings relevant to a judgment on its credibility can
reach."(Ibid: 136-7)
Kant thus concludes that we should pass over the faith of Church and
describe the real kingdom of God, or somehow the real church, in the light of
rational religion or moral religion. In fact, the Ethical Commonwealth would
be a church in which people try to live the right way and receive Divine Grace
through living the right way and fulfilling the duties. According to his own
epistemological basis mentioned in "Criticism of Pure Reason", Kant sums up
the necessities and characteristics of true church in the following four
elements. 1) The wholeness: the unanimity of church in following one specific
aim; 2) the nature (or quality): the purity of its quality; 3) the descent: the
relation which confirms Republic; and 4) the direction: the way which shows
the unchangeable structure of the church. He differentiates between religion
and faith and in the meanwhile believes that there is just one true religion, the
moral religion, and the Christians, Jews, and followers of other religions have
tended toward a faith, not a religion.
Beside faith and religion, Kant also distinguishes the natural juridical
state and the natural moral state. He interprets" A Juridico-civil (political)
state is the relation of human beings to each other inasmuch as they stand
jointly under public juridical laws (which are all coercive laws).An ethicocivil state is one in which they are united under laws without being coerced,
i.e. under laws of virtue alone"(Ibid: 130) In this way, we shall have four
states: 1) the natural juridical state, 2) the natural moral state, 3) the juridical
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civil state, and 4) the ethical civil state. Kant concludes that man has always
been pursuing a historical procedure from the natural juridical state to the
ethical civil state, i.e. he has always tried to fulfill the principle of goodness
trough establishment of an ethical commonwealth society which was needed
to considering an ethical legislator named God. In such a society, the visible
church is in charge of executing the rational laws authorized by the ethical
legislator who is ethically sacred, benevolent and just. Hence, "The threefold
quality of the moral head of the human race, which in a juridico-civil state
must of necessity be distributed among three different subjects, can be thought
as united in one and the same being"(Ibid: 166) The legislative force
incarnating Divine Sacredness, the executive force showing Divine Justice,
and the executive force visualizing Divine Benevolence.
Finally, According to Kant, the historical faith and Ecclesiastical faith
are totally inefficient and futile. They are means of fulfilling the pure religious
faith, the real goal of religion, and if we consider historical faith as the goal
not the means, fulfillment of moral religion or pure rational religion would be
postponed. In other words, the only fruit of holding to the ecclesiastical faith
is the postponement of good behavior or moral lifestyle. Therefore, we need
to make all effort for gradual move from the ecclesiastical faith to the absolute
authority of pure religious belief. This would be achieved just through
fulfillment of our duties and moral lifestyle. We can feel hopeful to meet the
Divine State or the Moral State of God on earth. Hence, "The true (visible)
church is one that displays the (moral) Kingdom of God on earth inasmuch as
the latter can be realized through human beings."(Ibid: 135) Kant, following
that, states that fulfillment of such an ideal is the first step to establish a
permanent peace in the world. "Such is therefore the work of the good
principle – unnoticed to human eye yet constantly advancing – in erecting a
power and a kingdom for itself within the human race, in the form of a
community according to the laws of virtue that proclaims the victory over evil
and, under its domain, assures the world of an eternal peace"(Ibid: 153).
Finally, as we have seen, Kant holds a paradoxical attitude toward the
historical faith. He sometimes calls it inefficient and futile, somewhere else,
calls it a means of fulfilling the pure religious faith.
Aquinas and Kant; theology and ethics
Considering elaboration and support of pure religious considerations as
the major approach of theology, we can define two types of theology based on
theoretical and practical reasons. One theology utilizes the theoretical reason
to serve confirming the major principles of religion, on the other hand, while
the other tries to find those principles in the realm of practical reason. In other
words, the rational theology strengthens religion through theoretical reason.
Yet, the theology based on practical reason criticizes rationalism in faith and
suggests perception of religion through morality. Although Kant holds a
position fundamentally different from Aquinas' philosophical theology and
ethics, he shares some common points with him, "Aquinas and Kant agree that
morality centrally involves law and obedience to law"(schneewind 2002: 84)
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Kant criticized the rational theology of Aquinas as well but in his own
special interpretations and attitudes. Kant did not accept demonstrations based
on theoretical reason to prove God's existence, and as he said, he put aside
reason to make room for faith. However, Kant's idea of rejecting theoretical
reason based theology and any kind of rationalism in religious affairs is not
ever a sign of Fideism, for his attitude is just an epistemological way of
criticizing man's power for saving metaphysics. Thus, we can present reasons
to prove that he is not a Fideist as Kierkegaard. We previously mentioned that
God and Divine matter has been the main philosophical topic considered by
theoretical reason. Kant categorizes the proofs of God's existence into three
groups: natural and theological, cosmological, and existential. He criticizes
them and finally accepts moral theology based on practical reason in order to
refrain from Aquinas and his theoretical reason based theology.
Therefore, another point which related to Aquinas is that, Kant rejects the
possibility of the three demonstrations based on his first critique principles
and the significant distinction between his Noumenon and Phenomenon, and
his well-known epistemology theory, limiting it to the world of phenomena.
Thus, one cannot prove God's existence with the aid of experimental and
causative world.
Accordingly, the Kantian rational theology roots in practical reason and
his basis of faith is morality. He says that God's existence finds its meaning
through morality, for it is an essential presumption for morality. Accordingly,
Kant's critique on Aquinas' rational theology and rational demonstrations for
God's existence does not indicate his denial of Divine entity. The rational
Kantian theology, which is based on practical reason, replaces the Aquinas'
theoretical reason based theology. In summary, Aquinas tried to prove God's
existence through theoretical reason and the experimental and causative
world, while Kant represents God as an idea of practical reason. Aquinas
reaches God from the world of existence, Kant finds Him in Morality.
Kant believes that God is an essential assumption for morality, while
Aquinas calls Him an essential entity. In other words, According to Catholic
fundamentals and the spirit of Medieval Ages, Aquinas utilizes theoretical
reason to present demonstrations for God's existence and God is the most
central subject in philosophy. Nevertheless, Kant believed that man does not
need to a Transcendental Being to fulfill his duties applied by morality. He
appreciates free will so highly that even tries to find the root of moral system
and God's existence in free will. Namely, the morality-supporter Kant, who
tries to find religion in morality, just considers God as an essential
presumption. In Kant's idea, the greatest mistake of former philosophers was
to establish morality based on the divine order, or better to say, Heteronomy
(Kant 1999: 166).
Against him, Aquinas widely acknowledged revelation and always
considered it as a bridge to the unknown world." In general, he divides
theology into two types. The reveled word or theology, which is directly
derived from the Holy Bible and based on Christian faith, and the natural or
philosophical theology, which is created by man's natural reason. In
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Philosophical theology, he considers reason as the organizer and elaborator of
religious concepts")Ilkhani 2003: 403). In the meanwhile, Kant calls reason
inefficient in elaboration of religious concepts and improper to be the center
of theology.
Furthermore, Kant considers just the moral teachings of the Holy Bible,
i.e. teachings which support moral religion. He believes that the motive for
good deeds which is based on Bible is a divine rule, just for being a result of
moral law. However, Aquinas believes the entire teachings of the Holy Bible
are worth reading and practicing, for the bible comprises principles of
Christianity. He had been trying to prove and elaborate Catholic teachings
through reason. We should be remembering that Kant was a moral Protestant
who was raised in a pietistic family and impressed by the enlightened age,
while, on the other hand, Aquinas was a medieval thinker who took an
approach toward rational theology in order to strengthen Catholic faith
Another point which related to difference between Kant and Aquinas is
that Kant was not a legitimist which is evident through his personal lifestyle
and his works, especially “Religion within the boundaries of mere reason ".
This may go back to his Protestant background. On the contrary, ecclesiastical
rites and rituals are of great importance to Aquinas, for they are evident
principles of Catholicism. Another point is that, Kant explicitly rejects the
historical religion and religious basis of morality. Aquinas refers to the
essence of existing world to prove God's existence. On the other side, Kant
considers God in the realm of morality. Therefore, Kant and Aquinas are both
Foundationalist with regard to God's existence and searching for a foundation
for God. As a Pre-modern Foundationalist, Aquinas founded Christian
theology based on reason and demonstrations of proving God's existence,
facing the Evidentialist objectors.
Accordingly, Kant, as a modern Foundationalist, criticizes such
demonstrations and refers to practical reason in order to strengthen the
religion. He believes that God rules over the world through moral laws, and
thus He has a share in the eternal happiness of those who fulfill their duties.
According to Kant, morality tells us about God, an entity who is morally
perfect, and denial of God is rejection of the moral nature of human being.
On the contrary, Aquinas says that goodness is a divine attribute and He
is the origin to all moral perfections. Goodness exists for God is the first and
original reason of goodness. In short, Kant talks about a God who is proved
through morality, while Aquinas calls the goodness of morality as the result
of God's existence, for He is the origin of all goodness. Namely, he believes
that since God exists, goodness that is of his effects also exists and thus
morality is dependent of God, not God an essential presumption of morality.
Based on this view, Kant distinguishes moral theology from theological
morality. As he rejects theological morality, for morality should not be based
on theology but it needs principles that establish the basis of goodness for us.
In other words, the tendency to believing in God's existence comes from our
belief and attachment to morality. While in the pre-modern era and prior to
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deism, all affairs including morality were based on the concept of God and
such a feature was drastically changed in Kantian attitude.
As it was mentioned before, Kant considered four types of relation
between historical and moral faith, and theoretical and practical reason. The
fourth type insisted on denial of any rationalism in the realm of faith. This
attitude does not make him a Fideist, for he agrees with Fideism in separating
faith from theoretical reason. He went further and based faith on practical
reason. In fact, Kant opposes theoretical rationalism in the realm of faith on
the one hand, and defends practical rationalism in the realm of moral faith on
the other.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, we can restate the whole essay from religious, ethical
and theological attitudes. In the realm of religion, Kant differentiates moral
and historical religion. Unlike Aquinas, He says the historical religion
includes mysteries that cannot be solved or perceived by man's practical
reason. In defining moral theology, he distinguishes theoretical and practical
reasons. He calls theoretical reason incapable of perceiving religious truths,
leaving them to practical reason. The philosophical theology of Saint Thomas
Aquinas is the result of his perception of philosophy as a concept to serve
religion. However, Kant defines moral religion as recognition of all duties as
divine rules, and thus, the true religion is the moral religion. The essence of
religion should be found in the a priori principles of practical reason rather
than in mysteries that form the basis of historical religion.
The domination of revelation and foundations of church in Aquinas’s
philosophical manner in Summa theologiae which is revealed in the
conceptions of theologica philosophia and theologia sacrae scripturae or
sacred theology on one hand, and Catholicism and the foundations of
Aristotelian thought on the other hand, challenges Kant‘s pietistic approach
and his attention towards ethics-oriented concepts. Happiness in Aquinas’s
thought is vision of God. Unlike Aquinas, Kant believed that happiness belong
to those who fulfill their duties. Then, historical and moral faith religion and
the distinction between theism and deism cause to separate Aquinas and Kant.
Kant did not stand theoretical reason in the realm of religion and tried to
establish his own theology based on practical reason. Therefore, the Kantian
rational theology indicates his effort to criticize theoretical reason and
confirms the moral religion.
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I
In some passages, Aristotle explicitly distinguishes between the cause of
being and the cause of coming to be. In other passages, he speaks as if there
were no such difference. One may consider the distinction as essential. The
concern does not disappear if we render the Aristotelian aitia not as “cause”,
as we conveniently do, but as “explanation” or “explanatory factor”. To ask
why a is an F and to ask why a becomes an F seems to ask for different
explanations. In consequence, one can arrive at the view that Aristotle
confounds both causes or explanations. I intend to show that he does not. In
doing so, I hope to contribute to a better understanding of why, for Aristotle,
essence is a cause both of being and of coming to be.
First, I will list the passages in Aristotle that distinguish between the cause
of being and the cause of coming to be. Second, I will consider three passages
where Aristotle seems, at first glance, to confound these two causes. Third, I
will discuss Metaphysics Zeta 17 in detail, in order to show why both causes
are unified in Aristotle’s concept of substance.
Evidence for the distinction between the cause of being and the cause of
coming to be can be found in at least two passages, Met. V 1, 1013a16–19 and
Met. I 9, 991b3–4 (= XI 5, 1080a2–3). By discussing the various meanings of
the term archê (“principle”) in Book V of the Metaphysics, Aristotle tells us
that aitia has the same meanings as archê due to the fact that every aitia is an
archê (1013a16–17). Principles, he adds, are primary either with respect to
being, with respect to coming to be, or with respect to coming to know (a17–
19). Presumably, these aspects of being primary are not mutually exclusive.
Something may be primary in several ways. For example, in Met. Zeta 1,
1028a32–33, substance is primary in every aspect. Nonetheless, Aristotle takes
it as relevant to distinguish principles of being from principles of coming to be
in Met. V 1. It is reasonable to suppose that if principles are primary with
respect to being or with coming to be, the same will hold for causes. Hence the
passage can be read as evidence for the distinction between both causes.
Explicitly, the distinction appears in Met. I 9, 991b3–4 (= XI 5, 1080a2–
3) where Aristotle criticizes Plato’s concept of causation. He reads the Phaedo
as rendering Forms both as a cause of being and of coming to be (tou einai kai
tou gignesthai aitia). This reading seems to be echoed in Met. Zeta 8, 1033b28,
where Aristotle claims the uselessness of Platonic Forms to explain coming to
be and being. So much for the appearance of the distinction in Aristotle.
Metaphysics Zeta 17 will be considered later.
II
The idea that Aristotle confuses both causes may arise from three
passages: Met. V 18, 1022a14–20, again Met. I 9, 991b3–4 (= XI 5, 1080a2–
3), and De gen. et corr. 333b7–16. I shall discuss them in that order.
In Met. V 18, Aristotle considers the various uses of the phrase kath’ ho
and kath’ hauto. He says that the phrase kath’ ho is coextensive with the term
aition. In general, if A is in virtue of (kath’ ho) B, then B is a cause (aition) of
A.1
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This seems to be simple. However, is being in virtue of B the same
relation as coming to be in virtue of B? Here, it sounds as though Aristotle
neglects the distinction.
A further look confirms this. He starts by presenting two ways in which
“in virtue of” (kath’ ho) is said. First, things are said to be in virtue of form and
substance, as the good thing is said to be in virtue of the good itself (auto
agathon, 1022a16). Second, things are said to come to be in virtue of an
underlying thing (pephyke gignesthai, a16). For example, color is in virtue of
the surface where the color appears. In the first way, things are said to be in
virtue of form, in the second, things are said to be in virtue of matter (1022a17–
19).
His first example is unambiguous: the cause of being is at stake. The good
thing is good in virtue of the good itself. F–ness is the cause of o’s being an F.
This sounds Platonic, and it is indeed, as can be seen in the earlier Platonic
dialogues. There is one form of virtue by which (di’ ho) all virtuous things are
virtuous (Meno, 72c7–8, see also 72e5: tô autô eidei). In the same way, there
is one form of piety by which all pious things are pious (Eutyphro 6d10–11).
Now, goodness is not the cause of Socrates’ being what he is as such, i.e., a
human being. He is a human being in virtue of human–ness, animal–ness, and
two–footed–ness. These three are causes of being a human being, as Aristotle
explicitly says in 1022a33–35. In short, form is the cause of a thing’s being a
substance.
In another way, Aristotle tells us, color is said to be in virtue of an
underlying surface (pephyke gignesthai, a16). We must not infer from the mere
appearance of the Greek verb gignesthai that coming to be is at stake. Aristotle
does not say that a color comes to be owing to matter. Rather, he says that color
always appears on an underlying surface. One may infer from this fact that
matter is needed for a color’s coming to be, but Aristotle is not explicit about
this inference. As far as this passage is concerned, the question of whether the
cause of coming to be is considered or not is in limbo.
Nonetheless, Aristotle adds a general conclusion: the term kath’ hauto is
equivalent with aition. In this passage it sounds as if an aition is but a cause of
being an F. But such a restriction is far from Aristotle’s general doctrine. Thus,
even though the cause of a substance’s coming to be has not been brought up
here, it must be included.
III
The second passage worth considering is Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s
concept of cause. Aristotle distinguishes twice between the cause of being and
the cause of coming to be. But in his arguments against Plato, he seemingly
does not.
In the Phaedo the case is stated in this way—that the Forms are
causes both of being and of coming to be. Yet when the Forms exist, still
the things that share in them do not come into being unless there is an
efficient cause. And many other things come to be (e.g., a house or a ring),
of which we do not say that there are Forms. Clearly, therefore, even the
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other things can both be and come to be owing to such causes just
mentioned [and not owing to Forms]. [translation by Ross, modified] 2
Aristotle’s criticism of the Phaedo has much been discussed in the
literature since it is not clear what type of cause he is taking aim at (e.g.,
whether he takes Forms as efficient or as formal causes). I propose not to
consider this question, but to take Aristotle at his word. He says that in the
Phaedo, Forms are rendered as the cause both of being and of coming to be
(kai tou einai kai tou gignesthai aitia). Is this a correct reading of the Phaedo?
When Socrates introduces his concern about causes, he first speaks of the
cause of coming to be and perishing (95e9–96a1). However, a few lines later,
he refers to the causes of coming to be, of perishing, and of being (96a8–10).
This extension comes without fanfare.3 In Socrates’ later account, it is hard to
decide whether Form as a cause should embrace both the cause of being and
the cause of coming to be. His earlier reference to the explanations of
Empedocles and Anaxagoras makes it probable that he has both causes in mind
when talking about Forms and participation. But with one possible exception,
all he explicitly says until 103b is that something is an F because of the Form
F. Coming to be seems not to be considered.
The exception is 100d7–8 and e2–3. Some manuscripts read that all the
good things become good because of the Form of the good, some read that they
are good.4 If we accept the reading that the good things become good because
of the Form of the good, one may ask whether this must be taken in a physical
sense. In 101b9–c1, Socrates talks about the reason why one and one become
two (genesthai), and this phenomenon is not a generation in a physical sense.
It is not a process.5
We have to wait until 103a5–10 for a clear reference to coming to be. As
Phaidon reports of the dialogue between Socrates and his friends, someone of
the participants has noted that the discussion’s result seems to contradict with
what has been said earlier. Socrates agrees, and the concern seems to be about
the earlier discussion in 70d7–71a7. There, everything was said to come to be
(gignesthai) from its contrary, e. g. the big from the small. This has proved
impossible, Socrates sums up in 103c7–8.
For this reason, I conclude, Aristotle may take it as obvious that physical
change is at stake in the Phaedo. His objection to the Phaedo’s doctrine starts
with a twofold argument that is restricted to coming to be. Nonetheless, he
concludes that therefore (hôste dêlon) many things are and come to be not by
virtue of Forms. In the first part of the argument, he shows Forms to be
insufficient to explain coming to be. Forms are always there, physical objects
are not. The latter do not come to be unless there is a moving principle. In the
second part, he goes a step further by showing that Forms must be irrelevant
for coming to be. Since many things come to be of which there are no Forms,
Forms cannot be a necessary condition for coming to be.
Here, it is indubitable that Aristotle is speaking about the coming to be of
objects, as his example of a house makes clear. As Annas rightly sums up, the
argument shows that “Forms are neither sufficient (a) nor necessary (b) for
coming into being.”6 However, the argument’s purpose was to show that Forms
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are neither causes of coming to be nor of being. Does the latter follow from the
former?
As Aristotle puts it in the passage quoted, he seems to think that the cause
of a thing’s coming to be is also the cause of its being. However, he gives no
hint of why we should agree with him. We have to search elsewhere for an
explanation.
IV
The full relevance of the next passage will not become clear until we
discuss Zeta 17. In that passage, Aristotle seems, when refuting Empedocles’
concept of nature, to ignore the difference between the cause of being and the
cause of coming to be. He indifferently speaks of aition when replacing
Empedocles’ concept of mixing by the concept of essence:
Then, what is the cause determining that a human being comes to be from
a human being, that wheat (instead of an olive tree) comes to be from wheat,
either always or for the most part? And are we to say that a bone is what is put
together in such and such manner? For nothing comes to be by being composed
by chance, as he puts it, but by a certain account. What, then, is the cause of
this? Fire and Water are none. But neither is it Love and Strife, the former is a
cause of association only, and the latter only of dissociation. No: the cause in
question is the substance of each thing, not merely “a combining and a divorce
of what has been combined,” as he says. And chance, not account, is the name
of these occurrences, for things are combined by chance here.[translation by
Joachim, modified]7
It is worth noting that the Greek noun mixis does not stand for mixture,
but for mixing.8 Empedocles’ Fragment DK 8 shows us that he takes the mixing
of elements as what people call nature, and the divorce of elements what they
call death. Possibly, Empedocles’ concept of mixis is primarily intended to
explain coming to be. However, as long as fire and water are mixed in a certain
way, a bone is given. The elements’ mixing, then, were the cause of becoming
a bone, the elements’ mixture the cause of being a bone.9
Aristotle reads Empedocles’ concept of mixis as explaining both why a
bone comes to be and what a bone is. First, he asks for an explanation of why
a man always begets a man. Second, he asks whether the past mixing (ôdi
syntethê) explains us what a bone is (note that the aorist syntethê refers to a
process in the past).10
By contrast, the Greek ousia can hardly signify a process, and Aristotle
never speaks of “essentialization.” Nonetheless, he does not hesitate to replace
Empedocles’ mixis by essence (as I translate ouisa here). Since essence is not
a process, how can it be relevant to explain coming to be? As Aristotle puts it,
essence is what guarantees the proper way of coming to be. Because of essence,
a human being always begets a human being, not only sometimes and by
chance. So understood, essence is a necessary condition for a natural process
of coming to be. Moreover, essence in Aristotle is an object’s essence, that is,
the cause of the object’s being this sort of thing. If essence guarantees that an
olive tree grows out of a seed, and if essence is what an olive tree is in itself,
the cause of being and the cause of coming to be are unified.
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Again, Aristotle neither tells us that both causes are unified nor gives any
hint why it holds. Since he does not prove that essence is indispensable to
explain the process of natural coming to be, one might tend to take his
reference to essence as a dodge to elegantly merge both causes. My purpose is
not to discharge Aristotle from such an accusation. Whether essence must be a
cause of coming to be goes far beyond the scope of my considerations.
However, we see why Aristotle speaks indiscriminately of the aition of natural
objects with respect to essence. If a thing’s essence is the cause of the thing’s
coming to be, it is both the cause of being and the cause of coming to be. But
these matters will not become clear until we consider Zeta 17.
V
Before I turn to Zeta 17, 1041a20–b9, I shall offer a general claim. With
respect to Aristotle’s theory of definition in Ana. post. II 8–10, one might
suppose that my concern is much ado about nothing. According to this theory,
an adequate definition of what something is explains why it is. For example,
the definition of thunder explains why it thunders. Definition and explanation
are interrelated because the middle term of the explaining syllogism is the
event’s essence. Thus, being and coming to be are interwoven. In consequence,
essence is both a cause of being and of coming to be.
Even though Aristotle’s discussion of explanatory definitions is mostly
restricted to natural events, such as thunder or an eclipse, he seems to extend
this method to substances, too (Ana. post. II 8, 93a22–24). However, the result
of Ana. post. II 8–10 does not work for substances without modifications, as
Charles already has noted.11 Charles takes Aristotle to stay "as close as
possible” to the method of Ana. post. later in Zeta 17.12 However, that isn’t
close at all, as we will see. As Charles rightly points out, the concepts of form
and matter do not appear in Ana. post. II 8–10.13 But this is only half of the
difference between Ana. post. and Zeta 17. An object’s form, as it appears in
Zeta 17, is identical with the object’s end and this identification goes back to
Physics II 7. All we get in Ana. post. is the idea that form is one of four
explanatory factors. The end of coming to be has no relevance for an adequate
definition of thunder. Hence, in order to interpret Zeta 17 adequately we should
rather consider Physics II, 7–9 than Ana. post. II 8–10.14
Here is the relevant passage of Zeta 17 at full length (the most important
part will be (ii)):
(i) However, one could ask why a human being is such a kind of animal.
It is clear that this is not to ask why one who is a human being is a human
being. So what one asks is why it is that one thing belongs to another. (It must
be evident that it does belong, otherwise nothing is being asked at all.) For
example, why does it thunder, that means, why a noise is produced in the
clouds? In this manner, what is sought is one thing predicated of another. And
why are these things, e.g., bricks and stones, a house? It is clear, then, that what
is sought is the cause, and this is the essence, logically speaking.
(ii) In some cases, the cause it the end (as presumably in the case of a
house or a bed), while in some cases it is the moving principle. For this latter
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is also a cause. But such a cause is sought with respect to coming to be and
ceasing to be, while the former is sought also with respect to being.
(iii) Most of all, in cases where things are not predicated one of another,
one does not recognize what is sought. This happens, e.g., when it is asked
what a human being is, because the question is simply put and does not
distinguish these things as being that. But we must articulate our question
before we ask it, otherwise we shall have a case of asking both something and
nothing. And since the existence of the thing must already be given, it is clear
that the question must be why matter is so-and-so. For instance, why are these
things here a house? Because it holds what being is for a house. And why is
this thing a human being, or why is this body in this state? So what is sought
is the cause (this is the form) by which matter is a certain thing. And that is
substance. [translation by Bostock, modified]15
For the first time in Zeta, the end of coming to be appears. The so called
final cause enters the discussion of substance. Aristotle starts this last chapter
of Zeta by claiming that substance is a cause and a principle. Generally, he
adds, searching for the reason why means to ask why this holds of that.16 What
follows in 1041a11–b7 can be read as an exemplification of what it means to
ask this way. In b7–8 Aristotle concludes that by asking why this holds of that,
we search for the cause by which matter is a certain thing, e. g., a house or a
human being.
If we ignore section (ii) for a moment, he seems to confuse the cause of
being with the cause of coming to be. In (i), he starts with the claim that one
has to ask why this animal is a human being (a21) and, generally, why this
holds of that (a23). In both cases, being, not generation, appears to be at stake.
The same holds for the case of the house in a27: the question is why stones and
bricks are a house; not, why a house comes to be. In contrast, the example in
a25 asks why noise comes to be (gignetai) in the clouds. Aristotle switches
from the question of being to the question of coming to be and back again. In
(iii), to ask why this body is a human being does not ask for coming to be.
Finally, Aristotle merges all these questions as being a question about matter
(b7–8), and matter has to do with coming to be. In sum, both causes seem to
be confounded.
But section (ii) changes everything. First, it explicitly distinguishes
between the question of being and the question of coming to be. Second, it
distinguishes between items such as thunder and houses. Third, it explains
what sort of cause explains both an object’s being and coming to be: the end.
I shall add some words to my reading of tinos heneka in a29 as “the end”
or "the purpose”. Leunissen argues for a different meaning of the Arisotelian
phrases to hou heneka and to heneka tinos. Only the former designates an end,
the latter the relation “that this is for the sake of something.”17 From a
grammatical point of view, one may agree with her interpretation. Moreover,
one could say that this relation fits well with Aristotle’s general formula dia ti
hyparchei ti kata tinos a few lines before (a23). Nonetheless, I take the
distinction to make little sense in the context of Zeta. The tinos heneka is said
to be a cause (a28 & 30: aition) and the cause at stake is substance in the sense
of form. By no means is the Aristotelian form a relation. Thus, the phrase
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cannot stand for the "relation as such”, as Leunissen puts it. Aristotle explicitly
identifies the tinos heneka with form and substance (1041b9 & Physics II 8,
199a30–32; in 200a33, he speaks of the aitia hê tinos heneka). As far as I can
see, the best way for rendering the Greek tinos heneka remains to translate it
as the end or purpose of coming to be in order to preserve the idea that form is
at stake.18
It is worth reading Aristotle’s words in section (ii) carefully. He speaks
but of one single cause (aition). In the case of a house or a bed, this cause is
the end, in the case of events such as thunder, it is the moving principle.
Remarkably, he adds that the latter is “also” (kai) a cause. Why this? The
reason seems to come immediately after. The moving principle is the cause we
are seeking for when we ask for the reason of coming to be. All we need to
explain thunder is to give its cause of coming to be. If there is a cause of
thunder’s being, it is either irrelevant or already given by reference to the
moving principle. But why there is such a difference between thunder and
houses?
One might want to reason that thunder and eclipses are "natural
processes” (as Charles has put it), human beings and houses substances. But
neither Ana. post. II 8–10 nor Zeta 17 make such a distinction. Moreover, as
many commentators read Physics II 8, Aristotle renders natural processes such
as rain as being for the sake of something. Why, then, do we seek for the
moving principle in the case of thunder and for the end in the case of houses,
as we are told in Zeta 17?19
What we can take for granted is this. The house’s end, that is, its purpose
explains both why these bricks and stones are a house and why they came to
be a house. By contrast, the moving principle explains what thunder is by
explaining why it thunders. The reason for this difference might be that thunder
and an eclipse do not persist in the way houses and human beings do. But no
such difference is offered by Aristotle. All he says is that we seek for different
causes in the case of thunder and houses.20
One might reason that in the case of substances, the moving principle and
the end are unified in the form what would render a clear distinction between
both causes as inappropriate.21 However, both causes are one because the end
is but essence and parent and offspring are the same in essence, as Aristotle
explains. This unification does not forbid us to distinguish between the moving
principle and the end as two different causes, as Aristotle does in Zeta 17 since
he is concerned with different objects.22
The remarkable point in Zeta 17 is that either the moving principle or the
end are said to be the cause. Aristotle is no longer seeking for a distinction of
different causes or explanations as he does elsewhere (see e.g., Physics II 3,
194b16–195a4 = Met. V 2, 1013a24–b6; Ana. post. II 11, 94a20–b26), but for
one specific cause (aitia tis, 1041a9–10; to aition, 1041b7). Substance is the
cause by which matter is a certain thing (1041b7–8). It is the only cause we are
seeking for in search of substance (1041a27–28). My emphasis of Aristotle’s
talk of one single cause (which is substance) does not rely on an assumption
that he distinguishes between aitia and aition, which can be ruled out.23 Rather,
it relies on the fact that according to 1041a28–32, in some cases, the cause is
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the end and in some cases, it is the moving principle. The plurality of causes,
as it appears elsewhere, has become irrelevant.
For this reason, I think, we can rule out Frede/Patzig’s reading of the
passage. Against the majority of commentators, they hold that both the moving
principle and the end only refer to coming to be and perishing, and that the
essence mentioned in 1041a28 is what also refers to a thing’s being. My
objections are these. First, as we can see in Physics II 7, 198b2–11, the end is
essence, and this equation is pondered even by Frede/Patzig a few lines before
in their commentary. Second, Aristotle does not discuss here what types of
causes can be worked out with respect to coming to be and being, as
Frede/Patzig put it. He is searching for the cause that makes matter this sort of
thing.24
Substance, then, is both the cause of being and the cause of coming to be.
There is no need to distinguish between both causes. Inasmuch as substance
explains why some matter is a certain thing, it also explains the matter’s
coming to be this thing.
But should we take the latter claim for granted? Does substance really
explain why these bricks and stones became a house? It does, when we take
the end to be substance, as Aristotle teaches us in 1041a29. What we get in
Zeta 17 is a remarkable shift away from the method in Ana. post. II 8–10.
In Ana. post. II 8–10, the question of why it thunders is explained by the
extinction of fire. In a similar way, one might explain that bricks and stones
come to be a house because a housebilder is putting them together. However,
this is not the way Aristotle proceeds in Zeta 17. The housebuilder as the
moving principle of a house is completely irrelevant in Zeta 17, and the same
holds for Eta 2–3, as we will see. Thus, the focus in Ana. post. is on the moving
principle, but in Zeta 17, it is on the end.25
This shift, I believe, can only be explained on the basis of Physics II 7–9.
This is where Aristotle identifies form and essence with the end of coming to
be. With respect to Physics II, the specification of the cause in Zeta 17 is no
surprise. At the end of Physics II 9, Aristotle tells us that the end (tinos heneka)
is most of all a cause because it is the cause of matter (aition tês hylês, 200a33).
The purpose of a saw (namely sawing) defines the shape and the material that
is needed. This fits well with the two claims of Zeta 17 that substance is the
cause of matter and that the end is the cause of being and coming to be. What
we need to understand Aristotle’s discussion of cause in Zeta 17 is not Ana.
post. II 8–10 but Physics II 7–9.
VI
However, the discussion on substance has not finished at the end of book
Zeta. It continues in book Eta. I shall show also in Eta 2 and 3, the definition
of a house refers to the end of coming to be and neglects the moving principle.
Aristotle continues where he ended in Zeta 17. According to Charles, a house
is now defined thus: “What it is to be a house [i.e., being arranged in a given
way] belongs to matter of this type.”26 Then, the arrangement of the material
were the house’s essence. But as we will see, the house’s purpose is its essence.
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With respect to the question of what essence is, Eta 2 and 3 stay close to Zeta
17.27
The discussion of Eta 2 is concerned with perceptible substances. Specific
differences explain what a perceptible thing is. Ice, for example, is water being
solified in a certain manner, a threshold is defined by its position, a wind by its
direction and place, and a house by bricks and stones being arranged in a
certain way (1042b15–25 & 1043a7–10). All we need to explain a thing’s
being, it seems, is matter and difference.
However, Aristotle warns us not to take such differences as substance.
They are but what is analogous to substance (homôs to analogon en hekastô,
1043a4–5). It is hard to explain why this holds. Ross has offered the reason
that these differences do not fall into the category of substance. This is
disputable on the basis of Topics I 4, 101b19–20, where the difference is
included in the class of genus.28 I shall try to offer a better reason.
First, we have seen that mixture is not substance because mixture is an
arrangement by chance. Thus, in the case of ice, the arrangement itself does
not explain why water always freezes to ice, that is, why water is always
arranged this way when it gets cold. In the same manner, the arrangement of
the four elements in a human body does not explain why a human being always
begets a human being. Hence, substance must be different from proportion and
arrangement. The latter is rather a result of substance.29
There is a second reason why the arrangement is not the cause we are
searching for. It does not meet the demands of Zeta 17 for being the aition that
explains both coming to be and being. The arrangement of a house does not
explain why a house has been built. And the arrangement of the water
molecules does not explain why water solidifies this way. By contrast, the
extinction of fire sufficiently explains why it thunders. Here, the moving
principle is all we need, since it answers both the question what thunder is and
why it happens. What, in the case of a substance does explain both what it is
and why it came to be? Only the end.30
Unsurprisingly, thus, Aristotle comes back to the end as essence in Eta 2.
Charles meets this fact by concluding that “[t]he example of the house, so
understood, parallels that of thunder. As the latter is noise in the clouds caused
by fire being quenched, a house will be bricks and stones (matter) arranged in
a given way for the sake of protection.”31 I see no parallel here. In the case of
thunder, the definition in Ana. post. mentions but the moving principle. In the
case of a house, the definition in Eta mentions matter, the arrangement, and
the purpose. As we learnt in Zeta 17, the end is essence, not the difference, as
many commentators seem to read Eta 2. The one cause of a house’s being and
coming to be is the purpose of a house. It explains both what a house is and
why bricks and stones have to be arranged in a certain way in order to build a
house.
Why, then, is the difference at stake in Eta 2? Aristotle’s explicit purpose
is to clarify substance in the sense of actualization (energeia ousia, 1042b10–
11), but the result is dubious. In 1043a12, he sums up that the actualization and
the account of each thing differ due to the difference of matter. This seems to
assume that the actualization and essence of a thing is the specific difference.
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However, what follows from a14 on is a different line of reasoning. As often,
Aristotle reminds us that there are various ways to define an object. With
respect to the potentiality of a house, it is defined as bricks and stones, he says,
with respect to the actualization, it is defined as a shelter for goods and stuff.
Here, the actualization is not taken as the arrangement of the bricks and stones,
but as the purpose of the house. The arrangement as the constitutive difference
is no longer mentioned.32
How can both aspects, the purpose and the difference, be brought
together? The beginning of Eta 3 repeats the claim that the purpose is the
actualized substance we are searching for (1043a32-33). This, then, can be
taken for granted. However, Aristotle adds another way of defining a house,
namely by considering the composite substance. In this respect, a house is “a
shelter made of bricks and stones arranged in such and such manner”
(1043a31–32). Since he immediately adds that the purpose is the actualization,
one may conclude the following. The potential house is matter, the house
actualized is the purpose, and the composite substance is the purpose combined
with matter and the difference. In order to get a shelter out of bricks and stones,
they need to be arranged in a certain way. The arrangement is needed to
achieve the purpose. This result has an obvious parallel in Physics II 9. There,
a saw’s teeth must be made of a certain shape in order to fulfill the purpose of
sawing (200b1–8).
If we accept the idea that the end is the cause of the arrangement and of
matter (as it is said in Physics II 9, 200a33), we see why the purpose is added
in the definition of a house in Eta 3. The definition goes beyond Zeta 7–9
where the end is never mentioned, but it is in line with Zeta 17.
The arrangement of matter just explains why these bricks and stones are
a house but it does not explain why this house came to be. The purpose does
both. Substance as the purpose or end explains why this sort of matter becomes
a certain thing and it also explains what it is to be this sort of thing. Thus, I
conclude the following. Aristotle’s idea that substance is both the cause of
being and of coming to be relies on the fact that the end explains both. He
identifies form and essence with the end and renders the end to be the cause of
matter.
I shall add a final word on Eta. When Charles discusses the ending of Eta
6, 1045b18–19, he interprets the shape (morphê) which is said to be actuality
as “presumably, being two-footed” (Chalmers, 2000: 295). Due to the doubt
of authenticity given in manuscript Π Jaeger has put the whole final section
1045b17–23 into double brackets. If these are Aristotle’s own words, we
should read the Greek morphê, I recommend, as having the same meaning as
eidos (see evidence for the equation e. g. Physics II 1, 193a31–32 & b18–20).
Whether form (which is contrasted with matter here in 1045b18) should be
read as the dialectic two–footedness or as the coming to be’s end depends on
what Aristotle has in mind. The Greek eidos and morphê are rather vague
container words in Aristotle as we have seen by his specification of form as
the end in Physics II, and much the same can be said with respect to the
specification of soul as form in De anima II 1. The vagueness of eidos is why
he puts that much energy into the discussion of substance as form in Zeta.
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By no means did I intend to give an account of Aristotle’s conception of
form. However, what I think is clear now is why substance is both the cause of
being and of coming to be in Aristotle. There is no confusion in his discussion.
But as often, his explanations are terse and rough.

Notes
1. 1022a19–22: ὅλως δὲ τὸ καθ’ ὃ ἰσαχῶς καὶ τὸ αἴτιον ὑπάρξει. Ross reads the
relation thus: “the καθ’ ὃ has meanings answering to those of ‘cause’,” Aristotle’s
Metaphysics. A Revised Text with Introduction and Commentary by W. D. Ross, 2
vols. (Oxford 1924, repr. 1958), vol. i, 333. Kirwan proposes to translate the Greek
κατα as “by,” e.g., “Callias is good by (virtue of) good itself,” see his notes in
Aristotle’s Metaphysics. Books Γ, Δ, and Ε, Translated with Notes by C. Kirwan
(Oxford 1971), 168.
2. 991b3–9 = 1080a2–8: ἐν δὲ τῷ Φαίδωνι οὕτω λέγεται, ὡς καὶ τοῦ εἶναι καὶ τοῦ
γίγνεσθαι αἴτια τὰ εἴδη ἐστίν· καίτοι τῶν εἰδῶν ὄντων ὅμως οὐ γίγνεται τὰ μετέχοντα
ἂν μὴ ᾖ τὸ κινῆσον, καὶ πολλὰ γίγνεται ἕτερα, οἷον οἰκία καὶ δακτύλιος, ὧν οὔ φαμεν
εἴδη εἶναι· ὥστε δῆλον ὅτι ἐνδέχεται καὶ τἆλλα καὶ εἶναι καὶ γίγνεσθαι διὰ τοιαύτας
αἰτίας οἵας καὶ τὰ ῥηθέντα νῦν. 1080a8 additionally reads ἀλλ’ οὐ διὰ τὰ εἴδη at the
end, which improves the conclusion’s sense.
3.95e9–96a1: ὅλως γὰρ δεῖ περὶ γενέσεως καὶ φθορᾶς τὴν αἰτίαν
διαπραγματεύσασθαι. 96a8–10: ὑπερήφανος γάρ μοι ἐδόκει εἶναι, εἰδέναι τὰς αἰτίας
ἑκάστου, διὰ τί γίγνεται ἕκαστον καὶ διὰ τί ἀπόλλυται καὶ διὰ τί ἔστι.
4. The decisive phrase in 100d7–8 and e2–3 is τῷ καλῷ τὰ καλὰ [γίγνεται] καλά.
According to Burnet’s edition, manuscripts T and b read the γίγνεται in d7–8, B and W
do not (where b is a correcting hand in manuscript B). For e2–3, T and W read the
γίγνεται, but B, again, does not. Hence, Burnet puts the Greek γίγνεται into brackets in
both lines. The edition of Strachan has reworked the stemma and omits γίγνεται in d8
in accordance with the manuscripts TPQV. In e3, however, Strachan reads γίγνεται in
accordance with the manuscripts WPQVA. By contrast, Rowe’s edition reads γίγνεται
in d8, but not in e3. In short, there is no consensus in the editions.
5. This reservation has already been made by Annas: “Plato does, it is true, continue
to use the language of coming-to-be; thus at 101c3-7 we are told that Forms explain
not only things’ being one or two in number, but their becoming so. But of course they
do not; what they explain is the possession of a quality, not the causal history of how
that quality came to be possessed.” J. Annas “Aristotle on Inefficient Causes,”
Philosophical Quarterly 32, 129 (1982), 311–326, 318.
6. Aristotle’s Metaphysics. Books M and N, Translated with Introduction and Notes
by J. Annas (Oxford 1976), 162.
7. 333b7–16: Τί οὖν τὸ αἴτιον τοῦ ἐξ ἀνθρώπου ἄνθρωπον ἢ ἀεὶ ἢ ὡς ἐπὶ τὸ πολύ, καὶ
ἐκ τοῦ πυροῦ πυρὸν ἀλλὰ μὴ ἐλαίαν· ἢ καὶ ἐὰν ὡδὶ συντεθῇ ὀστοῦν· οὐ γὰρ ὅπως
ἔτυχε συνελθόντων οὐδὲν γίνεται, καθ’ ἃ ἐκεῖνός φησιν, ἀλλὰ λόγῳ τινί. Τί οὖν τούτων
αἴτιον· οὐ γὰρ δὴ πῦρ γε ἢ γῆ. ̓Αλλὰ μὴν οὐδ’ ἡ φιλία καὶ τὸ νεῖκος· συγκρίσεως γὰρ ̔τὸ
μέν ̓, τὸ δὲ διακρίσεως αἴτιον. Τοῦτο δ’ ἐστὶν ἡ οὐσία ἡ ἑκάστου, ἀλλ’ οὐ «μόνον μίξις
τε διάλλαξίς τε μιγέντων», ὥσπερ ἐκεῖνός φησιν. Τύχη δ’ ἐπὶ τούτοις ὀνομάζεται, ἀλλ’
οὐ λόγος· ἔστι γὰρ μιχθῆναι ὡς ἔτυχεν.
8. Translators sometimes render the Greek μίξις as mixture, see e.g. Kirwan’s
Translation of Met. V 4, 1015a2. However, the LSJ correctly offers but “mixing” and
“mingling”.
9. Ross offers a remarkable note on this point. He claims: "It is clear that Aristotle
interprets φύσις in Empedocles as = permanent nature.”, see Aristotle’s Metaphysics
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vol. i, 297. Ross refers to Met. V 4 where Aristotle renders Empedocles’ words as a
claim about essence. Again, with respect to De gen. et corr. 333b7–16, Ross holds that
φύσις in Empedocles is interpreted by οὐσία, permanent nature.” With respect to De
gen. et corr. 414b17, he takes it as unclear. I suppose that consequently, Ross took
Aristotle to read Empedokles’ mixis as "mixture” since the process of mixing can
hardly be considered as a thing’s permanent nature.
10. In Met. I 10, 993a15–24, Aristotle praises Empedocles for hinting at the thing’s
essence. This shows us that he reads Empedocles’ mixis at least as the cause of being.
Williams has claimed that Aristotle takes Empedocles’ concept of mixing merely as
“juxtaposition [...] as when rubbish is hurled together in a refuse dip,” Aristotle’s De
generatione et corruptione, Translated with notes by C. J. F. Williams (Oxford 1982),
171. Indeed, according to Aristotle’s presentation, Empedocles’ focus solely lies on
the proportion of the components and not on the question of how the composition is
made.
11. D. Charles Aristotle on Meaning and Essence (Oxford 2000), 283–294;
“Definition and Explanation in the Posterior Analytics (and beyond)” in D. Charles
(ed.) Definition in Greek Philosophy (Oxford 2010), 286–328, from now on
abbreviated as [Defintion], esp. 309–313.
12. [Definition], 312–313.
13. [Definition], 309.
14. I disagree with Ferejohn’s judgment that “…I maintain that in the Physics
Aristotle in effect replaces his earlier logical concept of an essence with the physical
concept of nature,” M. Ferejohn Formal Causes. Definition, Explanation, and Primacy
in Socratic and Aristotelian Thought (Oxford 2013), 162. As he puts it, essence does
not “play a major role in the Physics,” 161. On the contrary, it does, if we consider
Aristotle’s specification of essence as the end, see Physics II 7, 198b2–11.
15. 1041a20–b9: ζητήσειε δ’ ἄν τις διὰ τί ἅνθρωπός ἐστι ζῷον τοιονδί. τοῦτο μὲν
τοίνυν δῆλον, ὅτι οὐ ζητεῖ διὰ τί ὅς ἐστιν ἄνθρωπος ἄνθρωπός ἐστιν· τὶ ἄρα κατά τινος
ζητεῖ διὰ τί ὑπάρχει (ὅτι δ’ ὑπάρχει, δεῖ δῆλον εἶναι· εἰ γὰρ μὴ οὕτως, οὐδὲν ζητεῖ),
οἷον διὰ τί βροντᾷ· διὰ τί ψόφος γίγνεται ἐν τοῖς νέφεσιν· ἄλλο γὰρ οὕτω κατ’ ἄλλου
ἐστὶ τὸ ζητούμενον. καὶ διὰ τί ταδί, οἷον πλίνθοι καὶ λίθοι, οἰκία ἐστίν· φανερὸν τοίνυν
ὅτι ζητεῖ τὸ αἴτιον· τοῦτο δ’ ἐστὶ τὸ τί ἦν εἶναι, ὡς εἰπεῖν λογικῶς, ὃ ἐπ’ ἐνίων μέν ἐστι
τίνος ἕνεκα, οἷον ἴσως ἐπ’ οἰκίας ἢ κλίνης, ἐπ’ ἐνίων δὲ τί ἐκίνησε πρῶτον· αἴτιον γὰρ
καὶ τοῦτο. ἀλλὰ ὸ μὲν τοιοῦτον αἴτιον ἐπὶ τοῦ γίγνεσθαι ζητεῖται καὶ φθείρεσθαι,
θάτερον δὲ καὶ ἐπὶ τοῦ εἶναι. λανθάνει δὲ μάλιστα τὸ ζητούμενον ἐν τοῖς μὴ κατ’
ἀλλήλων λεγομένοις, οἷον ἄνθρωπος τί ἐστι ζητεῖται διὰ τὸ ἁπλῶς λέγεσθαι ἀλλὰ μὴ
διορίζειν ὅτι τάδε τόδε. ἀλλὰ δεῖ διαρθρώσαντας ζητεῖν· εἰ δὲ μή, κοινὸν τοῦ μηθὲν
ζητεῖν καὶ τοῦ ζητεῖν τι γίγνεται. ἐπεὶ δὲ δεῖ ἔχειν τε καὶ ὑπάρχειν τὸ εἶναι, δῆλον δὴ
ὅτι τὴν ὕλην ζητεῖ διὰ τί ἐστιν· οἷον οἰκία ταδὶ διὰ τί· ὅτι ὑπάρχει ὃ ἦν οἰκίᾳ εἶναι. καὶ
ἄνθρωπος τοδί, ἢ τὸ σῶμα τοῦτο τοδὶ ἔχον. ὥστε τὸ αἴτιον ζητεῖται τῆς ὕλης (τοῦτο δ’
ἐστὶ τὸ εἶδος) ᾧ τί ἐστιν· τοῦτο δ’ ἡ οὐσία.
16. Leunissen reads this formula as a general rule for explanation which has relevance
for a correct understanding of the Analytics’ method. See M. Leunissen Explanation
and Teleology in Aristotle’s Science of Nature (Cambridge 2010), 186. Her discussion
is part of the sixth chapter of her monograph, which forms a slightly modified version
of her earlier work “The Structure of Teleological Explanations in Aristotle: Theory
and Practice,” Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 33 (2007), 145–178. My later
references will be to her monograph, abbreviated as [Explanation].
17. [Explanations], 188.
18. There is a deeper concern I have to skip here. As long as we read the Aristotelian
aitia/aition as "explanation” (as Leunissen and many other do) we have to admit that
substance in the sense of form and essence is but an explanation or explanatory factor.
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This, I suppose, violates the standard reading of Aristotle’s concept of substance in
Zeta.
19. Also the latest contribution to the dispute on Physik II 8 argues for this reading,
see M. Scharle 'Elemental Teleology in Aristotle’s Physics 2.8’ in Oxford Studies in
Ancient Philosophy 34 (2008), 147-183. According to Charles, Ana. post. 99b33–34
refers to the idea that thunder is for the sake of threating those in Hades, see his
[Definition], 293. However, there is no such idea in Ana. post.
20. It might appear that Ross’ has already offered a modest version of my reading.
He writes: "On the other hand we may ask not only for what purpose has so–and–so
come into being or ceased to be, but also for what purpose it exists.”, see his Aristotle’s
Metaphysics vol. ii, 223. However, he reads the passage as though we can either ask
for coming to be or for both coming to be and being with respect to one and the same
object. As I read it, we ask for the coming to be with respect to thunder and both for
the coming to be and being with respect to houses.
21. See Physics II 7, 198a24–27. Even though Aristotle just says that often (pollakis)
these causes coincide, I agree with Bostock that this extends to all physical objects.
Evidence for the generality is given in a27: kai holôs hosa kinoumena kinei. For
Bostock, see his notes on Waterfield’s translation Aristotle—Physics, A New
Translation by Robin Waterfield (Oxford 1996), 243.
22. I agree with Leunissen when she writes: “It is through this efficient cause that the
essence of thunder and thereby the formal explanation of why there is thunder are
revealed: thunder is noise in the clouds caused by fire being extinguished.”
[Explanations], 186–187. In the same manner, one can argue that the parent as the
efficient cause reveals the essence of the offspring. This reasoning may rely on Physics
III 2, 202a9–12, where the moving principle is said to always carry form. However, all
these considerations do not recommend to us to consider the efficient cause as
sufficient to explain a substance’s coming to be.
23. As far as I can see, all scholars agree with Frede’s dictum that Aristotle uses aitia
and aition without significant difference, see M. Frede 'The Original Notion of Cause’
in M. Schofield, M. Burnyeat, and J. Barnes (eds.) Doubt and Dogmatism: Studies in
Hellenistic Epistemology (Oxford 1980), 217–249, 220–223. Leunissen proposes Ana.
post. I as the only exception where a distinction between both terms can be found, see
her [Explanation], 180.
24. Frede/Patzig write against the common reading with which I agree: “Warum soll
nicht auch im Hinblick auf (schon oder noch) existierende Dinge nach deren
wirkenden Ursachen gefragt werden können?” Aristotle does not deny this. However,
when we ask for substance as the cause for coming to be and for being, this cause is
the end. Why? Because only the purpose explains both why this matter is a house and
why it became a house. If we take the moving principle explaining why a human being
begets a human being, we can only do so because the moving principle, the formal
cause, and the purpose are unified, see Physics II 7, 198a24–27. For Frede/Patzig see
M. Frede/G. Patzig Aristoteles 'Metaphysik Z’, Text, Übersetzung und Kommentar,
vol. 2 (Munich 1988), 313.
25. I tend to agree with Charles that in the case of substances, the moving principle
is subordinated to the end. The end defines the form of a house and the form must be
given in the soul of a housebilder so she can built a house, see [Definition], 294. For
cases such as thunder, Leunissen seems to be right that the moving principle reveals
the form: "It is through this efficient cause that the essence of thunder and thereby the
formal explanation of why there is thunder are revealed: thunder is noise in the clouds
caused by fire being extinguished.” [Explanations], 186–187.
26. “Definition and Explanation in the Posterior Analytics (and beyond),” 311.
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27. I reject the idea that the case of syllables as it appears in the end of Zeta 17 is
significant with respect to substances. As Burnyeat has rightly pointed out, “The
syllable [...] is not a proper substantial being.” M. Burnyeat A Map of Metaphysics
Zeta (Pittsburgh 2001), 61. In a similar way, Mann wrote: "Thus by the end of Z 17 it
seems that syllables will not be ousiai, nor will there be an ousia of a syllable”, and
later "[...] only individual ousiai have a genuinely internal principle of unity.”, W.–R.
Mann â€ ˜Elements, Causes, and Principles’ in Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy
40 (2011), 29–61, 52 & 54.
28. Ross explains: “They indicate not the inmost nature of that to which they belong
but a mode of arrangement or other characteristic which may be only temporary.”
Aristotle’s Metaphysics, vol. ii, 229.
29. Among other reasons, this may explain why Aristotle quickly rejects the idea that
the soul is a mixture’s proportion. His own reasoning is terse and hard to understand,
see De anima I 4, 407b27–408a18. Ross lists the arguments in Aristotle, De Anima.
Edited with Introduction and Commentary by W.D. Ross (Oxford 1961), 192–193. For
a discussion of Aristotle’s refutation, see W. Charlton “Aristotle and the Harmonia
Theory” in A. Gotthelf (ed.) Aristotle on Nature and Living Things (Pittsburgh and
Bristol 1985), 131–150.
30. In Physics II 8, 199a7–8, we read that “the end is present in the things that come
to be by nature and are by nature.” (ἔστιν ἄρα τὸ ἕνεκά του ἐν τοῖς φύσει γιγνομένοις
καὶ οὖσιν.) Remarkably, Aristotle mentions being by nature explicitly, which refers
back to the beginning of Physics II, 192b8. As I take it, a thing’s nature is both its
cause of being and its cause of coming to be. Note that 193a9–10 and a20 equate nature
with substance. The physician has to work out the end as the natural object’s nature,
we are told in 193a27–28 & 199a29–32.
31. “Definition and Explanation in the Posterior Analytics (and beyond)”, 312.
32. Ross still has the foregoing discussion on difference in mind when he translates ἤ
τι ἄλλο τοιοῦτον in a17 as “or add some other similar differentia.” To be a shelter for
goods is definitely not a constitutive difference. For Ross, see The Complete Works of
Aristotle. The Revised Oxford Translation, ed. by J. Barnes, vol. ii, 1646. Bostock
ignores the introduction of the purpose in a14 when he summarizes Eta 2 thus: “And
the chapter ends by recommending us to regard a definition as something that
combines matter and differentia.” Aristotle: Metaphysics Book Z and H, 254. He
renders the purpose as an addition only: “[Aristotle] adds in parenthesis that the
purpose should be considered too.” 257.
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صاحب امتياز :دانشگاه تبريز
مدير مسئول :معاونت پژوهشي دانشگاه تبريز
سردبير :دكتر محمد اصغری
هيئت تحريريه:
دكتر علیرضا آزادی
دكتر منصور ايمانپور
دكتر ريچارد پالمر
دكتر مرتضي حاجحسیني
دكتر عبدالرزاق حساميفر
دكتر رابرت داستال
دكتر عبدالکريم رشیديان
دكتر مرتضي شجاری
دكتر سید مصطفي شهرآيیني
دكتر سید مجید صدرمجلس
دكتر حسن فتحزاده
دكتر حسن فتحي
دكتر محمود نوالي
دكتر يوسف نوظهور
دكتر مارك وان دن بوسه
دكتر حسین هوشنگي

استاديار فلسفه غرب دانشگاه تبريز
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راهنمای تدوين مقاله
 -1مقاله بايد حاصل پژوهش نويسنده در زمينۀ فلسفه(فلسفۀ اولي ،معرفتشناسي و فلسفههای کاربردی)
باشد و قبالً در جايي چاپ يا همزمان به نشريۀ ديگری ارسال نشده باشد .از ارسال همزمان چند مقاله
خودداری نماييد.
 -2برای ارسال مقاله الزم است به سايت  http://philosophy.tabrizu.ac.irمراجعه نموده و بعد از
ثبتنام به ارسال مقاله اقدام کنيد .مقاله زماني در سايت ثبت ميشود که پيغام «تكميل ارسال مقاله» را
دريافت کرده باشيد.
 -3متن مقاله و مشخصات نويسنده /نويسندگان را در فايلهای جداگانه ارسال نماييد .مشخصات نويسنده/
نويسندگان شامل :نام ،نام خانوادگي ،درجۀ علمي يا مقطع تحصيلي ،دانشگاه محل تدريس يا تحصيل،
آدرس ايميل و شماره تلفن همراه .چنانچه نويسندۀ مقاله بيش از يك نفر باشد ،نويسندۀ مسئول مقاله به
طور مشخص قيد گردد.
 -4مقاله الزاماً حاوی عنوان ،چكيده و واژگان کليدی فارسي و انگليسي ،مقدمه و نتيجه باشد و حجم آن
از بيست صفحه  A4بيشتر نباشد.
« -5دستور خط فارسي» مصوب فرهنگستان زبان و ادب فارسي ،مبنای آيين خط فارسي و معيار وصل و
فصل کلمات قرار گيرد .شكل التيني اسامي خاص و اصطالحات و ترکيبات خارجي بالفاصله در داخل دو
کمان داخل متن مقاله قيد شود.
 -7تمام پينوشتها در پايان مقاله و قبل از فهرست منابع به ترتيب و با شمارۀ مسلسل آورده شود.
 -8ارجاع به منابع و مأخذ در داخل متن ،بالفاصله بعد از نقل قول يا اشاره بدان ،در داخل دو کمان و با
ذکر نام خانوادگي نويسنده ،تاريخ انتشار اثر و شمارۀ صفحه صورت گيرد .اگر در يك سال از يك نويسنده
دو يا چند اثر به چاپ رسيده و مورد استناد قرار گرفته باشد ،اين آثار با ذکر حروف الف ،ب  ...يا  bو  aو...
پس از سال انتشار از هم متمايز شوند.
 -9در فهرست پاياني ،منابع به صورت زير معرفي شوند:
کتاب :نام خانوادگي ،نام نويسنده (سال انتشار) ،عنوان کتاب با حروف مورب يا ايتاليك ،نام مصحح يا
مترجم ،شمارۀ چاپ ،محل نشر ،نام ناشر.
مقاله :نام خانوادگي و نام نويسنده .عنوان مقاله داخل گيومه ،نام مجله /مجموعه با حروف مورب ،شمارۀ
مجله و مجموعه ،سال انتشار ،شمارۀ صفحات مربوط به مقاله.
منابع اينترنتي :نام خانوادگي و نام نويسنده ،تاريخ دسترسي« ،عنوان مقاله» ،نام وب سايت (يا عنوان نشريۀ
الكترونيكي همراه با مشخصات نشريه) ،صفحه /پاراگراف ،نشاني اينترنتي.
در منابع تكراری نام و نام خانوادگي نويسنده را به طور کامل درج نماييد.
 -11هرگونه تغييری در روند بررسي مقاالت از طريق سايت به نويسندگان اعالم خواهد شد.

